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INTRODUCTION
Feeling exclusion, generating exclusion
Giovanni Tarantino and Charles Zika
On 13 April 1986, Pope John Paul II made an official visit to the Great Syna-
gogue of Rome, in what was the first ever visit by a pope to a place of Jewish
worship. In his address to the Jewish community of Rome, the Pope alluded to
the improvement of relations between Jews and Christians brought about by the
Declaration on the Relation of the Church with Non-Christian Religions, ‘Nostra
Aetate’, issued by the Second Vatican Council in October 1965. He then said
something that is of particular relevance for the subject of this collection:
The Jewish religion is not ‘extrinsic’ to us, but in a certain way is ‘intrin-
sic’ to our own religion. With Judaism therefore we have a relationship
which we do not have with any other religion. You are our dearly
beloved brothers and, in a certain way, it could be said that you are our
elder brothers.1
Amidst the widespread euphoria over John Paul II’s visit, it was left to the his-
torian Carlo Ginzburg to point out that the term ‘elder brothers’ is not just
a bland expression of friendship, but refers to Romans 9:12: ‘The elder shall
serve the younger. Just as it is written: “Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated.”’ By
a sort of unintentional theological lapse, just as he was striving to blunt the
edges of existing divisions between the two religious communities, John Paul II
once again became entangled in the traditional theology of typological thinking:
the elder brother Esau, standing for Judaism, has been superseded and replaced
in the history of salvation by his younger brother Jacob, who represents the
Christian Church.2
This intriguing insight, by a historian who has done ground-breaking work
on the victims of persecution by ecclesiastical inquisitions, illustrates very graph-
ically the way in which the internalized views of religious alterity, or alterity in
general, create some of the most difficult obstacles to be overcome in the pro-
cess of building a more inclusive society—that is, a society that does not wave
the flag of identity as a weapon to separate insiders from outsiders, a society cap-
able of engaging with and accepting diversity, with humility, curiosity, and
respect, rather than with diffidence, fear, mockery, or disdain.
Feeling Exclusion aims to open up the emotional strategies that contributed to
the formation and maintenance of stereotypes of difference throughout much of
Europe between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. It does not focus pri-
marily on the proclamation of such views by society’s designated leaders in
formal treatises or decrees—whether concerning the adherents of other rival
Christian churches, the members of non-Christian faiths such as Turks or Jews,
or those like witches and the “natives” on Europe’s margins and beyond, whose
ritual practices often categorized them as devotees of a diabolical form of
pseudo-religion. It intends rather to explore the myriad ways that stereotypical
claims of difference permeated daily life and culture, in the shadow of immense
political and religious upheaval, the flight of unprecedented numbers into phys-
ical or internal exile, and the trauma, disenchantment, dissimulation, and secrecy
that such events inevitably brought in their wake.
To help achieve this aim, this collection has turned to some of the
methods and insights derived from the recent focus on emotions in historical
studies, and used them to understand better the social impact Reformation
conflicts had on post-Reformation societies. Emotions methodologies allow us
to peer more deeply into the many different ways historical processes seep
into the everyday lives of individuals and communities. Emotions provide us
with a window on experience; they give us insight into how individuals and
communities caught up in historical conflicts deploy their emotional attach-
ments to create their own particular histories and an understanding of the
world in which they live.3 This collection aims, therefore, to uncover the
different ways the conflicts resulting from the religious changes brought by
the Reformation are experienced, viscerally and psychologically; how these
experiences are made conscious and also visible, through the articulation of
emotion; how emotions in turn drive individuals to adopt frameworks for
understanding, dealing with and mastering their sense of displacement and
alienation; how some adopt emotional strategies to cope with such trauma or
to create rationales for resistance; and how emotions are deployed by individ-
uals, institutions, and communities to reproduce their structures of authority
through intolerance and exclusion.
By focusing on the emotions that drove acts of exclusion or expulsion, as
well as the feelings that resulted for those who were sent into physical or
internal exile, this book’s approach attempts to integrate critical human dimen-
sions into well-established stories. In the quest to uncover emotions, the authors
consider not only first-person accounts, as in diaries and letters, but also sermons
and literary parodies, the authority of the court room and biblical quotation,
objects such as sacred relics or treasured letters, prints and other visual media,
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communal ritual and bodily gesture, and memorials that both enshrine and
release emotion.
Language, gesture, object—all can become powerful media in which strong
emotions are invested with the purpose of projecting and disseminating emo-
tionally charged views of the religious “other” or of the misery and trauma of
marginalized, persecuted, displaced or exiled individuals and communities. Sara
Ahmed has shown us how emotions “stick” to objects, which then embed and
carry these emotions, thereby accruing the power to arouse human agents, or to
draw them together into new forms of association.4 However, the social context
of time and place, the particular emotional arena in which different actions take
place, contemporary understanding and expectations related to gender, and more
generally the feeling rules current within a particular community—all impact on
the reception and understanding of these emotions as well as on the sequence of
emotions they can subsequently arouse within observers or readers.5
Culturally specific ways to control, express, mobilize, or repress emotions are
touched on across the chapters, and discernible changes in emotional reactions
to comparable phenomena are highlighted in this collection. One example is the
fascinating case of changing attitudes toward witchcraft in the twilight of early
modern Spain (Chap. 13). This brought to mind Barbara Rosenwein’s penetrat-
ing critique of Norbert Elias’s narrative that described the history of the West as
the history of increasing emotional restraint. We concur with Rosenwein’s view
that this grand narrative is no longer viable. The new narrative, Rosenwein
writes, ‘recognizes various emotional styles, emotional communities, emotional
outlets, and emotional restraints in every period, and it considers how and why
these have changed over time’.6
The geographical scope of the collection is broad, albeit European. It ranges
across France, England, the Netherlands, Italy, the Swiss confederation, Spain,
and several German-speaking territories. It investigates a shared history that
stretches from the campaigns against “Waldensian” witches and other heretics in
France from the mid-fifteenth century and the expulsion of Jews from Spain at
the end of the fifteenth century to the persecution of different groups during
the long period of religious reformations over the following centuries, that
sparked waves of expulsion, migration, imprisonment, and execution. While the
focus on emotions in the exclusion policies of governments and the lives of
excluded religious communities has not as yet been the subject of scholarly
study, the individual chapters do build on a number of recent important works.7
The chapters in Part 1, Belonging and Displacement, investigate the complex
relationships between communities in exile, the homelands from which they
fled or were exiled, and other communities of fellow believers from whom
they could seek physical or psychological assistance in their marginalized condi-
tion. Emotions are considered first among the strategic devices of excluded
individuals and communities seeking support and assistance from co-religionists
across Europe, and from family and friends who had emigrated to supposedly more
tolerant countries. Penny Roberts analyses the deep resentment and disillusionment
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found in the memoirs of exiles to Switzerland and England in the second half of the
sixteenth century, who had been forced to leave country, home, family, and friends.
Susan Broomhall explores the hopeful supplications sent from persecuted
Huguenots in the southern Low Countries and northern France to family and
friends who had safely migrated across the Channel at the end of the 1660s.
David van der Linden examines the emotionally charged dialogue between
exiled ministers and their flock between London, Amsterdam, Berlin, and
Geneva after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, while Ole Peter Grell docu-
ments the mixed emotions of hope and despair that informed the desperate
requests for help sent by refugees in German-speaking territories during the
Thirty Years War to Calvinist congregations throughout Europe. These
chapters clearly demonstrate how the Huguenot diaspora provides a particularly
strong case study through which to explore feelings of loss and belonging, as
well as the deployment of collective identities created through the experience of
persecution, displacement, and dispossession brought about through religious
conflict.
The contributions to Part 2, Coping with Persecution and Exile, consider
the coping strategies religious refugees developed in order to deal with their
marginalization and exclusion, whether physical or internal exile. Critical to
these strategies were the ways in which such feelings were internalized, trans-
forming their stereotyping as others into a positive condition that could gen-
erate strong feelings of comfort, confidence, resilience, and hope. Their
refugee experience and identity would ultimately become ‘a form of social
capital’, as Nicholas Terpstra argues in the afterword to this collection. This is
similar to the phenomenon of African Americans applying the word “race” to
themselves, in order to express their collective identity and turn the word’s
original derogatory use on its head.8 Claire Walker shows how the mobility
of relics across the English Channel connected fragmented communities of
English Catholic nuns during the seventeenth century, and how their connec-
tions to Christ’s torments and martyrs allowed them to fashion common nar-
ratives of anguish and alienation. This widespread strategy, of taking on the
language of Christian sacrifice and martyrdom to make sense of suffering, is
also explored by Giovanni Tarantino, through the letters from prison of the
Piedmontese Waldensian, Sebastian Bazan, as he prepared for his execution,
and by Dolly MacKinnon, in the retelling of narratives in the face of persecu-
tion suffered by the Scottish Covenanters in the late seventeenth century.
The promise of martyrdom provided a belief in ultimate victory against perse-
cutors. Martyrdom was an emotional burden, but also a privilege and
a viaticum for inner transformation, argues Gary Waite in his consideration of
the Dutch Anabaptist prophet, David Joris, who found in spiritualism the
divine love that displaced the fear and anger he felt at his ongoing persecu-
tion. In the case of the Quakers, John Marshall shows how their suffering as
Christians under persecution led them to conceive and entertain forms of reli-
gious toleration and to openly condemn the slave trade.
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Part 3, “Othering” Strategies, focuses on the strategies deployed to generate
feelings of exclusion in others through models of social difference or alterity
that question loyalty, shared values, trust, and control, and how such models
and the feelings of exclusion they generate are maintained through a variety
of media and representation. Such strategies are common in the
confessional conflicts created by movements for religious reform in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries. Paola von Wyss-Giacosa demonstrates in
her elegant study of a series of Bernard Picart engravings just how subtle and
nuanced these strategies could be, employing sequence, size, style, and placement
within a pictorial programme—what Wyss-Giacosa calls ‘con-visualisation’—to
elicit feelings of sympathy or rejection among viewers. Similar strategies, if often
more crude and confronting, were deployed in interactions between Christians
and Jews. In his analysis of the Toledot Yeshu, a parody of the life of Jesus,
Daniel Barbu clearly demonstrates, however, how the arousal by Jews of nega-
tive feelings among Christians in response to such crude parody frequently also
represents a way of feeling and maintaining Jewish identity in a hostile Christian
world. Charles Zika, on the other hand, focuses on the exclusionary policies
directed against the fictive figure of the witch. He argues that the increasing
prominence given to witches’ dances from the later sixteenth century helped
identify witches as members of a wholly alien society, governed by insatiable
lust and frenzied zeal to destroy Christian communities—which consequently
justified their merciless prosecution. Yet by the later eighteenth century, as
María Tausiet shows, that world had been turned upside down. In her
exploration of a case of possession in a northern Spanish village, those
making accusations of witchcraft were now the ones subjected to parody and
ridicule by Church leaders and accused of being driven by uncontrolled
anger and a superstitious world view that no longer prevailed in an enlight-
ened age.
In his Afterword, Nicholas Terpstra draws notice to another important aspect
of the various campaigns in early modern Europe directed towards exclusion—
whether as a form of segregation, overt persecution, or expulsion—which is
sometimes difficult to comprehend and demands closer attention by historians:
the ‘wilful forgetting’ by the victims of one campaign, who themselves turn into
victimisers in another. On the other hand, if a “charitable hatred” too often
actualized the Augustinian reading of Luke 14:23 (that one should compel people
to come to the banquet) as a justification for forced conversion to Christianity,
pious frauds were not infrequently called for by Christian deists, irenicists, and
Latitudinarians. But, as Terpstra aptly argues with reference to Spiritualists and
Quakers, ‘the consequences of love were simply too fearful’. Some were simply
beyond toleration, and those of true faith had to be protected from the conta-
gion they might introduce. The Huguenot sceptic, Pierre Bayle, who was him-
self a refugee in addition to being an influential theorist of toleration, was
deeply suspicious of those who even thought of being able to define “true reli-
gion”. He believed that any effort to put up fences, however innocuous they
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might seem, reflected an underlying attachment to an ideology that would
ultimately lead to the erecting of further fences.9
Fences, or indeed walls, both physical and cultural, have become one of
the defining features of early twenty-first century political discourse and
experience—only a little more than twenty years after one of the defining
walls of the twentieth century, the Berlin Wall, was brought down. Alterna-
tive legal walls can also be created—such as by excising a whole national ter-
ritory from the right of refugees to apply for a visa there, as the Australian
government did in 2013, which then enabled them to send such refugees to
detention centres on Pacific Islands between one and four thousand kilo-
metres to the north. Feeling Exclusion provides a critical historical context for
us to understand the current global migration and refugee crises as well as the
intensity of emotional responses on the part of those displaced and the com-
munities they orbit and join.
We have certainly learnt many of the lessons of those times: the need for co-
existence, social inclusion, and religious toleration. And we know how deeply
enriched and enlivened host communities can become from an influx of refu-
gees of conscience, as American historian of the Roman Inquisition John
Tedeschi once remarked, with reference to sixteenth-century Italian religious
refugees. He went on to note:
The small but elite band of scholars and scientists, who were compelled to
find new homes in northern and central Europe, were no less a channel
for the diffusion of learning than their twentieth-century counterparts, the
Barons, Gilberts, Kristellers, Kuttners, Lowinskys, Panofskys and many
others who revitalised American studies in their fields.10
However, it is clear every day that we have not yet abandoned many of the atti-
tudes we find in the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries, the fear of those with
world views different to our own, the mistrust of the displaced and refugees, the
lack of sufficient compassion to feel the stress and pain of those experiencing
exclusion. Edward Said aptly noted in his reflections on exile:
Exile is strangely compelling to think about but terrible to experience. It
is the unhealable rift forced between a human being and a native place,
between the self and its true home: its essential sadness can never be
surmounted.11
No doubt reflecting on his own experience, Said considered later moments of
heroism and triumph as little more than attempts to overcome deeply felt
sorrow and estrangement. The pain of exile was not only deep, but it lived on
through some kind of continuing emotional scarring: ‘The achievements of
exile are permanently undermined by the loss of something left behind for
ever.’
6 Giovanni Tarantino and Charles Zika
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Exile, in particular the so-called refugee crisis, is the headline issue of our time.
The mixed emotional response of host communities, including compassion and
suspicion, sympathy and fear, loom large in the discussion. As I write, BBC
Radio 4 is having its ‘World on the Move’ day, featuring specialist broadcasts
on the topic, including historical precedents. One of those being considered is
the 1685 Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, which effectively made the prac-
tice of Protestant worship illegal in France and prompted a significant Huguenot
diaspora known as the Refuge. This event and its consequences have been
widely studied; such works are mainly concerned with the communities of
exiles that established themselves abroad, primarily in England and the Dutch
Republic, as well as further afield.1 Another focus of scholarly attention has
been the clandestine churches of the so-called Désert up to the Revolution,
which marked a partial return to the time prior to the Wars of Religion, before
public worship was first permitted by the crown in 1562. Less consideration has
been given to the exiles from the sixteenth-century French religious wars,
whose communities were not so established, not least because persecution was
much more sporadic and interspersed by lengthy periods of official toleration. It
is also notable that such studies tend to look at the issue from the perspective of
the host communities, or at least from the other side of the border.2 With the
presence and increasing influence of John Calvin and other French ministers in
Geneva from the 1540s, and the predominantly merchants and artisans from
France who followed them there, not to mention the contribution of other
important refugee centres such as Strasbourg and Lausanne, the exile experience
was at the heart of the Reform movement.3 Essentially, too, Geneva was the
French Reformed Church in exile, and this fact profoundly shaped the approach
of Calvin and his fellow ministers to the situation in France.4 Yet, the variable
contours of the exile experience in these circumstances have hardly been
explored by historians, especially with regard to the practical and emotional
impact on individuals and the clandestine activities in which, as a consequence
of their displacement, they inevitably became involved.
Despite the intense focus on the violence and brutality of the French religious
wars, which has shaped so much of our understanding of the conflict,
a specifically emotional history is yet to be written. That is not to say that his-
torians have been disinterested in the impact of the wars both on the kingdom
and on individuals. From the anguish of a whole nation to personal trauma
during the St Bartholomew’s Day massacre and the self-examination of Mon-
taigne, the psychological experience of elements of the conflict has been closely
analysed.5 But these partial contributions need to be expanded further. The
emotional language and tone of many such accounts is palpable, such as the
fifty-page remonstrance from the Protestant nobility of Maine to the King and
the Marshal de Vieilleville, listing the atrocities and ‘horrible excesses’ that their
coreligionists in the region had suffered during the two years following the 1563
edict of pacification, which should have protected and safeguarded their
interests.6 Nevertheless, the resulting catalogue of heinous crimes and official
connivance deals largely with second- or third-hand accounts. A more sensitive
approach can, however, extract evidence of more nuanced experiences. The
record, of course, can only ever be partial, since few participants wrote down
how they felt during, and as a consequence of, these disturbing acts. Perhaps,
then, we might look elsewhere for direct experience of the emotional impact of
the wars, but in doing so we may have to look in unexpected places, as Susan
Broomhall has demonstrated with the petitions of paupers for poor relief
describing the distressing effects of the wars.7 Another source of trauma, to be
considered here, is the displacement and loss felt by those who were forced to
leave their homes to seek an uncertain future in exile.
Nicholas Terpstra has recently reminded us that ‘the Reformation stands out
as the first period … when the religious refugee became a mass phenomenon’.8
The burgeoning interdisciplinary field of memory studies also draws our atten-
tion to the resilience and fortitude of the survivors of traumatic episodes, which
seems peculiarly apt for a volume dealing with the issue of emotion and exile.9
From many accounts, it is clear that the sorts of ordeals experienced by Hugue-
nots must have had severe emotional repercussions: some became exiles after
they witnessed such actions, others struggled to deal with the knowledge of
them from afar. In turn, this must have led to a sense of guilt, as well as justifi-
cation or affirmation of their departure. Frustratingly though, we know very
little about what the responses were to such experiences as witnessing the brutal
death of relatives and friends; surviving an attack themselves; having a child torn
away to be baptized; they themselves being forced to abjure. Of course, these
were the very experiences many exiles sought to avoid by fleeing from their
homes. As already noted, such trauma is often reported at third hand in chron-
icles and memoirs or in the correspondence of noble leaders with each other
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and the crown. Reports of tears and laments, courage and defiance, but also
shame and fear emerge, but the descriptions are often quite generic in form.
Ultimately, therefore, there is very little to be heard of the voices of the exiles
themselves. Nevertheless, while reconstruction may be difficult, it remains both
worthwhile and instructive. Exiles were more likely than most to reflect on
their circumstances and, indeed, to provide the vital written record needed
through correspondence with family, colleagues, and friends. While letters are
the most direct primary source we have for evidence of the emotional impact of
exile, other documents also need to be examined for the effect of persecution
on the emotions of not only those who left, but also those who stayed, and
those who eventually returned once the conflict had subsided.
It should be emphasized that, although there was much shared emotional
experience in the ordeal of exile, it was often evoked in very individual and
personal ways. The trauma was deeply felt and internalized as well as publicly
expressed. It involved both physical hardship and psychological stress, as well as
a sense of abandonment and betrayal, and the questioning of an individual’s
identity. Staying put or going back was not a simple choice; after a time, exiles
might feel that they belonged nowhere, treated with sympathy but also suspicion
in their place of refuge, but fearful of what response awaited them if they went
home. The experience of exile both changed and marked those who left, so that
returning could be fraught with anxiety, due as much to the ambivalent response
of others as to their own sense of displacement at the changes that had occurred
in their absence. While exile was a refuge from the threat posed by the actions
of the authorities that might compromise one’s faith, others might look askance
at the decision to leave family and friends behind. Often believing that they had
no choice but to leave, exiles had to justify this important decision continually
to themselves as well as to others.
The reluctance of those forced to flee across the border of the French king-
dom, by land and by sea, was aroused by fear of the possibly imminent adversity
and misfortune on leaving their homeland. On 3 August 1595, the lawyer and
memoirist Nicolas Pithou, aged seventy-one, wrote his last will and testament.10
He had recently returned to his native town of Troyes in Champagne after
twenty-seven continuous years abroad in exile. As a committed Huguenot, he
had been forced to choose between his home and his faith at the age of forty-
four. Like many others, he had brief spells away, initially as waves of persecution
ebbed and flowed in 1560s, and finally leaving at the beginning of the third war
in 1568. While lamenting the time and money he had spent moving around
here and there for more than three decades, he thanked God for keeping him
safe, conserving him from ‘so many perils and dangers, misfortunes and calam-
ities’. Finally, he gave tribute to the two people who had been closest to him in
his life, his ‘well-loved’ twin-brother Jean and his ‘dearly beloved’ wife Perrette,
‘constant companion’ on his travels. He entrusted Perrette to Jean’s care, trusting
that he would extend to her the same ‘intimate friendship’ the brothers had
shared. Of course, being so close to a twin or to a spouse was not unusual, but
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such emotional familial ties must only have been reinforced and strengthened by
the adversity and hardship of exile. Nicolas’s experience, like that of other
exiles, torn between his native and adopted homes, was reflected in his endow-
ments, which were divided between the poor of the Genevan Church and the
poor of Troyes. He would die three years later in 1598, leaving behind him not
only his grieving brother and wife, but also a 500-folio-plus memoir chronicling
the history of the Reformed Church in Troyes.11 His twin, Jean, died four years
later in 1602, still in exile in the Swiss town of Lausanne.
A period of exile could, however, afford fortuitous opportunities, not only to
the individuals concerned, but to those they had left behind, in building net-
works and seeking external support. Another refugee from the third war was
Odet de Coligny, Cardinal of Châtillon, elder brother of the better-known
Huguenot leader, Admiral Gaspard de Coligny, first victim of the 1572 St
Bartholomew’s Day massacre. His was a very high-profile exile indeed, as
reflected in a number of letters he wrote to King Charles IX in the days during
and after his flight. The first was written on 5 September 1568, as he made his
way to the Channel coast to take a boat to England, and two others repeated
much the same information in the days following his arrival (suggesting, as for
many such correspondents, that he was anxious about the information getting
through):
Having received several warnings one after another of the plots against
me, and the traps to surprise me in my home… and knowing that those
who have long declared themselves the enemies of me and mine… (5
Sept).12
To my very great regret, I have been forced at my age [he was fifty-one]
to abandon my house, my homeland and your realm, where I have always
been honoured to have been well treated by its kings, in order to conserve
my life and to keep myself from injury and oppression from those who have
always shown themselves to be enemies of the public peace, and particularly
of my whole House (14 Sept).13
Conscious of the rebellious appearance of such an act, the Cardinal assured
Charles that ‘no plots, intelligence or sharp practice have led me to this country
where I had never even thought of coming three hours before my departure from
my house and the warning I received that I should move out immediately’
(14 September). In particular, he emphasized that he remained the young king’s
loyal servant: ‘believe that, in whatever place I am, I would never fail in any way
to uphold the obedience, fidelity, subjection and loyalty I owe you’, and that his
only purpose was ‘to serve God, pray for your prosperity and health, and to
deliver your kingdom from the miseries, calamities and desolation’ it was facing
(5 September). He wrote to express his extreme distress, tinged with not a little
resentment, at being so treated. Nevertheless, six months later, Odet was con-
demned in his absence for ‘rebellion, felony, (and the) crime of lèse-majesté’,
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deprived of all his honours and possessions, and fined a hefty 200,000 livres for
‘common offence’ against the king.14 He would die, still in exile in England, on
30 March 1571, as he waited at Canterbury for a suitable boat to take him back to
his native France.
Unlike Nicolas Pithou, Odet was protected by his aristocratic status and royal
favour, and after only two and a half years of this first experience of exile, he was
heading back to France on the resumption of peace. Like Pithou, his wife (his
former mistress whom he had married in 1564 after his excommunication by the
pope) accompanied him, as well as a formidable entourage of some thirty people
who made up his aristocratic household. During his enforced exile, he maintained
regular, if often clandestine, correspondence with his family and followers back in
France, and was warmly welcomed at Queen Elizabeth’s court. At the same time
as he was appealing to the charity of Charles IX, he was writing to convince his
new host and protector of the justness of his actions, and indeed how providential
the situation was in allowing him to meet and kiss the hands of ‘the most virtuous
princess of this century’.15 The flattery did not stop there, as he referred to Eng-
land as ‘the asylum and refuge’ for all those persecuted and pursued because of
their ‘piety and religion’, stating that her actions in offering them shelter and hos-
pitality were pleasing to heaven and would be noted by posterity. Indeed,
a sizeable Huguenot community, of which Odet de Coligny was only briefly
a member, had already established itself as one of the primary ‘stranger churches’
in London. The support network that they offered to those fleeing persecution
was invaluable, for ‘they quickly became the institutional centre of the whole for-
eign community of the city’.16 Such networks were, indeed, a vital consideration
for those choosing whether, and where, to contemplate a future in exile.
During his period of enforced exile, Odet was able to act as an effective go-
between for the Huguenots with Elizabeth, successfully seeking both material
and financial assistance for them. In doing so, he was able to play on the suffer-
ings of his coreligionists back in France. In a lengthy report he wrote for Eliza-
beth’s chief minister, William Cecil, detailing the mistreatment of the
Huguenots, he states that he ‘cannot recount without tears the inhumanities
(and) barbarities’ suffered by them.17 The ‘innocence’ and ‘loyalty’ of the
Huguenots in the face of so much injustice and inhumane treatment is repeat-
edly contrasted with the ‘unfaithfulness’ and ‘cruelty’ of their opponents. Amid
the accounts of murders, rape, and pillage, the Cardinal made a point of exoner-
ating the actions of his brothers, who might be seen as rebels by some, but who
were, he claimed, only acting in self-defence, they and their families having
been directly threatened. It was a self-justification for his own actions, too, in
fleeing the realm and seeking exile abroad. Odet’s was not an experience of iso-
lation or uncertainty to the same extent as other refugees, but, like them, it was
detrimental to his wealth and well-being, to his status and influence, as well as
arguably to his health. His sudden and unwelcome departure from France, and
the arduousness of the Channel crossing, no doubt took its toll on frayed nerves
and an ageing constitution. How much worse must it have been for those who
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could not afford and were not offered the means of transport, places of resi-
dence, and networks of support that Odet’s rank was able to secure, and upon
which he was able to rely.18
As reflected in both the Coligny and Pithou examples, it is worth remarking
that the experience of exile during the French religious wars was often brief, spor-
adic and, therefore, less established than that of other groups, such as the Iberian
conversos or indeed the Huguenots’ post-Revocation descendants in the 1680s.
Individuals and groups headed mainly to Protestant strongholds in the Swiss
Confederation and the Empire, but also to England and increasingly, after the
establishment of the United Provinces, to the Netherlands. The Genevan Livre des
habitants and the registers of other refugee centres record this diaspora during
waves of persecution, notably in the 1550s before official toleration was intro-
duced, the early 1560s at the beginning of the wars, in 1568 following the out-
break of the third war, and especially after the St Bartholomew’s Day massacres of
1572.19 Listed alongside the names of refugees were their places of origin, their
occupations, and sometimes the names and ages of family and household mem-
bers, including servants, who had travelled with them. In later years, Geneva
required witnesses to vouch for those registering, drawn from the existing inhabit-
ants, often relatives or former acquaintances. On arrival, exiles naturally sought
out others they knew in the community or those who shared a trade or other
status with them. Such groupings often became tight-knit and mutually support-
ive. Equally, however, we know that while some settled, others returned home as
soon as it was safe (at least officially) to do so. In general, it was often unclear
how long a period of exile might last, and few probably expected it to be per-
manent. Common to early modern exile experience were notions of homeland
and homelessness: being wrenched away from your home as penance for faith had
biblical overtones, as had the desire for, and expectation of, return. As
a consequence, stories of the circumstances of an individual’s or group’s departure
or flight accrued an important, even mythological status, to be recounted down
the generations and used to solicit sympathy (as in the case of Odet de Coligny)
from would-be hosts.20
Furthermore, according to Natalia Muchnik, exile ‘incarnated the dilemma’
between the earthly and the spiritual, between material possessions and faith,
with the diaspora seen as a transitory state, a test, an act of penitence, before the
return to the promised land and redemption.21 Only gradually, therefore, did
groups of exiles integrate fully into their new surroundings, their host society;
traditions and customs were often long perpetuated. The much-discussed Cal-
vinist international, therefore, involved a sense of common destiny, a collective
struggle as well as a sense of community, and, through correspondence,
a sharing of a ‘virtual’ diaspora with those left behind. However, views of the
homeland could also be conflicted, especially such as in France where persecu-
tion intensified, sharpening the contrast with the spiritual and material support
of the host country. The many Huguenots who left, but soon after returned to
their native communities during the course of the wars, often faced a hostile
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reception as town gates were reluctantly reopened to admit them, and resent-
ment towards them continued when their seized property was returned. Some-
times they were forced to allow the rebaptism of their children, and they often
experienced continual intimidation and harassment, in the most extreme cases
leading to murder. It is notable that several of the victims of the St
Bartholomew’s Day massacres in the provinces had previously gone into exile,
an act perhaps marking them out as targets, and certainly heightening the danger
involved in their decision to return.
One of the most high-profile cases of those who escaped and fled into exile
during the 1572 massacre in Paris was Gabriel de Lorges, Count of Montgom-
ery, probably best known as the man who inflicted the fatal blow on Henry II
during a joust in 1559.22 He was also a leading Huguenot commander during
the wars, and an intermittent exile in England and the Channel Islands. Despite
his dramatic escape, he was captured on returning to the wars in France, and
subsequently tried and executed for treason in 1574, despite being offered
a safe-conduct by the crown. In addition, his many children were subsequently
deprived of their noble status and inheritance, which could only have added to
the emotional turmoil they already felt at his swift dispatch. The authorities
took the view that his continuing presence whether at home or abroad was too
dangerous for the polity to allow him to survive. Montgomery’s decision to
return from exile to continue the fight for the Huguenot cause would cost him
his life.
Indeed, it is worth underlining that for many Huguenots, exile abroad was
not a feasible or desirable option, certainly not in the long term, and they had
to face the many challenges posed by staying put in a hostile environment that,
historians have argued, formed its own sort of exile. Christopher Highley dis-
cusses the phenomenon of interior or internal exile for those who stayed behind
in England but might have felt like strangers in their own land due to their pol-
itical and cultural (and arguably social) marginalisation.23 The experience of
interior or internal exile is also found in the case of France. Nicolas Pithou’s
account of the history of the Reformed Church in his native Troyes reveals an
often-concealed phenomenon in our record of Huguenot experience when he
recounts the story of his half-sister, Ambroise. The story is worth examining in
detail. In September 1562, after two months of intense persecution and murders
of Protestants in Troyes, Ambroise was registered, together with her husband
and sister and many other Huguenots, as a refugee in Strasbourg, just over the
border in the Empire.24 But in 1562 she returned to Troyes with her maid and
two daughters in secret, in order to give birth to a third child. Subsequently, she
was ejected from her mother’s house for refusing to abjure or go to mass,
thereby risking the family’s safety. In desperation, Ambroise then returned in
secret to her own house that had been locked up and where she could stay
hidden until she gave birth. However, the midwife informed the authorities (as
she was legally obliged to do), who then sent soldiers to take the baby boy to
be baptized. Thereafter, Ambroise made it appear as if she had left town, only
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going out at night, and sustaining herself and her children by making and selling
tapestries. Despite her straitened circumstances, her mother and the rest of her
family refused to help her out unless she conformed. She left the town shortly
afterwards.25
The next time that we meet up with Ambroise Pithou in her brother’s
chronicle is in 1573, a time fraught with danger for the Huguenots following
the St Bartholomew’s Day massacres. She had fled this time to Ligny-en-
Barrois, on the French border with Lorraine, in order to meet up with some
other women from Troyes who, like her, were planning to join their husbands
in exile. On this occasion, she was accompanied by two daughters, one only
twenty-one months old (it is not stated what had become of the son whose
birth she had striven so hard to conceal in 1562). At Ligny, she trusted in the
protection of the Count of Brienne, who had provided members of her family
with a refuge in the past, but she was refused entry and was abused by guards
on the city gates. At great risk, Nicolas Pithou tells us, she had to plead for her
life with soldiers who had been ordered to murder her. The courage Ambroise
demonstrated in these circumstances is reminiscent of her defiant stance over her
child’s baptism and her own attendance at Mass in 1562. Her experience, twice
left to fend for herself and her children in the face of extreme adversity while
her husband was in exile, also reminds us that the widows of the wars were not
the only people who had to cope on their own.26 Ambroise went on to explain
to her would-be captors the emotional pain this rejection by her family had
caused her, as cited by her half-brother: ‘It has deprived me of the company of
my husband, the presence of my daughter whom I was forced to abandon and
all that is mine’.27
Like many such accounts (notably those in the longer compilation of the His-
toire Ecclésiastique), there is an air of the martyrology about the tale of Ambroise’s
brave words and fortitude in the face of extreme danger. Women were seen as
particularly effective and emotive exempla of the trials of upholding a persecuted
faith; the perils for women of both leaving and staying put were highlighted in all
cases.28 One such story is that of a woman known as la Glée, who went to her
death willingly, indeed joyfully, only pausing briefly to weep when confronted by
the sight of the children she was leaving behind.29 Another involves the extreme
and prolonged bouts of torture suffered by a sixty-year-old widow, Castille Roc-
ques, in the town of Sorèze near Castres in Languedoc, when she refused to
denounce or waiver from her religion.30 So, what evidence is there of the real
emotion of such experiences rather than simply a cultural repertoire of how such
events should be described? In Nicolas Pithou’s case, he is at less of a remove than
many of his fellow memorialists from his half-sister’s experience. The amount of
detail and its individual facets lend it an air of veracity that some other accounts
lack; indeed, Ambroise’s story is in many ways suggestive. It was not unusual for
Protestant women to remain behind to maintain the household rather than seek
temporary exile alongside their husbands. Like Recusant women in England, they
could find themselves in a hostile environment, viewed as suspect within their
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own communities.31 As a result, they were forced to rely on the safety net pro-
vided by existing ties and support networks, the resilience of which was repeatedly
put to the test in an increasingly uncertain world. The Pithou family’s rejection of
Ambroise and subsequent withdrawal of protection and support was no doubt
painful for Nicolas to have to recount. Separation from a spouse and children was
not unusual but was clearly painful to endure. In addition, the regulations of
French synods prevented women from marrying again even if their husbands
were away for years. Indeed, they were obliged to follow their husbands into
exile if they were to be absent for a prolonged period, just as men were forbidden
to abandon their wives—to prevent couples from using exile as a convenient
excuse for a separation.32
This discussion of the effective ‘internal exile’ of Huguenots might be
expanded still further. It is unclear whether others remained cowering in their
apparently empty houses as Ambroise did. Certainly there are references to
houses locked up and left for long periods by Huguenots whose neighbours did
not know when or if they would return, including several in Troyes during
a house-to-house poll conducted by the municipal authorities in 1563.33 Even
during periods of official peace, while Huguenots were not to be molested for
matters of conscience or private prayer within their homes, they were forced
out far beyond the town gates for the more public acts of collective worship
and reception of the sacraments. This effective expulsion from the community
made them vulnerable to attack at the gates themselves or elsewhere on their
journey to and from services. The Huguenot sense of ostracization and margin-
alization was reinforced by being forced to worship far away from the heart of
the community. When fighting between the faiths broke out at the designated
site for worship in January 1566, the authorities at Tours locked the gates and
the returning Huguenots were even forced to spend the night outside the
town.34 Furthermore, refugees would leave and return through the town gates
during periods of temporary exile with each declaration of war or subsequent
peace. Those who had left, later to return once the persecution they had been
fleeing died down, might find that their coreligionists who had stayed behind
and suffered viewed them with resentment. Reference to the place of refuge
might also be a cause of friction, as Nicolas Pithou was to find when he
returned from his first visit to Geneva in 1561. When his intervention was
rebuffed in a consistory meeting, and it was stated that what he had said ‘would
be very good in a Genevan church but we do not govern that way in France’,
he retorted, ‘Please God, that all things went as well in all French churches as
they do in those of Geneva’.35 Exiles in some senses were always caught
between two places, home and refuge, as well as between two communities,
challenging both their sense of belonging and their identity.
The letters, wills, petitions, chronicles, and other documentary sources used
here demonstrate that exile was far from an easy choice. The emotional impact
of persecution was not displaced, but often added to, by the turmoil of leaving
possessions, loved ones, and homeland behind. Weighing up the relative balance
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of the danger to be faced at home with the unknown adversity to be found in
a place of refuge was itself a leap of faith as well as a leap for the preservation of
faith. During the French religious wars, many returned when that balance
seemed to shift, notably in the 1560s, while others fled for good when hope of
lasting toleration had faded, especially after 1572. New waves of diaspora ensued
with the rise of the Catholic League forcing royalists out, while Henry IV’s
reign, even after his conversion, offered a new reprieve. Thus, we should recog-
nize more openly how fear, hope, guilt, remorse, grief, and anger formed
a fraught emotional backdrop accompanying the fluctuating fortunes of the pol-
itics of the religious wars.
However, as we saw in the case of Odet de Coligny, exile could also offer
opportunities to those abroad set on continuing to support their coreligionists at
home, especially when they were of such high rank. Before his period of exile,
while his brothers were chiefly employed in Huguenot military affairs, Odet acted
as a mediator with the monarchy and had a prominent role as a royal diplomat. He
and his brothers had worked hard to gain official recognition for their cause and
actively sought a peaceful reconciliation with the French crown. Notably, in 1568,
Odet was central to the negotiations of the edict of pacification between the
Huguenots and the monarchy, holding secret meetings with the Queen Mother,
Catherine de Medici, with whom he seems to have had mostly good relations.
From exile he also acted on her behalf as a go-between for the proposed marriage
between Elizabeth of England and a French prince, the duke of Anjou (later Henri
III), or possibly the Huguenot leader, Henry of Navarre.
But what of Odet’s involvement in unofficial activities during his period of
exile, for which, fortuitously, his forced departure provided him with the perfect
platform? Making the most of his connections and status while in England, Odet
was actively raising money and securing supplies in support of the Huguenot
stronghold of La Rochelle in its campaign against the crown. Various exasper-
ated reports from the French ambassador indicate the frustration with the favour
shown to him when it came to supporting Huguenot troops with arms,
gunpowder, and ships. The English ignored all French efforts to place a trade
embargo on La Rochelle, as well as their complaints that French ships were
being seized by authorization of the Cardinal. In particular, Odet requested that
passports be provided for those carrying packets of correspondence and memoirs
for him and his brothers, as well as for others on Huguenot business, including
the wife of his minister who was intending to join her husband in exile in
England.36 He sought to retrieve intercepted packets of letters, assuring the Eng-
lish authorities that there was nothing sinister in them, but that they all con-
cerned the Huguenot cause. Considering his connections with the leadership at
La Rochelle, all this clearly and unsurprisingly points to Odet being closely
involved with a clandestine network of information-gatherers, and perhaps even
spies, operating between France and England.
Mark Greengrass has emphasized the importance of correspondence for
nurturing a sense of belonging and vitality for French Protestantism, as well as
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reinforcing and sustaining its unity and identity, and the emergence of
a common purpose.37 The French religious wars of the late sixteenth century
provided a ready platform for the use of secretive means by which all parties
transmitted messages and news across France and to their allies abroad. As has
long been established, the nobility and foreign ambassadors played a key role
in such activity; so, too, did high-ranking exiles like Odet. The crown was
particularly concerned during the first decade of the wars with the activities of
the Huguenot leadership and their allies abroad. Thus, their movements were
spied upon and, in turn, their agents were arrested and their correspondence
with coreligionists both within and without France intercepted. A crucial con-
cern of the authorities was plots against the crown—in the case of France, not
just by the Huguenots, but also by discontented Catholics opposed to the royal
policy of toleration. It is unsurprising that exiles were particularly watched for
evidence of conspiracy with associates abroad. In France itself, evidence of
covert operations by Huguenots led to suspicion that they were fomenting
sedition: meeting in synods, raising funds, and gathering intelligence. Several
Huguenots were arrested and imprisoned because the documents they were in
possession of linked them to the Protestant camp or to French exiles, most
often in England. The fact that Huguenot ministers and nobles in exile were
welcomed at the English court only reinforced Catholic fears. Nevertheless,
the contents of the letters and packages intercepted seem to have been for the
most part concerned with information and intelligence-gathering rather than
plot-making. The survival of a cache of correspondence, like that Susan
Broomhall discusses in Chapter 2 of this volume, is highly unusual. Yet, there
are several parallels with that case, although it deals with exiles from the Dutch
Revolt rather than France, including the search, detention, and interrogation
of the individuals concerned.
In thinking about the exile experience, what should we make of Odet de
Coligny’s role and that of others like him? He was certainly a peacemaker and
a pragmatist. As we have seen, he was instrumental in peace negotiations
between the Catholics and Huguenots in France as well as diplomatic relations
between the French and English crowns. He continued to protest his loyalty to
the French crown even from exile. On the other hand, while in exile there is
substantial evidence from intercepted letters that the Cardinal was at the centre
of a clandestine operation, a communication network with his brothers, report-
ing on events in France. This is not itself evidence of treason per se, but was he
working in the interests of his faith rather than his patrie, perhaps? The securing
of funds and supplies from Elizabeth in support of the Huguenot forces against
the crown appears still more damning. Yet, as peace was once again clearly
being negotiated between the faiths in France by the spring/summer of 1570,
and Odet showed a clear desire to return, he might well have been expected to
have had his feet back under the royal council table as conspicuously as would
his brother Gaspard. The peace of 1570 was much more robust than that hastily
negotiated in 1568, but with the 1572 massacre, it is fairly certain that if Odet
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had escaped with his life, he would have followed many other leading Hugue-
nots, like Montgomery, once again into exile. Or, if captured, he might perhaps
have been forced to reconvert like the princes of the blood, Navarre and
Condé. Certainly, the tension between Odet’s aristocratic expectations, his
loyalty to his homeland, and the demands of upholding his true faith, would
have continued. His experience, in effect, encapsulates much of the exile’s
dilemma. But it also highlights how essential social status was to that experience,
and how many of the real dangers and risks were in fact run by others in the
service of figures like Odet, as well as those left behind to fend for themselves
in the face of persecution and ostracization. The emotional impact of exile and
exclusion on those caught up in the sixteenth-century French religious wars, as
for many such conflicts, was to be profound and long-lasting.
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Pressure and persuasion in letters to
Calvinist refugees in England, 1569–1570
Susan Broomhall
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On Sunday 26 February 1570 (NS), Henry Fléel and his ten-year-old compan-
ion Jehan Desmadry were stopped by the Captain of the Fort and Château of
Hénuin (now Hénin-Beaumont, in the department of Pas-de-Calais, to the east
of Lens) in a small boat as they were making their way to Calais. Despite Fléel’s
initial claims that he was simply a poor man from Laventie seeking to earn his
living in the fields near Marck, it was soon discovered that his basket filled with
cheese, jams and onions contained a false bottom with an additional compart-
ment holding seventy-nine letters addressed to family and friends in England.
Fléel confessed that he had been asked to deliver these letters to a certain Don-
nèrque Olay at the Three Kings tavern in Calais. Fléel claimed that he did not
know any of the authors of the letters, which had been given to him by
a certain du Buis between Hondschoote (in present-day France) and Reningelst
(today, in Belgium). Fléel declared he was neither a Lutheran nor an Anabaptist
but admitted that he no longer attended mass and recognized only two sacra-
ments: baptism and communion. Although Fléel’s fate is not known for certain,
his case was transferred to the Council of Troubles (1567–1574), a special tribu-
nal designed to investigate those involved in the religious and political turmoil
within the Habsburg Netherlands. In its files, he was named as one of ‘two
obstinate heretics’, a term that often ended with a death sentence and thus
boded ill for the carrier of the clandestine letters.1
This chapter concerns the textual and social experiences of a group of people
who were excluded from practice of their faith where they lived, communicat-
ing with others who had decided to go, into or had been forced, into exile
from their homes and loved ones. Their letters, written in French and Flemish
by both men and women, employ an explicit emotional vocabulary to describe
their traumatic experiences as individuals in dire need and to express their
identity as members, despite separation across the space of the Channel, of
a shared confessional community. They did so in many cases in order to place
pressure on those already abroad to assist them. As such, they offer a rare
resource to analyse the gendered and emotional experiences of Calvinist perse-
cution, and insights into both expectations and experiences of exile in the later
sixteenth century. Through them, we see the heavy practical and emotional
expectations placed on friends and family who had become part of the Calvinist
diaspora abroad.
The stranger communities of early modern England have been the focus of
analyses of their integration, religious beliefs, working practices, and cultural,
religious, and economic impact within England.2 More recently, scholars have
analysed the relationships that French-speaking refugees forged on their arrival
in London. The fledgling sixteenth-century French community at Threadneedle
Street in London looked to support its members financially, socially, and emo-
tionally in its initial formation, as parishioners and elders tried to manage the
provision of charity and social relations internally, across the Channel, and with
the wider London population. These were challenging and complex issues, and
the documentary sources of the Church express frustrations, anger, and fears,
both of the elders who expected parishioners to conform to particular moral,
sexual and social behaviours, and of those who did not accept the Church’s cap-
acity to regulate their lives in such ways.3 But what of those who did not or
could not flee persecution, or live where they could practise their faith freely?
What of those who remained behind in their homelands? What were their
hopes and fears? How did they experience dislocation from families and friends
and the disintegration of communities now living apart?
This chapter explores how these letters, as objects and texts, produced social
identities and constituted feelings. As performativity, gender, and new materialist
scholars have argued, humans and objects are co-constitutive and socio-material
assemblages; that is, specific combinations of people, things, and places in time
are ontologically productive.4 I argue that these letters, by virtue of their nature
as material objects embodying both communicative practices and textual
content, created feelings and identities for those in the geographically dispersed
network through which they passed. Their productions of selves and emotions
were intertwined. Emotional displays were not only informed by pre-existing
social identities but were dynamic components in the creation and articulation
of forms of selfhood appropriate to specific contexts.5 As such, the letters were
emotional and social transactions that managed sentiments and fostered intimacy,
and a socio-material assemblage that situated far-flung individuals within
a common faith community.
Materialising family and faith communities
These letters were the product of covert communicative practices among
a marginalized Calvinist community that extended, in this case, from the south-
ern Netherlands and northern France to England. The location of the authors
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who indicated where they were writing included towns in relatively close prox-
imity: Valenciennes, Tournai, Lannoy, Nieuwkerke, Armentières, and Ypres.
While the author’s location was rarely stated, most of the letters were dated and
show that they had been written between November 1569 and mid-February
1570. Dates were important when the ability to correspond was so irregular and
uncertain. Additionally, only two letters were not signed. Did this perhaps attest
to the authors’ belief in the security of a secretive communication network?
Certainly, the act of writing and of signing one’s name carried very real dangers
to the authors who risked their lives to create this correspondence. Indeed,
some indicated that they had destroyed previous correspondence they had
received for safety. A letter by Caterienne Glouquette to her husband Nicolas
Herman indicated how the letter he had sent a year ago had been ‘received by
little Nicolas, and sent on to his wife and after she had had it a good five weeks,
she burned it’.6
These letters were all intended to be transmitted across the Channel, and in
some cases were addressed to towns where recipients were expected to be
found, such as Norwich and London. All carry the name of the intended recipi-
ent on the back of the letter or on the cord tying the papers together.
A number were addressed to third parties, who were, it seems, presumed to
know the whereabouts of the intended recipients: ‘To be given to Martin du
Val, a young man living in London in the house of the son of Terroeuvre’.7
The sister of Mary Orman asked that her letter ‘be given to Jacque Gelle to pass
on to Mary Orman, living in the town of London’.8 Others were addressed
purely by name, implying (or perhaps hoping) that knowledge within the Eng-
lish migrant communities would be sufficient for the letter to find its owner.
A niece sent her letter ‘to my uncle, Pierre Gruelz, wherever he may be’.9 The
letter of Magrite, the wife of Jan Lecoup, was labelled simply ‘I am to Jan’; that
is, ‘I [the letter] am [to be sent] to Jan’.10
The authors may not have shared a common language. The majority wrote in
French but other letters were in Flemish. However, the letters displayed
evidence of strong community connections that enabled this communication
practice. Some appeared to have been scribed by a third party on behalf of their
senders. The investigation of documents of Fléel and his companion also reveal
other elements of the network. Fléel explained that he had received the letters
from du Buis and was intending to pass them on to Olay at the designated
tavern in Calais. The barque in which they were stopped belonged to a Jehan
Rouzée, who worked between Saint Omer and the port at Calais. The evidence
of young Jehan Desmadry revealed that a woman whose name he did not know
supplied the basket with the double bottom to Fléel and other unidentified
women had brought cheeses to go in it. Desmadry himself was, rather like the
letters, expected to find his father, who had taken refuge in England a year
before from his home of Lille.11
Fléel claimed that he knew none of the letter writers personally, but what
bound the group was their shared distance from Catholic beliefs. Fléel, for
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example, declared that ‘he did not know what is to be a calvinist or papist’.
His ambiguous responses on faith, lack of attendance at mass, and recogni-
tion of only two sacraments were sufficient to place him under investigation
by authorities.12 The religious upbringing of his young companion, Desma-
dry, was equally ambiguous. Jehan had declared that his father had eaten
eggs and meat on Fridays and Saturdays, but said that his mother, Marie de
le Ruelle, continued to observe Catholic feast days and regularly attended
mass. Her own letter to her husband included in the basket, however, sug-
gested firmly Calvinist beliefs.13 From Desmadry’s testimony and the letters
themselves, the roles of other women and men in transcribing and transmit-
ting the documents and preparing Fléel’s basket were revealed. A far wider
group of people with complex but nonconformist religious sympathies
shared the risks to enable this epistolary communication pathway to func-
tion. As they moved through these networks that they helped create and
maintain and through their content, these letters became active agents in the
production of emotional and faith identities of these individuals, practices
and objects.
The vast majority of the letter writers appeared to be relatives of the intended
recipients—fathers, wives, siblings, most commonly, but also uncles, nieces, and
nephews as well as in-laws. The relationship of a further group of authors to
their recipients is less clearly identifiable although some appear to be business
colleagues and friends. Thirty percent of authors were female, but only
fifteen percent of the recipients were women.14 Some were men whom we
know were banished in preceding years. In this sense, the letters provide a rare
opportunity to see how religious persecution in the Low Countries was experi-
enced and, to some extent, articulated by women who were not the usual polit-
ical dissidents listed as banished or executed in the archives of the Council of
Troubles.
A number of letters indicated that the authors were enclosing goods with
their letters. Foodstuff and clothing were offered by wives and daughters to men
who would once have been part of their household. Marinne’s letter to her hus-
band Parin enclosed two shirts for him.15 The daughter of Willame le Roy sent
a pot of cream on behalf of her sister and asked her father to thank her sister
Susaenne for sending needles.16 A number sent fabric, usually accompanied by
discussions of business transactions. Alongside the seventy-nine letters discovered
by the authorities were a series of items including ‘two and a half ells of blue
cloth; item, four shirts for a small boy; item two shirts of some little girl; item,
three men’s shirts; a bonnet; two gingerbreads, two cheese, pots of jam, two ells
of white cloth’, as well as money.17 These gifts were not all intended to sustain
business relations. Some were meant to reinforce ties within families by
demonstrable attendance to generally female household duties. These acts and
objects were behaviours with strong emotional resonances, aimed at situating
typically distant men within a series of familial affiliations and obligations to
female relatives.
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Evidence of a broader set of sociabilities was also to be found in the content
of the letters themselves. Many informed their recipients of not only personal
and familial events and feelings, but also those of a wider community. Jan Bacler
told his brother Eloy, ‘Know that my sister Jacquelinne wishes to be remem-
bered to Piere le Gay’.18 Frans Baeke wrote to Willem and Pieter van der
Schoore and Frans de Berre, mentioning in closing that he had spoken to
‘Daneel’s wife who sends her greeting, Daneel is in Ypres, and Kalleken his
sister was fine and Frans too’.19 Most letters delivered information from the
wider community in which both authors and recipients were embedded. In
reverse, a few made clear how the authors themselves learned of their relatives
and friends abroad. The daughter of Willame le Roy revealed that she had
heard ‘from Jan Haudoux that Jacquet Rousel had told him’ that her mother
had died.20
Shared religious beliefs were explicitly articulated in most letters. Statements
of faith frequently opened and sometimes closed the letters by both women and
men, thus framing the entire correspondence within the context of shared reli-
gious beliefs. Many were brief: ‘Praise be to God’ or ‘Greetings with Jesus
Christ’.21 Jacob de Smit commenced his letter to Maertyne Godscalcs and his
son Jan de Bus: ‘Psalm 46: God is my refuge in the time of pressure’.22 Two
included short prayers in Flemish.23 These expressions assumed authors and
recipients were joined together in a shared community of faith. Victor Kirstelot
went further in describing the ‘brothers and sisters bidden to come together
with Christ in all his glory as we hope to come into God’s grace’, and
concluded his letter with his wishes not only to named individuals but ‘to all
brothers in the Lord’.24
Only a few, however, made longer religious statements connected directly to
their own experiences or those of their recipients. These articulations were often
messages of comfort in the context of addressing difficult topics likely to upset
their readers. Marie Lengilon announced the death of her husband’s mother to
him, assuring him that
the Lord God called your mother and took her from this vale of misery,
and one must not be upset about what pleased the Lord, for, as we say
every day, his will be done. And since it is his will, we must not com-
plain. She is very happy, for we have only pain in this valley of misery
and when the Lord God calls us close to him and we are drawn from this
vale of misery, we can be at peace.25
Resignation to God’s will was paramount, affective expression consistent with
contemporary Calvinism.26 The brother of Jehan de Denain asked the latter to
resign himself to his fate of being an exile by comparing his sufferings to those
of the apostle Peter.27 Jan Bacler explained to his brother that their cousin Paul
asked to be remembered and recommended he practise patience in his affliction,
for nothing else was promised ‘to true Christians in this world’.28 Few were
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explicitly celebratory in tone, as was Philippe Caulier, writing to his friend Jac-
ques De Le Haie, who expressed his gratitude to God that he was able to live in
peace thus:
And praise be to God, until now he has given us food and despite our
enemies, has let us rest in grassy fields and walk alongside running waters,
for we have hope that at the end of our days we will enjoy salvation,
gained for us by Jesus Christ.29
In the context of the challenging feelings that distress, death, and distance
provoked for both authors and recipients, these expressions were articulations of
faith that aligned, shared, and assuaged. These epistolary articulations were thus
both emotional responses to their experiences and aimed at affective connection
and support to others. They were emotional performances that were key to
individuals’ socialization within this faith community.
In their material and textual aspects, these letters and the communication
practice in which they were embedded were part of complex, ongoing inter-
actions and engagements between individuals. As the communication network
was practised through these articulations, and as the letters were prepared,
scribed, and carried, they fostered connection, cohesion and intense feeling
among members who were tied together as a close-knit, albeit far-flung, com-
munity. These documents were not simply products of a network with faith,
social, and emotional dimensions; they were active agents in shaping and sustain-
ing that community and transcending the geographical distance between its
members.
Feelings in circulation
The letters were written, it seems, because an opportunity had arisen for them
to be carried to loved ones abroad. About a third concluded with some state-
ment that they were written ‘in haste’, ‘in very great haste’ or ‘because the
messenger is hurrying’.30 What were the most important things for authors to
communicate in such a context and in this form? While the letters varied in
length and detail, they followed a common pattern, expressing good wishes for
the health of the recipient, then documenting the health of those around them.
Many noted letters they had received or sent, while others lamented a lack of
communication from the recipient. Discussion of family affairs ranged from
instructions on children’s education, queries about marriage arrangements and
dowry sums to pregnancies, births, deaths, and marriages among wider kin.
Family affairs provoked the expression of mixed emotions in senders, celebrating
the joy of a newborn child or the development of a toddler, grieving the loss of
loved ones, particularly when they had died without the presence of the recipi-
ent, frustration sometimes at the lack of support from a husband or father, but
also sorrow at the long parting and lack of knowledge about family members
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over the ocean. They employed an explicit emotional vocabulary that was pur-
poseful to their objectives. It reflected gendered power dynamics between
authors and recipients but also aimed to enact and shape feelings and actions
between individuals.
Authors of both sexes expressed a strong sense of loss and longing for their
loved ones, generally as members of the immediate family unit: mothers, fathers,
wives, brothers, and sisters. The mother of Benoy de le Court emphasized grief
at his absence, ‘for which I cry many times a week’, and her fears: ‘now I have
no one and it seems that I will never see you again, nor my two daughters, nor
your children’.31 Isabeau Parent told her husband: ‘I would like to be there for
I promise you that my body is here but my heart is with you very often’.32 If
he had received the letter, Martin du Val would have learned that:
as to your father and mother, they pray most affectionately that you write
back home some news as soon as possible, for, because they have had no
news of you, it seems to them that you are dead, even though all they
desire is to be given news of you to know of your state and how it is for
you, in doing so you will give them joy and jubilation.33
Marie Lengilon wrote to her husband, that although
it has pleased God that we be far away from one another, he does not
make us forget one another in our hearts… not a day goes by when my
heart does not weep. I pray God that he gives you great patience.34
These authors grieved at the loss of family and friends who were far from them
in the very documents in which they were also enacting and maintaining these
networks and reducing the emotional distance between them.35
Significantly, the articulation of feelings claimed to be experienced by
women was foremost in these letters. Thomas Le Den wrote to his sister
Jenne of their mother’s desire for her daughter to return, ‘for since the hour
and day that you went, her eye has never been dry and she is always crying,
praying to God who watches over you to return you to her and us all’.36
The wife of Martin Plennart told him: ‘your daughters Annette and Marie
keep asking when their father will come, your daughter Marie says that you
cannot come because you have sore feet’.37 Authors who reported on the
feelings of others, usually of women and children, perceived, it seems, that
these lamentations and sorrow of the vulnerable would be most effective in
achieving the aims they sought.
Not only women’s sadness and grief filled the pages of these letters. The let-
ters of wives and sisters could also express frustrations and even anger, insofar as
these feelings stemmed from a lack of communication with their loved ones.
Hennette wrote to her husband Antoine Renier, ‘I am most surprised how you
did not write a letter back sooner than to write on the back of the letters of Jan
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Desmadry’.38 Chatelinne Boudiffart’s letter to her brother Jan contained
a complaint that she had not heard from their cousin:
I am most stunned that I have no news of him; there are several who
manage it; it seems to me that if he wanted to write back, he would have
been able to send a letter, if it pleased him.39
In a similar vein was the letter from Jacqueline Leurent to her husband Jehan
Dambryne:
I am completely amazed that two years have passed and I have no news of
you, I marvel at it, I do not know if you do not write to me because you
are mad at me or not. If it has suited you to leave me, that was not my
doing and I am most mad about it. I am in great pain at night, to have
had no news of you, even though I have written to you several times.40
Women expressed not only surprise but hurt and anger at men’s apparent silence
and, as the latter two letters show, they represented the absence as a considered
personal slight that reflected these individuals’ feelings for them.
Frustrations were apparent in some men’s letters but in a different way.
A lack of information on how to proceed in business dealings provoked Pierre
Taiart to comment to his friend Hernoul de le Rue:
This letter will serve to let you know that I am most surprised that I have
had no news of you, for I sent you several letters in the last four months.
And I have no response from you, I do not think that you would be so
ungrateful as to not write at all. So I beg you to do everything in your
power to send me the money that you owe me from the merchandise that
I sold you and delivered to my brother and to you.41
These were clearly matters of some feeling for Taiart, but his letter focussed on
the specific practical objectives and funds desired from de le Rue rather than
consideration of what the deficit might indicate about their personal
relationship.
The specific language of feelings that were explicitly referenced in these letters
was gender-specific. It was primarily women’s emotional experience that was
discussed, whether by themselves or by others. Furthermore, these were often
dramatic and forceful expressions about feelings that were designed to move
their readers. With such limited means of communication, these emotional per-
formances were intended to be effective in producing the results to which
authors aspired. They were combined, most commonly in the letters of or about
mothers, daughters, or wives, with lamentations concerning their impoverished
circumstances and pleading for help of some kind. One letter to a husband
reported that ‘this is to let you know that Marinne has no income, because the
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king expects that wives will go to their husbands, and so His Majesty confiscates
all their goods’.42 Marinne enclosed shirts for her husband, perhaps indicating
her willingness to fulfil her wifely duties towards him in turn.
The letters were carefully crafted for maximum emotional effect. Chatelinne
Boudiffart wrote to inform her brother Jan that her husband had died, and asked
him to pray to God ‘that I can be both a good father and good mother to my
four children’.43 Likewise, the niece of Pierre Gruelz announced the sudden
death of her mother, and her father’s decision to remarry, taking all that
remained to his new marriage. She described her siblings’ status as ‘now seven
poor children, without a mother’, hoping for Gruelz’s support. The letter closed
with a reminder of her uncle’s obligations to a niece and ‘my sister Katelin
without a mother’.44 In such ways, women’s strong emotional and repeated
reinforcement of their difficult circumstances seem designed to apply pressure on
their relatives. They emphasize male responsibilities to them and their own
expectations of assistance.
Some women were blunt in their need for support, which they constructed as
both financial and emotional. Barbe Detelus insisted to her husband Louy du
Bois: ‘I would like you to reside in a town where we could come with you.
I have great trouble earning my living; I have assistance from no one’.45 The
letter of Jenne Géguenter combined a request for advice on how to raise funds,
with a plea for direct financial assistance from her recipient. She explained to
Jacque Coutrerie le jeune, her brother: ‘I will not have the money that you
spoke of … I have a great shortage, and right now, I have no means to earn my
living’, ‘I do not know how to cover my costs and pray you send it to me as
soon as you can’.46 Some women were not afraid to express their anger, as did
the widow Jonneviel to Nicaise Frappes, about a debt between them:
I never received from you any response, it’s like a joke, Nicaise, for you
can well imagine that I do not have the thousand écus… You are the
cause that my daughter refused several good marriages, for if a good hus-
band came along, even a prince, it would not be possible for her to marry
him, for the custom is such that one does not ask for girls for their know-
ledge but for their money.47
Although the financial challenges that women faced were rarely expressed in
such ardent terms, their supplications were embedded within a rich emotional
discourse of marital, familial, and occasionally social obligations designed to be
persuasive to male recipients.
Such strategies were by no means unique to these letters. Both Catholic and
Protestant relief bureaux regularly supported women in need, who were seen as
less able to support themselves, particularly without male assistance. This was
consistent with the charitable practice of the very Calvinist communities in Eng-
land to which these letter recipients were contributors. The specific difficulties
of families left behind across the Channel was a particular concern for the elders
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at the Threadneedle Street French Huguenot community at this period, for
example, and they provided funds to support communities in difficulty abroad
and recommended the reunification of families in one location as soon as
possible.48
By contrast, fathers provided instruction to sons about finances, education,
and good living. Paternal admonition in one letter came with advice for
a son Arnoult on the education of the author’s grandson: ‘I beg you to hold
the hand of your son Jehan, have him taught Latin, to write numbers well
and then afterwards to put him to learning languages, for he is ready, make
sure he does not waste his time’.49 Creton gave firm advice regarding his
son’s conduct before God, to never abandon the Temple and to keep away
from bad company. Money ‘earned through hard work should never be use-
lessly dissipated’, he added.50 Where women rendered service through sending
items of clothing and food, father figures expressed care for their recipients
through the provisions of finance and discussion of moral and educational
expectations. Philip Grace has recently conceptualized the late medieval pater-
nal role as one of ‘affectionate authority’, in which their powers were safe-
guarded by responsibilities of care for their charges, in multifaceted
relationships demonstrated through repeated performance.51 The ability of
paternal and other authority figures to exert control over family members or
broader faith communities was, however, severely challenged in practice by
situations such as exile. Yet letters, alongside more traditional instruments
such as the consistory, formed part of a wide network of surveillance and
information that aimed to enable men in the Huguenot hierarchy in England
to both discipline and support community members.52
Both men and women used emotive language to re-balance familial and
social power dynamics in their favour, often leveraging familial identities to
remind relatives and friends of their duties. Gender as well as family roles
and hierarchies shaped both emotional expression and the expectations of
how recipients should respond. The letters of women typically employed
more explicit and forceful emotional language and more commonly articu-
lated ‘negative’ emotions such as grief, sorrow, anxiety, and anger. Their
letters also more frequently connected recipients’ failure to act or respond
to authors’ own feelings and sense of worth rather than possible difficulties
in recipients’ lives. This was a strategic deployment of ideas about authors’
personal value to recipients, likely designed to oblige the latter to demon-
strate their care for these women. By contrast, the letters of male authors
tended to speak more concretely of events, financial transactions, and busi-
ness matters, and were more emotionally indirect, even to the point of
articulating the feelings of women around them rather than whatever they
might have felt themselves. Yet, in their different ways, all these letters
were emotive, in the sense that their choice of words, tone, and topics of
discussion aimed to evoke particular feelings in the recipient that would
achieve their objectives.
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The experience of exclusion
The practical and emotional weight of not participating in Catholic faith culture
was palpable in many ways in the letters. Two mentioned the presence of Span-
ish soldiers in Tournai, who had been billeted in homes. The brother of Jehan
de Denain described how ‘we are tormented by Spanish soldiers’ who had to be
provided with linen and candles and the right to sit at the master’s fire in
lodgings.53 Marie de le Ruelle, the mother of little Jehan who accompanied
Henri Fléel, indicated that, in Lille, she had been obliged to take in four Span-
iards despite the confiscation of her goods.54 Gillis vanden Keere noted the
rising cost of living and the expenses of timber, butter, and meat.55 The down-
turn in the textile trades was sketched by a number of authors who were not
able to fulfil obligations to recipients. In these letters, wives, brothers, or busi-
ness colleagues often justified their inability to assist in a requested transaction by
their lack of funds or capacity to do so.
A number of authors mentioned loss of goods and properties and the hard-
ships they had endured. Elizabet Lot told her husband: ‘we do not know how
to receive anything, we suffer so much and others as well. So much so that we
cannot help each other, and we are not the only ones in danger’.56 The
departure of those who had been targeted could end in the confiscation of
their goods. Magrite explained to her husband that she did not want to sell
anything, ‘for if I sell, the King would want to take it’.57 Philippe Caulier sig-
nalled the persecution of Calvinists obliquely to his friend Jacques De Le Haie:
‘to write to you again of the ravishments, the pillaging, and the danger would
take a long time’.58 Marinne mentioned the execution of a co-religionist in
the briefest of terms to her husband: ‘As for Lambert, he died by the sword’.59
Others, though, prayed for better times. The father of Arnoult wrote to his
son of his hopes that ‘with time the princes will find agreement together so
that people can live in peace. We pray to God that he puts them in
agreement’.60 Gillis vanden Keere judged the repression was lessening except
for ‘one here and there’ caught ‘listening to sermons and being from a
consistory’.61 The father of Thomas le Oustfriet told him to ‘take courage, it
will all change for the better, if it pleases God’.62 Generally, letter-writers used
their opportunity to communicate positive messages of hope and, in the mean-
time, acceptance of God’s will.
While some authors instructed their recipients to stay put, many others
expressed their desire for loved ones to come home and judged the situation to
be improving. Jacque Desrumaulx, for example, visualized the day of his broth-
er’s return: ‘We would be most joyous, if you returned … for the country is at
peace at the moment, if you wanted to return to visit or stay, you would be
very welcome’.63 The wife of Martin Plennart begged him:
not be melancholy for, at present, nothing is said in Valenciennes… it is
true that they confiscated the goods of some who were banished but there
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is no word about it at the moment. My desire is that you be near your
wife and your children, for you would be as safe as the others who are
coming back every day now.64
A father recommended to his son Pierre that he should ‘return here, there is
nothing to fear for things are not in such upheaval as you have heard … you
would be in as much safety here as where you are at present’. He even gave
advice how to do so via Calais, on a Saturday, by boat with others returning
from the market.65 Isabeau Parent told her husband that she was ‘most annoyed
that he had been so long from the country, there are others that you know
well, who are like us, and who are not so far apart’.66 Clearly, many imagined,
or hoped at least, that the escape or migration of their loved ones was temporary
and that they would one day be able to practise their faith where they lived.
Few authors wrote of what they imagined those in exile were experiencing.
They largely articulated their own feelings and assumed that their desire for
reunion and return to homelands was shared.
Conclusions
Exclusion operated in spiritual and spatial terms for writers and their recipients
respectively. Excluded from practice of their faith where they lived, individuals
took to letters to lessen their geographical, faith, and emotional distance from others
who were excluded from their homelands, families, and friends. This analysis sug-
gests the intense pressure on these documents to do emotion work, transcend dis-
tance, and sustain community in the absence of alternative forms of contact among
many of the authors and their recipients. As objects and as texts, these letters created
strong sentiments. They materialized the powerful feelings of their authors, who
put their lives at risk in composing and signing their missives. Letters attested to,
and indeed made, community for these individuals, not only as letter-writers and
recipients but also as scribes, deliverers, and others who put themselves in danger to
carry the letters. It seems probable that Fléel died for his part in their transmission.
Furthermore, the marginality of this community both at home and abroad intensi-
fied emotional relations among its members. The selves that these documents could
articulate emerged through explicit and gender-specific emotional expression to
describe distressing experiences of individuals in dire need—authors who had been
left behind in homelands and who placed high expectations on refugees and
migrants to support them practically and emotionally.
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Preaching religious emotions in the
Huguenot Refuge*
David van der Linden
RADBOUD UNIVERSITY NIJMEGEN
Huguenot refugees were big weepers. Take the example of Jacques Pineton
de Chambrun (1635–1689), a refugee minister from Orange. When royal
dragoons entered his town in October 1685 he gave in to fear and converted
to Catholicism, like so many Protestants who abjured their faith after Louis
XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes and sent troops into the provinces to force
Huguenots to join the Church of Rome. Pineton de Chambrun soon came
to regret his conversion, however, and in 1686 he fled to Geneva and
returned to the Reformed Church. He eventually moved to The Hague,
where he published a tear-jerking account of his unfortunate conversion and
subsequent repentance, under the revealing title Les larmes de Jacques Pineton
de Chambrun. As he explained in the preface,
ever since my unfortunate fall my heart has dissolved because of the sighs
from the midst of my bowels, & I have had no need to make Jeremiah’s
wish that it should please God that my two eyes change in two vivid
sources of tears, because these tears already were on my cheeks day and
night, running from my eyes not drop by drop, but as torrents.1
Such emotional episodes of confession, repentance, and spiritual rebirth were
not exceptional within the Huguenot diaspora. In exile centres across Europe,
refugees time and again recounted the horrors of the persecutions in France and
pleaded forgiveness for their temporary lapse into Catholicism—a ritual known as
reconnaissance. French exile churches devised clear procedures for such born-again
* I am grateful to the Scaliger Institute at Leiden University for funding vital research in the collections
of the Bibliothèque Wallonne, held in the Leiden University Library.
Huguenots, who had to beg God’s forgiveness in front of the entire community
and sign a confession before they were welcomed back into the Protestant fold.2
In February 1686, for instance, Pierre Aislé, a seventy-two-year-old refugee from
Sedan, repented of his conversion in the French church of Nijmegen. The consis-
tory acts report that during a highly emotional service he was encouraged ‘to
acknowledge his sin with bitter tears and to beg God for pardon, which he did
facing the Church, and this wonderfully edified our community’.3 Pineton de
Chambrun likewise recalled that upon arrival in Geneva he had appeared before
the church elders, ‘showing them the sentiments of my heart, and by my tears
gave them so many marks of my repentance, that they could not help mixing
theirs with mine’.4
As this chapter will argue, feelings of loss, abandonment, and contrition were
crucial to the Huguenot exile experience. On the one hand weeping in church
and recounting dramatic stories of suffering and rebirth conferred on refugees
a sense of pride and election. Precisely because they had abandoned hearth and
home for the sake of religion, Huguenot exiles were able to fashion themselves
as devout believers and to turn their traumatic escape from France into
a glorious exodus ordained by God. Yet the emotional experience of exile was
far more complicated than the biblical trope of fall, flight, and repentance might
suggest. The many tales of courage and rebirth that permeate the Huguenot
diaspora in fact mask a deep-seated unease among the refugees, who were also
grappling with feelings of abandonment and anxiety. Why, for example, had
God allowed the destruction of his churches in France? If the Huguenots were
God’s chosen people, why did he make them suffer persecution and force them
into exile? And when would they be able to return home?
To analyse these emotional pressures, this chapter explores the sermons preached
by Huguenot ministers in exile. Although early modern sermons have often been
regarded as a rather dry and tedious genre, helpful at best to understand the consoli-
dation of church doctrines in the Protestant and Catholic Reformations, in recent
years historians have emphasized the many political, cultural, and literary dimensions
of preaching, in particular in the British Isles.5 Research on the emotionality of the
early modern sermon is still sparse, but existing studies suggest that preachers indeed
used the pulpit to mould the religious feelings of their flock. Margo Todd, for
example, has found that Reformed ministers in Scotland regularly mixed straightfor-
ward exegesis with an evocative preaching style, instilling the fear of divine wrath
in the hearts of believers, just as Arnold Hunt has shown that Puritan ministers did
not shy away from stirring up the emotions to obtain a sincere repentance.6 Susan
Karant-Nunn has demonstrated that in post-Reformation Germany, Catholic,
Lutheran, and Calvinist preachers relied on sermons to shape the feelings of their
audiences—what she calls ‘emotional scripts’.7 Contributors to a special issue
of English Studies, ‘Rhetoric, Emotion and the Early Modern English Sermon’, like-
wise stressed that early modern sermons were not simply a learned form of biblical
exegesis, but also served to change the hearts and minds of believers, and to provoke
an emotional response from audiences.8
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This chapter adopts a similar approach, analysing the sermons preached by exiled
Huguenot ministers to uncover the emotional experience of exile. It argues that ser-
mons were a powerful medium to counter the worries of Huguenot refugees, to chan-
nel their emotions, and to offer a message of hope and comfort. Rather than
statements of doctrine, sermons facilitated an emotional dialogue between a preacher
and his audience. As such, they were crucial for the construction of what Barbara
Rosenwein has called ‘emotional communities’: groups of people who value and
devalue the same emotional norms.9 Rosenwein’s concept is particularly useful for
understanding religious emotions and the emergence of diasporic identities in the early
modern period. Through their sermons, Huguenot ministers were able to address the
many anxieties of the refugees and bind them together as a suffering yet strong-
minded community, while in printed form they also reached refugees in other exile
centres, as well as Protestants who had stayed behind in France. Preaching thus
allowed ministers to re-constitute the dispersed Huguenots as an emotional commu-
nity across borders.
Because it falls outside the scope of a single chapter to offer
a comprehensive overview of Huguenot exile sermons, this essay will focus
on the Dutch Republic, one of the major destinations for Huguenot refugees
and ministers and by far the most important centre for the production of
printed exile sermons. The chapter has been divided into four parts. The first
section explores the Calvinist tradition of religious emotions and analyses how
Huguenot ministers in the post-Reformation period relied on emotional argu-
ments to comfort the refugees. The second part focuses on the recurrent
theme of penitential tears as an emotional strategy to touch the hearts and
minds of those Protestants who had not gone into exile, but had converted
to Catholicism and remained in France. The two last sections will address
ministers’ emotional preaching styles and audience responses, asking to what
extent refugee ministers succeeded in forging an emotional community
among the dispersed Huguenots.
The emotions of the exiles
Calvinism has often been viewed as a stern faith averse to emotions, but in truth it was
deeply marked by the medieval tradition of moving audiences to repentance through
vivid preaching. From the fifteenth century onwards, preachers had begun to heighten
the emotional tone and style of their sermons: they increasingly focused on the suffer-
ing of Christ in all its gory details, hoping that audiences would identify with his
agony, understand that he had willingly endured these pains to atone for mankind’s
sins, and as a result be moved to repentance. The Tridentine reforms of the sixteenth
century only intensified the emotionality of Catholic sermons, as new monastic orders
and reform-minded prelates such as the Milanese archbishop Carlo Borromeo
(1538–1584) stressed the importance of preaching to inspire piety and penance. What
was initially an Easter time phenomenon—emotional sermons to exhort audiences to
an imitatio Christi—thus became a continuous feature of Catholic preaching.10
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Although Protestant reformers differed in their appreciation of religious feel-
ings, it is important to note that they continued to rely on emotional strategies
in their sermons. Luther and Calvin only sought to dampen the outward dem-
onstration of religious fervour, as they argued that reliving Christ’s suffering and
doing penance could not in itself merit God’s forgiveness, which was a gift
freely conferred upon Christians. Luther believed that by focussing on the agony
of Christ, believers missed a crucial point: God’s compassion in offering up his
only son to atone for the sins of man. Yet Lutheran preachers never eliminated
the emotions from their sermons; rather than preach on the agonies of Christ,
they stressed God’s love, mercy, and comfort.11
Calvin also condemned the emotionality of the old Church: instead of
making a show of their emotions, he argued that believers should quietly con-
template their sins. Calvin nonetheless acknowledged the power of religious
feelings, as he stressed that Protestants are stirred by the Holy Spirit, who moves
them to accept God’s word, and to recognize their mistakes.12 Preaching on the
story of the apostle Peter, who had wept bitterly after renouncing Christ, Calvin
noted that Peter was overwrought with grief, which should inspire believers to
follow his example. Still, the apostle only cried when he was alone: ‘He clearly
shows that he’s touched by his mistake, because he doesn’t seek witnesses
among men to make a show of his repentance, but weeps alone before God’.
Here was a powerful lesson for Protestants, according to Calvin: ‘If we cry only
before men, we show our hypocrisy; but if someone privately engages in prayer,
& examines his mistakes & sins, if he’s thus touched by anguish, that’s a sign
that he’s not feigning’.13 Far from eliminating religious sentiments, then, Calvin
believed they played a key role in moving believers to acknowledge their sins
and convert themselves to a more pious life.
To understand how Huguenot refugee ministers applied Calvin’s teachings in
their day-to-day preaching, we have a large corpus of exile sermons at our dis-
posal. The vast majority were printed in the Dutch Republic: between 1685
and 1700, over fifty titles and as many as 300 individual sermons appeared on
the market, most printed as collections. This output was largely the result of the
massive influx of Huguenot ministers to the United Provinces in the wake of
the Revocation: out of the 680 ministers who left France, at least 405 went to
the Dutch Republic. They were drawn in particular by the prospect of continu-
ing their clerical career in one of the many French-speaking communities,
known as Walloon churches, which had been established by Protestant refugees
from the Southern Netherlands in the late sixteenth century. Freed from the
constraints of Catholic censorship in France, they proved remarkably prolific in
publishing their sermons.14
Like any early modern sermon, the main objective of the Huguenot exile
sermon was to confirm refugees in their faith and to explain to them the myster-
ies of the Christian religion. Yet for refugee ministers the point of preaching on
Calvinist doctrine was not simply to instruct believers. Once in exile, sermons
gained additional meaning, as ministers sought to address the worries of the
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Huguenots, and to offer them a message of consolation and hope. For this, the-
ology provided a useful starting point: ministers found that they could use Cal-
vin’s teachings to explain why the Revocation had happened and to reassure the
refugees that as God’s chosen people they would eventually be able to return to
France. Emotional strategies thus became a key feature of Huguenot preaching
in exile.
The most appropriate doctrine on which ministers relied to comfort the refu-
gees was that of providence, which taught Huguenots that God’s hand was
behind every event on earth. As Calvin had explained in his Institutes of the
Christian Religion, philosophers may argue that sheer chance is responsible for
unfolding events, but true believers know that it is God who ‘sustains, nourishes,
and cares for everything he has made’.15 Refugee ministers argued that because
events on earth were the result of divine interference, it stood to reason that the
Revocation was also a product of God’s omnipotence: he had unleashed the
Revocation to punish the Huguenots for their sins. In their sermons, ministers
indeed often lamented the state of their communities before 1685, condemning
the vices that had corrupted them. It was only fair that God had punished the
Huguenots by destroying their churches, they argued—the Revocation was
nothing less than a wake-up call to better their lives. In 1686, the consistory of
the Walloon church in Delft even ordered its ministers to preach on God’s
anger and the necessity to repent, noting that ‘all pious and Christian duties shall
be employed to calm God’s ire, which is so strongly inflamed against His
Church’. Each minister was told to exhort the audience to humiliation, and ‘to
write his sermon particularly to this end’.16
We know that refugee ministers elsewhere in the Dutch Republic also
preached on the sins of their communities to explain the persecutions. In
a sermon held in 1685 in the Walloon church of The Hague, Jean Claude
(1619–1687), the famous Huguenot minister from Paris, asked the question that
was on everyone’s mind:
How come, then, that it seems as if He [God] has let out over all of us
the fire of his indignation, without sparing his sanctuaries, nor his assem-
blies, nor the shepherds, nor his flocks, nor the ministry of his Gospel, nor
even the profession of his truth?17
The answer was simple enough: afflictions on earth were the result of God’s
providence. Claude told the refugees to look beyond Catholic persecution,
which, he argued, was merely a ‘secondary cause’ of the Lord’s providence, an
‘impure channel’ through which he sent his afflictions; the true root of all adver-
sity was their own misconduct.18
Yet ministers were well aware that explaining the Revocation as a divine
punishment was not much of a consolation to the refugees. Fortunately, the
doctrine of providence also held out the promise of an end to exile. When
Calvin had discussed providence in his Institutes, he also noted that ‘in times of
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adversity, believers comfort themselves with the solace that they suffer nothing
except by God’s ordinance and command, for they are under His hand’.19
Although it appeared that God had abandoned them, suffering from persecution
and exile thus marked the Huguenots out as God’s chosen people. It is not sur-
prising that ministers eagerly seized upon this argument to comfort the refugees:
they maintained that despite the destruction of their communities in France,
God had still destined a happy few to be saved. He had deliberately put them to
the test by unleashing Catholic persecution, knowing that only the devout
would persevere in their faith, while the fainthearted would convert to Catholi-
cism. The refugees who had fled into exile were God’s chosen people,
a community of refugee-elect who could one day replant the standard of Prot-
estantism in France. Persecution and exile, then, could be interpreted as a sign
that God’s ultimate aim was to sift the true believers from the fainthearted.
God’s anger was at the same time a sign of his boundless love.
This point was made most persuasively by Jacques Abbadie (1656–1727),
a Huguenot minister from the Béarn who preached at the French church of
Berlin. When in November 1685 the Elector of Brandenburg sent him on
a mission to The Hague to recruit enterprising refugees for his lands, Abbadie
was invited to give a series of sermons in the local Walloon church, which were
then published in 1686.20 In one of them, aptly entitled Le feu des afflictions,
Abbadie argued that suffering served a clear purpose. In times of adversity,
believers are forced to show their true colours, either as sincere Christians, or as
hypocrites who cannot bear to sacrifice the comforts of their earthly life to
follow Christ. As Abbadie put it, ‘afflictions are a test, and this test produces
patience, and patience creates hope’.21 He clearly interpreted the tribulations of
the refugees as a sign that they were still God’s chosen people.
If the faithful suffer persecution, & if they are exposed to all the furies of
this world & its rulers, we should not be surprised, because Jesus Christ
teaches us that all those who wish to live a pious life, will suffer
persecution.22
Suffering, in other words, was part and parcel of the refugees’ condition humaine,
marking them out as a faithful community that enjoyed God’s benevolence. It
also proved a comforting thought because it kept alive hopes for the future res-
toration of the Reformed Church in France. Refugee ministers reasoned that
because the refugees were God’s chosen people preserved in exile, he surely
meant for them to return home and restore the Protestant communities in
France. Jean Claude, for example, referring to the many refugees among his
audience, rejoiced that the Lord ‘had still left some grapes, as seeds, and elected
residue of his grace’.23 Abel Rotolp de la Devèze (d. 1709), a minister from
Castres who had fled to The Hague, used a similar metaphor. In a sermon
preached in May 1687, he presented the refugees with the troubling image of
a rotten tree cut down by the Lord and thrown into the fire—yet he consoled
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them by explaining that ‘God will by His grace secretly preserve some roots
from the remains of this tree, which He will bless, & which will one day sprout
from the bosom of the earth’.24 Jacques Abbadie would repeat this argument
after he had moved from Berlin to London and began preaching at the French
church of the Savoy in 1692.25 He told the refugees not to lose courage at the
duration of their exile and the slim chances of seeing the Reformed Church in
France restored. The destruction of their churches was only physical, he argued,
not spiritual, because in exile the refugees kept alive the true faith:
The Church is a spiritual edifice, built by the mercy of God, an indestruct-
ible building, even when exposed to the blows of a heavy storm. The
winds of God that rattle the vanities of humankind may remove its external
ornaments & ravage the outside, but they cannot destroy the foundation
that is Jesus Christ, nor pierce the living stones that compose it, which are
our hearts.26
Penitential tears and shame
Huguenot ministers not only sought to comfort the Huguenots in exile.
Once their sermons had made it into print they could reach refugees across
the diaspora, and even connect with those Protestants who had stayed in
France—scathingly called nouveaux convertis (new converts) by the French
authorities—and who were forced to practice their faith in secret. The emo-
tional community of dispersed Huguenots that refugee ministers sought to
recreate through their sermons thus stretched beyond the boundaries of local
exile churches and the states that welcomed them. Indeed, Barbara Rosen-
wein has argued that emotional communities are significantly strengthened
and expanded through the circulation of emotional norms in manuscript and
print, allowing people across great distances to become part of the same
imagined community.27 The Huguenot diaspora was precisely that:
a dispersed group whose members sought to maintain the bonds of faith and
community after persecution had scattered them across the continent.
Scholars of the Huguenot diaspora have long recognized that refugee ministers
used Dutch presses to reach out to their former brethren, but they have only
situated this point of contact in the many pastoral letters that ministers wrote to
convince Protestants in France to go into exile. It is striking, however, that the
Huguenot sermons published in the Dutch Republic carried precisely the same
message as these pastoral letters. Both types of spiritual literature firmly
denounced the practice of Nicodemism—the hiding of one’s faith behind
a façade of conformity—and called upon Huguenots to go into exile.28 We
know that printed exile sermons circulated widely in France, as royal authorities
regularly arrested nouveaux convertis in possession of sermons that had been smug-
gled into the kingdom.29 The prefaces to sermon collections printed in the Dutch
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Republic also reveal the wish of refugee ministers to connect with Protestants in
the homeland. For example, when in 1690 Abel Rotolp de la Devèze had twelve
of his sermons printed in Utrecht, he explained that his aim was to ‘contribute to
the consolation of those who are dispersed in places where they rarely hear
French preachers, and even more to the salvation of so many Faithful who are
absolutely deprived of this happiness in their Fatherland’.30
The ministers’ call to repentance took on an entirely different meaning within
a French context: they hoped to shame the nouveaux convertis into exile, telling
them to ask God’s forgiveness for betraying their faith. The printed sermons of
Jean Guillebert (d.1691), a Normandy refugee minister in the Walloon church
of Haarlem, are a case in point.31 Guillebert explicitly directed his sermons to
‘our brothers who have been forced to abandon the profession of the Gospel’
and condemned their abjuration in the face of persecution. Guillebert nonethe-
less assured them that God would prove merciful, provided they would repent
and go into exile. In a sermon ominously entitled Le malheur des apostats, he
reminded the nouveaux convertis that they had once been zealous Christians—and
that now the time had come to repent and reconnect with their Protestant self.
‘Humiliate yourselves profoundly in the presence of the Lord, whom you have
so deeply offended; moan and weep incessantly when you remember your
weakness’, he wrote.32
As the example of Guillebert’s preaching demonstrates, refugee ministers
associated repentance with profound religious emotions. Although feeling shame
about one’s sins and a change of heart were key to a genuine repentance, it also
required weeping. Jacques Bernard (1658–1718), a refugee minister from Dau-
phiné who preached in the Walloon church of Leiden, neatly summarized these
notions in his Traité de la repentance tardive (1712). Having defined repentance as ‘a
complete return of a sinful man to his God, resulting from love, duty, hope, &
fear’, he then cited noteworthy sinners from the Bible who had marked their
remorse with tears, such as the apostle Peter and King David.33 Yet Bernard
warned that crying was not a substitute for inner contemplation. Like Calvin, he
argued that repentance began with an inner change of heart, and disapproved of
gratuitous weeping: ‘People think that repentance is simply a displeasure to have
offended God, accompanied with some sighs, tears, and promises to their minister,
without any real change taking place in their heart, nor in their feelings’.34
Weeping was merely an accompaniment to repentance, an outward demonstration
of one’s profound religious turmoil and shame.
The story ministers cited time and again to explain the necessity of repentance
and the proper emotional norms that went with it was that of the apostle Peter,
who had thrice renounced Christ in the house of the Jewish high priest Caiaphas.
When the cock crowed as foretold by Jesus, however, Peter had realized his mis-
take and left the house weeping bitterly (see Figure 3.1). As we have seen, Calvin
already discussed this story to explain the need for an inner reformation, but the
theme regularly cropped up again in seventeenth-century sermons. In 1658 for
instance, the prominent Huguenot minister Pierre Du Bosc (1623–1692) devoted
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an entire sermon to Peter’s tears, telling his audience to weep over their sins and
repent just as the apostle had done. In a brief aside, he also encouraged a handful
of Protestants who had gone over to the Church of Rome to reconsider their
conversion, an argument that foreshadowed a comparison frequently made by
Huguenot ministers in the post-Revocation period.35
The story of Peter was indeed easily adapted after 1685, when refugee ministers
argued that the apostle’s fall and subsequent repentance were sure signs that God
would have mercy on the nouveaux convertis, if only they would see the error of
their abjuration and leave France. In a sermon published in 1693, Samuel de Brais
FIGURE 3.1 The apostle Peter weeps bitterly after denouncing Christ, engraving, in Jacques
Bernard, Traité de la repentance tardive (Rudolf & Gerard Wetstein: Amsterdam, 1712),
frontispiece. Leiden University Library, BIBWAL K 49.
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(1642–1725), a refugee minister from Normandy, explicitly urged lapsed Protest-
ants to follow in Peter’s footsteps by making sincere amends for their abjuration
and leaving France. ‘Peter’s departure from the court of Caiaphas shows us that it
is not sufficient for us to genuinely repent, to recognize the sins & the errors that
we had the misfortune to get involved in’, he preached. The apostle’s departure
demonstrated ‘that we must promptly leave to follow the rules of a godlier &
more Christian life’.36 Jean Guillebert preached a similar message of urgency and
optimism. Although in his sermons he harshly condemned the widespread apostasy
in France, he still nourished hopes that the nouveaux convertis would follow Peter’s
example and go into exile. Guillebert reminded them that when Peter had ‘made
amends for his mistake with all those bitter tears that he shed so abundantly, the
Lord, touched by compassion, showed him new marks of His tenderness, &
solemnly re-established him in his office of Apostle’.37 French Protestants
could thus still count on God’s grace, provided they were overtaken by
remorse, wept bitterly, and fled into exile.
Emotional preaching styles
Reading exile sermons for their emotional messages offers useful evidence of
how Huguenot ministers hoped to convince Protestants that exile was worth-
while, but it tells us very little about their level of success. This section and the
next therefore move beyond the message from the pulpit to consider the emo-
tional styles of preaching and the responses of Huguenot audiences, both in
exile and in France. Peter and Carol Stearns have termed this approach ‘emotio-
nology’: the study of the standards a community maintains towards emotions
and their appropriate expression.38 Exploring how refugee ministers communi-
cated religious emotions is indeed a useful approach for understanding the
impact of preaching, since ministers were well aware that to get their message
across they had to forge an emotional bond with their audience, not in the least
because the refugees were questioning the wisdom of going into exile. Address-
ing such anxieties required not only a sound knowledge of theology, but also
emotional skills.
Huguenot ministers disagreed, however, on what should be the proper emo-
tional style for a sermon. Schooled in the ancient oratorical tradition, they had
learnt to appeal not only to the mind, but also to the feelings of their audience.
Aristotle for instance believed that cultivating the emotions could reinforce vir-
tuous behaviour, while Cicero and Quintilian advised orators to combine reason
and emotion in their speeches.39 The homiletical handbooks that appeared in
France during the seventeenth century also stressed the importance of emotional
strategies. The most influential of these treatises was written by Michel le Fau-
cheur (1585–1657), a Huguenot minister from Paris. In his Traité de l’action de
l’orateur he complained that many preachers stood in their pulpit like pillars of
salt, reciting their sermons in monotonous voices that inevitably lulled their
flock to sleep. Although Le Faucheur conceded that invention, arrangement,
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and eloquence were crucial to composing a sermon, he warned his readers that
‘when it comes to pronouncing it in public, & to effectively touch the minds of
all those who listen, they will remain like dead & without effect if the fourth
element [delivery] doesn’t invigorate them’.40 Le Faucheur thus devoted most of
his treatise to practical suggestions on how to vary one’s voice and body
language.
Yet Huguenot ministers did not necessarily take his advice to heart. Their
objections were neatly summed up by Jean Claude, who rejected what he
called ‘enthusiastic’ preaching. In his posthumously published Traité de la com-
position d’un sermon (1688), he instead advocated a plain style as the best way to
deliver a sermon. Rhetorical excesses in voice and gesture would only distract
listeners from God’s Word, which did not need any human embellishment.41
Claude’s reservations were echoed by Jacques Colas de la Treille
(c.1665–1724), who served as a Huguenot chaplain during the Nine Years’
War. He tartly observed that highly emotional sermons may ‘bring tears to the
eyes of listeners, but they won’t be able to explain to themselves why they are
crying’.42 Making an impression on believers was one thing, trying to actually
have them understand God’s word quite another. Jacques Bernard shared these
concerns. Before he was called to the Walloon church of Leiden in 1705, he
had scraped together a living as a journalist and tutor in mathematics, philoso-
phy, and homiletics.43 As is clear from the surviving lecture notes made by
one of his students, Bernard strongly condemned ‘false eloquence that always
seeks to touch [émouvoir], and turn everything into oratory’. Genuine elo-
quence, he argued, ‘consists of choosing beautiful & useful topics, & treating
them in a manner that may inculcate in the hearts of listeners the things
they’re being told’.44
This preference for plain preaching had much to do with Calvinist the-
ology, which held that sermons were merely a conduit for the Gospel and
could not in themselves convert sinners to repent. It was only through the
workings of the Holy Spirit, who opens up the heart and mind, and because
of people’s own desire to hear God’s Word, that sinners are able to receive
his grace. Emotional discourse or expressive gestures, in other words, merely
touched believers superficially—for a genuine change of heart they were
completely useless. Pierre Du Bosc aptly compared preaching to Christ
knocking on the door: ministers may announce the Gospel, but only if
people allow him to enter can the message from the pulpit become
effective.45 In his Traité de la repentance tardive, Jacques Bernard offered up
a similar analogy. Sermons, he argued, are like rays of sunshine trying to
penetrate a closed chamber: only when the Holy Spirit opens the shutters
can the Gospel illuminate the soul.46
Emotional preaching also reminded refugee ministers of the missionary priests
in France, who had toured the provinces in an attempt to convert Protestants to
Catholicism. In the wake of the Council of Trent, new missionary orders had
been established to regain territory and souls lost to the Church of Rome,
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including those in France. In the Poitou, for instance, a region densely popu-
lated by Protestants, Capuchin friars staged elaborate processions and outdoor
masses, convinced as they were that an assault on the senses would provoke an
emotional response from Huguenot audiences and win them over to Catholi-
cism. Capuchin missionaries thus delivered their sermons as if they were theatre
pieces: services were staged in a public square to accommodate a large audience,
and preachers spoke with such empathy that people were reported to be weep-
ing and confessing their sins in public.47
Evidence on the actual preaching styles of Huguenot refugee ministers is
scarce. The best-documented case is that of Jean Claude’s son Isaac
(1653–1695), who preached in the Walloon church of The Hague.48 Isaac’s
preaching seems to have been a mix of dry exegesis and vivid delivery. His
manuscript sermons reveal that he preferred the point-by-point analysis of bib-
lical passages, which was common for Huguenot sermons, but eyewitness
accounts also testify to Isaac’s capacities as an orator. According to Jean Rou
(1638–1711), a refugee lawyer who had become a translator for the States-
General, Isaac possessed ‘a clear pronunciation, natural gestures, a pure diction,
as well as grand and noble expressions’.49 Apparently, Isaac did pay close atten-
tion to how he delivered his sermons. In a sermon held in August 1685, Isaac
also reflected on the need for a persuasive preaching style. The faithful, he said,
‘mostly imitate, and examples thus make a strong impression upon them. If in
their eyes we appear to be exceedingly persuaded of what we announce to
them, we persuade them as well’.50
Audience responses
The question we are left with, finally, is how effective the preaching of refugee
Huguenot ministers really was. Did they succeed in alleviating the sorrows of
the Huguenots, and were they able to convince them that exile was a necessary
sacrifice? It is difficult to generalize for want of sources, but individual cases do
help us understand how audiences responded to exile sermons. What is most
striking is that the appreciation for exile sermons varied across the Huguenot
community, particularly between those Protestants who had fled and those who
had stayed behind in France. This is perhaps not surprising, as Barbara Rosen-
wein has already pointed out that emotional communities are seldom mono-
lithic, but consist of overlapping subsets.51
Surviving evidence from the Dutch Republic suggests that ministers indeed
touched the refugees and were able to comfort them in their woeful exile.
The most astute observer of refugee preaching was Pieter Teding van Berkh-
out (1643–1713), a burgomaster from Delft who kept a diary for much of his
adult life, in which he also charted the responses of Huguenot refugees to
sermons given in the various Walloon churches of Holland.52 He noted that
ministers often emphatically applied the scriptures to the situation of the
exiled Huguenots. In February 1688, for example he went to the Walloon
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church of Rotterdam to hear a sermon by Antoine Le Page (1645–1701),
a minister from Dieppe. The refugees were greatly moved by Le Page’s
sermon, because he sympathized with their difficult life in exile and tried to
alleviate their sorrows. Echoing the familiar argument we have seen in other
Huguenot sermons, Le Page preached that it was precisely through persecu-
tion that the Lord sifted the devout from the insincere. He also sympathized
with the refugees who had abandoned their homes and property, which, Van
Berkhout noted, caused the refugees ‘to melt away in tears’. Yet Le Page
immediately offered comfort, telling them ‘that they would miss their lost and
fleeting possessions but for a short time, and that their affliction could not be
great, since the building of God would shortly be finished’.53 Le Page’s mes-
sage that the Bible promised the refugees an end to exile and the glorious
restoration of the Reformed Church in France was all his audience needed to
hear and explains why emotional strategies could be extremely successful in
comforting the refugees.
Protestants in France, however, responded very differently to the exile ser-
mons that reached them in print. As we have seen, refugee sermons were
packed with praise for the refugees, but they also condemned the nouveaux
convertis for their religious weakness, which was hardly a comforting message
for Protestants who had stayed behind. After all, leaving France was
not a decision most people took overnight: whereas Louis XIV had allowed
ministers a safe passage into exile, all other Protestants were forbidden to
leave the kingdom on pain of imprisonment or serving the rest of their lives
on the galleys. Many Huguenots also felt that the departure of virtually all
their ministers into exile had robbed them of the clerical leadership that was
crucial for the survival of their faith. As a result, self-appointed preachers
without formal clerical training, known as prédicants, soon began to tour the
French kingdom to offer improvised services. Most famous among these men
was Claude Brousson (1647–1698), a lawyer from Toulouse who had fled to
Holland but in 1689 returned to France to become a lay preacher in the
Cévennes, where his sermons attracted huge crowds.54 Already in 1688, he
had accused the refugee ministers of cowardice, arguing that in times of crisis
the duty to preach outweighed the dangers of persecution.55 In a private
letter sent to a refugee minister in The Hague in 1698, he again stressed the
need to offer comfort to the nouveaux convertis, rather than accusations. ‘God,
who is infinitely wiser than us, has sent me here in this time of distress, to
comfort and strengthen his children’, he wrote, adding that ‘never before
were our poor people more in need of consolation. May God regard them
with compassion and soon put an end to their misery’.56 The emotional
strategy of shaming the nouveaux convertis thus seems to have backfired.
Rather than calls to repentance, Protestants in France needed the same com-
forting message as the refugees in exile: that despite their suffering, God still
regarded them as his chosen people.
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Conclusion
Exile sermons are a unique source to analyse the emotional pressures and
coping strategies of early modern refugees, such as the Huguenots who fled
France after 1685. Exiled ministers in the Dutch Republic consciously used
their pulpits and pens not only to explain Calvinist doctrine; they sought
above all to address the anxieties of the refugees, who had some pressing
questions to ask. Why, for instance, did God punish the Huguenots rather
than their enemies? Why should exile be preferable to maintaining one’s
faith in France? And would the Reformed churches ever be restored, allow-
ing them to return home? Refugee ministers responded to these worries by
telling the refugees that exile was part of God’s master plan to save the
Protestants who had been courageous enough to flee. Audience responses
suggest that the most popular refugee ministers were indeed those who
were not afraid to voice the questions that were on everyone’s mind and
who relied on vivid delivery to touch the hearts and minds of their audi-
ences. Reading sermons for their emotional messages thus highlights the
complex and unsettling experience of exile, rather than the heroic stories
told by the refugees.
An analysis of Huguenot exile preaching also shows that the Protestant Refor-
mation did not entirely do away with a conscious focus on emotions as critical
to the rhetorical strategies of preaching. To be sure, Calvinists habitually accused
the Church of Rome of its predilection for the outward senses and the passions.
From their perspective, the Mass had become an emotional show that had little
to do with sincere repentance. Yet this dichotomy between Protestant logocen-
trism and Catholic sensuality was less absolute in practice than it was in theory.
Homiletical treatises and audience responses to Huguenot refugee sermons indi-
cate that emotions retained their importance in Protestant services. Just like their
Catholic counterparts, Huguenot ministers believed that religious emotions were
crucial in moving believers to repentance. The difference was in the detail:
when refugee ministers told the familiar story of Peter’s betrayal and stressed the
need for penitential tears, they were at pains to explain that genuine contrition
began with inner contemplation and opening up of one’s heart to the Holy
Spirit. Yet leaving aside theological subtleties, refugee ministers quickly under-
stood that the uncertainties of exile required an emotional response; they had to
forge a bond with their audiences—both in exile and in France—in order to
create an emotional community that would serve to bring together the Hugue-
nots dispersed across Europe.
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4
BETWEEN HOPE AND DESPAIR
Epistolary evidence of the emotional




The representatives of two large groups of Calvinist refugees from the Upper
and Lower Palatinate who were exiled in and around the cities of Nurem-
berg and Hanau during the Thirty Years War kept up a considerable corres-
pondence of several hundred letters with their sister-communities across
Europe. These letters are a mix of ‘private’ and public statements written on
behalf of the exiles to fellow Calvinist communities or individuals across
Europe and the responses they received, covering a period of more than two
decades. They were primarily written in Latin, but include a fair number of
letters in French and Dutch too.1
The group of writers, not surprisingly, changed over time. Some died, others
moved away or found new places of refuge, but a remarkable number remained in
place for most of the period. The majority were Calvinist ministers, but a number
were laymen who had served the Calvinist churches in the Palatinate prior to their
exile. This was the case with the former Palatinate councillor and Doctor of Laws,
Johann Jacob Heber from Amberg, who played a major part in the relief work for the
refugees from 1626 until his death in 1634, and the former judge from Weissenohe in
the Upper Palatinate, Jonas Liebing, who was prominent from 1631 till 1638. The
letters are primarily concerned with requests for financial assistance and grateful
acknowledgements of support given. Even so, they offer significant insights into the
emotional effects of persecution and exile during the Thirty Years War.
The recipients of the letters used here were the members of the consistory of
the Dutch Reformed Church in London (i.e. its twelve elders and three minis-
ters). From 1628, more specifically, the recipients were the minister Wilhelm
Thilenius and the three elders, Cornelius Godfrey, Abraham Beck, and John de
Moncy, who had been given special responsibility for the money collected in
the First Royal Collection in England for the Calvinist refugee ministers,
schoolmasters, and their families from the Palatinate.2 Thilenius was by then the
most junior of the ministers to the London Dutch Church, having been
appointed in 1623, but he had the virtue of being well acquainted with English
society and the Church of England, having attended Thomas Gataker’s Puritan
‘academy’ in Surrey while training for his subsequent ministry in the Nether-
lands. He was assisted by Cornelius Godrey, who had become an elder twelve
years earlier and belonged to the Dutch merchant-aristocracy, which had
a virtual monopoly on the London eldership. Godfrey, like his colleague Abra-
ham Beck, was a member of the English East India Company, but unlike God-
frey, Beck was a recent arrival from Germany who had only just been elected to
the eldership. John de Moncy had become an elder in 1621 but was
a longstanding member of the London congregation and through marriage
belonged to one of the wealthiest London merchant families, the Courtens. In
1630, Beck and De Moncy were joined by John la Motte and Dirick Hoste,
who had joined the eldership in 1626 and 1628 respectively, to take responsibil-
ity for the Second Royal Collection. Like their colleagues, La Motte and Hoste
were wealthy merchants but belonged to a younger generation.
The letters, when received by the Dutch Reformed Church in London,
were most likely read out either partly or in total in the first meeting of the
consistory following their receipt. It is clear from the consistory books that
the letters were discussed in detail, and we can safely presume that some of
their more dramatic content was brought to the attention of the wider com-
munity via the subsequent sermons by the Dutch ministers. Unfortunately,
no sermons have survived in manuscript or print. This is hardly surprising,
when it is borne in mind that only a few Reformed or Calvinist sermons
were published in the early modern period.3 Some indication of the way the
information in the letters is likely to have been communicated to the wider
community can, however, be gleaned from a number of the fast sermons
that were preached to the House of Commons in the early 1640s and subse-
quently published.
But how do we go about teasing out the emotions of these individuals and
communities from the epistolary evidence, and how was it received and inter-
preted? In this I find Barbara Rosenwein’s book, Emotional Communities in the
Early Middle Ages, with its concept of ‘communities of emotion’, particularly
useful.4 Rosenwein underlines the modes of emotional expression that character-
ized and shaped groups such as high-ranking churchmen in the early Middle
Ages. Such modes or shared norms undoubtedly also framed the emotions and
the expression of the groups of Reformed refugees with which we are con-
cerned here. The timeframe of twenty-plus years may seem somewhat short
compared with both Rosenwein’s and Karant-Nunn’s, but that is to a large
extent balanced out by the wider historical context in which the Palatine refu-
gees located their emotional experience.
The persecuted, refugee Calvinists from the Palatinate shared their experience
with fellow Reformed exiles in both historical and biblical terms. This is evident
from the first letter referring to the need and misery of Calvinists from the
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Palatinate, which reached the Dutch Church in London in September 1624.
Asking for financial assistance for exiled students from the University of Heidel-
berg, the professors of theology in Leiden stated:
You know that the more Antichrist endeavours to ruin the Church of
Christ, the more pious Christians should labour to edify it. God the
Almighty will move the hearts of our Dutch and English brothers to that.5
This apocalyptic interpretation was typical of how these tragic events in Ger-
many were interpreted by fellow Calvinists across Europe, an explanation, ini-
tially at least, shared by the exiles themselves. Writing in the autumn of 1626
the exiles in and around Nuremberg promised to pray and ‘heartily request
God’, who had generously given them both spiritual and material support, to
preserve the London Dutch Church ‘against the false teachings of Antichrist’
that threatened their own existence.6 It is, however, noteworthy that this apoca-
lyptic interpretation of their situation only seems to have featured prominently
at the start and end of their exile. Obviously, the emotionally charged feelings
and atmosphere linked to the end of time and the apocalyptic battle between
good and evil were difficult to maintain over time.
During the first years of their exile, the Calvinist refugees bore their fate with
patience and hope. When writing to the Dutch community in London thanking
them for their recent letters and assistance, they not only told them that it ‘was
to us like bread from heaven’, a simultaneous reference to both the physical
bread, manna in the wilderness from the Book of Exodus 16:4, and ‘the true
bread from heaven’ from John 6:32, meaning spiritual food. They added that
they ‘bore the rod of the Lord’ (i.e. their persecution and exile) ‘with filial
patience’. That patience clearly came from the conviction of belonging to God’s
chosen people who were being tried and tested.
My title identifies two dominant and opposed emotions between which the
exiled Calvinists from the Palatinate oscillated: hope and despair. To that should
probably be added a third, which often manifested itself in connection with the
latter, namely fear. Bearing in mind that the exiles belonged to a group of
people who considered themselves to be among the elect, predestined to be
saved, it is surprising to what extent their emotions were affected by fear and
how much political and military developments shaped their moods.
Initially, in 1628, a certain amount of optimism among the exiles from the Palatin-
ate persisted despite their deprivation and suffering, not to mention the grim prospects
for a quick return to their homelands. The refugees from the Lower Palatinate in and
around Hanau felt cheered up by the fact that the responsibility for the Royal Collec-
tion in Britain had been given to the Dutch Church in London whom they con-
sidered kindred to themselves not only in terms of nationality, but also in having
shared their experience of persecution and exile.7 Despite being grateful for the assist-
ance offered, the exiles from the Upper Palatinate in and around Nuremberg found it
difficult to muster much optimism, describing themselves as ‘miserable exiles of the
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Palatinate deprived of everything, assailed by the Papists, and neglected by their
Lutheran neighbours’.8 Their pessimism may well have been generated by the fact
that their host, the Lutheran city of Nuremberg, demonstrated a somewhat ambivalent
attitude towards them, as on the one hand fellow persecuted Protestants who had to
be helped, and on the other as heterodox co-religionists, excluded from the Peace of
Augsburg, who might prove a threat to their existence. By the beginning of 1629
their mood had become even bleaker, and to a detailed description of their many suf-
ferings they added:
To aggravate our misery we have to seek refuge among those who differ
from us in religion and whose treacherous favour we must beseech and
buy. And yet we do not escape mockery and calumny.9
The situation obviously looked bleak for the Reformed refugees at this stage
when the Emperor and his Catholic allies had more or less defeated all Protestant
forces within the Empire. They were evidently aware of the rumours circulating
about proposed legal measures against members of the Reformed faith within the
Empire, who had not been included in the 1555 Peace of Augsburg. Their fear of
being expelled from the Empire was to some extent realized with the publication of
the Edict of Restitution a couple of months later on 6 March 1629, which banned
all Protestant denominations apart from Lutheranism within the Empire.10
The elders and ministers in London realized that something had to be done in
order to help lift this growing despair among the refugees from the Upper Palatinate
in particular. They quickly responded with extra funds and supportive words, stating
that ‘one hope, the hope of Israel, binds us all together, though we live far apart’,
while adding in another letter the following day that ‘it is the duty of Christians not
only to sympathize with the evil lot of their brethren, but to relieve the want as
much as possible’. This statement that the godly were united irrespectively of where
they resided also emphasized the obligation to realize the emotional bonds between
these communities through physical and financial assistance.
The unity of the godly and the shared experience of persecution and exile
was emphasized by the ministers in Hanau who oversaw the distribution of the
help for the refugees from the Lower Palatinate. They pointed out to their
London colleagues that they, of course, were familiar with ‘what inconveniences
an exile of this kind brings with it, as the remembrance of the afflictions which
befell the churches of your country last century is still fresh in your memory’.11
This was to be the first of many references to the significance of the Marian
exile that served to establish “a community of emotion” between Calvinists
based in England and their suffering brethren within the Empire.
Even so, the letter from Hanau had an air of despair about it, emphasizing
the misery the exiles suffered, having lost all their worldly possessions and
being forced to flee only to find that their new neighbours showed them
little or no charity.12
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1629 proved a particularly difficult year for the Palatine refugees with more
exiles arriving daily in Nuremberg and Hanau. The pressure on the refugees’
meagre resources was growing exponentially, while political considerations
meant that they could not stop providing some assistance to refugee Lutherans
from Austria and Bohemia for fear of antagonizing local Lutherans on whose
goodwill they depended. A sense of fear and foreboding permeates the letters
written during 1629, and as the leaders of the refugees from the Lower Palatin-
ate put it, they clearly lived in fear of worse to come.13 The ministers and elders
in London were repeatedly reminded of the hospitality offered to the Marian
exiles in the previous century in the Palatinate. The refugees used all the emo-
tional pressure they could mobilize in order to influence their benefactors in
London, reminding them of their distress and suffering, while claiming to ‘pray
daily to the Lord that He may lead us back to our fatherland’.14
The autumn of 1629 proved particularly traumatic for the refugees. Their
resources were virtually exhausted, many were starving and ill without any pro-
spect of medical assistance, while the Catholic armies made it impossible for the
exiles to seek shelter anywhere else.15 Sympathy was readily available in
London. The Dutch ministers and elders grieved over the ‘vastness’ of the
exiles’ misfortunes and identified with their ‘fear’ of worse to come.16 Through-
out 1630, the stress and fear of the Palatine exiles showed no sign of abating.
Their letters emphasized their growing distress caused by extended exile and
poverty, and as they wrote to their Dutch friends in London in February 1631:
‘After God our chief hope is fixed on you’.17
In August 1631, the exiles from the Upper Palatinate described their sufferings
in detail in an open letter to the people of England, an initiative closely linked
to the fundraising for the Second Royal Collection begun in the previous year.
Having been ‘despoiled and robbed by the hirelings and soldiers of Antichrist’,
they had been reduced to extreme poverty. They were despairing, seeing
‘popery’ growing in strength while fearing that ‘the pure Gospel’ would be
extirpated or banished. They pointed out that God and the charity of the for-
eign churches now remained their only refuge, adding that they hoped the Eng-
lish would remember the hospitality and welcome the Palatinate had extended
to those who fled the persecution in the time of Queen Mary. This appeal to
shared experience and reciprocity of charity was clearly built on the assumption
of the existence of a community of emotion and understanding between donors
and receivers, even if the former needed constant reminding.18
Some optimism and hope among the Reformed refugees began to materialize
during the autumn of 1631 as a consequence of the intervention on the Protest-
ant side by the Swedish King, Gustavus Adolphus. This was especially so when
Gustavus Adolphus crowned a string of victories over Catholic Imperial forces
with the crushing defeat of Tilly’s army at Breitenfeld on 17 September 1631.19
Optimism, however, initially appears to have been confined to the refugees’
benefactors in London, who when they expressed the hope that God would
restore the refugees to their homeland, added that there now seemed to be hope
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this would shortly come to pass. A fortnight later they expressed the hope that
God would ‘favour the sword of the King of Sweden and restore you to your
country’.20
Even if recognizing the military success of Gustavus Adolphus, the refugees from
the Upper Palatinate did not share the optimism and hope of their benefactors in
London. Instead they emphasized the increased dangers and suffering to which the
large armies now operating around Nuremberg exposed them. They concluded that
‘even if there were any hope, which is now faint, of our being restored to our country,
we should find nothing but ruined homesteads and destitution’. Their fellow exiles
from the Lower Palatinate were only marginally more optimistic, admitting that they
now had more hope of being able to return home than before.21 However, by Febru-
ary 1632, hope was rapidly gaining ground among the refugees. The exiles from the
Upper Palatinate thanked the Dutch Church in London for their support and
expressed the hope that it would continue, for even though they expected to be freed
from their long exile and to see their country delivered from ‘the enemy and Papal
darkness’, their deliverance had yet to begin, while Catholic armies were still devastat-
ing their homeland. The exiles from the Lower Palatinate evidently felt more exuber-
ant about the prospect of a return to their homeland, comparing it with ‘the joy
which the captives of Babylon felt at their unexpected delivery’.22 By May, the refu-
gees from the Upper Palatinate felt similarly hopeful for an immediate return, thanks
to the victories of Gustavus Adolphus over the Duke of Bavaria.
This optimism and hope for an immediate restitution, however, proved short lived.
Already by the first weeks of May, the exiles from the Lower Palatinate were once
again despairing, despite all the splendid victories of the King of Sweden and the arrival
of their ruler, the Elector Palatine and King of Bohemia. They claimed that their
‘evils’ had been augmented rather than alleviated, and while the King of Sweden was
fighting in Bavaria, Imperial armies were devastating the Palatinate. The refugee com-
munity was also badly affected by disease and high mortality rates. This was all the
result, as they put it, of ‘a most righteous God avenging the apostasy and faithlessness
of the people of the Palatinate’.23 God was in other words punishing his chosen
people, but that recognition gave little cause for cheerfulness at this point. Praising the
Dutch community in London for its ‘liberality and zeal for the exiles of Christ’, which
it demonstrated by adherence to the apostolic precept of assisting the Saints in times of
need (Romans 12:13), the refugees from the Lower Palatinate highlighted their sad
condition. They were not only ‘oppressed by the tyranny of the Imperial forces, but
the licentiousness of the Swedish soldiery was so great that they hardly knew who
their friends were’. As they put it, ‘hence there is no security; the fields are lying
uncultivated and the ministers, who have returned to their churches, do not receive
their stipends, the Swedes taking possession of everything’.24 Their London bene-
factors expressed their sympathy, stating that ‘blessed are those that suffer persecution
for the sake of righteousness’.25
The sense of fear and despair grew during the second half of 1632. The refugees in
and around Nuremberg thanked God for still remembering them ‘in this city of
woe’. They wanted to send their benefactors in London a special letter of thanks,
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‘unless famine and pestilence, which is raging in the midst of our civil war, should
prove fatal to us’.26 Little changed among the Reformed exiles from the Upper Palat-
inate during 1633, and what hopes they might have had after the Swedish interven-
tion in the war had evaporated. As the Nuremberg refugees expressed it: they desired
rather than expected a restitution, but their situation remained doubtful and sad,
threatened as they were on all sides and exposed to ‘freebooting and incendiarism’.
The countryside around Nuremberg was devastated and they felt exposed to Imperial,
as well as Swedish troops, who all intended to rob them (Figure 4.1). Nor for that
matter, were they convinced that the Swedes, as Lutherans, were fully committed to
assisting the Reformed.27 They lingered, as they put it, between hope and fear.28
The refugees from the Lower Palatinate proved more optimistic, especially
since some of them had been able to return to their home country by mid-
1633. As God’s chosen people, they felt this was like the Israelites returning to
Canaan after their stay in Egypt, viewing the charity they had received from
England as ‘Dew of Manna’. They claimed that they would always remember
the awful and wonderful Justice, Goodnesse, Truth and Power of God.
For just wee found God in punishing the sinnes of his sonnes; good in
defending and maintaining them; true in keeping his promises; wise in
leading and guiding wonderfully all his Saints; potent also in bowing and
turning not only the hearts of all our neighbour churches, but likewise of
them in the whole world dispersed, to be beneficial towards us poore,
miserable, exiled Palatine men’.29
The refugees from the Upper Palatinate despaired and by mid-July 1634 reached
a new low. After ten years of exile in Nuremberg, they were on the verge of
giving up all hope for a return to their homeland and felt so upset by having to
look out for a new abode that they struggled to write to their benefactors, refer-
ring them to Jeremiah 4:20–30 as a description of their condition. Evidently,
Jeremiah’s lamentation for Judah, which described God’s judgement upon the
Jews, provided an apt description of the situation of the godly refugees living
under the New Covenant.30 The defeat of the Protestant forces in the battle of
Nӧrdlingen in September 1634 added further to their misery.31
Gradually towards the end of the 1630s, hope rather than fear and despair
eventually got the upper hand among the refugee, Reformed communities, even
if the Dutch community in Hanau still lamented in April 1638 the condition
into which
the Lord had allowed His people in Germany to fall; how small the
number of the righteous were; what famine, dearness, diseases, wars,
bloodsheds have assailed the little ship of Christ; and what a sharp north-
wind has blown through this pleasure-garden of the Lord, all on account
of men’s sins.32 (Figure 4.2)
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Though the refugees in Nuremberg still thought they lived ‘between despair
and hope’, by January 1640 they had to admit that they now experienced ‘that
the Lord watches over us’. Similar positive notes were struck by the minister
Peter Crugoth, who wrote on behalf of the exiles from the Lower Palatinate
a month later:
FIGURE 4.1 The devastation of the countryside by soldiers forcing civilians to flee to the cities,
woodcut, in Philip Vincent, The Lamentations of Germany. Wherein, as in a Glasse, We
May Behold Her Miserable Condition, and Read the Woefull Effects of Sinne. Composed by
Dr Vincent Theol. An Eyewitnesse Thereof; And Illustrated by Pictures, the More to Affect the
Reader (London, 1638), 32. Reproduced by kind permission of the Syndics of Cam-
bridge University Library, Acton.d.sel.61.
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Whenever we look at the varied condition of the church fighting under
the banner of Christ, we cannot help wondering at seeing it exalted in
one place, humiliated in another. Our own Church of the Palatinate is an
example: formerly it flourished, now it is depressed and prostate. But we
realize that the Lord’s dispensation is most salutary, as, by humiliating his
faithful, He prepares them for greater honours.33
FIGURE 4.2 The desperate effects of famine, woodcut, in Philip Vincent, The Lamentations
of Germany. Wherein, as in a Glasse, We May Behold Her Miserable Condition, and Read
the Woefull Effects of Sinne. Composed by Dr Vincent Theol. An Eyewitnesse Thereof; And
Illustrated by Pictures, the More to Affect the Reader (London, 1638), sig.A1v. Reproduced
by kind permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library, Acton.d.sel.61.
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God’s punishing rod was evidently easier to bear with a more hopeful outlook
for the future, but less salutary when prospects were bleak. A feeling that things
had changed for the better by the late 1630s is illustrated by the number of
requests for support that reached London for rebuilding Reformed communities
and churches in places such as Hanau, Frankenthal, and Frankfurt.34
Together with a hope for better things to come, the letters written by the
Reformed refugees from the summer of 1640 onwards also demonstrate
a growing concern for the political and religious developments in Britain. Thus,
the refugees from the Lower Palatinate, when thanking the Dutch church in
London for its continuing generosity, ended their letter by expressing this wish:
‘May the Lord reward you and settle the Scottish affair’. This was a reference to
the outbreak of the Second Bishops’ War, in which the Scots had just crossed
the river Tweed and were marching on Newcastle. Evidently, the shared emo-
tional community had not only biblical and historical roots to draw on but
gained added importance and strength when they felt themselves linked to polit-
ical events in Britain as well as Germany.
The exiles in Nuremberg expressed the firm hope in December 1640 that
their ‘afflictions’ were finally coming to an end, while they referred to the peace
negotiations between the Scottish Covenanters and King Charles, started
a couple of months earlier, and joined their English benefactors in praying to
God that the good beginnings lately observed in Great Britain might come to
a happy conclusion. Rather inconsiderately, they added that such an outcome
would be very much to their own benefit.35
Somewhat prematurely the exiles from the Lower Palatinate praised King
Charles for having acted prudently ‘by extinguishing the sparks of the dangerous
flame’ that could have led to civil war, pointing out that had their own princes
done the same ‘Germany would not be in such a plight’.36
By February 1642, the Reformed refugees in Nuremberg were aware of the
growing confrontation between King Charles and Parliament, which would develop
into a full blown civil war later in the year. They expressed their sorrow for the ‘dis-
turbed state of your country’ and their concern over ‘the cruel persecutions of the
members of the Faith in Ireland’.37 Evidently, news of the rebellion of Irish Cath-
olics in October 1641 and the accompanying atrocities committed against Protestant
settlers in Ulster travelled fast among the Reformed communities, fed by the stream
of lurid and sensationalized broadsheets that were published in London from
November onwards.38
While deeply preoccupied with their own difficulties and their apocalyptic
significance for which they found evidence in the Book of Daniel, the exiles
from the Lower Palatinate still found space and time to mention that they
prayed to God that ‘He may pacify your Kingdom and Ireland’. They would
have agreed with the Reformed refugees congregated around Zweibrüggen
who wrote a couple of months later: ‘While in your England after the
example of our own Country, preparations for war are made, and Ireland
contrives something wicked against the brethren of our Faith’.39 Shared
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misery and exposure to war served to emphasize the existence of an emo-
tional community.
When in July 1642, the refugees from the Lower Palatinate wrote one of
their last letters to their benefactors in London, they wondered why the
Reformed Church now found itself in such a deplorable condition and why the
preaching of the Gospel was no longer conducted as it had been at the start of
the Reformation. They concluded that the darkness that was closing in on the
godly had been brought about by sin, that had destroyed so many kingdoms and
communities throughout history. However, they added the positive observation
that ‘what is a plague and punishment to sinners is a probation and exercise of
virtue to the true Christian’. They obviously saw themselves in this light
together with their benefactors and supporters in England. Quoting both Isaiah
66:12 and Daniel 4:24, they explained that they not only prayed to the Lord to
reward the English for their sustained benevolence towards them, but also ‘to
calm the unrest and discord in England’.40
Such views and emotions were reciprocated by English Calvinists, as can be
seen from a number of pamphlets published in the 1630s but in particular from
some of the fast sermons preached to the House of Commons from the end of
1641 through the first months of 1642. Pamphlets such as The Lamentations of
Germany by the minister Philip Vincent emphasized the emotional impact the
suffering of the godly in Germany should have on their co-religionists in
England:
Behold here, as in a Glasse, the mournefull face of a sister Nation, now
drunke with misery; according to what God threatened by the Prophet
Ieremy. Should I endeavour by all the memorable particulars, which
might be accumulated, to amplifie this sad theme, the third part would
bee sufficient to weary thee or blinde thy eyes with teares, if thy heart
were not domant.41
In December 1641, the Presbyterian minister Edmund Calamy (1600–1666)
preached a fast sermon to the House of Commons. Entitled England’s looking-
glasse, the sermon contained a stern warning to the MPs. Calamy held up events
in Germany in general and in the Palatinate and Bohemia in particular, as
a warning to the people of England to mend their ways before it was too late.
The recent ‘bloody’ rebellion in Ireland emphasized that action was needed
because the sword of the God was now hanging over England as a warning.
Calamy emphasized the seriousness of the situation when he concluded:
Some Nations are chastised with the sword, Others with famine, Others
with the man-destroying Plague. But poore Germany hath been sorely
whipped with all these three iron whips at the same time, and that for
above twenty years space. Oh, let us make use of this Bucket, and draw
out water, and poure it out before the Lord this day; let us send up our
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cries to Heaven for Germany. It is a signe that we are not true members
of the body of Christ, because we have no fellow-feeling of the miseries
of the same body. A dead member hath no sense of its own misery, or of
the bodies distemper. If wee be living members we will sympathize with
the calamities of God’s people.42
Evidently, only by feeling directly emotionally involved with their brethren in
Germany could the English demonstrate that they too belonged to the godly.
Calamy was able to return to this subject a few months later when he
delivered yet another fast sermon to the House of Commons, this time entitled
Gods free mercy to England. He reminded the MPs that repentance was urgently
needed:
First the judgements of God upon England: may wee not say who gave
up England for a spoyle and Ireland unto Robbers? Hath not the Lord
against whom we have sinned? Therefore hath he powred upon us the
fury of his anger, and the strength of the Battell, it hath set us on fire
round about, yet we carry ourselves as though we knew it not, and
though it burnes we lay it not to heart and these shaking Judgements may
the rather move us because this concussion is first universall, the disease is
Epidemicall, this shaking began in the Palatinate, Bohemia, but it hath
spread it selfe over France, Spaine and all the Christian World, the Lord
seems to have a controversie with all Nations, & to plead with all flesh,
giving up a wicked World to the sword, as hee threatened before the
ruine of Ierusalem.43
Similar sentiments were expressed by his colleague Stephen Marshall
(1594–1655), who preached yet another fast sermon to the MPs on that day.
Marshall had, however, already given similar, if somewhat more circumspect,
warnings in a fast sermon to the House of Commons more than a year earlier.44
This time round Marshall emphasized that sympathy alone for the suffering of
their brethren in Germany fell well short of what was required. Such ‘empty
and barren wishes’, according to Marshall, could easily be extended to anyone
in distress and were of little or no value. More was required from the godly;
feeling sorry for suffering fellow Calvinists in Germany and Ireland without any
action fell short of what was required. Direct physical assistance was called for,
be it in person or through a financial contribution—only in that way could the
Saints prove their sincerity.45
Apart from demonstrating that English Calvinists sympathized with and shared in
the persecution and suffering of the exiles, these fast sermons also exemplify how
such news was communicated from the pulpit. As such, they are probably similar to
sermons preached by other Calvinist ministers in the 1620s and 1630s, be they Eng-
lish or the ministers to the Dutch and French Reformed communities in England.
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Evidence of true godliness demanded not only emotional commitment, but
direct action also. The behaviour and engagement of the Dutch elder and mer-
chant, John la Motte, who was responsible for the Second Royal Collection, was
clearly a model for the godly. John la Motte’s extraordinary commitment to the
‘Church of God’ and his never-ending charity for suffering brethren in Christ fea-
tured prominently in his funeral sermon, as did his exceptional ability to inspire
others to join the cause, by setting all who encountered him on a ‘fire of compas-
sion’. Every year, La Motte celebrated the anniversary of Queen Elizabeth’s coron-
ation by having his friends for dinner, not only to celebrate the mercy God had
shown England on that day, but in particular to celebrate the ‘grand Deliverances’
of the godly, especially after the Reformation. Particular mention was given to:
… the great sufferings and bloody Persecutions in France, and the Low
Countries, whereof he would often discourse in so punctuall and feeling
manner, as if he had been an eye-witness, yea a sharer in them, taking
many arguments thence of encouraging himself and others to be still
mindfull of them in bonds and miseries, as being themselves in the body;
saying, why, their case might have been ours, or may yet, who knows?46
In other words, good Calvinists did not have to have experienced persecution
and exile personally to feel part of the emotional community of those who had
suffered. Second-generation immigrants like La Motte, who was born in Col-
chester, could be just as deeply involved emotionally in the suffering and perse-
cution, thereby possibly making their commitment even more impressive and
convincing to others.
Life as a religious refugee during the Thirty Years War in Germany was
a harrowing experience, and the emotional effects were serious. The
Reformed exiles were seldom able to find sanctuary among co-religionists;
instead, they had to seek shelter within Lutheran communities where they
were at best reluctantly tolerated. The fact that the Reformed faith had not
been included in the Peace of Augsburg meant that they had no legal protec-
tion within the Empire. In 1629, their situation was further undermined,
when the Emperor issued the Edict of Restitution, which banned all Protest-
ant denominations apart from Lutheranism. This severely aggravated their
situation, putting them in danger of being forced to leave Germany while
simultaneously putting pressure on their Lutheran hosts who by giving them
shelter could be considered in breach of Imperial law.
The tenuous relationship between the Reformed refugees and their Lutheran
hosts constantly fluctuated, driven by external political and military developments as
much as by internal tension. The fact that their exile proved an extended one—last-
ing more than a couple of decades—undoubtedly served to make the situation of
the exiles even more difficult, putting them under further strain. It certainly added
to the fear and insecurity of the exiles who increasingly depended on the financial
and moral support they received from foreign Calvinist communities. Not
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surprisingly, the exiles swung emotionally between hope and despair, with anxiety
and despondency dominating their outlook for prolonged periods. The length of
their exile combined with repeated disappointments made the refugees weary.
Thus, it took them considerable time before they were prepared to share the opti-
mism of their benefactors in London generated by the victories of the Swedish
King Gustavus Adolphus. They did so only to face renewed disappointment when
it turned out that the Swedish soldiers did them just as much damage as their
Imperial enemies, and their hope for a return to their homelands proved premature.
Biblical examples of the Egyptian sojourn from the Book of Exodus, and
of the Babylonian captivity of the Israelites from The Book of Daniel, pro-
vided the refugees with spiritual sustenance. For God had always tested his
elect or chosen people. To that, they could add recent historical events such
as the persecutions and exile of the Reformed in the Netherlands and
France, not to mention the experience of the Marian exiles from England.
By drawing on both biblical and historical examples, they were able to assure
themselves that they shared a community of emotions with their brethren
abroad. This shared community was further enhanced by the religious and
political confrontation that was mounting in Britain from 1640 onwards. The
fact that the battle between the godly and the ungodly once more came to
be seen as ‘universal’ endowed these events with renewed apocalyptic signifi-
cance. It would seem that a sense of election, of belonging to God’s chosen
people at the centre of the last apocalyptic battle between Christ and Anti-
christ, could not thrive without hope. Obviously, it proved difficult, if not
impossible, for the refugees to maintain their optimism and hope of a return
to ‘the promised land’—their home country—as time went by, especially
when their suffering dragged on or even took a turn for the worse. In that
situation, anxiety and despair overwhelmed them and their letters were char-
acterized by a deep pessimism and little if any indication of belonging to the
elect. Even for Calvinists, who believed in predestination and their own elec-
tion, it proved virtually impossible to maintain hope and a positive outlook
when faced with prolonged displacement, intolerance, extreme poverty, and
deep anxiety.
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THE EMBODIMENT OF EXILE
Relics and suffering in early modern
English cloisters*
Claire Walker
THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
In May 1688, Mary Wigmore of the English Carmelite cloister in Antwerp
wrote to Mary of Modena, Queen of England and wife of James II, sending the
nuns’ good wishes for the English queen’s imminent confinement. She praised
the queen’s ‘example and Illustrious vertues [which] are sufficient to reduce to
the waie of truth & Sanctity the whole Nation’, before reminding Mary of
Modena that the nuns prayed ‘incessantly’ for her preservation, that of her hus-
band, James II, and for ‘a Prince to Inherit your Crownes and vertues’. But the
Carmelites did not simply proffer prayers for a safe confinement, they also sent
a gift. Noting the queen’s devotion to ‘our seraphique Mother St Teresa’, Wig-
more enclosed a
Relique a peece of her flesh I presume to present, beseeching your Maj-
esty to weare it in your labour, it working daylie in effect miracles giving
happy deliveries & preservation of the mother & child in like cases.1
The Carmelite relic proved a double-edged sword. While the queen was safely
delivered of a healthy son and heir in June 1688, by December the royal family
was itself in what would become a permanent exile in France.
Enforced or self-imposed exclusion for religious or political reasons was not
uncommon in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. While the expatriation
of kings was unusual, Protestant and Catholic minorities regularly sought refuge
* I am grateful to Douai Abbey, Westminster Diocesan Archives and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
for permission to cite the material from their archives. I would also like to thank Julie Hotchin and
Jessica McCandless for several interesting discussions about exile, religious materiality, and Carmelite
spirituality. The research for this chapter was conducted with funding from the Australian research
Council Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions (project number CE110001011).
abroad from persecution and prosecution at home. While Calvinist migrations
have been extensively documented, Catholic exile has received significantly less
scholarly attention.2 However, recent research has revealed that thousands of
Catholics left their homelands for permanent or temporary respite in other terri-
tories, leading Geert Janssen to assert that ‘the experience of exile should there-
fore be regarded as an integral part of the history of the Catholic Reformation’.3
In the historiography of post-Reformation English Catholicism, some groups
have received more consideration than others. The emigration of men and
women to found and join religious communities was documented in Peter Guil-
day’s survey, The English Catholic Refugees on the Continent, 1558–1797, pub-
lished in 1914. The Catholic Record Society progressively printed these
institutions’ registers, obituaries, and chronicles over the course of the twentieth
century. Despite this evidence, scholarship on post-Reformation English Cath-
olicism has focused predominantly on the experience of Catholics remaining at
home, largely to the exclusion of the expatriate community—a lacuna that is
being redressed in the twenty-first century.4
Earlier studies centred on the English exiles’ subversion as pensioners of the
Spanish and French crowns and as writers, plotters, and activists in favour of the
overthrow of the Protestant church and state.5 While the political activism of
religious émigrés rightly continues to attract attention, scholarship is expanding
to investigate the expatriates’ experience of exile, including the relationship
between migrants and their host communities.6 The role of émigrés in dissemin-
ating Tridentine devotions and thereby connecting Catholics in England with
the wider Church provides just one example of connections between Catholics
on either side of the Channel and their joint participation in shaping the param-
eters of their faith at home and abroad.7 Thus, there has been a shift away from
considering the exiles and stay-at-home Catholics separately and towards a tacit
acknowledgement that they belonged to a single, albeit geographically dispersed
and not always united, English Catholic community.
It is principally through the English émigrés’ literary production that we can
discern the mental world of exclusion, including the emotional dimensions of
expatriation.8 Catholics, Protestants, and political exiles alike characterized dis-
location from their homeland as a state of intense suffering, even something akin
to ‘Martyrdom’, as Sir Edward Hyde termed the royalists’ separation from their
country in the 1650s on account of their loyalty to the monarchy and loathing
of the Protectorate.9 Alison Shell’s analysis of exile literature in the century from
the accession of Elizabeth I identifies grief, consolation, and hope as common
motifs in the verse, hymns, and drama of Catholics residing abroad in religious
institutions and colleges.10 These are nicely encapsulated in Thomas Hide’s Con-
solatorie Epistle of 1579, in which the seminary priest assures his readers that
although exiled from home, income, and comfort, ‘God … turneth this tem-
poral punishemente to your spiritual benefite’.11 Implicit in such consolatory lit-
erature was the exiles’ inevitable return to their homeland. The biblical models
suggested the righteous would be rewarded, and there were the more recent
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historical examples. The Protestant Marian exiles had returned to England, as
had the royalists in the 1660s, so there was every reason to hope that Catholics
suffering exile from kin and country would do likewise.12 The motif of exile as
a temporary state infused the writing of the English Catholic émigrés and under-
pinned their identity. Individuals and institutions alike saw themselves first and
foremost as English Catholics who, although living abroad and practicing their
faith as members of the universal Church, would ultimately return to their
homeland, once their religion was restored there, or at the very least, was
tolerated.13
Yet it is not only through the exiles’ personal and institutional writings that
we can understand their experience of dislocation, and the consolatory narratives
constructed to endure it. The exile experience was also expressed through the
material objects the émigrés used to adorn themselves, furnish their residences,
and perform their religious devotions. David Morgan asserts it is through
‘things’ that ‘human beings feel their way into their worlds, feel themselves, feel
the past, anticipate the future, feel together’.14 If this is the case, then physical
items constituted markers of identity for émigrés separated from the people,
places, and things that defined their previous lives. As the psychologist Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi has suggested of worldly possessions, artefacts shape a sense of
the self and stabilize identity. While operating as symbols of social status and
relationships, they further provide continuity in time by offering ‘foci of
involvement in the present, mementos and souvenirs of the past, and signposts
to future goals’.15 For religious exiles considering their expatriation as tempor-
ary, such objects grounded them in the present, while offering tangible evidence
of England’s religious past and hope for its Catholic future.16 One might even
suggest they performed a consolatory function.
In this chapter, I want to examine the religious relic and what it can tell us
about the emotional experience of exile in English convents located in France
and the southern Netherlands in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Founded by the daughters of England’s Catholic minority, these cloisters encap-
sulate many elements of the exile experience I have outlined. They were fiercely
English, often to the point of excluding women of other nationalities, including
the Irish, and their raison d’être was to preserve the monastic tradition for their
countrywomen with a view to returning the convents to England, once it was
possible to do so.17 Several cloisters embedded the narrative of temporary exile
within their chronicles, liturgies, and ritual life. Women taking the veil in the
Bridgettine convent in Lisbon vowed obedience to their monastic rule and
superiors both in exile and upon their anticipated return to England.18 Intelli-
gent, articulate, politically engaged, and above all respected for their piety, the
nuns embraced the early modern enthusiasm for collecting saints’ body parts and
fostered devotions centred upon them. I want to argue, however, that convents’
relics performed a much deeper spiritual and emotional function. Relics con-
nected the nuns intimately with their homeland, kin, and patrons, their perceived
spiritual potency was employed to achieve the exiles’ hope for repatriation, and
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importantly, they provided models and narratives by which individuals and com-
munities could explain, perform, and overcome the desolation of exile.
English nuns, exile, and relics
Scholars agree that relics performed a range of functions in post-Reformation
Europe. Many reflected the roles sacred artefacts had assumed since they
became important in the early centuries of Christianity—as conduits of
divine intercession, symbols of political authority, and signifiers of confes-
sional and regional identity. Their stature was even enhanced amidst the
emotionally charged debates between Protestants and Catholics surrounding
their legitimacy. Sanctioned by the Council of Trent as valid objects for ven-
eration by the faithful, relics were distinctly Catholic. As Simon Ditchfield
has said of saints, ‘in a confessionally-divided world, devotion to saints was
a highly visible badge of Catholic identity’.19 The same can be said of saints’
and martyrs’ remains and material items associated with them. These reli-
giously charged artefacts became ‘sacred commodities’ to be sold, purchased,
gifted, or stolen.20 Possession of such items endowed their owners with spir-
itual capital that might be put to a range of pious, political, and confessional
uses. Philip II bolstered his authority and promoted Catholic Spain’s victory
over Protestants and Muslims via a large relic collection, located with his
ancestral mausoleum in the palace monastery of the Escorial.21 If sacred
objects legitimated the power of one of Catholic Europe’s leaders, they also
raised the spiritual and civic profile of convents. Helen Hills draws
a connection between the holiness of enclosed nuns incarcerated behind
convent walls in Naples and the spiritual power of their relics encased in
elaborate reliquaries.22 Nuns in other parts of Europe recognized the mater-
ial, political, and spiritual advantages conferred by the possession of significant
relics and did their utmost to secure them for their cloisters.23
The remains of saints and martyrs became important symbols in areas recon-
verted to the Catholic faith and in those bordering Protestant territory. Alex
Walsham has described them as ‘a vibrant hallmark of baroque piety in regions
that remained loyal or were reclaimed to the faith of Rome’.24 Trevor Johnson
argued that in the re-catholicization of the Upper Palatinate, entire skeletons of
catacomb saints became vital markers of confessional identity because of their
‘antiquity, martyrdom and Roman provenance’.25 Relics performed a similarly
restorative function in Bohemia.26 It follows, therefore, that relics were signifi-
cant for Catholic minorities, particularly for religious exiles. Through the relic,
a Catholic community, whether an institution, local area, state, or even frag-
mented diaspora united in the belief that the holy matter connected them to the
saint’s intercessory power, which could potentially resolve inter-faith conflict in
their favour. It might even breach the geographical divide between émigrés and
stay-at-home Catholics. Liesbeth Corens has suggested that the mobility of relics
around Europe and across the English Channel and back connected a fragmented
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Catholic community spiritually.27 But, as Csikszentmihalyi’s argument about the
capacity of objects to evoke emotional connections to the past implies, antique
remains collapsed temporal as well as geographic boundaries.
Corens argues that by sending parts of pre-Reformation saints from England
to the expatriate community abroad, Catholics established a material connection
with the past while preserving ancient remains that would be part of England’s
Catholic future, once the Protestants were vanquished.28 There is evidence that
exiled English cloisters engaged in such practices, collecting objects with direct
links to their country’s pre-Protestant past. Some members of the pre-
Reformation Bridgettine monastery of Syon Abbey went into exile after the
dissolution of their house and spent several peripatetic decades in the Low
Countries and France, before finding permanent refuge in Lisbon in 1594. They
reportedly transported ‘Reliques and trinkets beyond the Seas into Flanders’
when they left England. These included the arms of St Thomas Beckett, two
heads from St Ursula’s thousand virgins, and relics of St Bridget and St August-
ine, as well as some of the Virgin Mary’s milk and some of the Blood of
Hales.29 In 1737, the Poor Clares of Rouen were given ‘a noble present of
ancient antiquity’ found ‘inn the ruines of an old abbaye of Catholick times’.30
The Augustinian cloister in Louvain possessed a more recent relic, but one no
less representative of England’s Catholic heritage, Sir Thomas More’s hair shirt.
The mother of the convent’s former prioress was More’s adopted daughter,
Margaret Giggs, who had received the treasured relic from him on the eve of
his martyrdom.31
Yet, as More’s hair shirt suggests, the English expatriate community’s relation-
ship with relics extended beyond connections with pre-Reformation holy fig-
ures, their bodily remains, and items linked to them. The convents accrued
sacred objects that spanned the centuries from Christ to contemporary professors
of the Catholic faith. The Poor Clares of Rouen owned a piece of the ‘true
cross’, part of St Joseph’s cloak, and bone fragments of ‘all the apostles & several
other saints’.32 The Lierre Carmelites possessed relics of the Virgin Mary and St
Joseph.33 The Antwerp Carmelites’ extensive cache of holy objects included
a reliquary containing ‘fragments of the true cross, the veil of the Blessed Virgin
Mary and bone fragments of St Paul the Apostle, St Teresa, St Francis Xavier,
St Charles Borromeo, St Ignatius Loyola, St Joseph and St Peter the Apostle’.34
This eclectic compilation not only affirmed an unbroken Catholic succession
from Christ to early modern religious leaders, but it also encouraged devotees to
embrace religious reform and missionary zeal in a new age of persecution. It fur-
ther inspired them to fashion devotions to potential new ‘saints’ and ‘martyrs’, as
we will see in the next section.
The wider question remains, however, as to what these relics meant. Did
they perform the kinds of roles suggested by Morgan and Csikszentmihalyi?
A closer analysis of certain items and their placement and use in the cloisters
reveals how nuns subsumed material artefacts into their communities’ quotidian
and spiritual environment. The holy bones and objects in convents were part of
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the communal fabric of the cloister: physically, through interment, display, and
ritual use, and metaphorically, through the nuns’ connections with secular kin
and patrons as well as with the convent’s spiritual family of founders, saints, and
martyrs. They also performed a significant role in monastic devotions, many of
which were directed towards the repatriation of the nuns, their convents, and
their faith.
Relics and the communal fabric of exiled convents
The most obvious example of a relic’s explicit connection with exile is the
devotion surrounding St Justin the Martyr in the Paris Augustinian convent.
Queen Mary of Modena gifted the second-century martyr’s remains to the nuns
in 1694. They accordingly instituted an annual feast, which over the course of
the octave included public exposition of the relics and masses in the convent
church, as well as a procession of the holy bones through the cloister grounds
and private liturgical services in the nuns’ choir. The archbishop of Paris made
explicit the celebration’s political intent, granting an indulgence to anyone who
visited the church and, before the jointly exposed relics and Eucharist, prayed
for ‘ye extirpation of heresie, ye exhaltation of ye Faith, for ye peace and union
of Christian Kings & Princes, for ye health & prosperity of ye sacred Parsone of
His Majesty and all ye Royall familie’.35 The nuns capitalized upon the indul-
gence, turning the feast into a Jacobite event that attracted large numbers of
British Catholic exiles.36 Given by the exiled queen, and previously housed in
the royal chapel at St James, St Justin’s relics were exactly the kind of holy
matter that helped to orientate the nuns’ sense of their place in Christian history.
Other saints with explicit connections to England’s Catholic past were similarly
invoked to end the exile. The Augustinians celebrated the feast of St Edward
the Confessor with Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament and that of St Gregory
(whom they termed ‘the apostle of England’) with a High Mass. The liturgies
for both saints were similarly dedicated to ‘the conversion of England’.37
The agenda to reconvert England, spearheaded by the clerical mission, pro-
vided another kind of relic. Robin Malo has argued that the torture and execu-
tion of priests ‘occasioned new relic making’ and their bodies became ‘both
wonder-working sacred objects and … communicative signs’ with the potential
to return England to the Catholic fold.38 The nuns, unable to participate physic-
ally in the mission, accessed its suffering by collecting the hagiographic narratives
of executed priests and sometimes their body parts and clothing. The Bridge-
ttines had wood from Tyburn, presumably stained with literal or figurative mar-
tyrs’ blood.39 The Antwerp Carmelite archive contains, in a box labelled
‘English Martyrs’, at least twenty-nine relics (bone fragments, cloth dipped in
blood or other fabric, or straw associated with them) of priests executed in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, along with linen relics of aristocrats exe-
cuted during the Popish plot and Jacobite rebellion.40 The nuns also possessed
miniature oil portraits of ten English martyrs and bone fragments of them.
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Painted in the 1640s, the images and relics were combined in an extravagant
frame in the early nineteenth century. In another frame, the nuns mounted mar-
tyrs’ relics, both clerical and lay, from the seventeenth century, combined with
St Thomas of Canterbury and some soil from their burial ground.41 They also
retained a letter reassuring them that the Jesuit, Henry Morse, had remembered
them at his execution in 1645.42 While the relic compilations dated from a later
period, the convent’s earlier acquisition of these priests’ remains, with pictorial
and written mementos of them, suggests that they considered recent martyrs as
important as earlier confessors of the faith. Malo has proposed that English Cath-
olics who collected such relics at Tyburn and other sites of execution ‘might
themselves become sanctified through martyrdom’.43 As exiled (and enclosed)
religious women and thereby too distant from the missionary field to die upon
the scaffold, the nuns accordingly framed dislocation from their homeland as
a sacrifice for the Catholic cause and embraced monastic discipline as an alterna-
tive form of martyrdom. Convent relic collections, combined with individual
and corporate narratives of suffering for Christ and the Church, intimately
linked the nuns with the English martyrs and encouraged them to establish
genealogies of present-day confessors of the Roman faith.
The imperative to connect with contemporary martyrs led some cloisters to
seek relics of people whose eligibility rested more upon the political exile of the
Stuarts than execution for the faith. The Paris Augustinians had the heart of
James Radcliffe, Jacobite earl of Derwentwater, executed for his part in the
1715 rising. Derwentwater bequeathed the ‘precious guift of his Noble hart’ to
the convent, although the sisters did not gain custody of it until 1732 when
they ceremoniously placed it in a monument in their choir.44 Although dying
for the Jacobite cause might not qualify him for Christian martyrdom, the nuns
considered him as such and established what might be considered a shrine in
their choir. They similarly revered the royal family, installing a piece of James
II’s arm, embalmed by the prioress, in their choir in 1701.45 When Maria Clem-
entina Sobieska, the wife of James Francis Edward Stuart (whom the nuns called
James III) died, various cloisters sought objects associated with her to venerate
‘her Magestys memory’.46 Locks of Clementina’s hair were accordingly added to
the relic collections of several cloisters.47 The placement of these objects within
the parts of the cloister deemed most sanctified—the church and nuns’ choir—
suggests that they performed a devotional function, but it also points to their
metaphorical standing as markers of exclusion. Nuns attended mass and per-
formed their religious obligations in these ‘emotionally heightened spaces’ where
the relics were tangible reminders of exile and the causes that united the sisters
with those who had suffered for it.
To enhance the physical and spiritual connection between the convents and
their saintly patrons, holy matter was literally embedded in the physical structure
of monastic buildings. When in 1719 the Rouen Poor Clares extended their
chapel, dedicated to St Michael the Archangel, the abbess placed ‘some relicks’
in the new foundations, along with the saint’s picture, all the nuns’ names, and
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those of important benefactors, ‘to put ourselves anew under the protection of
that glorious Archangel’.48 Likewise in 1724 during further renovations, the sis-
ters consecrated the four corners of their new cloister with relics and holy
medals of the house’s patron saints, and they placed a piece of the ‘true cross’
and other sacred objects under a crucifix.49 Like the body parts of English mar-
tyrs, such relics became part of the material structure housing the exiled religious
community and formed what I would term its ‘holy fabric’. Like other medieval
and early modern concealed objects, these items might have had an apotropaic,
or protective, function.50 However, they were also significant for the cloister’s
spiritual identity. David Morgan has argued that ‘religion happens not in spaces
and performances as indifferent containers, but as them, carved out of, overlaid,
or running against prevailing modes of place and time’.51 By incorporating holy
matter within the architecture of the convent, the exiled religious women
united with Christ, and his saints and martyrs, as constant adherents to Catholi-
cism, bound by a tradition of suffering for the faith, which was entombed in the
very foundations and walls of the convent.
A strong sense of attachment to family, both natal and spiritual, appears to be
at the core of the nuns’ relationship with their relics and their desire to assimilate
them within their enclosures. Helen Hills has noted that the ‘“domestication” of
conventual devotional life assumed the form … of desire for the ancestral
body’.52 The nuns commonly possessed relics of their founding fathers and
mothers. In 1741, the Poor Clares in Rouen installed a relic of St Francis’s
cloak, enclosed in a ‘cristal hart’ in their choir. A piece of linen ‘dipt in the
blood of his sacred stigmats’ in a little gold reliquary was placed ‘upon the image
of our Blessed Lady’ at the altar of St Francis.53 The nuns’ relic of Francis’s
cloak ‘enchas’d in a crystall hart’, had been bequeathed by the brother of the
duke of Norfolk in 1723. This sacred cloth fragment adorned the saint’s statue,
which went on procession on his feast day. They likewise had a cloth relic of St
Collette’s habit in a silver reliquary.54 The Antwerp Carmelites had been given
a piece of St Teresa of Avila’s heart in 1642, which was encased within a new
gold reliquary in 1644.55 Prioress Mary Augustina More of the Augustinians in
Bruges bequeathed to her cloister a vertebra from the neck of her ancestor, Sir
Thomas More, along with his rosary.56 Many nuns were noted for their devo-
tion to these saints in obituaries, pointing to a close emotional relationship with
their spiritual forebears.
Religious communities also sought to establish similar familial ties with saints
and relics not immediately related to them or their order. The Paris Augustinians
connected St Justin’s relics with their patrons, St Augustine and the Virgin Mary
(the convent was called Our Lady of Sion), via the annual procession of the mar-
tyr’s relics through the convent garden that stopped at their shrines.57 They like-
wise merged objects obtained from the Stuarts with their order’s saints. In 1705
the nuns ceremonially hung a picture of St Monica (St Augustine’s mother) in
their choir ‘betwixt ye monument of ye late King James of happy & holly
memory, & ye picture of St John drawn by our present young King James ye 3d’.58
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Patrick Geary suggested that medieval monastic communities formed a familial
relationship with their saints, who as paterfamilias protected them and supported
their prosperity.59 We can see the same imperative at work in the English cloisters
where the order’s saints were prominent in personal and communal piety. The
acquisition, display, and devotional function of such sacred matter also illustrated
the nuns’ production of a devotional aesthetic in which ‘convent, relics, and the
bodies and names of apostles and nuns were closely identified with each other …
to deploy new holy identities across place and time’.60 Such practices were par-
ticularly significant for exiled religious women, separated from former worlds and
selves not only by enclosure walls and grilles, but also by confessional difference
and geographic and cultural distance.
Yet feelings of exclusion were not only the province of the exiled nuns.
Their families, likewise expatriated for religious reasons, sought similar solace by
donating relics to the religious houses. Lay and clerical Catholics gifted holy
remains to female kin and their monastic communities. The Lierre Carmelite,
Catherine Stanislaus Joseph of the Mother of God Thorpe, was given ‘31 Holy
Relicks’ in the 1770s (presumably for the jubilee of her 1728 profession) by her
cousin, the Jesuit John Thorpe.61 Relics of the ‘true cross’, apostles, and saints
were given to the Rouen Poor Clares by their confessor but were said to have
previously belonged to James Francis Edward Stuart.62 We might consider such
gifts evidence of the desire of families and patrons for a presence in cloisters.
Along with the chalices, monstrances, candlesticks, and other ornamentation for
use in the sacred space of the choir and church during liturgical ceremonies,
fellow exiles provided relics and other sacred objects for stimulating communal
and personal piety.63 They were also investments in the sanctity of cloisters,
which like the relics themselves, remained in a liminal space between England’s
religious past and its anticipated Catholic future. These artefacts were employed
in formal and private devotions directed towards the end of exile and the re-
establishment of the faith, its objects, and rituals, across the Channel. It is pos-
sible that gifting such things to the convents for this purpose might also have
performed a consolatory function for families dislocated from their homeland.
If the convents, with the nuns and their sacred objects, functioned as reposi-
tories of English Catholic piety, actively maintaining the faith in exile, they
were also spaces of refuge where other expatriate co-religionists might reside to
await their homecoming. Many cloisters accommodated lay boarders, who were
commonly relatives and almost invariably English exiles. These women attended
the nuns’ public religious services and assisted the convent with gifts of church
plate, linen, and ornamentation to enhance devotion.64 But guests sought refuge
with their monastic kin in death, as well as in life. Convents provided the final
resting place for many expatriates. In 1714, the Nuns of the Immaculate Con-
ception in Paris (known as the Blue Nuns) had a plot in their garden blessed as
a burial ground. Various benefactors and pensioners were interred there, includ-
ing Lady Catherine Melfort, who died suddenly in 1735 when visiting the
convent in order to receive the sacrament of confession. The Blue Nuns’
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confessor, John Massey, was buried in their church in 1715. Massey had lived at
the convent for seventeen years and had asked to be laid to rest among the
sisters.65
Other cloisters similarly welcomed deceased exiles into their community.
Indeed, they integrated family and patrons within the monastic environs in
much the same way as they incorporated relics. The Paris Augustinians
embalmed body parts. In November 1718, the heart of the prioress’s deceased
niece was given to the nuns to embalm. After a requiem mass, the heart was set
into the wall of the choir. Nine years later, similar ceremonies prefaced the
interment of Lord Teyhnam’s heart.66 The Blue Nuns likewise entombed the
heart of Lord Stafford in the wall of their choir in 1734.67 While monastic
establishments had long been popular burial sites for family and patrons, the fer-
vour with which the English nuns sought and interred the remains of martyrs,
kin, and patrons suggests that exile fostered a strong desire for the presence of
compatriots within the enclosure. Their exiled relatives similarly craved perman-
ent refuge in spaces identified as English and Catholic. The relics of holy men
and women connected them with not only contemporary martyrs and saints,
but also monastic ancestors, the holy family, and their own flesh and blood.
Relics, exile, and the performance of martyrdom
Surrounded by the bones, flesh, and artefacts of saints and martyrs, and versed in
the stories of those who made the ultimate sacrifice for the faith, the monastic
environment provided the ideal material setting for the performance of martyr-
dom and its prototype, Christ’s passion, in the devotions of individual sisters.
Pascal Eitler, Bettina Hitzer, and Monique Scheer have called for an examin-
ation of the ‘concrete emotional practices that were instrumental in shaping the
religious self’, such as confession, conversion, prayer, and so on.68 Rituals linked
to the narratives and materiality of martyrdom encouraged women to embrace
suffering as a core element of their religiosity. It is not surprising then to find
nuns embracing the rigours of monastic obedience and mortification of the self
and passions as a medium by which they practiced piety. They similarly adopted
the physical discomfort of illness or separation from kin and country as forms of
martyrdom.
Elizabeth (in religion, Teresa of Jesus Maria) Worsley, who was professed
a Carmelite at Antwerp in 1620, later becoming prioress at Alost, practiced
a piety steeped in the language and physicality of martyrdom. She would take
physical discipline on the feast days of martyrs, flagellating herself so harshly that
‘the place where she stood would be all swiming in blood’. In her final illness
she likened her pain to being ‘stretchd upon a Glowing gridiron’, being pierced
with nails, and as if her ‘flesh and internals were pulld to peeces’. Nearing death,
she fully embraced martyrdom. The end she most feared was by choking. She
was unable to breathe, and her confessor encouraged her to liken herself to
a priest being hung in England, thus fulfilling her wish to die a martyr.69 David
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Morgan reminds us that ‘forms of materiality—sensations, things, spaces, and
performance—are a matrix in which belief happens as touching and seeing,
hearing and tasting, feeling and emotion, as will and action, as imagination and
intuition’.70 In a cloister amassing relics from the English mission, the spiritual
formation of Sister Teresa of Jesus Maria was grounded in the artefacts surround-
ing her, in the rituals that focused on those objects, and in the stories of sacrifice
they imparted. She accordingly dreamt of martyrdom, performed it, and felt its
pain.
Teresa of Jesus Maria’s older sister, Anne of the Ascension Worsley, presents
an even starker example of the centrality of suffering in the exiled nuns’ quotid-
ian and devotional lives. The daughter of English Catholic parents who were
forced into exile in Antwerp, Anne was conscious of the difficulties inherent in
separation from country and kin. In an autobiographical account, she recalled at
the age of fifteen or sixteen: ‘I was troubled that my Parents could not maintain
me as I desired and that we were in a Strange Countery [and] had no friends
nor kindred as I saw others had’.71 She entered a Carmelite cloister in Mons,
where she was professed in 1610, her dowry provided by the Infanta Isabella.
A year later, Anne of St Bartholomew, one of Teresa of Avila’s companions,
became prioress at Mons. Anne of the Ascension formed a close attachment to
her and later went with her to establish a Spanish Carmelite house in Antwerp.
In 1616, after successfully opposing the Carmelite friars who sought to change
the convent’s original Teresian constitutions, she was separated from her beloved
mentor. Following three years in Mechelen, she became a founding sister in the
first English Carmelite convent established in Antwerp, where she was elected
prioress.72
Anne of the Ascension’s writings emphasize her suffering at these key junc-
tures in her life and point to ‘separation’ as the consistent trigger for anguish.
Her early attachment to Anne of St Bartholomew was so intense that being
parted from her would be ‘harder then any Martirdome I could think of’. When
her worst fears were realized, she described ‘being in extreemity of grief’.73 Yet
she settled in the Mechelen cloister, only to suffer the pain of separation anew
when sent to found the English cloister in Antwerp. She embraced her distress
as crosses, yet struggled to overcome the poverty of the new convent and to
negotiate with its irascible lay founder, Lady Mary Lovel, whose plans did not
sit easily with Worsley’s understanding of Teresian government. As if these
issues did not cause enough difficulty, she engaged in another battle with the
Carmelite friars who again sought to change the nuns’ Constitutions.74
Anne of the Ascension Worsley did not willingly embrace suffering. When
elected prioress in Antwerp at a youthful age, her anguish stemmed largely from
the fear of failure. She wrote, ‘the most grief I had for being Superiour, did pro-
ceed from pride and fear of Suffering’. After encouraged by a Jesuit to resign
herself to God’s will, she determined that she would do her best ‘tho I should
Suffer disgrace for it’.75 Worsley’s acceptance of affliction emboldened her for
the fight to preserve ‘the custome and practice of our Blessed Mother’, which
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she believed had been passed to her from Teresa of Avila through Anne of St
Bartholomew. Although trained in the principles of monastic obedience to
superiors, Worsley was adamant her nuns would not to be separated from the
direct inheritance of St Teresa, despite feeling ‘much conflict in nature’ to defy
the friars.76 She wrote
I knew if the fryers did prevail that I should suffer all my life for what
I did, of which I had no apperhension [sic], because God made it seem
delightfull to me if I might have sufferd for the mantaining of our Blessd
Mothers Institution, for this was the only Inclination I had in the
business.77
In her final years, she similarly embraced the agony of illness. A devotee of
Christ’s Passion, she had a vision of him ‘with a heavey Cross upon his shoul-
ders and [he] told her that before she dyed she should feel something of what
he Sufferd in that misstery’. Before her death, she was ‘seased with a violent
pain in her Shoulder, and then said to the Religious now I am certain I shall
not be long’.78
The prioress’s application of the suffering motif to explain difficult moments
in her life implies it was a central plank in her spirituality but also in her under-
standing and resolution of daily trials and tribulations. Apart from her vision of
Christ, which suggests that she overcame her fear of affliction through devotion
to the Passion, the rationale for the motif is never explained. It is possible that
this Christological piety was inspired and supported by the collection of images,
crucifixes, and relics of it in her convent. The nuns had a reliquary supposedly
containing fragments of the table from the last supper, column of the scourging,
scourge, Holy Sepulchre, nails, shroud, towel, purple garment, crown of thorns,
sponge, two bones of Mary Magdalene, and clothing of the Virgin Mary, St
Joseph, and St Teresa.79 Moreover, Anne of the Ascension’s appropriation of
suffering was also grounded in her feelings of exclusion. Her formative experi-
ence was exile. It propelled her into the cloister and ultimately shaped her
ongoing narrative of exclusion from homeland, parents, mentor, religious com-
munities, and potentially her good name and reputation. Yet, just as martyrs’
relics encouraged the expatriate nuns to labour towards a Catholic future for
their homeland, so the anguish of separation empowered Worsely to struggle for
what she felt was important, namely the constitutions of St Teresa. For the pri-
oress, this document, the heritage of her spiritual mothers, Teresa and Anne of
St Bartholomew, was a blueprint for surviving exile. It bound her to her new
religious family, in which the past wisdom of the founder guided the spiritual
travails of present sisters towards a future in which exile would be vanquished
and they could transport the Carmelite order to England.
In the meantime, the nuns directed their efforts towards expediting that
much-hoped-for moment, and their relic collection was integral to ending their
exile. Just as the Paris Augustinian canonesses in the eighteenth century would
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employ their relics of St Justin in an explicitly Jacobite liturgical feast, the Ant-
werp Carmelites strategically dispatched their ‘peece’ of St Teresa’s flesh to Eng-
land in 1688 to assist the safe delivery of a Catholic heir. The export of
a Teresian family relic, which was such a crucial piece of the cloister’s holy
fabric, suggests that it was exactly the type of marker of space, temporality, and
identity discussed by Morgan and Csikszentmihalyi. Like so many other relics, it
was gifted by a cherished patron and displayed in the convent for communal
and individual devotion. It linked the sisters with their order’s founder, legitim-
ated their religious life within the convent, and inspired them to resist the friars’
efforts to change Teresa’s constitutions. The relic also consoled the émigré nuns
and, through prayer and devotion focused on it, connected them to their secular
and spiritual families beyond the enclosure walls. It also performed a vital mne-
monic function. As Alexandra Walsham observes regarding Catholics, ‘Hallowed
remains operated … as mechanisms for establishing the legitimacy and authenti-
city of their religion, for demonstrating its material and institutional continuity
from antiquity to the present, and for keeping alive hope for a glorious
future’.80 As the embodiment of exile, relics were strategically significant in con-
fessional politics, and accordingly the nuns deployed them to precipitate the re-
catholicization of England.
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FEAR AND LOATHING IN THE
RADICAL REFORMATION
David Joris as the prophet of emotional
tranquillity, 1525–1556
Gary K. Waite
UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK
Emotions in the Reformation
For centuries, historians of the Reformation have argued, sometimes vocifer-
ously, over the exact meaning and significance of the theological reforms of
Protestant leaders for the crystallization of religious and political identities in the
sixteenth century.1 Since the 1970s, scholars have explored how these ideas
were also expressed orally, received aurally, and interpreted differently by various
individuals and groups.2 Much more recently, historians have found ways to
uncover how parishioners utilized their senses in worship.3 Similarly, current
attention on emotions in the sixteenth century has revealed much about how
Europeans experienced the Reformation.4 Much of their behaviour has often
belied both official dogma and historical explanation.
An explanation for this apparent anomaly can perhaps be found in the work
of the great Dutch cultural historian Johan Huizinga, who in 1924 described the
hyper-emotionality of late medieval people as a distinction of the era, as people
oscillated between ‘despair and distracted joy, between cruelty and pious
tenderness’.5 If correct, then we need to examine how or if the Reformation
moderated such emotional extremes. The evidence of the religious violence of
the sixteenth century alone would suggest it did not.6 Instead, it appears that the
Reformation period was even more emotionally charged than the late medieval,
as efforts to live up to new doctrinal and behavioural standards caused escalated
levels of ecstasy and anguish.7 The passions aroused by religious antipathy
encouraged the use of demonizing rhetoric against various groups of dissenters,
as well as populist uprisings and mob violence.8 The fear of God and his punish-
ments for sin were behind both the religious persecution and the large-scale
witch-hunting of the century.9 Churchmen may have justified the prosecution
of heretics in rational terms as excising a cancer from the body politic or
cleansing a community from the pollution of blasphemy,10 but behind it all was
a profound dread of God’s wrath.11
Some major actors in the Reformations have left behind a record of their
feelings, most famously Martin Luther who constantly reported on his anxie-
ties over the Devil and death, and on joys over his pleasure in his dear
Katie.12 Most did not. Both Luther and Calvin encouraged an interiorized
faith, while Calvin’s followers pursued a process of self-examination to gauge
their spiritual health and standing. Some Puritans took this to the extreme of
searching agonizingly for signs of being among the elect, such as feeling
sorrow for sin and fear of damnation. Many alternated between deep despair
and thoughts of suicide and intense joy, leading Paola Baseotto to suggest
that the difference between Elizabethan ‘puritans’ and Anglicans was not so
much one of doctrine but of ‘emotionology’.13
The Puritans were not alone in confronting extreme emotions arising from
spiritual self-examination. For instance, in 1524, a South German, Jörg Haugk
von Jüchsen, described how believers needed to climb the seven steps towards
spiritual conformity with Christ that would overcome the ‘spirit of fear’ of
humans and instil the perfect ‘fear of God’.14 This true fear, he continued, leads
to ‘anxious questioning, to an examination of oneself and of God in all things’,
and ultimately to full understanding. Composed during the height of the
German Peasants’ War and printed by the mystical Anabaptist Hans Hut, this
tract reveals the intense dread felt by dissenters and their desire to quell it. Such
a quest was even more prominent for the Dutch Anabaptist and spiritualist
David Joris (1501–1556), who advocated a similarly stepped program of spiritual
examination and progress and who experienced tremendous emotional extremes.
In his case, however, these came first and foremost from the external pressures
of persecution, and his scheme of spiritual development emphasized achieving
peace and tranquillity by means of ‘rising above’ the ‘fear of man’ that led to
emotional instability, and relying solely on the perfect ‘fear of God’ to achieve
calm. In this way, he offered a solution by which the devout could rest assured
that they were part of God’s chosen, while avoiding the unceasing turmoil
experienced by later Puritans.
Dutch Anabaptists and David Joris
Joris and his Anabaptist colleagues were the most severely persecuted religious
group in the sixteenth century. Catholic and Lutheran polemicists produced vol-
umes of hate literature linking Anabaptists to the Devil and sedition, while Cal-
vinists used less demonizing language to condemn their sectarianism. Luther
thought they were mad, not only for their irrational beliefs and ecstatic behav-
iour, but also for their willingness to die for their beliefs.15 All of this confirmed
the Anabaptists’ self-image as the persecuted children of God, encapsulated in
their many martyr books.16 Without political allies, Anabaptists faced extreme
levels of insecurity and turmoil as they sought refuge in foreign lands or endured
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harsh punishment if they stayed in their territories. At least 2,000 died for their
beliefs, most of them in the Catholic Habsburg domains, but they were pros-
ecuted in Lutheran and Reformed territories as well. In the Habsburg Nether-
lands, hundreds of Anabaptists were executed and hundreds more accorded
lighter punishment or forced into exile, most of them between 1535 and
1570.17
Of all of these Anabaptists, Joris inspired the greatest hatred from opponents, as well
as intense devotion from followers.18 He was forced into exile three times, the first
a three-year banishment from Holland in 1528, the second a move to a noble manor
near Antwerp in 1539, and finally a hurried flight to Basel in 1544 after Joris’s locale
was revealed by an associate in the torture chamber. In Basel, Joris resided with his
noble patrons until he died of natural causes in 1556. These latter moves coincided
with Joris’s transition away from Anabaptism and towards spiritualism and to a scheme
of inner spiritual development that made spiritual perfection possible. By defeating the
lusts of the old Adam within, believers could reach a state where they would be
unaffected by temptation. As the Holy Spirit moved within them, they would be so
caught up in the love of God that they would not fear humans, but instead express
that divine love in the love of neighbour. Religious externals, including doctrine,
rites, and sacraments, were, moreover, of little consequence compared to their inner
significance. Joris also chided governmental officials for persecuting people for such
inconsequential matters. His supporters were completely devoted to him, many dying
to keep his whereabouts secret. To support them, Joris wrote and published well over
200 tracts and books and hundreds of letters. Here we will focus our efforts on explor-
ing only a few key works, especially an extraordinary biography that recounts Joris’s
life up to his flight from Holland in 1539. During this period, Joris struggled to main-
tain his sanity while experiencing feelings of apocalyptic excitement and anxiety so
powerful they produced ecstatic, visionary episodes. This biography reveals that these
were not so much self-induced from intense introspection, but the result of the truly
frightening persecution and fugitive existence that pushed him to a form of inner
exile. The spiritually renewed individuals would be so filled with the love of the
divine that they would achieve a state of freedom from sin and of tranquillity in the
face of external turmoil. Joris was not unique in seeking emotional calm during this
tumultuous century, as other spiritualists came to similar conclusions. As detailed
recently by Mirjam van Veen, Dirck Volckhertsz Coornhert struggled with sorrow,
loneliness, and nearly constant fear for his and his wife’s safety when in his exile from
Haarlem, and experience of these emotions helped push him towards a greater
emphasis on toleration and Stoic-like calm.19 In other cases, religious zeal and exile
combined could lead to madness, as seen in Hans de Waardt’s portrayal of the spiritu-
alistic humanist and self-acclaimed prophet Justus Velsius Haganus.20
Spiritualism was particularly prominent in the Lower Rhineland region,
thanks to the influence of mysticism and Erasmian humanism, and Dutch Ana-
baptism became a prime carrier.21 Inspired by the South German apocalyptic
prophet Melchior Hoffman, Dutch Anabaptists listened for the voice of the
Spirit while awaiting the return of Christ in the Last Days.22 In 1531, Hoffman
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suspended baptisms to halt governmental persecution, but two years later his
self-acclaimed successor Jan Matthijs proclaimed Christ’s return would occur in
1534 in the Westphalian city of Münster. To experience the joy of seeing
Christ descend to earth, thousands of Melchiorites sold their property, left their
homes, and endured privation and governmental prosecution. One can only
imagine their emotional turmoil, as well as that of the orthodox, who feared
divine retribution should heresy be tolerated.23 These were the actions of people
caught up in excitement, hope, and fear. An example of the power of such
emotions occurred on the evening of 11 February 1535, when a small group of
eleven Anabaptists, including four women, were inspired by their prophet
Heynrick Heynricxz to remove and burn their clothes in an upper room of an
Amsterdam house and then run out onto the streets of the city, crying ‘woe,
woe over the world and the godless’, proclaiming the ‘naked truth’.24 Even in
prison, the defendants refused the offer of clothing and behaved bizarrely in the
courtroom, leading the president of the Court of Holland, Gerrit van Assendelft,
to contemplate demonic possession as the cause.25 In the end, he determined
they were neither possessed nor mad, and they were punished as heretics. To be
caught up in the apocalyptic moment was, therefore, not seen as inherently
insane, but the humanist Van Assendelft certainly regarded it as allowing the
emotional faculties to overwhelm the rational (Figure 6.1).
After a debilitating two-year siege, Anabaptist Münster fell in June 1535.
Governmental prosecution of Anabaptist heresy understandably escalated, as the
authorities feared further insurrections. For those Anabaptists who remained in
the movement, the persecution raised the level of despair and anger to the boil-
ing point, as seen in the retributive violence of the Batenburgers.26 For those
who recanted their beliefs, we can only guess at their feelings, since most have
disappeared from the historical record. But they undoubtedly included disillu-
sionment at the failure of the prophecies, guilt at abandoning fellow believers,
and fear of God’s anger over their apostasy. One exception is Obbe Philips,
who recorded his feelings some twenty-five years after Münster. Having long
since abandoned his Anabaptist identity, Obbe blamed the debacle on the over-
zealousness of its self-acclaimed prophets and on their tactic of condemning all
opponents as godless and devilish in such ‘frightful’ terms ‘that the hair on
a man’s head would stand on end’.27 From their naiveté they unquestioningly
accepted dreams and fantasies, ‘with no little joy and expectation’.28 They were,
he concludes, driven to desperation by persecution and more easily caught up in
the apocalyptical excitement:
O how many times were some of us so distressed to death that the heart
in our bodies turned cold, and we did not know where to turn, nor what
best to do; the whole world pursued us to death with fire, water, sword,
and bloody tyranny for our belief. The prophecies deceived us on all
sides… Were it not for the love I felt for the simple hearts who were
daily misled by the false brethren, I would long ago have left them and
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departed from all my acquaintances… Indeed, I may well say with truth
that my love of the brethren in the zeal for the house of the Lord very
nearly engulfed me.29
Writing years after the fact, Philips was still ‘miserable of heart’ for his role in
encouraging people to join the Anabaptists and for having commissioned Joris
and Menno Simons as leaders.
Those who were caught up in the judicial system have left indirect traces of
a range of intense feelings in court records, martyr accounts, and letters written
to family and friends. These have yet to be seriously mined with respect to the
history of emotion. For example, Anna Jans of Rotterdam, one of only three
known followers of Joris to be included in the Martyr’s Mirror (Mennonites, who
despised Joris, may not have known about Jans’s true affiliation), wrote a letter
FIGURE 6.1 After Barent Dirksz (painting destroyed in 1652), The naked runners of
Amsterdam, copper etching, in Lambertus Hortensius, Het boeck van den oproer der weder-
dooperen (Enkhuisen, 1624), 18r. Allard Pierson, University of Amsterdam, Kerkelijke
Collecties, KF 61–5256.
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to her young son as she faced execution.30 The letter encourages the boy not to
fear humans but only God, the sole path to happiness, and to flee the world and
love God. On the surface, the letter is not particularly emotive, but one won-
ders how her son felt at reading it when he was older, especially the mention of
how she ‘sealed this with her blood’.31 The image by the seventeenth-century
engraver Jan Luyken of Anna being led to the scaffold and giving her son Isaiah
and a bag of money to a man who would raise him is heartrending, as is seen in
the faces of the spectators (Figure 6.2). Or, there is the story of the sisters-in-
law Maria and Ursula van Beckum, two other supporters of Joris in the Martyr’s
Mirror who were executed in Overijssel in 1544. The account is filled with the
diabolical anger of the prosecutors and the godly patience, fear, and joy of the
accused. Luyken’s image reveals a model of calmness in the sister at the stake,
and a look of pity on her compatriot (Figure 6.3).32
The execution of these young noblewomen inspired further emotional
responses: a number of their friends and family, calling themselves the ‘Children
of Emlichheim’, were so enraged that in late August 1548 they conducted
FIGURE 6.2 Jan Luyken, Anna Jans hands over her son, the later Isaiah de Lind, to a baker,
1539, engraving, in Tieleman Jansz van Bracht, Het bloedig tooneel, of Martelaers spiegel
(Amsterdam, 1685), 2: 143. Allard Pierson, University of Amsterdam, Kerkelijke Col-
lecties, Prent K 904a.
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a campaign of vengeance by stabbing livestock and committing acts of arson that
led in turn to widespread fears of conspiratorial terrorist gangs.33 Elsewhere,
governmental persecution of Anabaptists was inspiring both pity and anger
among audiences, leading some magistrates to suppress public executions.34
While the scribes of the court records made few references to emotions in the
torture chamber, the writers of the martyrological accounts did, with the inten-
tion of moving readers to deeper commitment of their faith.35
David Joris as the prophet of emotional tranquillity
The Joris biography falls into the same genre as the martyr accounts. The writer
offers considerable insight into Joris’s mental state, hence he must have been
very close to the prophet.36 He clarifies that he is describing not the ‘conduct of
[Joris’s] outward life and nature’, but, like most hagiographies, is focused on the
‘inner heart’ of his subject.37 As a youth, Joris allegedly had no ‘desire’ for stud-
ies and was passionate instead about art and religion.38 His parents apprenticed
him to a glass-painter, although at his father’s death Joris was placed with
FIGURE 6.3 Jan Luyken, The Sisters Maria and Ursula van Beckum on the pyre at Delden,
1544, engraving, in Tieleman Jansz van Bracht, Het bloedig tooneel, of Martelaers spiegel
(Amsterdam, 1685), 2: 65. Allard Pierson, University of Amsterdam, Kerkelijke Col-
lecties, Prent K 904a.
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a merchant to learn a more lucrative career. In this wealthy man’s home, Joris
battled temptations to ‘a money God’ and eventually turned down the prospect
of wealth to embark with fellow glass-painters on a journeyman’s tour through
Flanders, Valencia, and England.39 As an artist, Joris would have been trained in
how to portray the inner emotional state of the subject on canvas or glass, and
this gave him a deep appreciation of the emotive side of religious experience.40
In 1524, Joris returned to the Low Countries, setting up shop in Delft.
Here he was inspired by evangelical sermons, becoming ‘consumed’ by the
reform message ‘like the working of physical love’, so much so that ‘he
nearly drowned in this knowledge’. This the biographer describes as a zeal
that ‘struck David Joris’s heart … with hunger and longing’ and grieving
over his ‘godless, fleshly, vain life’. In this quest for spiritual salvation and
the anger over ecclesiastical abuses, Joris was not unusual, as these were com-
monplaces for Protestants. Disregarding the love that he had for his wife,
Dirkgen Willem, and their young child, Joris took the risky step in 1528 of
preaching publicly against idolatry and the veneration of the Virgin Mary
while in front of participants in the Ascension Day procession. He was
arrested, jailed, and sentenced to a whipping, the boring of his tongue and
expulsion from the city; thanks to family connection to the elites of the city,
Joris avoided a death sentence.41 He seems to have endured this exile in
Emden, East Frisia, where he heard Hoffman preach. Upon his return to
Holland, Joris allegedly resisted efforts to persuade him to join the Anabapt-
ists. Yet, he was ‘very confused in his soul’ because he admired their zeal.42
Then, at the height of the apocalyptic excitement of Münster, one Anabaptist
woman struck an emotional chord with him by appealing to the courage of
those who were paying for their faith with their blood, at which ‘he was
struck down in his most inward being’ and relented, undergoing rebaptism in
the winter of 1534/5 at the hands of Obbe Philips.43 Now back in harm’s
way, Joris’s struggles with anxiety began in earnest, as he ‘had to run some-
times here, other times there’, leaving behind wife and children and putting
his life in the hands of both friends and strangers. On the run, he dashed off
spiritual songs, one composed in the bushes behind an inn, that encouraged
believers with the expectation of Christ’s arrival while admonishing them to
be ready to die, as ‘these are truly dangerous times, in which the elect of
God stand in anxiety’.44
The biography’s vivid descriptions of the intense pressure on Joris accord
with what we know about governmental efforts to catch him. In 1538 and
1539, over 100 of his supporters were judicially interrogated and executed, but
until 1544, none divulged his whereabouts, because ‘his disciples loved and
valued him so much that they suffered all the pains of martyrdom on his
account’.45 These included his mother, who was executed, and his wife, who
somewhat mysteriously was released.46 Joris therefore lived in constant fear of
discovery, arrest, torture, and execution; a price was put on his head, and spies
and informants were hired to find him. His biographer therefore emphasizes
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Joris’s nearly constant anxiety over the safety of his wife and children, from
whom he was often separated. He also describes Joris’s intense pain and guilt at
the suffering of his followers, knowing that they were being tortured and exe-
cuted on his account. Psychological studies of ‘survivors’ guilt’ have revealed its
powerful effects, including, according to Robert Jay Lifton, depression and ‘a
struggle to achieve a magical form of vitality and power over death’.47 This
latter was in fact something of a preoccupation in Joris’s early writings.48 These
can be understood only in the context of guilt, anxiety, and outright terror that
their author lived through. Such guilt feelings were not unique to Joris. His
biographer describes a meeting between Leonard van Dam and a knight of
Guelders, whose feelings of guilt for having slain a Münsterite during the siege
led him to offer Joris a refuge.49
Anxiety is therefore a major theme of Joris’s biography, as its author notes:
but there arose a great dissension among these people [Anabaptists], for
one wanted it one way, another the other way; some put forward strange,
unusual things, others, hypocrisy; and there was on every side nothing but
strong emotions. Everyone was in anxiety, worry and calamity, not know-
ing who they should follow.50
Many pleaded with Joris to take leadership, but he resisted, claiming he felt ‘no
calling or power’. Fear of capture, torture, and execution competed with the
fear of disobeying God in the Last Days.51 Since Joris had not been a leader of
the now-discredited Münsterite movement, he was seen by many as a good
choice to lead the Anabaptist remnant in a non-violent direction, although some
clearly hoped he would restore the Anabaptist kingdom of God, at least in
a spiritual fashion.
In 1536, Joris met with other Anabaptist leaders in a place identified as Boec-
kholt, Westphalia. The trip was fraught with danger, as the authorities were hunting
down seditious heretics and militant Anabaptists considered him a traitor for oppos-
ing violence. The event was a watershed in Joris’s religious career, as he forged
a compromise agreement between the militant and non-violent Anabaptist factions
that thrust him into the forefront of the movement. From this moment on, confi-
dence in his calling increased, although it remained mixed with moments of
extreme doubt and fear. He prayed persistently for divine assistance to enter into
a state of spiritual calm, despite the danger constantly around him and forced
absences from wife and family—for which ‘even a heart of stone would have pitied
them’.52 In 1539, in fact, the authorities used both Dirckgen and her children as
bait to entrap Joris. The tactic nearly worked, as Joris’s travelling companions had to
physically restrain the prophet from jumping off the wagon to give himself up, to
achieve the release of his family.53
Joris’s anxiety at times manifested itself in physical symptoms, and there
were moments when ‘he could not be left alone’.54 Even when in relative
safety among supporters, fear and other ‘temptations’ could overwhelm him,
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and he was often ‘forced to completely quiet himself (whenever the tempta-
tions fell on him) among the people, as if he was standing behind a curtain
and had to hide. He had to swallow all sorts of pills, which happened to him
many times’.55 What those pills were we do not know, but melancholia was
a broad diagnosis associated with madness or convulsions, and in the sixteenth
century was believed to afflict men as well as women.56 Temptation to
sexual improprieties was also intense, although the biographer claims that
Joris and one woman in particular, since identified as the aforementioned
Anna Jans of Rotterdam, succeeded in their struggles to remain chaste,
a tough matter for Joris who was born of ‘the complexion of love’, with ‘an
affectionate disposition’, and ‘liked to love’. There are, however, good
reasons to doubt the biographer’s claims of chastity.57 As will be noted
shortly, a later critic, the Cambridge Platonist Henry More, was similarly
sceptical, diagnosing Joris as having a sanguine temperament that predisposed
him to sexual excess.
In the midst of such terror and temptation, it is understandable that Joris
would seek ‘to become free from all worry’, which, the biographer added,
meant freedom from ‘all anxiety, danger, pain, and lack of desire or feebleness’.
Like late medieval mystics, Joris pursued divine love as an antidote to fear, ‘for
he knew that when the heart was surrounded with stronger love, it would
permit no incitement, rod, or chastisement which God did not permit’.58 The
constant anxiety also provoked in him a deep concern about light-heartedness,
especially in the usage of the name of God, which partly motivated his efforts to
communicate with Jews.59
After the 1536 meeting of Anabaptists at Boeckholt, Joris experienced visionary epi-
sodes that provided him with confidence in his mission as God’s chosen prophet,
which had earlier often eluded him. In one of the first of these episodes, during
a prolonged period of arduous prayer, Joris suddenly stood ‘enraptured as if he had left
his body, so that he did not know if he was living or dead’. He then saw the powerful
and mighty bowing down in fear before the ‘small and innocent children’. When he
came to himself, he saw that the walls were suddenly filled with images of naked men
and women, the latter in all sorts of ‘shapes and postures’, and he cried out, ‘Lord,
Lord, I may indeed see everything’. He claimed he was no longer ‘vexed or made
impure by any created work of God’ (i.e. he was now above lust). Now, when he had
intercourse with his wife, Dirckgen, it could be purely as a means of producing the
pure children of God, untainted by sexual arousal or sin.60 He finally woke exhausted,
picked up his quill, and in this state of ecstasy, wrote one of his first published tracts,
Hear, Hear, Hear, Great Wonder, Great Wonder, Great Wonder.61 This is a work of
excited emotionality, with little regard to logic or clear organization. It is instead filled
with bold proclamations, oblique references to himself as the third David who will
defeat death, and intense repetition of phrases typical of a town crier.
Joris’s ecstatic episodes were often accompanied by physical manifestations.
His zeal produced ‘inner warmth’ that kept him alive even when hiding in
unbearably cold rooms. In other cases, the Spirit pressed on him so hard that he
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collapsed from exhaustion and fear of God or stumbled around as if drunk. One
time the divine power entered into his head ‘like a heavy spiritual burden’,
giving him ‘a perception of or sensitivity to the resurrection’, again forcing him
into a prone position. In this state, he felt the spirit move about or circulate
within his body.62 This allowed him to perceive ‘five new senses from God’
with which, he believed, he could comprehend all aspects of creation in their
true, inward meaning.63 At least one other disciple, Leonard van Dam, had simi-
lar ecstatic experiences about which he published a pamphlet in June 1539.64
Such euphoric experiences were commonplace among mystics and visionaries
from all confessional camps. There are elements also reminiscent of the writhing
of demoniacs, which Sarah Ferber has astutely revealed could be utilized by the
afflicted as evidence of spirituality.65 For Joris, these episodes produced ‘an inno-
cent, restful spirit, [in which] he was set free from all his fantasies or fears,’ espe-
cially his concerns over his wife’s future should he be executed. His new
confidence included freedom from worry, anxiety, fear, and ‘esteem of the
world’. Followers expressed puzzlement that he was suddenly joyful during
‘such a sad time’. He responded that he was no longer afraid even of the
emperor, who should instead acknowledge Joris as God’s agent.66
Joris’s boldness required frequent testing through moments of danger. Hoping to
‘avoid all human things’ he also embarked upon a period of intense fasting and
prayer that undoubtedly contributed to his frequent visions, but which also nearly
killed him, so that followers had to compel him to eat.67 Total resignation to God’s
will (the mystic’s Gelassenheit) was his goal. Joris’s emotional struggles were exacer-
bated by pressures to abandon his craft and rely entirely on God for survival; as
a fugitive, he found it virtually impossible to complete his commissions, and this
was compounded by the conundrum of painting religious images while opposing
idolatry. When he quit his profession, followers provided donations; whereas Joris
travelled to survive, wrote his treatises, letters, and songs, and met with other Ana-
baptist groups across the Northern Netherlands, Westphalia, and Strasbourg.
Joris was obviously not the only one experiencing strong feelings; his opponents
hated him with a profound passion that they set out in the polemical literature. Jan
van Batenburg, leader of a small Anabaptist terrorist cell was ‘so envious and evil-
minded towards him that he would have certainly torn him apart with his teeth’,68
primarily because Joris won over several Batenburgers to his group; these appar-
ently expected Joris to be revealed as the new king David who would restore the
kingdom of Christ three and a half years after the fall of Münster.69 In his confes-
sion to the authorities in late 1537, Batenburg therefore implicated Joris in his mili-
tant schemes.70 Despite this, Joris expressed empathy for the Batenburgers’ anger,
as the biographer notes, ‘for they had been made completely despairing, frantic,
raging, and insane’ by witnessing the judicial murder of a wife, child, husband,
parent, or friend, leading to a profound ‘spirit of vengeance’.71
Once in safe refuge in Antwerp, Joris’s visions seem to have ended, undoubt-
edly because he no longer suffered from the intense fears of a fugitive. He was
able to write more frequently, and altered his theology into a much more
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spiritualized approach to religion, turning his earlier apocalyptic denunciations of
governmental persecution into more thoughtful pleas for a higher level of reli-
gious toleration. Unbound by scholarly logic or confessional orthodoxy, Joris
allowed his mind to interpret scripture freely, following the inspiration of the
Spirit’s voice within. His emotional equilibrium was undoubtedly helped by the
protection of his noble patrons, the Van Lier and Van Berchem families of Ant-
werp. Even when the government discovered his whereabouts in 1544, the sup-
port of these families surely reduced his emotional turmoil as they all moved to
Basel with a great deal of disposable wealth.72
Like many other Neo-Platonists and mystics, Joris told his correspondents to
focus on the inner crucifixion of the sinful ‘Old Man’ and the progressive trans-
formation into the ‘New Man’ (Figure 6.4). The result would be the transcend-
ence of emotional extremes caused by external forces and peace in the
knowledge that one’s fate resided solely in God’s hands. He also returned to his
original vocation as a means of illustrating his writings, such as the designs he
created for his Wonder Book c.1542.73 In his depiction of the New Man, we see
a naked male in classical pose, with calm visage and with the members of the
trinity identified by body parts: God as the head, Christ as the heart, and most
interesting, the Holy Spirit or the ‘high power of God’ as the male genitalia.
There is also a famous portrait of Joris by an unknown Netherlandish artist
that was likely commissioned by him, that portrays Joris in a state of calm reso-
lution (Figure 6.5). Joris seems to be pointing to a scene of the good Samaritan
over his left shoulder, a major theme in his writings. Hence, his expression is
likely also intended to be interpreted as promoting love for neighbour.74 In an
allegorical glass roundel attributed to Joris, the virtues are similarly self-possessed
and calm, as in the depiction of Charity (Figure 6.6).
One of Joris’s key themes is the contrast between the fear of God, which is
a positive emotion, and the fear of humans, which is negative. The fear of God
became profoundly important during the late Middle Ages, leading to increased
anxiety over offences committed against the divine.75 It was a principal factor in
Reformation campaigns to eradicate blasphemy, idolatry, and diabolical heresy
and magic. Joris, however, did not emphasize the judgement of God in this, but
rather His love. He completely avoided confessional polemics, since external
religious trappings were not the things that angered God. Instead, to feel and
perform love of neighbour was the single most important emotion for
spiritualists.
Apart from the fear of God, Europeans in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries most feared diabolical witchcraft. As Reformers removed counter-
magic from the people’s arsenal for self-defence against maleficia, they were
left with judicial action, greatly increasing calls for witch trials.76 Joris sought,
in his peculiar way, to depreciate anxiety over the Devil by reconceiving
him not as an external foe, but as the evil inclinations within the
individual.77 Believers needed to ‘cast out Satan’ through the public confes-
sion of sins, which removed the shame that had become associated with the
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human body after the fall. For a time, Jorists performed this confession nude
in front of the spiritually pure, as a proof of the eradication of sexual shame
and lust.78 Around 1540, Joris laid out his new demonology, most explicitly
in Behold, the Book of Life is Opened to Me, a work reprinted in 1616 as
A Brief and Instructive Tract: Wherein is treated what the word Devil means.79 In
an unpublished tract, Joris responded to the question of ‘whether God
indeed would allow a sorcerer [tovenaar] to have the ability to debilitate the
property or body of the believer’. In reply, Joris first set up a Lutheran straw
man, as someone with a strong faith ‘according to the letter’, who should
FIGURE 6.4 After David Joris, The New Man, woodcut, in Joris, Twonder Boeck
([Deventer], Dirk van den Borne, 1542–1544), part 2, fol. 211v. Allard Pierson, Uni-
versity of Amsterdam, Kerkelijke Collecties, OG 63–5480.
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reply that God would not allow the Devil so much independent power over
believers. He then conceded that while a Lutheran’s response was not bad,
it reveals faith only concerned with the protection and preservation of the
body. But now God desires to establish a superior, more holy and eternal
faith. He therefore might allow a sorcerer or devil such ability to make
a person miserable in the body, to damage his outer life and property,
thereby proving our faith and love for God, to see if we will believe and
trust him less… Meanwhile, he now desires that we forget and pay little
heed to all physical welfare, yes, to all that is external, so that we might
gain and preserve eternally the inward. So entirely is the Lord’s desire and
will to plant the most holy faith of eternity in us, that he no longer con-
siders the other at this time.80
Hence, even if diabolical witchcraft could harm individuals, such physical
damage was of no consequence compared to the inner bewitchment experienced
in the soul of those who ignored the Holy Spirit. The inner spirit of the
FIGURE 6.5 Frisian School, Portrait of David Joris, c.1550–1555, oil on oak. Kunstmu-
seum Basel, Inv. 561. Public domain.
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regenerate individual could not be harmed by outer magic, however caused. In
other letters, he tells the ill to regard their suffering as divine chastisement
intended to remove from them their preoccupation with the physical.81 In this
way, Joris’s approach was comparable to that of other mystics and spiritualists,
such as the spiritualist Matthias Wier, brother to the physician Johan Wier
(Weyer), author of the 1563 De praestigiis daemonum and a correspondent with
Joris.82
Concerns over the impact of Joris’s spiritualism proved a preoccupation among
Dutch polemicists throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries but became
a major theme in the works of English writers only after they became aware of Joris’s
unusual demonology in the 1640s when a critical biography of the prophet by Joris’s
son-in-law Nicolaas Meyndertsz van Blesdijk was published in Latin in 1642.83 This
led the famed English philosopher, Henry More (1614–87), in his Enthusiasmus trium-
phatus, not only to critique extreme religious enthusiasm in general, but also to try to
explain Joris’s wide appeal. Like many other English polemicists, he blamed the Dutch
FIGURE 6.6 David Joris (attributed), Charitas/Liefde, c. 1545, glass roundel. Courtesy
of the Historisches Museum Basel, 1905.498. Photography by Peter Portner.
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prophet for the current surge in spiritualistic groups in England, from the Family of
Love to the Quakers.84 A Fellow of the Royal Society, More sought to tread a path
between excessive rationalism and spiritualism, as well as to prove the reality of the
supernatural world against the rising tide of materialistic philosophy.85 He was afraid of
the new movements inspiring ordinary women and men to speak with the confidence
of the Spirit within, explaining such as arising from ‘the enormous strength of Imagin-
ation the cause of Enthusiasme’.86 He therefore sought a physiological explanation for
why so many were falling into the trap of ‘Enthusiasme’, relying on Galenic humoral
theory to do so. Such unconstrained visionaries, he concluded, suffer from Melancho-
lia, an excess of black bile that could imbalance the mind and lead to hallucinations,
visions, or revelations.87 David George (Joris) was one of these so disturbed by their
humoral imbalances, yet More reserves a distinctive diagnosis for him.
More asserts that, along with suffering from bouts of Melancholia, Joris had
a ‘Sanguine Temper’, and was hence susceptible to ‘every blast of transient pleasure’.
In this temperament, associated with the element of air, are housed ‘the fiercer Pas-
sions’, which combined with a dose of Melancholia explained Joris’s allowance of
polygamy.88 When out of balance, the sanguine temper made Joris susceptible to lust,
to religious passions divorced from reason, to excess in both thought and sexual desire.
More even compares the Prophet Muhammad favourably to Joris, ‘who yet was so
highly conceited of his own light, that he hoped to put Mahomet’s nose out of joynt’.
For, intoxicated by his own ‘Melancholy and Sanguine’, Joris had the temerity to
declare himself ‘the last and chiefest prophet’, denying heaven, hell, eternal reward or
punishment, demons and angels, and the immortality of the soul. ‘Though born
a Christian, yet he did Mahomitise in this that he also did indulge plurality of wives’.89
More thus explains Joris’s apparent contradiction as a self-proclaimed prophet of God,
who at the same time refused to entertain the existence of anything beyond this life—
a contradiction arising from a humoral condition in which his sanguine temper was
made further unbalanced by melancholic fits. Disposed already to the excessive love of
women, Joris thus needed to deny angels and the spirit world to no longer fear eternal
judgement.90Although it seems unlikely that More had access to the anonymous biog-
raphy of Joris, which indeed admitted that Joris had been ‘born of the complexion of
love’, More certainly believed he had evidence for his assertions despite not having
read a page of Joris’s works.91 Joris certainly did struggle with intense feelings, includ-
ing sexual desire, yet believed that he had found a way to transform these into divine
feelings that transcended base physical urges, thanks to the Spirit within. More obvi-
ously disagreed.
Conclusion
Joris’s development of a scheme to replace human emotions with purer spiritual
versions coincided with his transition away from Anabaptism and towards spir-
itualism, which strongly emphasized inner spiritual development, focused on the
love of God and of one’s neighbour, and severely diminished external religiosity.
Before his move to Antwerp, Joris struggled intensely to maintain his sanity
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while experiencing feelings of apocalyptic excitement and anxiety so powerful
they produced ecstatic, visionary episodes. Hounded by governmental author-
ities, Joris emphasized the inner renewal of the person that would overwhelm
transient human emotions such as fear and anger with divine ones, such as love
and forgiveness. Achieving such internal tranquillity required the mortification
of the Old Man, which represented human frailties and feelings, and its replace-
ment with the New Man, whose emotions would be infused by the Holy Spirit.
This scheme was in some respects reminiscent of classical Stoicism, helping to
explain why some humanists and nobles found his ideas, and those of other spir-
itualists, attractive.92 Yet, the major difference between Joris and Stoicism was
that Joris’s means of achieving calm was through replacing the fear of humans
with the fear and love of God; by allowing this to fill one’s mind and heart, the
believer could no longer be destabilized by anxiety. Many people seem to have
found this approach appealing, and along with being a prolific writer, Joris
elicited considerable opposition from the orthodox who feared his influence and
therefore kept his name and controversial interpretations in the public arena
long after he died. Some, such as Henry More, went so far as to diagnose Joris’s
unorthodox theology by reference to his alleged physiological makeup, which
explained what More considered his emotional instability and susceptibility to
sexual temptation. More hoped that this diagnosis would steer his readers away
from spiritualistic excess.
This one case study of David Joris reveals the great need for more in-depth ana-
lysis of the broader role of the emotions in the theological developments and dra-
matic events of the Reformation. The Reformation unleashed often uncontrollable
passions, escalating anger and an array of fears to the point of great violence. Both
the prosecuted and the prosecutors were motivated by such feelings to take the
actions that they did. From the ecstatic excitement of living in the Last Days to the
fear of divine punishment for tolerating blasphemers, emotions played enormously
important roles in the debates and decisions of all actors in the Reformation era.
The quest for emotional stability was, therefore, a popular one. Like the more
famous Puritans, Joris sought emotional peace in knowing that he was one of God’s
chosen; but unlike them, he advocated the possibility of reaching a state of inner
spiritual purity that would allow the children of God to achieve emotional peace
and remain unaffected by external temptations or crises, since they were focused on
the love provided by the Holy Spirit within. Many humanists found such spiritual-
ism a good religious kin to ancient Stoicism. It is for this reason, and despite the
obscurity of his writing style and widespread infamy, that Joris’s spiritualism
remained popular well into the eighteenth century.
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‘I AM CONTENTED TO DIE’
The letters from prison of the Waldensian
Sebastian Bazan (d. 1623) and the Anti-




Of the various “heresies” that emerged in the twelfth century, Waldensianism
was the only one that lived on, unbowed, into the sixteenth century, finally
becoming part of the Protestant Reformation. For centuries, the Waldensians
upheld their faith and piety in the face of extreme hardship and exclusion. Their
unflinching constancy is clearly rendered by an image caption on the inside
cover of Jean Léger’s Histoire Générale des Vaudois (1669): Tritantur mallei, remanet
incus (the hammers may hit, but the anvil remains), a clever reference to the
common metaphor of the inquisitor as the malleus haereticorum. During the brutal
slaughter of Waldensians in the southern Italian region of Calabria in 1561, the
seemingly impassive attitude of fathers at the sight of their children dying was
deplored by the Catholic Neapolitan author, Tommaso Costo (c.1545–c.1613).
Costo’s disapproving comments brought an indignant response from the talented
English translator of Voltaire’s Lettres sur les Anglois, John Lockman (1698–1771),
in his History of the Cruel Sufferings of the Protestants, and Others, by Popish Persecu-
tions (1760) and in his sympathetic treatment of the memoirs of Freemason John
Coustos (1703–1746), whose purported stoical martyrdom at the hands of the
Portuguese Inquisition fitted the usual pattern of Protestant martyrologies.1
In this chapter, I would like to investigate such conflicting emotional rhetorics
running through competing narratives of Waldensian martyrdom and marginaliza-
tion. In doing so, I will focus in particular on the little-known story of Sebastian (or
Sebastiano) Bazan (or Basan), an adoptive son of the Waldensian valleys, and the
moving letters he wrote while in prison in Turin.2 The Inquisitors initially tried to
* This research was funded by the Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence in the History of
Emotions, Europe 1100–1800 (CE110001011). The author thanks Charles Zika and Marco Fratini
for their insightful comments.
persuade him to abjure by using mild and flattering words, and even expressions of
affection. Their efforts were to no avail, however, as he protested strongly against
the violence inflicted on the Christian Religion in his person. When he was exe-
cuted on 23 November 1623, he went to his death singing the hymn of Simeon,
and multiple witnesses reported that many onlookers, some of high rank, wept
openly as his voice was stifled by the flames. Bazan’s prison letters are revealing of
the emotional tactics employed by the Inquisition.3 Conversely, in the second part
of the chapter, I will show how these narratives of Waldensian exclusion were used
as part of a political top-down strategy to fan anti-Catholic intolerance among the
‘mobs’ in England, by playing on their deep-rooted fears and inherent xenophobia.
Indeed, the adjective most frequently used to describe Catholics in eighteenth-
century England was ‘outlandish’, to be understood quite literally as foreign.4
***
In 1696, Girolamo Albrizzi published an album in Venice with the effective yet
vague title Teatro della crudeltà (Theatre of Cruelty). It comprised 104 etchings by
the Dutch Mennonite painter-poet Jan Luyken (1649–1712)5 and reproduced
a publication in French—apparently no longer extant but that probably first
appeared in Amsterdam—entitled Théâtre des martyrs depuis la mort de J. Christ
jusqu’à présent (Theatre of martyrs, from the death of Jesus Christ to today). The
captions accompanying the illustrations in the Dutch booklet were dropped in the
Italian edition, obscuring the significance of the images and effectively turning the
work into an academic treatment of the theme of cruelty. The etchings did how-
ever have a very specific history and content, and I mention them here because
a number of them relate to the Waldensians, and given the paucity of surviving
Waldensian iconography, they are of particular importance.
The 104 etchings in the Teatro della crudeltà had originally been commissioned
for a richly illustrated edition, published in Amsterdam in 1685, Het Bloedig Too-
neel of Martelaers Spiegel der Doopesgesinde of Weereloose Christenen (The Bloody The-
atre or The Martyrs’ Mirror of Anabaptists or Defenseless Christians, first edition
Dordrecht 1660), an Anabaptist martyrology by the Mennonite minister Johan
Tielemen van Braght. This work significantly only covered persecutions of the
Waldensians (though they were identified with the Albigensians and other heret-
ical groups) that occurred before they joined the Reformed Church. Subsequent
persecutions are not mentioned at all, despite being very well-known and equally
dramatic. The overarching goal of the author of Het Bloedig Tooneel was in fact to
bring the Waldensians back into the nonconformist Protestant fold. He wanted to
portray them as an important dissident voice as, in his view, they represented the
true Reformation, which had always been persecuted and could not be identified
with the ecclesiastical reform of Luther and other reformers.
Luyken did, nevertheless, have occasion to illustrate elsewhere some of the vicis-
situdes of the Waldensians in the seventeenth century. One such illustration (Figure
7.1) found its way into an expanded (and extant) version of the Théâtre des Martyrs
that also featured eleven other etchings by Luyken,6 originally made to illustrate the
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Dutch translation (by Simon de Vries) of Johann L. Gottfried’s Historische Kronyck,
a universal history in three folio volumes published in Leiden between 1698 and
1700. The Dutch translation, which covered events through to 1697 (the original
edition, published in Frankfurt in 1633, did not go beyond 1619), briefly dealt with
the expulsion of the Waldensians from the Piedmontese valleys in 1686 and their
‘glorious repatriation’ (Glorieuse Rentrée) in 1689, an event that, as we shall see pres-
ently, attracted a great deal of attention in the Protestant world, particularly in Hol-
land and England. Luyken’s etching depicted the Waldensians’ departure from
Prangins in Switzerland, a small town on the shores of Lac Léman (Lake Geneva),
as they set out to ‘reconquer’ the valleys of their birthplace, led by Henri Arnaud
(1641–1721), the Waldensian pastor turned soldier. It is the only contemporary ren-
dering of this famous episode in Waldensian history to have come to light to date.
Another publishing initiative in which Luyken dealt with the Waldensians
deserves mention. In 1700, he was asked by a Utrecht publisher named
H. Ribbius to illustrate his planned new edition of Marc Zuerius van Boxhorn’s
Nederlandsche Historie, first published in Leiden in 1644. It was a history of the
Church in the Low Countries to the time of Charles V, and amounted effect-
ively to a survey of the early forbears of the religious dissidence that led to the
joining of the Reformation. It included accounts of the many occasions when
the ecclesiastical authorities violently repressed manifestations of heterodoxy and
FIGURE 7.1 Jan Luyken, Glorieuse Rentrée (1689): the Waldensians’ departure from
Prangins in Switzerland, etching, first published in Johann L. Gottfried’s Historische Kro-
nyck, 3 vols (Leiden, 1698–1700), 3:1263. Special Collections, University of Amster-
dam, OTM: KF 61–3836.
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used the Waldensians as a convenient category with which to describe all reli-
gious dissent. More specifically, the three etchings expressly devoted to the Wal-
densians by Luyken relate to instances of religious repression, including the
infamous ‘Vauderie d’Arras’ of 1459–1460 that targeted individuals in fifteenth-
century Flanders who were judged Waldensians by the authorities and public
opinion, and led to the trials of thirty-four persons and execution of twelve
(Figure 7.2). As Enea Balmas acutely observed in a pioneering article published
in 1977, notwithstanding a number of obvious imprecisions (for instance, the
confusion between Waldensians and Albigensians, and the identification of
‘vauderie’ with witchcraft, which was commonplace in the fifteenth century)
and anachronisms (Luyken’s medieval Waldensians are dressed a little like
FIGURE 7.2 Jan Luyken. The public display of Deniselle Grenier and five others (one of them
dead) accused of having taken part in devil worship in a witches’ Sabbath, an episode of the
Vauderie d’Arras (1459–60), etching, first published in the Ribbius edition of Marc
Zuerius van Boxhorn’s Nederlandsche Historie (Utrecht, 1700), 69. Special Collections,
University of Amsterdam, OTM: O 61–8052.
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seventeenth-century peasants), Luyken’s depictions of the Waldensians convey
an impulse of sympathy, feeling, and ideological affinity. Such an emotional
response must have prompted Luyken to salute those distant, anonymous wit-
nesses and victims of Catholic repression as heroes and brothers in faith.7
However, the etchings do not just reflect Luyken’s emotional involvement in
the events (Balmas’s ‘impresa d’amore’). By markedly highlighting violence, their
chief goal was to further the intent of authors and editors keen on encouraging
readers to empathize with the victims and recoil from the persecutors. In a similar
fashion, a Dutch leaflet from the same period graphically conjures up the horror
of the Pasque Piemontesi (Pâques vaudoises), a series of massacres perpetrated
against Waldensians by Savoyard troops in the Duchy of Savoy at the eve of
Easter 1655, with an allegorical portrait of weeping Religion (Figure 7.3): the
dreadful sight of a heap of mutilated adults and children flung into mountain
ravines reduces the winged and veiled female figure to tears. Religion is clearly
understood to be the Reformed faith, as suggested by the open Bible on her lap,
and by subsequent iconographic testimony. The dreadful plight of a small valley
community thus came to be emblematic of the numerous European episodes of
dispersal and exclusion, and its representation a not always disinterested instrument
for promoting the emotional identification of readers with the victims.8
In this regard, it is significant that the most impressive and frightening set of icono-
graphic works about the Waldensians (some thirty etchings) illustrates the chronicle of
the 1655 massacres reported in The History of the Evangelical Churches of the Valleys of
Piedmont. This was published by Samuel Morland (1625–1695) in 1658, a few months
after concluding his diplomatic mission in Piedmont and Geneva. The images (which
would be used, together with others, by the Waldensian pastor and historian Jean
Léger in his Histoire générale des églises evangeliques des vallées de Piemont, ou Vaudoises,
1699) are gruesomely appalling, attesting to the brutal violence that was also meted
out to women, children, and even foetuses (Figure 7.4).
Morland had been dispatched to Piedmont by Oliver Cromwell to act as
a political mediator in an effort to put a stop to the violent repression of the
Waldensians in the lands of the duchy and to deliver donations collected in Eng-
land to those who had survived. Cromwell’s secretary of state, John Thurloe,
had then asked Morland to draw up a report on the recent events affecting the
Waldensians, to further the Lord Protector’s ambitious design to unite all of
Europe’s Protestants under his protection. Interestingly, some time later, after
the political set-up changed, the author anxiously tried to track down every
available copy of his work to remove the ill-judged dedication to Cromwell.
On the same page where he noted that ‘one of the most diabolical and unsuf-
ferable cruelties committed by the priests and missionary monks against the Prot-
estants is that of stealing away their children’, Morland recounted the tragic fate of
‘one Mr. Sebastian Bazan’. Bazan had died in 1623 in Turin, ‘singing the praises
of God in the midst of the flames’, to where he had been sent by the Inquisition
after fifteen months of physical torture and deceitful psychological allurements.9
***
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During the French occupation of Piedmont from 1536 to 1559, some of the
country’s towns had pastors of the Waldensian faith. One of these towns was
Pancalieri, where there lived a wealthy family named Bazan, who were converts
to the Waldensian creed. The Bazans—Sebastian, his two brothers and their
respective families, and their elderly mother—left Pancalieri in the early seven-
teenth century after liberty of conscience was prohibited and made their home
in La Tour, in the Waldensian valley of Luserna. They already knew La Tour,
because Sebastian, the eldest son, had previously spent a few years there receiv-
ing a religious education.10 Pierre Gilles (1571–1646), the Vaudois historian,
who was a close friend of Sebastian, says:
FIGURE 7.3 Religion in Tears [Voy la Religion qui pleure incessamment qu’on répand sans
pitié le sang de l’innocent], c.1663, engraving (attributed to Crispijn de Passe the
Younger, in Frederik Muller, De Nederlandsche geschiedenis in platen). Bound with the
copy of Jean Léger, Histoire Générale des Églises évangéliques des Vallées de Piémont ou
Vaudoises (n.p., 1669), part 1, 303f. Biblioteca della Società di Studi Valdesi, Torre Pel-
lice, Fondo Antichi SSV 126.2, carta a1v; Inv. 18156.
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He was a very zealous defender of the Protestant religion, a man of sincer-
ity, and an enemy of all vice, so that the enemies of virtue and of truth
could not easily endure him; but for the rest, he was a man held in great
and universal esteem, and of good reputation.11
On 26 April 1622, he had to go to Carmagnola on urgent business. The monks
of Carmagnola soon found out that he was there and, considering him a heretic,
quickly arranged for a group of armed men to surround the inn where he was
lodging. Bazan was seized and tied up, before being taken first to the local jail
and then to the prisons of the Senate in Turin. He remained there for several
months, during which his friends did everything they could to secure his release.
Independently written but essentially matching reconstructions of Bazan’s vari-
able state of mind during his time in prison—gratitude towards friends who
were trying to mobilize influential figures to intercede with the duke; hope in
the duke’s munificence, as he was often reluctant to accept papist interference;
concern that his wife should continue to receive the support and affection of
friends; a placid filial acceptance of divine will, whatever it might be—circulated
widely in Protestant Europe. Besides the account written by his friend Gilles,
which in 1644 found its way into the Histoire ecclesiastique des Églises Reformées
(1644), the year 1624 had seen the publication, soon after the execution, of an
FIGURE 7.4 Piedmontese Easter (1655): the impaling and roasting on a spit of a Waldensian
virgin, the 10-year old daughter of a Moyses Long of Bobio, etching, in Samuel Morland,
History of the Evangelical Churches of the Valleys of Piemont (London: 1658), 350. Biblio-
teca della Società di Studi Valdesi, Torre Pellice, Fondo Meille, 16.
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octavo booklet (with no indication of either the place or the printer) entitled
Récit véritable de la mort d’un fidèle martyr, brusié vif à Turin, pour la confession de
l’Evangile. In the same year in The Hague, the printer Aert Meuris produced
a Dutch version, Waerachtich verhael, van de Doodt van Sebastiaen Basan.
The suffering Bazan endured in detention and the uncertainty about how
long it would last, were soothed by the comfort of close friends and brothers in
the Reformed faith. On 14 July 1622, Sebastian wrote to Gilles:
What favors God has granted me in your letters and your prayers; for
every good thing comes to us from God, even the blessing of friendship,
and it is He who endows his own with strength and hopefulness in their
trials, such as our adversaries cannot credit, who accordingly seek to make
us yield by long imprisonments, and by perpetually urging us to abjure;
but I am assured that the Lord will never forsake me, and will sustain me
to the end. Be so good as to visit my family, and exhort my wife to
remain constant in the fear of God. She has need to be affectionately
admonished, and gently remonstrated with, which you know better how
to do than I to write about it… May God work with His own hand to
bring us to perfection, that resting on His holy promises, we may triumph
gloriously with our Captain, Jesus Christ, in His glorious heavenly
Kingdom.12
Other letters, copies of which are in the Archives Tronchin at the Bibliothè-
que de Genève, even though they do not feature in extant published
accounts of Bazan’s imprisonment, were addressed to an eminent physician
named Jean-Vincent Gosio (or Goz, d. c.1650). Born in Dronero, according
to Gilles he distinguished himself by his abnegation during the terrible plague
epidemic of 1630, when many Pignerol families and a number of senior
officers from the French occupation army travelled to La Tour to seek his
medical assistance. One of the three daughters who survived him, Margue-
rite, married François Arnaud d’Embrun around 1640, and from their union
came the above-mentioned Waldensian pastor and leader Henri Arnaud.
Although Gosio was forced into exile on several occasions together with his
brother Jean Baptiste (a doctor in law in utroque iure) for having represented
issues of conscience of members of the Reformed Church against the intoler-
ant policies of the Savoyard dukes, he enjoyed widespread respect and con-
sideration among the most authoritative exponents of both confessional
communities. It is no surprise, then, that Bazan placed trust in his influence
and powers of intercession, as can be evinced from the following excerpts
from the Geneva letters:
Most magnificent lord,
I was extremely happy to receive a letter from your lordship, and greatly
consoled in seeing the great pains you are taking for my wellbeing. May
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the Almighty Lord be infinitely thanked, he who is never neglectful of
those who trust in his promises because they are infallible and certain.
And I aspire to them with all my heart, that Jesus Christ may give me
the strength to withstand all the assaults I am to receive and for which
I am preparing. In the meantime I beg of you to assist me through
prayer, as I know you will, and to do so continually. I have not yet
been examined, I will wait and see how things go and place my hope in
the Lord Almighty that everything will go well, because the servants of
the Lord will be filled with every blessing… Turin, 15 May.
The most affectionate servant and brother of your lordship,
Sebastiano Bazano
My magnificent lord,
… I have thanked and thank the Lord who is always beside me, consoling
me in the midst of my tribulations. I am not yet, at the moment, at the
beginning of anything. I have had a plea sent to the senate and they have
ordered that I be examined… but they continue to postpone one day after
another… Therefore let us allow the boat to be steered by He who has
everything in hand, in the certainty that by his grace it shall be led to the
desired place of salvation… I am readying myself for lengthy forbearance: in
the meantime, pray to the Almighty Lord that he might grant me it, as
I know you will do and do. I beg you to convey my entreaties to your
brother, to Messer Pietro Gilli, to my godfather Messer Stefano Bastia
and… to all brothers in Jesus Christ, that they might pray to the Lord
Almighty for we prisoners of the Lord.
Turin, 26 May
The most affectionate servant and brother of your lordship,
Sebastiano Bazano
My most magnificent and honourable lord,
On the occasion of Monsignor de La Fara’s presence in Turin, I thought to
beg you to intercede with him on my behalf… it is necessary to do so as
soon as possible before I am consumed by expense… and do so secretly…
I have had pleas delivered to the senate, but I have never been heard.
Recently, I secured from His Highness a decree instructing the senate that
I should quickly receive justice. The said entreaty was conveyed by the
Lord Count [of Luserna] to the Lord President [of the Senate] [Bartolomeo]
Marrone, who has never wished to see to it that this order be carried out.
Therefore I can only commend myself to God that he might assist and for-
tify me... Senate prisons, 17 June.




As nothing good has been done to date… I beg you… to write again to
the lord count of Luserna, thanking him for his good offices so far, and
entreating him to call once more for action… and that everything be done
praying duly to the Lord Almighty to intervene with his holy hand, without
which all help is vain… Turin, 19 June 1622.
The most affectionate servant of your lordship,
Sebastiano Bazano
My magnificent lord,
I see clearly how much you love me… The most illustrious lord Count of
Luserna has obtained a decree from His Highness that I should quickly
receive justice, and the said entreaty has been placed in the hands of the
Lord President Marrone by the hands of the above-named Lord Count, and
this morning he has sent me a message informing me that he has spoken to
the above-named Lord President, and that he has replied that it will be dis-
cussed in senate… May it be God’s wish that this be so… May the Lord
keep you all in his holy grace. Turin, senate prisons, 21 June.
The most affectionate servant of your lordship,
Sebastiano Bazano.13
When he wrote these letters, Sebastian entertained some hope that his case
would go before the duke of Savoy, from whom he had cause to expect justice.
This did not happen, and instead the Senate of Turin ordered him to be handed
over to the Inquisition for examination. This duly occurred on 22 August, when
he was transferred to the dungeons of the Holy Office. Although Sebastian’s fate
was essentially already sealed, his friends still had some hope of saving him and
urgently appealed for his release. On 15 February 1623, François de Bonne, duc
de Lesdiguières and Constable of France (1543–1626) wrote to the duke of
Savoy, who was under obligations to him, asking for Bazan’s release:
I have been accustomed to address my supplications to your highness, cer-
tain beforehand of not being refused. I request of your highness the life
and liberty of one called Sebastian Bazan, detained in the prisons of your
city of Turin. He is a man with whom no fault can be found, except as to
his religious opinions; and if those who profess the same religion with him
ought to be punished with death, then great Christian princes, and even
your highness yourself, will have great difficulty in repeopling your
dominions. The King of France has granted peace throughout all his king-
dom to those of that religion, and I boldly counsel your highness, as your
very humble servant, to take the same way. It is the surest means of firmly
establishing tranquillity within your dominions.14
Lesdiguières wrote to the duke a second time, and other prominent figures
interceded on Sebastian’s behalf. The duke’s inclination was to show clemency
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and demanded that the Inquisition should free Bazan. But, feigning humility and
regret, the Inquisitors replied that the case had been referred to the Pope for his
final decision and that they no longer had a say in the matter. Consequently,
they dared not release Bazan. The reference to the wishes of Rome might
simply have been a trick to confound the duke, who was constrained to desist.
Finally, on 22 November 1623, Sebastian was informed by the officers of the
Inquisition that the Holy Office’s judgement had been confirmed by Rome, and
that he would be burned alive the following day. ‘I am contented to die,’ he
said, calmly and bravely, ‘since it is the will of God, and will be, I trust, for his
glory. But as for men, they have pronounced an unjust sentence, and they will
soon have to give an account of it’.15 The Inquisitors may have shrugged off his
words at the time but had cause to remember them that very same night (or
two or three days later, according to other reports), when the Chief Inquisitor,
who had passed sentence on Bazan died suddenly despite having seemed to be
perfectly healthy. The next day, on 23 November, Bazan was led out to the
public square in Turin for execution. His hands had been bound and a gag put
in his mouth so he could not talk to the assembled crowd. Many people were
familiar with his case and were sympathetic towards him. Just as he was climbing
on to the pile, his gag slipped out of his mouth, and he exclaimed in a loud
voice: ‘People, it is not for a crime that I am brought hither to die; it is for
having chosen to conform myself to the Word of God, and for maintaining His
truth in opposition to error.’16 This drew a collective sob from the crowd, an
evident sign of their sympathy. Seeing this, the Inquisitors quickly tried to
silence him by ordering the executioner to light the pile straight away. But
Sebastian’s voice rang out clearly from the smoke and fire enveloping him, as he
sang the hymn of Theodore Beza (a touching version of the words of Simeon
upon beholding the infant Saviour: Luke 2:29–30), which the Waldensians were
accustomed to sing after celebrating the Lord’s Supper:
Laisse-moi désormais,
Seigneur, aller en paix,
Car selon ta promesse,
Tu fais voir à mes yeux
Le saint glorieux
Que j’attendais sans cesse.17
Lord, now you are letting your servant
depart in peace,
according to your word;
for my eyes have seen your salvation. [ESV Bible]
As the crowd looked on in tears, thick smoke rose into the air, gradually stifling
Sebastian’s voice, until it fell silent as the fire consumed him.
***
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In compiling his History of the Cruel Sufferings of the Protestants, John Lockman
drew on various occasions on the highly popular History of the Reformation of the
Church of England, by the Latitudinarian prelate Gilbert Burnet (1643–1715),
who had written it to confute the representation of the English Reformation as
a mere political expedient on the part of a corrupt sovereign. For this view had
been advanced once again in a recent French translation of the De origine et pro-
gressu schismatis Anglicani libri tres by Nicholas Sanders (1585).18 Curiously,
Burnet had described the dramatic vicissitudes of the Waldensians in very vivid
terms, in order to reinforce consensus for the Orangist cause.
Unwelcome at court because of his preaching and anti-Catholic writings,
Burnet obtained permission in 1685 to travel to the continent. After an initial
sojourn in Paris, he travelled in Italy, southern France, and Switzerland, before
then going to Utrecht. Finally, at the invitation of the princes of Orange, he
settled in The Hague.19 He gave a detailed account of his travels in several let-
ters addressed to Robert Boyle, which were published in book form in Rotter-
dam in 1686 by Abraham Acher (c.1653–1743). Acher was a Huguenot from
Dieppe, who took refuge in the Low Countries, and the publisher of many
writings by the leading Huguenot theologian Pierre Jurieu (including L’accomplis-
sement des prophéties, the Traité de l’unité de l’eglise, the Traité de la nature et de la
grâce). The account of Burnet’s travels included the brutal violence sparked by
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, which he witnessed at first hand; in the
last of his letters, dated in Nijmegen on 20 May 1686, Burnet expressed his
shock at the massacres he had seen:
I do not think that in any age there ever was such a violation of all that is
Sacred, either with relation to God or Man… I do not see that the
French King is to be so much blamed in this matter as his Religion is,
which, without question, obligeth him to extirpate Hereticks, and not to
keep his Faith to them: so that instead of censuring him, I must only
lament his being bred up in a Religion that doth certainly obligeth him to
devest himself of Humanity, and to violate his faith, whensoever the cause
of his Church and Religion requireth it.20
‘What I saw and knew there at first hand’, he added with dismay, ‘confirmed
everything learned from books of cruelty of religion’, a revealing clue that he
was aware of the importance of earlier representations of Catholic violence, like
those of Morland or Léger, or even the Récit véritable, in shaping perceptions of
contemporary events.21 He prefaced his considerations by affirming that he
could offer detailed testimony of numerous episodes of cruel violence, ‘that are
so much beyond all the common measures of barbarity and cruelty’, but held
back from providing them out of fear of exposing to even greater peril those
‘that are yet in the power of their enemies’.
Two years later, Abraham Acher printed in a very small 16mo book format,
anonymously and in French, the Histoire de la persécution des Valées de Piémont,22
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a careful account of the extermination and deportation to Switzerland of
Reformed Piedmontese in the late 1680s, commonly attributed to Burnet.23
Reneging on reiterated formal commitments (‘ne sont pas de simples tolerances,
mais des concessions perpetuelles’24) made to the loyal Reformed communities of
the Waldensian valleys,25 a French-Piedmontese army had been sent in
April 1686 to quell the resistance of anyone who did not accept the choice of
conversion or exile. The result was a massacre of over one thousand Walden-
sians and the imprisonment of over 8,500 survivors (‘Il n’y eut jamais de persecu-
tion ni plus injuste ni plus violente’26). The text forcefully describes the Savoyard
deceitful pretence to achieve peace and display clemency,27 the massacre of chil-
dren, women, and the elderly,28 the dreadful conditions of imprisonment, the
removal of minors from their loved ones, the sufferings of deportation and the
desperate arrival of survivors in Geneva, where many found ‘the end of their life
at the beginning of their freedom’ (la fin de leur vie dans le commencement de leur
liberté)29:
Those that arrived first went to meet those that came after, to inform
themselves concerning their kinsfolks and acquaintances of who they had
heard no news since the reddition of the valleys. A father enquired after
his child, and a child after his father, a husband sought for his wife, and
a wife for her husband, and every one endeavoured to hear some news of
their friends and neighbours; but as this was to very little purpose, since
the most part were dead in prison, it made a spectacle so sad and dismal,
that all that stood by, were dissolved in tears, whilst these poor miserable
creatures, being oppressed, and overwhelmed with the excess of their
grief, were not able any longer to lament themselves, or so much to
complain.30
In Protestant Europe, rife with millenaristic expectations and serious concerns
about shaky dynastic and political set-ups, a lively campaign began to denounce
the murders of the Waldensians and offer solidarity to the victims. This was not
limited to the immediate aftermath of events.31 In England in particular, as had
already been the case under Cromwell, the fate of the Waldensians acquired
a strategic symbolic importance, as arguments were being woven to corroborate
the thesis of the legitimacy and providentiality of the exclusive Protestant succes-
sion to the throne. Burnet, a first-hand witness of the tragic events on the con-
tinent in 1686, was certainly one of the most hardworking facilitators of this
sophisticated ideological weaponry, and he was immediately rewarded by King
William with the bishopric of Salisbury.
Both Burnet and then Lockman celebrated the Italian Reformed commu-
nities prevalently for domestic purposes, one immediately before the Glorious
Revolution (to which, for the purposes of reciprocal legitimation, the Glo-
rieuse Rentrée of the Waldensian exiles to their valleys was promptly com-
pared), and the other on the emotional wave of the Jacobite rebellions.32
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Their aim was to foment anti-Catholic sentiment in order to seal a political-
constitutional arrangement based on the exclusion of members of one confes-
sional group, the Catholics (and with them, the anti-Trinitarians and atheists),
from succession to the throne or eligibility for public office. The reiterated
denunciation in the Histoire that Vittorio Amedeo II had abrogated edicts
that were not ‘simples tolerances, mais des concessions perpetuelles’, was aimed in
fact at rooting the conviction that one could not expect a Catholic sovereign
to honour pacts. Little did it matter that, in 1687, James II had issued, solely
on his own authority, a Declaration of Indulgence that introduced what John
Miller described as ‘the most complete toleration England had ever
known’,33 after over twenty years in which the repressive measures adopted
against religious dissent in England had been much more burdensome than
the restrictions to which the Huguenots were subjected in France (and in
fact France was looked to in those years as a model of limited tolerance to
be imitated). The Histoire de la persécution des Valées de Piémont was thus in
large part a justification of the resistance to the arbitrary government of
James II and of the legitimate succession of William of Orange. The return
of several hundred Waldensians to their Piedmontese valleys in 1689, made
possible by changes in the duke’s alliances and by English support, strength-
ened the conviction of many Protestants, in England, Holland, and Ireland,
that God supported their cause in Europe through the providential action of
William. No differently, in 1692, the English translation of Boyer’s apocalyp-
tic interpretation of Waldensian events (The History of the Vaudois), signifi-
cantly dedicated to William, served as legitimation of the revolutionary new
set-up in Ireland that reinforced the dominion of the Protestant elites over
the Catholic majority of the population.34
The so-called Toleration Act of 1689 certainly put an end to the oppres-
sion, imprisonment, and financial ruin of Trinitarian Protestant dissidents, but
notably excluded anti-Trinitarians and Catholics from its benefits. Despite all
the early and very influential English debates on tolerance, much admired by
Voltaire, it would not be until 1778 that the terms of the Toleration Act
were extended to English Catholics, and not until the nineteenth century
that they were emancipated.35 As John Marshall (an eminent scholar of
Locke and of contemporary debates about tolerance) stresses, the indignation
aroused by Catholic violence against the Waldensians did not prompt
a similar censure of anti-Catholic violence and discrimination in England and
especially in Ireland. On the contrary, it provided further justification for
anti-Catholic persecution. The warnings issued by William Penn, the Quaker
leader disliked by Burnet, to the effect that those who deplored the ferocity
displayed by the king of France against ‘his peaceable subjects’ should not
neglect to look also at what was happening at home (‘look at home upon
greater cruelties’) went largely unheard.36
It is likewise significant that Burnet was a zealous supporter of the Test Acts
of 1673 and 1678, which had barred Catholics from access to public office and
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parliamentary seats. And he was the one who translated the letter of intent
(Letter to Stewart) written by the Dutch diplomat Gaspar Fagel, which declared
William of Orange’s commitment to preserving full freedom of conscience for
all English subjects, Protestant and Catholic, while at the same time reaffirming
the determination to exclude Catholics from all public office:
Those Laws remain still in their full vigour by which the Roman Cath-
olics are shut out of both Houses of Parliament, and out of all public
employments; ecclesiastical, civil and military: as likewise all those others,
which confirm the Protestant Religion and which secure it against all the
attempts of the Roman Catholics.37
Furthermore, towards the end of the 1690s, Burnet’s religious intolerance would
grow further when he began associating English Socinians with intellectual and
sexual libertinism, and advocating their repression.38
Anti-Catholicism ultimately shaped the British Protestant emotional commu-
nity far beyond the merely political aims of the anti-popish propaganda actors.
For instance, the introduction of the Catholic Relief Act in 1778 sparked
a wave of protest that soon degenerated into the most violent city riots in British
history; when Catholic emancipation was eventually granted in 1829, it was
contested most vociferously by less literate people, mainly women. In his Com-
mentaire philosophique sur ces paroles de Jésus-Christ:‘Contrains-les d’entrer’ (1686),
Pierre Bayle pointedly observed that erecting fences, however small, entails
remaining bound to an ideology that would always permit the erecting of other
such fences (‘On ne peut avoir de bonnes raisons pour tolerer une secte, si elles ne sont
pas bonnes pour en tolerer une autre’). It has long been noted that the Glorious
Revolution meant that the exclusionary legislation against English Catholics was
infrequently applied, and only to a very limited extent, essentially continuing to
exist in terrorem. Nonetheless, an investigation of the emotional history of the
confessional conflicts in late-Stuart and Hanoverian England cannot neglect the
emotions felt by Catholics about the objective precariousness of their status and
uncertainty regarding their rights.
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The punishments of Quakers for following their religious consciences from the
1650s to 1680s included incarceration that led to the deaths of thousands; severe
punishments for alleged witchcraft, especially of Quaker women; whippings;
being placed in the stocks and pelted with stones; physical assault in the street
by soldiers and by crowds; expulsions from many communities; fines; and seiz-
ures of household possessions and tools, preventing employments necessary for
survival. James Nayler’s punishment involved incarceration, 310 lashes, boring of
the tongue, and a brand on the forehead, “B” for Blasphemer. As William Penn
put it in surveying their ‘cruel Sufferings’ and ‘bitter Persecutions’, Quakers
were an ‘abused and despised people’ who ‘went forth Weeping and sowed in
Tears’ and were as ‘poor Sheep appointed to the Slaughter, and as a People
killed all the Day long’.1
We will examine later Quakers’ descriptions of themselves as ‘weeping and
sowed in tears’; it is important to note first that Penn here called Quakers ‘des-
pised’. It was common for Quakers to declare that they were ‘despised’ and
‘hated’, and therefore persecuted. In 1654, Edward Burrough called his fellow
Quakers ‘hated and despised’. The opening lines of John Swinton’s Testimony for
the Lord called Quakers ‘despised’. In 1659, Edward Burrough enumerated
Quakers’ persecutions, whippings, banishments, and imprisonments and queried
rhetorically, ‘among what sort of people have we not been hated’. Humphrey
Smith’s 1658 The Fruits of Unrighteousness declared Quakers ‘hated and perse-
cuted’. The perception that hatred was directed against Quakers was often
aligned in Quaker texts with identification of the further emotions of envy,
anger, and jealousy as undergirding hostility to them. In his A Summary Account
of the Divers Dispensations of God to Men William Penn tied the persecution of
Quakers to ‘rage’, ‘angry mind[s]’, ‘man’s wrath’, and ‘envy’. Viewing the world
as a scene of spiritual battle between God’s followers and those of the
quintessentially ‘envious’ Satan, Quakers understood their persecution as
a consequence of the diabolic ‘envy’ of the wicked towards the righteous. For
Edward Burrough in 1659:
All this Persecution practiced about Religion in the World, that hath been
in the World, as Imprisonments, Banishments, Cruel Torture unto
death… hath been of the wicked one, through the Malice and Envy of
the Devil, against God and his people.
Because wicked rulers knew that ‘men that fear God and love righteousness
shall take their place’, the Devil had filled his servants’ hearts with ‘ravening
envy against the Seed of God’. Humphrey Smith’s 1658 Sounding Voyce of the
Dread of God’s Mighty Power declared persecutors ‘filled, and moved with
envy’. In his 1662 The Life of Enoch Again Revived, William Bayly declared
that those dominated by the flesh were ‘fretful, froward and wrath against
them, who are in the inward spiritual birth, more righteous than you’ as the
‘kingdom of pride, subtilty, envy, wrath and persecution’ treated those of
‘inward birth’ as ‘prey’ to be ‘hunted’.2
Quakers perceived themselves as hated by their contemporaries. They were
right. Across the centuries, ‘charitable hatred’ had been preached extensively as
a Christian duty towards sin in order to prevent its spread to others, and as the
‘charitable’ loving attempt through coercion to help persuade individuals to
reconsider, repent, and thereby be saved. In the parliamentary debate over the
fate of Nayler, Edward Goffe declared that out of ‘love and charity’ it was
necessary to execute him. Demand for ‘hatred’ of sin and ‘love’ for God was
often combined with an invocation of God’s ‘wrath’ and ‘righteous anger’ to be
imitated by humans. God’s wrathful punitive interventions in the world, further-
more, were seen as capable of being forestalled by actions to build a ‘godly com-
munity’ of which God would approve. Calls for imitation of God’s anger were
joined with fear of suffering from that anger if one failed to take godly action
against heretics, schismatics, and blasphemers. Thus, the punishment of Nayler
was held necessary in order to forestall England’s ‘national punishment’ by turn-
ing away ‘God’s wrath and his Judgments from this land and nation’.3
To fear of God’s anger for failure to punish Quakers as alleged heretics was
often added a fear of the threats posed by Quakers. In this period, heresy was
often imaged as a contagious disease murdering souls. Crowds attacked the
Quaker Edward Billing in a period when dogs were often rounded up and
killed to prevent the spread of the plague, suggesting that they should ‘dash out
his braines … [Quakers] are like dogs in time of plague, they are to be killed as
they go up and downe the streets, that they do not infect’. Magistrates ordered
watches on the highways to keep out Quakers or to expel them to prevent the
spread of their ‘great contagion’. The Presbyterian Richard Baxter described
Quakers as ‘like Witches, with Quaking and Vomiting, and infecting others,
with breathing on them’.4
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Such fear of Quakers as spreading a disease fatal to souls was combined with
fear of Quakers as subversive of fragile political order in the inherited vocabu-
lary that classified heretics and schismatics as rebels. That they were feared as
such ‘rebels’ owed much to the challenges Quakers posed for every significant
dimension of religious, political, social, and gender hierarchy. Quakers
preached the ‘inner light’ available to all and declared that the world would
soon ‘be turned upside down’. Quakers identified the gift of prophecy as given
to the poor as well as to the rich, and to women as well as to men. Quakers
denounced priests zealously as anti-Christian, rejected Anglican houses of wor-
ship as idolatrous ‘steeple-houses’, and refused to pay tithes, thereby refusing
support for any variety of a national church in a period when national worship
was thought by most to be required to forestall God’s anger. Quakers refused
oaths, thought to be the only security of political obedience. Quakers did not
perform the ceremonies of marriage and rejected the Pauline requirement that
women be silent in church, thereby challenging patriarchal, familial, and polit-
ical order. Quakers rejected all of the quotidian recognitions of social status in
dress and demeanour through refusing to doff hats, abandoning politely hier-
archical forms of personal address for the egalitarian ‘thee’ and ‘thou’, and
rejecting clothing associated with hierarchy by instead wearing austere plain
cloaks and hats and by going ‘naked’ for a sign.5
In expressing their egalitarian hostility to hierarchy, superfluity, luxury, and
pride, Quakers in their early years voiced deeply emotional criticisms of the
oppression of the poor by the rich in England and acclaimed the expected and
imminent millenarian overturning of their society. Nayler attacked the ‘covetous
and cruel oppressors’ who ‘grind the face of the poor and needy’. For Fox, the
rich man was the ‘greatest thief’, and it was the ‘poor that suffer’ with so many
‘ready to starve and beg’. James Parnell sounded a Trumpet of the Lord against
lords and gentlemen who had obtained ‘much earth’ by ‘fraud, deceit and
oppression’ and being thus ‘exalted above your fellow-creatures … grind the
faces of the poor, and they are as slaves under you, and must toyle under you’.
Parnell declared
Woe unto you that are called Lords, Ladies, Knights… Your fellow crea-
tures must labour like slaves under you… They must hunger and thirst
and labour when you are eating, drinking and sleeping, and here like
Dives you sit at ease, and poor Lazarus lying starving without.
Lordly domination was a violation of God’s wishes, according to Nayler, for
‘God hath made all men of one mould and one blood to dwell on the face of
the earth’. In his Gospel Truth George Fox declared that
he that respects persons, commits Sin… For to respect a Proud Man,
because he hath a Gold Ring on his Finger, and fine Apparel, such
respects we deny… to set up a Great Man which hath abundance of
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Earth, joyning Field to Field and Land to Land, and respect such above
the Poor, this is an Evil Eye; for God cryes Woe unto such, for God hath
made all of one Mould, and one Blood, to dwell upon the Face of the
Earth, and he is no Respecter of Persons.
Edward Burrough echoed Nayler and Fox in his Account of some Grounds and
Reasons of the Innocent Sufferings of the People of God, Called, Quakers, asking
Hath not God made of one mould and one blood all nations to dwell
upon the Face of the Earth? And doth not he that respects Persons
commit sin?… must it now be an Offence not to put off the Hat, and
give respect to the Person of him that hath a Gold Ring, and fine
Apparel? Hath not all the earthly Lordship, and Tyranny and Oppression
sprung from this ground, by which Creatures hath been exalted, and set
up one above another, trampling under Foot and despising the Poor?6
Quakers often attacked the law as corruptly protecting the property of the
rich. Benjamin Nicholson, who died in prison in 1660, wrote to ‘England’s
rulers’ in his 1653 Blast from the Lord, that instead of ‘covering the naked, and
feeding the hungry, you set out Laws to punish them, my heart bleeds to
think of the hard usage of my poor fellow creatures’. Quaker condemnations
of priests included accusing them of being those who ‘fare sumptuously, grind-
ing the poor to powder in taxation and oppression, you, that have got a great
deal of earth into your hands … let the poor starve in the streets’. Nayler con-
demned the priest ‘that works not at all … taking by violence what’s other
men’s labours’. For Quakers, worship included all bodily experiences and
actions, not only those performed in an identified house of worship or
‘church’ under the leadership of a priest supported by tithes and considerable
wealth. Quakers’ dissent from the world’s ‘worships’ and its ‘wayes’ were often
linked. As Thomas Zachary put it in 1657, in challenging the officers of the
Army for having turned from formerly fighting for ‘Christian liberty’ against
tyrannical kings and bishops to becoming tyrants who supported religious
coercion: ‘Your true interest … lies in the broken, poor, despised People of
God dissenting from the world’s worship and wayes’.7
Especially in their first years during the English Revolution, Quakers’ criti-
cisms of hierarchy were combined with stress on God’s righteous ‘anger’ and
‘wrath’ against pride and luxury, with stress on egalitarian ‘love’ of mankind,
and ‘hatred’ of the sins of the ‘flesh’—of luxury, vanity, idleness, and dissolution.
Fox’s preaching spoke of the ‘Day of the Lord’s Wrath’ as coming soon, and of
God as ‘Jealous’ and ‘Angry’. Fox declaimed in 1653:
O ye great and rich men of the earth! Weep and howl for the misery that
is coming… The fire is kindled, the day of the Lord is appearing, a day of
howling… All the loftiness of men must be laid low.
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In 1654, Edward Burrough called, in militaristic if perhaps metaphoric language,
for the ‘Camp of the Lord’ to appear as ‘an army’ and ‘wound the lofty and
tread under foot the honourable of the earth’. In his Woeful Cry in 1657, Bur-
rough declared that oppressed saints would receive ‘authority and dominion’
when Christ came to reign, and then ‘The saints shall rule with a rod of iron’.8
The millennium did not come; the Lord did not appear; Quaker saints
never came to rule England with a rod of iron. Instead, there came the Res-
toration of the Stuart monarchy and the Anglican Church. The persecution
of Quakers was expanded as they were imprisoned, tortured, whipped,
stoned, beaten, and fined under Charles II. Quakers died in prison in the
1660s in greater numbers than in the 1650s. As one of their most important
responses, Quakers began to publish an extensive body of accounts of their
‘sufferings’, and emphasized the theme of ‘lamentation’, which we glimpsed
earlier in Penn’s description of Quakers as a people ‘weeping and sowed in
Tears’. John Swinton’s 1663 A Testimony for the Lord closed with ‘A Lamen-
tation, a lamentation, a lamentation, in the Life, over the Seed, the
Oppressed Seed’. Humphry Smith’s 1660 A Sad and Mournful Lamentation for
the People of These Nations, issued from ‘a filthy hoale’ in Winchester Prison,
claimed a ‘true sense of Gods pitty to the precious souls of all mankind’, and
his ‘heart … broken within me, and mine eyes as fountaines of tears, and
a sad lamentation, night and day hath come upon me; and a true mourning’.
Smith especially lamented the ‘hard hearted blindnesse’ of rulers who perse-
cuted those who worshipped ‘from the spirit of God’ and asserted that he
suffered ‘grief’ for the rulers who would not be able to hide in the approach-
ing ‘day of fierce wrath, and fiery indignation, from the jealous God of Maj-
esty’. The ‘great men, and the rich men, and the mighty ones of the earth’
would, he declared, soon ‘mourn and lament’ their service of the ‘whore of
Babylon’. The Irish Quaker John Perrot attempted to convert the Ottoman
sultan and the Pope and was incarcerated and tortured by the Inquisition.
Perrot described his tortures in 1440 lines of poetry collected as the 1661
A Sea of the Seed’s Sufferings, through Which Runs a River of Rich Rejoycing. As
Perrot put it,
Hunger, thirst, Nakedness, and Cold, yea, pangs of pain I eat/To which
Oppression doth me hold. Tears are my drink and meat/Sighs in the
deeps do gird me, as a swadling-band/The Night’s black womb of wrath’s
my bondage in the Land.9
Quakers often discussed their incarceration in terms of an imitation of Christ’s
sufferings, and emphasized God’s supporting ‘love’. In his 1658 Sounding Voyce
of the Dread of God’s Mighty Power, Humphrey Smith identified persecutors as
following ‘the King’ of the ‘bottomless pit’ in thirsting ‘for the blood of the
innocent’, but declared that
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your long tyranny will never wear out the patience we have received, nei-
ther can you inflict more punishment than the Lord hath enabled us to
bear… we have given up our bodies and souls a living sacrifice unto God,
to do or suffer his will. And him that kills the body we feare not, much
lesse those that can but whip or imprison but for a few months… there is
none can make them afraid with all their threats, unrighteous Laws,
bonds… long unjust imprisonments, or death it self.
Clearly thinking of Christ, Smith declared Quakers’ suffering ‘crowned with
honour’. ‘The saints’, he held, ‘rejoiced’ that they were counted worthy ‘to
suffer for his Names sake, who was made perfect through sufferings’. Smith died
in prison in 1663.10
Quakers emphasized that they received the ‘love of God’ in the midst of their
tribulations, providing consolation and even ‘joy’ in their sufferings. For John
Swinton, writing from prison, Quakers’ ‘fear and love of the living God, as he
is known a God near at hand’ was ‘uppermost in their inward parts’, exercising
a conscience free of sin ‘in the spirits of their minds, they being in union with
the spirit of truth, it leads them into all truth, and the love of true things’.
Quakers were faithful to ‘the fear of the living God, that maketh the heart
clean’. For Richard Farnsworth and John Whitehead, in prison in 1664, though
Quakers were ‘hated of the world’ and were suffering ‘persecutions and banish-
ments’, God’s ‘love’ was ‘refreshing’ and the ‘joys of heaven were manifested’ in
the midst of their tribulations. Isaac Penington wrote from a prison ‘so decayed
that it was scarce fit for a dog-house’ to Friends:
O ye dear plants of the right hand of eternity, fear not what is to come to
pass in this visible creation… but sanctify the Lord of Hosts, and let him
be your fear and dread… that ye may be satisfied in the openings and
overflowings of the love of His heart towards you.
Penington declared that The Lord ‘made my bonds pleasant to me’ and
my noisome prison… a place of pleasure and delight, where I was com-
forted by my God night and day, and filled with prayers for His people, as
also with love to and prayers for those who had been the means of out-
wardly afflicting me and others upon the Lord’s account.11
Quaker sufferings were thus issued as testimonies to their own faith and
expressions of their emotions as purified by God. At the same time, Quaker suf-
ferings were clearly issued as an attempt to appeal to the ‘tenderness’, ‘pity’, and
‘compassion’ of readers and to identify persecutors as ‘hard-hearted’ and lacking
in compassion. In Robert Westfield’s 1662 Brief Relation of Some of the Cruel, and
Inhumane Usage, and Great Persecution and Imprisonment of above Four Thousand
Two Hundred and Thirty of the People of God, in Scorn Called Quakers, the
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imprisonments, deaths, violent arrests, and other ‘sufferings’ of the Quakers
throughout England were publicized ‘to the King’, Council, and nation, in such
a manner ‘that if there were any Tenderness in People, it were enough to break
their Hearts’. This call for tenderness, for ‘softening’ the ‘hard-hearted’ in the
reading audience, was part of a campaign by Quakers to evoke ‘pity’ and ‘com-
passion’ for their ‘sufferings’. The text, like many other Quaker works, empha-
sized the sufferings of the aged, women, and children, and of ‘poor’ men,
including ‘Widowes, Girles, and some of 80 Years of age’. It explicitly depicted
those acting against the Quakers as lacking ‘pity’, as in the description of
‘Women great with child [who] have been haled and abused without pitty’. It
evoked in readers’ minds the sufferings of children with their parents ‘cast into
Noisome Dungeons’ and ‘left Fatherless and Motherless’. And it drew readers
into the imaginative space of the Quakers’ own experiences in prisons, declaring
these worse than those executed by Queen Mary:
Queen Maries Law was nothing like this Lingering Martyrdom, that puts
Men and Women in Holes, and will not let them have straw nor Meat; and
they are fain to ease themselves in the same Room where they Lodg, and
Eat, enough to Poyson them; by which several are sick, and some Dead.
It emphasized that Quakers in prison were so thronged ‘that they cannot lie
down altogether, many not having a Foot square of room a piece allowed
them’, until they were carried out sick and dead. Quakers were described as
‘Fettered’ and ‘in Irons’. That this was unjust punishment was repeated multiple
times, as it was said that the Quakers were ‘Innocent’ Inn, denied their trades
and capacities to employ others, had their families sundered, and were physically
abused, all only for peaceful worship and ‘keeping their consciences clear’ in
‘the fear of the lord’:
Oh the Hardheartedness, and Unchristian State, to cause so many Men,
Women, and Widdows that are Innocent, and for worshipping of God to
be cast into Prisons and Dungeons, and their Trades and Husbandry
spoiled, their families Ruined, and laid Waste, and their Children left
Crying in the Streets!12
The leading Quaker Edward Burrough was in prison in Newgate in 1662,
together with several hundred Quakers and Baptists, and declared of Quakers’
sufferings that ‘the nobility of it gains place in many hearts, which are opened in
pity and compassion towards innocent sufferers, and many are affected by our
great afflictions’. Even Richard Baxter, for whom Quakers were fanatics, heret-
ics, and infecting witches, declared that they were ‘so resolute, and gloried in
their constancy and sufferings’ that ‘many turned Quaker, because the Quakers
kept their Meetings openly and went to prison for it cheerfully’. In his 1661
The Quakers Plea, Peter Hardcastle declared that ‘there is a property in English
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people to affect sufferers, and to suffer for our Religion, will more encline the
hearts of people towards us’. Hardcastle tied this to the argument that it was
‘reason and equity’ to ‘allow all people to turn unto, to follow and practice that
Religion which they dare trust their own Souls withal’.13
We saw earlier that Penington declared that he prayed not only for Quakers
but for those ‘who have been the means of outwardly afflicting me’. In the Res-
toration, it became a major theme of Quaker literature that they loved even
their persecutors, in imitation of Christ. In Good Advice to the Church of England,
William Penn held that Christ’s ‘whole business to mankind, from first to last,
was Love’ and that Christ came ‘in much Love’ and preached and pressed it
both to ‘Friends and Foes’. His message was ‘Love Enemies; do good to them
that hate you, forgive those that trespass against you; what you would that other
Men should do unto you, do that unto them’. Christ had ‘liv’d in love, so he
died in Love’ and ‘pray’d and died for them who put him to Death’. Christ
gave thereby ‘an example that we also should follow his steps’. In the 1670
Great Case of Liberty of Conscience, Penn declared that Christ was ‘so far from
persecuting any, that he would not so much as revile his Persecutors, but prayed
for them’. This imitatio Christi was combined directly with the ‘Peace principle’
of Quakers announced in 1661 by Fox, that ‘the spirit of Christ … will never
move us to fight and war against any man with outward weapons’. In his 1662
Quakers Plea, Peter Hardcastle stressed that as Quakers held that it was ‘not
lawful’ to ‘fight against, or go to war with Carnal Weapons in any wise’, they
were axiomatically peaceable.14
Quaker literature on their sufferings, forgiveness of enemies, and pacifist dec-
laration of refusal to take up arms for any cause was intended to identify
Quakers as not to be feared or hated by any, and thereby to dispose people to
support their toleration. Quakers’ sufferings were an important part of many
Quaker works issued in defence of religious toleration. Very heavy emphasis
indeed was placed therein on the central principle of Christianity that ‘one
should do unto others as one would wish they should do unto you’. As Bur-
rough put it in his 1661 Antichrist’s Government Justly Detected, persecution was
unrighteous because it is contrary to the command of God, Do ye to
others as ye would be done unto; but this imposing in matters of Worship,
is a practice done by others, which others would not be done unto by
any, and therefore ‘tis unrighteous.15
The Quaker case for toleration often involved the further identification of
Christianity as a religion of ‘love’ and ‘charity’, with persecution defined as the
antithesis of both. In William Penn’s 1679 Address to Protestants, one of his many
works against the use of force in religion, Penn declared persecution a violation
of Christ’s ‘own Character of himself’, which required Christians to be ‘Meek
in Heart’ and ‘not only forgiving but loving their very Enemies’. For Penn, the
primary cause of persecution was that its supporters had ‘no Religion at Heart’,
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with the first business of religion ‘to soften the Affection’. As he put it, persecu-
tors were ‘devoid of natural Affection, their Religion has no Bowels’, as they
turned ‘Widow and Fatherless’ out of house and home. True religion instead
made men ‘love Enemies, do good to them that hate us, and pray for them that
despightfully use us’. For Penn, men ‘that are angry for God, Passionate for
Christ, that can call Names for Religion, and fling Stones and Persecute for
Faith, may tell us they are Christians’, but they are not. He held that
so much stronger, in Souls truly Religious, is the Power of Love to Man-
kind than any self-revenging Passion, that from an humble and serious
Reflection upon the Mercies and Goodness of God to them, they do not
only suppress any rising of Heart against their persecutors,
but instead ‘with much softness and charity, commiserate their Ignorance and
Fury … This is to be Religious, and therefore those that Persecute for Religion
are Irreligious’. Penn declared that
where no Anger dwells, no Revenge can grow; and if we must love
Enemies, there is no Man left to be hated. This is the doctrine of that
Jesus, that laid down his Life for all: and this is the end for which he
preached it.
There was a need to be ‘such as receive Stripes for Christs sake, and not those
that beat our Fellow-Servants’.16
Thereby answering centuries of Christian arguments for ‘hatred’ and ‘right-
eous anger’ to be directed against heretics and schismatics by arguments from
‘love’, ‘charity’, and ‘doing unto others as you would have them do unto you’,
Quakers also turned against persecution itself the invocation of God’s ‘anger’
and ‘wrath’ and the need to fear it and to forestall God’s punitive interventions.
The epistle dedicatory to William Caton’s 1662 Testimony of a Cloud of Witnesses
against ‘that horrible Evil of Forcing of Conscience, and Persecution about Mat-
ters of Religion’ declared that it was such persecution that would ‘incur Desola-
tion upon the Land, and hasten the Lord’s Judgments upon its Inhabitants’ and
called therefore for ‘free, open, publick and perfect Liberty in the exercise of
Conscience’. For Burrough, it was imposed worship ‘forced by outward
power … [which] grieves and vexes the God of heaven unto wrath and Indig-
nation’. Want of liberty of conscience was ‘the Cause whereby the God of
Heaven is angry and provoked’ and for which he would ‘smite Kingdoms’. It
was for Burrough a judgement in the ‘fear and spirit of the Lord’ that it was
‘perfectly reasonable, Just and Equal, that every man in the world be permitted
his Liberty in the free exercise of his Conscience’. In his 1661 Antichrist’s Gov-
ernment Justly Detected, Burrough declared that ‘Wars, Tribulations, [and] Con-
tentions’ were the terrestrial consequences of intolerance, and if conscience was
imposed upon, ‘then shall misery and destruction certainly be unto you,
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according to the Justice of God’s Vengeance’. Isaac Penington’s 1661 Concerning
Persecution argued that persecution ‘draweth down the wrath of God upon
People, Powers, and Governments, where such Persecution is’.17
In the second half of the seventeenth century, slavery was expanding mas-
sively in British American and Caribbean colonies. Very many Quakers became
slave-owners, including some in the large Quaker community in Barbados and
in Pennsylvania from its founding as a Quaker colony in 1681. Penn was
a slave-owner. Pennsylvania’s Quakers dominated government and developed
a harsh slave code. Many Quaker masters punished their slaves severely. Quakers
started discussing slavery as early as the 1650s. Some seventeenth-century
Quakers, including Fox, emphasized the need for conversion, amelioration, and
eventual manumission. A very small number of seventeenth-century Quakers
developed anti-slavery arguments. As they considered slavery, Fox and these
early Quaker exponents of anti-slavery arguments applied many of the arguments
and much of the language of emotions documented above.18
In 1657, Fox wrote an epistle ‘To Friends beyond Sea, that have Blacks and Indian
Slaves’, which declared that God was ‘no Respecter of Persons … And he hath made
all Nations of one Blood to dwell upon the Face of the Earth’. God had commanded
men to ‘love all Men’. Stressing that the universal light was a gift to all, Fox declared
that God ‘doth Enlighten every Man, that cometh into the World, that they might
believe in the Son’. For Fox, the Gospel was to be
preached to every creature unto Heaven; which is the power that giveth
Liberty and Freedom, and is Glad Tidings to every Captivated Creature
under the whole Heavens… and so, ye are to have the Mind of Christ,
and to be Merciful.
Fox’s emphasis here was thus on preaching, conversion, and mercy towards the
‘captivated’. In 1671, Fox went to Barbados and held Meetings at the house of
a rich Quaker slave-owner where he himself resided. Challenged by Barbadian
authorities that Quakers were fomenting rebellion by holding Meetings attended
by slaves, in his To the Ministers, Teachers and Priests … in Barbados, Fox again
emphasized conversion and amelioration, asserting that Quakers teach slaves to
‘Fear God, and to love their Masters and Mistresses, and to be Faithful and Dili-
gent in their Masters Service and Business; and that then their Masters and
Overseers will Love them, and deal Kindly and Gently with them’. In his 1676
Gospel Family Order, Fox again asserted in a universalist, conversionist, and ame-
liorationist vein that Christ had died ‘for the Tawnes and for the Blacks, as well
as for you that are called Whites’, and that Christ should be preached
to your Ethyopians that are in your Families, that so they may be free
Men indeed, and be tender of them and to them, and walk in Love…
being (as the Scripture affirms) all of one Blood and of one Mold, to
dwell upon the Face of the Earth.
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Applying to slavery the Golden Rule that Quakers had often applied to con-
demn religious intolerance, Fox suggested that if Quakers were in the ‘same
Condition’ as ‘the Blacks are’, they would think it ‘very great Bondage and
Cruelty’. Therefore, ‘do you for and to them, as you would willingly have them
or any other to do unto you … bring them to know the Lord Christ’. Suggest-
ing the desirability of manumission, but placing it into a potentially very distant
future in the lives of slaves, Fox held that it would be ‘very acceptable to the
Lord’, if Masters of Families ‘deal so with their servants, the Negroes and
Blacks, whom they have bought with their Money, to let them go free after
a considerable Term of Years, if they have served them faithfully’. For Fox,
such eventually manumitted slaves—and Fox seems to have thought appropriate
thirty years of service before manumission—should not then go ‘empty-
handed’.19
Having also held Meetings open to slaves on Barbados in 1675, William
Edmundsen later declared that he had been challenged by the governor and Angli-
can priests that Quakers’ inclusion of slaves would make slaves ‘Rebel and cut their
throats’. Edmundsen declared that he had then responded that bringing slaves to
the knowledge of Christ would ‘keep them from rebelling’, but that ‘if they did
rebel, and cut their Throats’ it would be ‘through’ the slave-owners ‘own Doings,
in keeping them in Ignorance, and under Oppression’ and starving them ‘for want
of Meat and Cloaths convenient’. Edmundsen declared in an epistle ‘For friends in
Maryland, Virginia and other parts of America’ that Negroes must ‘feel and partake
of the liberty of the Gospel … Did not God make us all of one mould? And did
not Jesus Christ shed his blood for us all?’ For Edmundsen, God was ‘no Respecter
of Persons, but of every Nation, Tongue and People that fears God … And should
not we show forth the mercies, and kindness of God to our fellow Creatures?’
Christ’s command was ‘to do to others, as we would have them to do to us; and
which of you all would have the blacks or others to make you their Slaves with
out hope or expectation of freedom or liberty?’ In a further letter ‘to Friends’,
written in Rhode Island in 1676, Edmundsen argued that it would be
acceptable with God, and answer the witness in all, if you did consider
their condition of perpetuall slavery, and make their Conditions your
own, and soo fulfil the law of Christ, for perpetual slavery is an Agriva-
sion, and Oppression on the mind.
He ended this letter by challenging his fellow Quakers by asking them, since
‘many of you count it unlawfull to make Slaves of the Indians’, ‘then why the
Negroes?’20
The ‘Germantown Protest’ of 1688 against ‘the traffic of men-body’, com-
posed and signed by four Dutch and German Quakers in a small community of
Germantown, Pennsylvania, argued emphatically that slavery contravened the
Golden Rule: ‘Is there any that would be done or handled at this manner? Viz,
to be sold or made a slave for all the time of his life?’ It declared that
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tho’ they are Black; we can not conceive there is more Liberty to have
them slaves, as it is to have other white ones. There is a saying, that we
shall doe to all men, licke as we will be done our selves; macking no dif-
ference of what generation, descent or Colour they are.
Those who ‘stole men’ and those who purchased them ‘were a licke’. Celebrat-
ing ‘liberty of conscience’, the Protestors declared ‘here ought to be lickewise
liberty of the body’; whereas in Europe ‘are many oppressed for Conscience
Sacke … here are those oppressed, which are of a black colour’. Slavery was
wrong in sundering families, ‘separating wifes from husbands’, and because
‘some sell the children of these poor Creatures to other men’. Identifying the
peace principle as undermined by slavery, and declaring that the right of slaves
to ‘fight for their freedom’ was equal to that of slave-owners, the authors of the
Germantown Protest declared that if the slaves should ‘joint themselves, fight for
their freedom and handel their masters and mastrisses, as these did handel them
before’ would masters then ‘tacke the sword at hand and warr against these poor
slaves … have these negers not as much right to fight for their freedom, as you
have to keep them slaves?’21
An Exhortation and Caution to Friends Concerning Buying or Keeping of Negroes of 1693
was the first anti-slavery tract printed in America and the first adopted as policy by
a Quaker Monthly Meeting—albeit of the splinter Quaker group of self-described
‘Christian Quakers’, who were followers of George Keith and at that time in the pro-
cess of causing schism by emphasizing the requirement of belief in Christ’s redemption
and doctrinal regulation. The ‘Christian Quakers’ included a former signatory of the
1688 Germantown protest, Abraham op den Graeff, while Keith was surely among
those members who had considered in their Meetings the unprinted ‘Germantown
Protest’ in 1688. The Exhortation declared that Christ’s Gospel of ‘Peace, Liberty and
Redemption from Sin, Bondage, and all Oppression’ was to be preached ‘unto all,
without Exception, and that Negroes, Blacks and Tawnies are a real part of Mankind’
and ‘capable of Salvation, as well as White Men’. All ‘sincere Christians’ were to be
conformable unto him in Love, Mercy, Goodness and Compassion, who
came not to destroy Men’s Lives, but to save them, nor to bring any part
of Mankind into outward Bondage, Slavery or Misery, nor yet to detain
them, or hold them therein, but to ease and deliver the Oppressed and
Distressed, and bring into Liberty both inward and outward.
The Exhortation also declared it necessary
that all faithful Friends should discover themselves to be true Christians by
having the Fruits of the Spirit of Christ, which are Love, Mercy, Good-
ness, and Compassion towards all in Misery, and that suffer Oppression
and severe usage, so far as in them is possible to ease and relieve them and
set them free of their hard Bondage.
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The Exhortation indicated that ‘in some places in Europe Negroes cannot be
bought and sold for Money, or detained to be Slaves, because it suits not with
the Mercy, Love and Clemency that is essential to Christianity’. To buy men
and enslave them and their posterity was both a ‘great hindrance’ to the ‘spread-
ing of the Gospel’ and the ‘occasion of much War, Violence, Cruelty and
Oppression’. And slavery transgressed that
Golden Rule and Law, to do unto others what we would have others do
to us… as we and our Children would not be kept in perpetual Bondage
and Slavery against our Consent, neither should we keep them in perpet-
ual Bondage and Slavery against their Consent, it being such intolerable
Punishment to their Bodies and Minds, that none but notorious Criminal
Offendors deserve the same. But these have done us no harme; therefore
how inhumane is it in us so grievously to oppress them and their Children
from one Generation to another.
The Exhortation questioned ‘what greater oppression can there be inflicted upon our
fellow creatures than is inflicted on the poor Negroes’, ‘being brought from their
own Country against their Wills’, with separation of ‘the Husband from the Wife,
and the Children from the Parents’, and because many masters ‘exceedingly afflict
them and oppress them, not only by continual hard Labour, but by cruel Whippings
and other cruel Punishments’. The Exhortation condemned the ‘unparalleled Cruelty
of these cruel and hard-hearted pretended Christians’. It declared that for their
‘Oppressions and Afflictions’ God would visit the ‘same by his righteous and just
Judgments’. It demanded that ‘Mercy’ instead be shown ‘to these poor, afflicted,
tormented miserable Slaves’. The Exhortation recommended ‘in true Christian Love’
that Friends bought slaves only to set them free, and that they emancipated any
already bought ‘after some reasonable time of moderate Service’ that would ‘reason-
ably answer to the Charge of what they have laid out’.22
In 1696, the Pennsylvania Quaker William Southeby composed a markedly
similar critique of slavery in To Friends and All Whom It May Concerne, declaring
that purchasing slaves ‘appears to me to Contradict our Great Law-giver’s holy
precepts and self-denying doctrine, where he saith, whatsoever ye would that
men should do unto you, even so do ye unto them’. Southeby held that ‘the
very act Slavery bearing upon these poor blackamoor’s minds of being kept
slave during term of Life, both of them and their posterity’ was a
barr to stop them for ever comeing trewly to own Christianity, or at least to
believe us to be trew followers of our great Lawgiver Christ Jesus who said,
whatsoever ye would that men should doe unto you, doe ye unto them.
Southeby argued that purchasers could not ‘be altogether clear of the first vio-
lence used in taking of them to be Slaves, because we receive them, which still
encourages the first violente Act in taeking of them’. For Southeby, they were
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of the same mold that we are of, and Christ tasted death for them as well
as us, and hath given them talents to improve as well as us, and if we have
a measure of that Divine Love ruling in us that was so large and incom-
prehensible in him to all mankind, we must manifest it in some degree.
People should not live ‘so high and full as now many by oppression of these
poor people doth’. For Southeby, it was necessary to agree with those slaves ‘we
have already’, that they would ‘serve you so long till they make reasonable satis-
faction for what they cost’, and then to free them. If not, ‘God will heare their
Cry, and also avenge it on their Oppressors’. Southeby declared that
the time is come, and comeing that one nation shall not oppress, nor one
people another; nor make Slaves of Each other, neither that the Great and
merciful God will have respect to any one Sort of People more than to
another, either because they are Black or White or Tawnie.23
Two years later, the Pennsylvania Quaker Robert Piles challenged the legitimacy
of slavery once again by asserting ‘the command’ of Christ, ‘Do unto all men as
ye would have all man doe unto you; and wee would not willingly to be slaves
tearm of life; also considering that Christ dieing for all mankind, they being
a part, though yet ungathered’. Piles identified slavery as based on ‘warr one
with another’ or on being ‘stoln’, and questioned ‘whether our buying of them
do not incurredg rather than discurredg them in that wicked work’. Piles wor-
ried both that slaves might ‘rise in rebellion’ and that Quakers therefore would
need to ‘keep a malisha [militia]; which is against our principles’. Piles suggested
that following some Christianization of slaves, Quarterly Meetings could ‘bee
proper Judges in setting them free’, and in determining any remaining term of
service so that the master was not at ‘too much loss’. And in the same year of
1698 the Maryland Quaker Richard Hill sent a fifteen-line anti-slavery poem to
the English Quaker James Dickinson, declaring slaves ‘objects of pity’ and asking
‘who can but lament the innocent cause of the poor ignorant’. The poem
declared that the ‘groans’ of Africans would ascend to Heaven with even more
reason than had those of enslaved Jews in Egypt. It questioned ‘What Cruell
heart so hard them to deny the Enjoying temporall felicity, whom God possess’d
with rights and Liberty’.24
These radical anti-slavery arguments had little immediate effect. Quaker
slave-owning grew in the eighteenth century in Pennsylvania. The ‘German-
town Protest’ was sent from the Monthly to the Quarterly and then to the
Yearly Meeting, where it was shelved. The ‘Christian Quakers’ supporting
the Exhortation were already schismatic, and Keith was repudiated by the
Quakers and repudiated them. Piles’ criticisms were voiced as personal testi-
mony against his own purchase of slaves. Southeby’s protest helped lead the
1696 Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to issue an ‘advice’ against further import-
ation of slaves, but this was then largely ignored. But these anti-slavery
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writings show the potential the seventeenth-century language of Quaker
emotions and egalitarianism had in opposing slavery by viewing humanity as
‘all of one blood and mould’, and not only arguing for liberty of conscience
and religious toleration against fierce religious persecution, but also condemn-
ing slavery and its cruelty, oppression, and sufferings, and affirming instead
that all humans possessed ‘rights and Liberty’.25
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SHE SUFFERED FOR CHRIST
JESUS’ SAKE
The Scottish Covenanters’ emotional




In the winter of 1704 at the Presbytery Kirk Session in the town of Wigtown in
Galloway, Baillie M’Keand addressed the minister, Mr. Thomas Kerr, and all
those present at the kirk.1 He was burdened by his past. His involvement in
a particular egregious event in May of 1685 at the height of what the Presbyter-
ians termed the ‘Killing Times’ in Dumfriesshire and Galloway in Scotland
weighed heavily upon his conscience. The names of those executed were Mar-
garet Wilson, Margaret Lachlane, William Johnston, John Milroy, and George
Walker.2 Although none of them were Wigtown parish inhabitants, they were
remembered by members of their trans-generational community for having been
executed there on 11 and 12 May 1685.3 Alexander Shields depicted the two
women in the frontispiece image of his book A Hind Let Loose (1687). The
emotional memories of these summary executions, and the practices of remem-
bering performed by the surviving trans-generational members of the commu-
nity were driven by their deep sense of trauma and loss, their hope for
a reformation yet to come, and an abiding reverence for those martyred. By
1714, funeral monuments had been erected in the Wigtown kirkyard to the
women and men executed nearly thirty years earlier, publicly claiming their
martyrdom.
* This research was funded by the Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence in the History of
Emotions, Europe 1100–1800 (CE110001011) through my Associate Investigator Grant
(2011–2014), ‘Emotional Landscapes: English and Scottish Battlefield Memorials 1638–1936’, and
my collaborative Australian Research Council Discovery Grant (DP140101177), ‘Battlefields of
Memory: Places of War and Remembrance in Medieval and Early Modern England and Scotland’
(2014–2016). The research was conducted as part of my Visiting Fellowship at the Institute of
Advanced Studies in the Humanities, The University of Edinburgh, in early 2016, and my Visiting
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Before the assembled gathering in 1704, M’Keand addressed the ‘session for
the privilege of the sacrament which had been denied him these past 19 years’.4
He was ‘declaring his grief of his heart that he should have sitten on the sieze of
these women who were sentenced to die in this place in the year 1685’.5 The
women, known as the two Margarets, one aged 18 and the other about 60, had
refused to take the test of the Oath of Abjuration. This oath was used by author-
ities to enforce religious conformity. It required Covenanters—adherents and
signatories of the National Covenant of 1638, and the Solemn League and Cov-
enant of 1641/42 in support of a Presbyterian form of church government—to
renounce the supremacy of King Jesus by recognising Charles II’s authority as the
king of the church and state in Scotland, as well as labelling those Covenanters,
who had killed Archbishop Sharp of St Andrews in 1679, as murderers. The Wig-
town women refused to take the oath, and they were sentenced to death. The
women were tied to stakes within the tidal flood of the river and were drowned.
According to the Wigtown kirkyard monument, on the following day three men
were publicly hanged for the same offence.
Therefore, while M’Keand named the death of the women, and sought redress
from his kirk community, his address did not specify the nature of his involvement
in the women’s death. Instead, he stated ‘it had been frequently his petition to
God for true repentance and forgiveness for that sin’.6 For M’Keand his involve-
ment in the death of the women created emotions of sorrow, regret, and
unworthiness over time. This sense of sin had prevented his taking the sacrament
with his community. The archive does not record whether his exclusion from the
sacrament was a decision of the kirk community or was self-inflicted.
Significantly, M’Keand makes no mention of the men who were executed on the
following day in his emotional petition to God, only referring to his emotional
state regarding the women. No archival records survive regarding the men, and
we have no way of knowing if (or how) M’Keand was involved. The Presbytery
Kirk Session heard M’Keand’s address and decided to discuss the matter further,
asking him to withdraw from the session. With M’Keand no longer present, the
assembled kirk session set to ‘enquiring into this affair and the carriage of the said
bailie since that time [1685]’. Precisely what was said is not recorded. However,
on being asked to return to the session, and ‘being satisfied with his [M’Keand’s]
conversation since, and the present evidence of repentance now, they granted him
privilege’ once more to take the sacrament.7 Before the gathering, M’Keand was
‘admonished, and exhorted to deliberation, due to [the] tenderness in such [a]
solemn address unto God’.8 The kirk community appraised the supplicant’s appli-
cation and emotional states over the period since the events of nineteen years earl-
ier. Through this process and the evidence of his grief, M’Keand was able both to
seek and be granted atonement and re-entry into his spiritual community.
Those assembled at the Wigtown Presbytery Kirk Session that day were well
acquainted with what had happened in 1685. For example, Patrick M’Kie was
the son of Katherine Lauder who had confessed to withdrawing from the epis-
copal kirk between 1682 and 1684 and who had been fined £250 [Scots] as
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a result of her spiritual defiance.9 The nonconformists in the region had experi-
enced punitive fines and summary executions, only some of the myriad forms of
persecution they suffered. Their suffering also included the quartering of troops
with nonconformist families, which proved a physical hardship, fiscal privation,
and spiritual trial. These were all powerful mechanisms used by the crown in an
attempt to stem and intimidate Covenanter communities, and those associated
with them, in what the authorities saw as a tide of religious rebellion against
Episcopal Church government and the divine right of the king in
Scotland. M’Keand, having been a part of this process for the crown in senten-
cing these women to die, was, in turn, attempting to make peace with his own
emotional trauma. He articulated as much to the kirk session, as his actions were
driven by the ‘grief of his heart’ regarding his involvement ‘in the sieze of these
women who were sentenced to die in this place in 1685’.10 M’Keand’s emo-
tional account is the only surviving archival trace written from the perspective
of a perpetrator and displays the strong emotions generated by direct involve-
ment in the events at Wigtown. The women’s Wigtown kirkyard monument
also lists four male perpetrators associated with the women’s executions: ‘Lagg,
Strachan, Winram and Gr[a]hame’.11 Although the emotional responses of these
men to the women’s deaths are not recorded in the archives, the increasing
humiliation felt by authorities, generated by their failure to quell the rebellion,
must have played some part in the actions they took when the rebels were cap-
tured, tested, and then summarily executed.
In the years leading up to the Killing Times, the authorities in Western Scot-
land had actively sought to drive out nonconformity. For example, when Sir
Andrew Agnew, the Sherriff of Galloway, had refused to take the test, he was
deprived of his office, which was then bestowed upon John Graham of Claver-
house on 19 January 1682. Claverhouse was known simultaneously as ‘Bonnie
Dundie’ and ‘Bloody Clavers’, representing the views of him by heterotopic
emotional communities at this time.12 His brother David Graham was appointed
conjoint Sherriff on 12 May 1682. Two months earlier, in Wigtown on
5 March 1682 Claverhouse had written to the Marquis of Queensbury about his
frustration at the rebels:
Here, in this shire, I find the lairds all following the example of a late
great man and considerable heritor among them; which is to live regularly
themselves, but have their houses constant haunts of rebels and intercom-
muned persons, and have their children baptized by the same, and then
lay all the blame upon their wives. But I am resolved the jest shall pass no
longer here, for it is laughing and fooling the Government.13
With the growing hard-line implementation of summary executions, noncon-
formist women, children, and men increasingly fell foul of the authorities during
the 1680s, and the emotional stakes on both sides of the conflict continued to
escalate.
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The existence of the two female and three male Wigtown martyrs has courted
controversy, but only in the case of the two women. There is a tacit presump-
tion that men die in conflicts. These women, however, have been commemor-
ated, their existence contested, even categorically denied and recast as part of
a fictitious Presbyterian martyrology from 1687 onwards.14 Both the women
and men were tried because of their nonconformist religious views, resulting
from their collective emotional acts of defiance that had set them at odds with
the church and state, with fatal consequences. I will leave aside certain trad-
itional debates that claim the women did not exist, because they sit within
a much broader debate about historiographical approaches, the place of winners
and losers in history, and historical narratives that actively exclude or include
women from accounts of the past as communicated in the present.
As historians, we too have our own conscious and unconscious biases encom-
passed within our emotional language, historical focus, description, and analysis.
Our choice of narrative reflects our unintentional and unacknowledged enthusi-
asm for a particular approach. As such, we need to recognize the peculiarities of
our own emotional language and approaches as historians. We need not only
acknowledge but also articulate what I will term here as our own emotional
blind biases. Therefore, the archives of that past must be examined for all the
traces they reveal, and not just for those which historians consciously or uncon-
sciously choose to include, ignore, or exclude. This then enables us to ask differ-
ent questions of the extant archives in order to concentrate on the power of the
language of emotion to drive action and on the ways emotions can be found in
the surviving evidence trails (text, objects, landscape) that communities leave
behind. For the emotional Covenanter community within Scotland in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, martyrdom was part of the sacrifice
for King Jesus. Emotions also drove the creation and implementation of laws to
combat and quell this rebellion. The resulting summary executions the legisla-
tion enabled were perceived by those who wrote the laws, those who then
enabled them, and those who implemented them as the righteous legal actions
of men and women in support of the state and church of Charles II.
Therefore, the surviving material evidence of acute emotional events like the
Wigtown executions in a persecuted Covenanter community did not always
include direct written testimony. The Covenanters’ emotional responses
demonstrated the existence of this trans-generational community and the accom-
panying practices of perpetuating memories. Every generation, through their own
practices of marking, commemorating, educating, and remembering, attempts to
perpetuate the meaning of events in the new context of the generations that
follow. The Covenanters created a virtual community through print and specific
touch points of memory and memorialization through the physical sites of execu-
tion and the emotional texts on the memorials they erected. As Monique Scheer
states, this occurs in communities because they ‘make use of the capacities of
a body trained by specific social settings and power relations’.15 Covenanter com-
munities considered the fear and joy of suffering and martyrdom central to their
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communal experience and identity and used specific words such as ‘martyrdom’
and ‘reformation’ to drive and maintain the emotional quality of their texts.
Pivotal to this Covenanter community are Scheer’s four types of emotional
practice: mobilizing, naming, communicating and regulating emotion. All are
recoverable in the surviving evidence of Covenanter activities, ranging from
their clandestine religious meeting places in the hills, the dynamic nature of the
creation and updating of printed accounts of the last testimonies of their martyrs,
and the practice of erecting monuments using the language of the martyrs’ suf-
fering and the hope of a reformation to come in their incised texts. These are
examples of Scheer’s contention that ‘emotional arousals that seem to be purely
physical are actually deeply socialized’.16 A godly community, such as the Cov-
enanters, thrived on their zeal in the quest for an ongoing reformation and their
joy at acts of martyrdom. Furthermore, their process of collecting memory and
remembering was driven by their religious persecution. These communities
experienced a cycle of different emotions that nurtured and drove them on in
their quest for reformation; these emotions ranged from a fear of death to
a reverence of death to a joy of martyrdom. They exemplify Scheer’s thesis ‘that
this feeling subject is not prior to but emerges in the doing of emotion’.17 The
individual is part of an emotional community, and as such is immersed in its
physical and linguistic practices. These communities then, in Barbara Rosen-
wein’s sense, are ones where emotions, the mind, and body function as ‘a locus
for innate and learned capacities deeply shaped by habitual practices’.18
An emotional community comprises trans-generational members, and the
actions of each generation works towards the attainment of future changes over
time in different ways. When direct memory fails, then those generations that
follow actively remember, retell and narrate the past within the new context
and concerns of their present. Therefore, the two women and three men pub-
licly executed in Wigtown demonstrated the real emotional power of their deci-
sion not to take the Oath of Abjuration. Their actions were driven by religious
dissent, as well as by their preparedness to die for their beliefs and community as
martyrs. It also demonstrates the involvement of godly women, men, and chil-
dren in Dumfriesshire, Galloway, and beyond in Scotland, caught up in
a violent and bloody period during the religious wars of the late seventeenth
century. The emotional impact of these acts of martyrdom echoed into the fol-
lowing centuries.
The Covenanters were the adherents and signatories of the National Coven-
ant (1638) and the Solemn League and Covenant (1641/2). These agreements
that were signed by kirk congregations, some of them in blood, supported the
establishment of a Presbyterian church throughout not only Scotland, but also
England that would do away with bishops and the episcopal form of church
government. While many in Scotland and England had adhered to these coven-
ants, by 1650 the covenanted citizen’s experience of the actuality of that spiritual
triumph in church government would prove fleeting.19 The Restoration of
Charles II in 1660 saw the established church in Scotland lurch back to
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episcopacy (that is, to church government through the rule of bishops by Stat-
ute) in 1662. The Covenanters, also known as the Societies, were now branded
nonconformists, who in turn, were set on their own aim of completing what
they now saw as the incomplete reformation of the Church of Scotland. Their
ongoing struggle was to reinstate the Presbyterian form of church government.
The Covenanters found their loyalty challenged and their faith and religious
worship tested. Driven out of their parish kirks, they worshipped in clandestine
conventicles held in the open, in all seasons, on the hills and moors from c.1662
onwards. First under Charles II, and then James VII & II, a Covenanter’s indi-
vidual adherence was to King Jesus, rather than to the crown. They refused to
take the Oath of Abjuration, which required every individual to swear allegiance
to the king as head of the church, and his institution of an episcopal kirk within
Scotland. Instead, fuelled by their belief in the covenants they had signed, they
renounced both king and episcopal kirk in favour of their radical field preachers
and declared the supremacy of King Jesus over all forms of manmade govern-
ment, both state and church.
The radical nature of the Covenanters’ pursuit of a return to a covenanted
Scotland is evident in the crown’s emotional language used against them in the
Oath of Abjuration, intended to pull all dissenters into line and ultimately into
conformity. If apprehended, women, men, and children were asked to take the
test oath:
I, A.B., doe hereby abhorre, renounce, and disowne in presence of the
Almighty God the pretended declarations of warr lately affixed at severall
paroch churches in so far as it declares a warr against his sacred Majesty
and asserts that it is lawfull to kill such as serve his Majestie in church,
state, army or country.20
The telling point for the government centred on the emotional words they used
in the Oath of Abjuration, such as ‘abhore’ and ‘disowne’, as well as labelling
the Covenanters’ public claims as ‘pretended declarations’. Conflicting emotion-
ally charged and laden terms were also used to describe the death of Archbishop
James Sharp, Chaplain to Charles II, who in 1661 was consecrated Archbishop
of St Andrews (1618–1679) and was a fierce detractor of the Presbyterians.
Sharp had survived an assassination attempt by James Mitchel on 11 July 1668 in
Edinburgh, for as Archbishop Gilbert Burnet recounted, ‘Sharp was so univer-
sally hated, that, tho’ this was done in the full day light, and on the high street,
yet no body offered to seize the assassin’.21 But in May 1679, he was pulled
from his carriage at Magnus Moor near St Andrews by a band of nine Coven-
anters from Fife, comprising ‘two lairds, a weaver, and six tenant farmers’.22
Sharp was ‘shot and stabbed … to death before his own daughter Isabelle’s
eyes’.23 This event was understood and interpreted by the state and the Coven-
anters in opposing ways: for the government it was considered the murder of
‘such as serve his Majesties in church, state, army or country’; while the
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Presbyterian Covenanters saw it as a lawful killing, a just act under God’s law
rather than man’s law, in the ongoing struggle and quest for a return to
a covenanted church government that may take generations to achieve.
Part of the strategies used by the crown in creating these acts of exclusion was
the emotional language they used in drafting this legislation. Perplexed, John
Livingston in 1671 claimed ‘It is not now Episcopacy and Ceremonies, that is
the Controversie’, but rather, ‘whether Jesus Christ be King of this own
Church … or if the Leviathan of the Supremacy shall swallow it all up’.24 As
the twentieth-century historian, and Scottish nationalist, Agnes Mure Mackenzie
concluded:
The whole ‘Killing Time’ turns on that Oath [of Abjuration]… All
through the winter of 1684–5 this state of things sprawled and smouldered
in the South-West [of Scotland]. Then on the 5th February Charles II
died, and the throne of the three kingdoms passed for a brief while to his
brother, James, Duke of Albany and York [James VII & II], a Catholic, as
firm as [the Covenanter James] Renwick [executed in 1688] in his own
creed [by fixing his declaration to church doors]. As accessions go, it was
not an auspicious one.25
After the death of Charles II, and then during the reign of his brother, the
openly Roman Catholic James VII & II, the Scottish Covenanters were sub-
jected to waves of religious persecution, discrimination, and banishment, each
re-enforced with renewed vigour and viciousness, and the practice of summary
executions; many witnessed by the eyes and ears of their trans-generational fam-
ilies. The arrival of William of Orange did nothing to stem this violent discrim-
ination in pre-1707 Scotland. The Covenanters in Scotland and in exile
remained a revered, reviled, and persecuted minority, who in turn remained
resolute in their endeavours, as Christian soldiers, to complete the unfinished
business of the Calvinist Reformation. For King Jesus to ultimately triumph in
a global project for their religious freedom, the Covenanters concluded that the
religious battleground of Scotland must first be won. Their actions were increas-
ingly met by the state with punitive acts designed to subjugate and displace
them, acts that required the ultimate tariff, that of human life, for any breach.
The Scottish Calvinist communities in exile across Europe provided the emo-
tional bedrock for those of their brethren still in Scotland. The Covenanters
incurred corporeal acts of legal torture, branding, summary execution, or banish-
ment to the plantations and colonies of Jamaica, Barbados, and Virginia.
The events leading up to the executions at Wigtown over two days in
May 1685 reflect the heightened emotional stakes on both sides: for the perse-
cuted and excluded and for those that created and then implemented the ecclesi-
astical and legal framework for that religious conformity and the accompanying
acts of execution. Certain words were used to label and stigmatize both Coven-
anter societies and their individual members. The reality of this legislation was
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that it not only excluded people from their emotional attachments to the realm,
but also created conflicting emotions within their economic, social, familial, as
well as spiritual communities, and the testing of their loyalties. It is important to
note here that not every Covenanter chose the joy of martyrdom and King
Jesus over their own sense of fear, self-preservation, and self-interest, often to
the cost of other members of their community.
Equally, the responses to this legislation by the Covenanters faithful to their
cause deployed emotional language of their own as part of the strategies that
enabled them to create a counter-culture. Their community and spiritual wor-
ship survived, through God’s will, beyond the boundaries of the kirkyard, in
their clandestine meetings held in private homes or out of view on the open
hillsides. Both the church and state, and the Covenanters embroiled in this vio-
lent conflict, held a staunch belief that God was on their respective sides. Both
the crown and the Covenanters believed theirs was the only true path to godly
worship. What is more, each side believed that God sanctioned their actions,
even when they moved into the realms of killing as acts of holy violence.
On 23 April 1685, only weeks before the events at Wigtown in May 1685,
an Act Against Preachers at Conventicles and Hearers at Field Conventicles proclaimed
that ‘Our soveraign lord, considering the obstinacy of the fanatical party who,
notwithstanding all the laws formerly made against them’ took further legal
avenues to stem their rebellious tide. For the Covenanters did ‘persevere to
keep their house and field conventicles, which are the nurseries and rendez-
vouzes of rebellion’. The Government feared the trans-generational nature of
this rebellion with the radical Covenanters being perceived as ranging in age
from the very young to the very old. Left with no option, ‘therfor his majesty,
with consent of his estates in parliament, doth statute and ordain’ this act. The
emotional heart of this act was ‘that all such as shall hereafter preach at such
fanatical house or field-conventicles … as also such as shall be present as hearers
at field conventicles, shall be punished by death and confiscation of their
goods’.26 Such legislation engendered extreme emotional responses, such as the
prospect of a joyous martyrdom by those condemned to die and the possibility
of exacting vengeance by those who enforced it.
Archibald Campbell, ninth Earl of Argyll, who was executed on 30 June 1685,
demonstrated in his speech on the scaffold the emotional script of martyrdom to
be followed, and as found in the myriad printed pamphlets purporting to contain
his final words. Argyll railed against those who were ‘chusing sin rather than suf-
ferings, and a short life with eternal Death rather than Temporary Sufferings with
a Crown of Glory’.27 What is more, Campbell continued:
at my death I would pray that there should never want on[e] of the Royal
Family to be a Defender of the True, Antient, Apostolick, Catholic, Prot-
estant Faith, which I now do; and that God would enlighten and forgive
all of them that either hid in Error, or have shrunk back from their
Profession.28
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But while Campbell’s course was run, ‘in all Events’ he did ‘pray God may pro-
vide for the security of his Church, that Antichrist nor the Gates of Hell may
not prevail against it’.29 Campbell’s speech was printed, and those who did not
witness his execution in person could then read, or hear read aloud, the love
and hatred from his printed speech. The emotional ways in which his script was
read produced either joy or loathing in turn.
On 16 July 1685, A Proclamation, For a Thanksgiving Throughout the Kingdom of
Scotland, for the Late Defeat of the Kings Enemies was made. This was in response
to the deaths of ‘James Scot late Duke of Monmouth, and Archibald Campbell
late Earl of Argile’ who ‘with Traiterous Confederates and Accomplices …
invaded both Our Kingdoms of Scotland and England by Armed Force’. Their
‘purpose [was] to have destroyed Us, and all Our good and Loyal Subjects, and
subverted Our Government in Church and State’. The emotional rationale for
this day of thanksgiving was contained within the proclamation: for ‘it having
pleased Almighty God (by whom Kings Reign, and Princes decree Justice) by
his Miraculous Providence and Omnipotent hand…[to] confound and blast
Hellish Devices and Projects of these our Enemies, and utterly to discomfite and
subdue them’. It was precisely because of ‘a Due and Religious sense of Gods so
great Mercy and Deliverance towards us, and Our People in these Realms,
Thought fit … to set apart solemn days of Thanksgiving’. The purpose was
clear ‘for offering solemn Praise to Almighty God … that his Divine Majesty
may continue his undeserved Goodness towards Us…’30 Each side involved in
this battle understood the outcome as a demonstration of God’s bounty towards
them or as a lesson to urge repentance and begin a godly life anew.
Emotional communication practices are evident in the Covenanter archives
and surviving material culture. The community mobilized to find safe, clandes-
tine places of worship. In the face of death, the executed Covenanter martyrs
regulated their emotions by placing great importance on the words of their final
public testimonies. These testimonies were in turn collected, printed, dissemin-
ated, and reiterated amongst their communities, first, in 1667 in Naphtali, or The
Wrestling of the Church of Scotland for the Kingdom of Christ Contained in a True and
Short Deduction Thereof, from the Beginning of the Reformation to Religion, Until
the Year 1667. Together with the Testimonies of Some Who Have Died for the Truth
Since the Year 1660.31 The trans-generational intention of this work is evident in
its title, for this collection took its name from Naphtali, which was Hebrew for
my struggle and my strife. Naphtali was also the name of one of the sons of
Bilhal, whom Rachael gave to her husband in order to produce children and
heirs and one of the twelve tribes of Israel in the Old Testament. As the perse-
cution of the Covenanters continued, Naphtali was republished with new testi-
monies added over time. This was the emotional work of a trans-generational
community driven by their perceived need for this ongoing reformation, a work
still in progress.
The response of the crown to such publications was swift. On 12 Decem-
ber 1667, in order to combat ‘a most treasonable and seditious pamphlet,
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entitled, Naphtali; Or the Wrestling of the Church of Scotland, lately imported,
vended and dispersed within this kingdom’, all copies were to be surrendered
to the sheriffs or deputies of each shire and then transferred to the Clerk of
the Privy Council by 12 January 1667/8. Anyone caught with a copy of this
text after this date, was to be fined 2000 pounds of Scots money, and be sub-
jected to the punishments for the printing of seditious materials. Those copies
that were confiscated were to be ‘publically burnt in the high street of Edin-
burgh, near to the Mercat-Cross thereof, by the hand of the hangman’. The
printing and publishing of this order by the king’s printer therefore allowed
‘none to pretend ignorance’.32 The vengeful and punitive actions of the
crown were driven by a fury and fear of what was understood as ongoing
religiously inspired acts of treason and sedition in Scotland. The crown called
these trans-generational religious gatherings ‘conventicles’ and ‘nurseries and
rendezvouses of rebellion’; the Reverend Alexander Shields considered them
‘nurseries of zeal and godliness’.33
For the Covenanters, like the mid-seventeenth-century Royalists and Regi-
cides before them, exile and banishment stretched, but did not break, the emo-
tional bonds of these communities. Their emotional actions revealed emotional
strategies that were deployed to create a cohesion of emotions based on action
words, such as suffering, persecution, burden, martyrdom, hope, thanks, refor-
mation, and covenant. Some of these emotional action words, such as ‘grief’,
were used simultaneously, by multiple and even opposing communities, while
certain words set those communities apart. What we have then are events that
are bound up with emotions.
The events of 1685 generated, for the Covenanters, a sequence of contem-
porary documentation and material culture that in turn fits within the dynamic
process of emotional communities dealing with violence, suffering, trauma, and
its aftermath. Within this timeframe then there is evidence of communities rec-
ognizing these emotional acts, creating a minimalist narrative framework in
which to articulate the existence of that violent event. Then a space for collect-
ive suffering endured by these communities over time is acknowledged, recog-
nized, articulated, renovated, and revitalized with new emotional scripts and
actions from the growing number of sufferers. Each new emotional act provides
a didactic text or object of interpretation for the following generations. The
transmission of events from memory to remembering required these emotional
acts to be recorded and re-enacted through emotional scripts such as the last tes-
timonies in Naphtali, or at the very least, an acknowledgement that each death
had occurred and was committed to memory and then retold.
While the crown could control the kirk, and regulate those who preached
there, it could not control the conventicles that had sprung up in response to
what many considered unacceptable church doctrine. Held in the hills beyond
the kirkyard, they remained there under threat of discovery and reprisal. These
communities may have been small, but they had a disproportionate influence on
other like-minded Covenanters, for this emotional community’s spiritual goal
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usurped any obligations they perceived they had to king and country. The
trans-generational nature of this process is also central to consider, for the course
taken by the young in communities in Western Scotland, may either have
adhered to, or differed greatly from, the projected spiritual path set out for them
by their parents and elders.
The material survival of a battered field Bible demonstrated for the Covenant-
ers the emotional actions of their God-given resilience in the face of persecu-
tion. This was experienced by the women, men, and children that assembled
illegally to worship King Jesus. They risked paying a very high penalty if they
were discovered. For example, the damaged seventeenth-century Bible of field
preacher, William Hannay of Tundergarth, Dumfriesshire, is held in the
National Museum of Scotland Covenanter Permanent Exhibition. The accom-
panying NMS exhibition card states the following:
Hannay was hiding in straw in a barn when government troops
approached. He escaped to the hills but left this Bible behind and later
returned to find it damaged by a sword cut.34
The Bible had been handed down through generations, as a holy relic of the
Church of Scotland, and as an example of God’s mercy, for the owner of
the Bible had escaped unharmed.35 The violence exacted upon the Bible by the
trooper in turn demonstrated his own emotional response in finding that his
rebel quarry had escaped him, unharmed. This form of material culture evidence
was read by the Covenanters as a sign of God’s intervention in the everyday life
of a godly individual.
In early modern Germany, as Susan C. Karant-Nunn has observed, sharing in
the suffering of Christ was a journey for the imagination.36 For some Covenant-
ers in Scotland, however, suffering and even martyrdom were practical realities,
where emotional scripts were played out and then retold with additional layers
of emotional rhetoric by the generations of family and friends that followed
them. What was graphically and confrontingly real for those who had actually
attended and witnessed these public executions was then carried in the traumatic
memory, conversations, and silences about these events amongst those that lived
on. Each generation elaborated these accounts with the express purpose and
through the evolving emotional scripts they deployed, of stirring the imagination
of Christ’s suffering and martyrdom within the godly.
The oral testimony of Helen Alexander (c.1653/54–1729), privately printed
by her family in the mid-nineteenth century as Passages in the Lives of Helen
Alexander and James Currie of Pentland (Belfast: privately published, 1869) reveals
the scripts followed by women such as her. Helen Alexander had been
a committed member of James Renwick’s conventicle during the 1680s. As
David Mullen has argued, that commitment brought her perilously close to the
gibbet.37 Alexander recounted the events surrounding Renwick’s execution:
‘And when Mr-Renwick was execute [in Edinburgh on 17 February 1688],
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I went and saw him in prison’. The recounting of the emotional acts of the suf-
ferers included their emotional script. On visiting Renwick prior to his execu-
tion, Helen Alexander said to him, ‘“Ye will get white robes”; and he said,
“And palms in my hands”’, referring to a verse from Revelations. Alexander
continued: ‘when he was execute, I went to the Greyfriar’s Yard, and I took
him in my arms till his … clothes were taken off, and I helped to wind him
before he was put in the coffin’.38 Renwick had, within God’s company, suf-
fered martyrdom. Alexander’s sufferings, perseverance, and progress through life
was judged by her to be the result of God’s intervention:
And I had a long fever; but my lord, that many a time brought me
through, brought me through at this time, for which I bless the Lord. It
was for his sake I suffered that and many other things; but my soul had
cause to bless the Lord that he was aye with me in all my trials.39
Helen Alexander and her husband James Currie would later erect a funeral monu-
ment to the Covenanter martyrs in Greyfriars kirkyard in Edinburgh in 1706.
Within this emotional community, defined neither by geographical nor polit-
ical borders, God’s presence in the Covenanters’ lives persisted. The suffering
endured by them was seen as part of God’s purpose; even if the ultimate cost
was death, there was the certainty of salvation. As Alec Ryrie has concluded,
‘Protestants’ despair was rooted in their almost narcissistic concern with their
own spiritual well-being’.40 But as Ryrie explains, that narcissism was symptom-
atic of early modern Protestants who ‘paid such close attention to their emo-
tions’, because ‘they expected to meet God in them. Emotion was a form of
revelation’.41 Therefore, the emotional burden of a martyrdom suffered for King
Jesus placed those self-assessing Protestants well up the ladder of the godly elect
and demonstrated to others a path to salvation. The printed accounts of the last
testimonies of the Covenanter martyrs served a dual function: to record the
events and accounts offered during their suffering and to provide a didactic text
through which emotional scripts for men, women, and children were rehearsed
and retold to following generations by those who survived. These texts co-
existed with the emotional actions and scripts disseminated by word of mouth
and provided an emotional ballast to those persecuted communities within Scot-
land, as well as in England, Ireland, and other places of exile. Print was the tech-
nology that easily disseminated dissenting Covenanter claims or what the crown
termed seditious views. Print, unlike human bodies, could not be curtailed by
geographic or social boundaries. Once read, the memory of that text could not
be entirely removed, even by public acts of burning by the hangman’s hand.
Print provided an intangible intellectual space and theological place in a godly
firmament for a community of saints and sufferers, in which to commune while
experiencing physical depravations.
The Covenanters, as a trans-generational community, clearly viewed their
emotional experiences as a way of revealing and analysing God’s work in
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their everyday lives, especially during times of great personal trial or triumph.
Beyond the printed text of the Holy Scripture, God also spoke directly to the
godly in order to guide daily life as an interior voice, within and apart from
their physical world yet acting as a bridge between the individual spirituality
of the believer and King Jesus. When the journal of Archibald Johnstone of
Wariston reflected on the sudden death of his wife, Wariston mapped out ‘his
grief’, proclaiming in the context of his own emotional turmoil, ‘Lord,
I sould <sic> preferre thy glory to my salvation’. As Ryrie notes, this grief
was countered by the ‘influx of extraordinary spiritual comfort and confi-
dence’ Wariston experienced, that led him immediately to conclude the cer-
tainty of his own salvation.42 That the Covenanters were the elect was an
overriding belief for every generation.
In the twenty-first century, landscape evidence of the events of 1685 in Wig-
town still lie marked by a heritage trail to the martyrs of the Killing Times. The
Wigtown martyrs’ monuments and pilgrimage trail demonstrate how, over time,
the ongoing memory of these events were transformed into communal expres-
sions of remembrance and forgetting, by actively re-inscribing this emotional
landscape after the initial violent events. By the nineteenth century, the rehabili-
tation of the Covenanters occurred after the fracture of the Church of Scotland
following the Disruption of 1843 and with the aim of helping to create
a Scottish identity. James J. Coleman has discussed how from the nineteenth
century onwards ‘different localities within Scotland invoked covenanting
memory as a means of celebrating their own contribution to Scotland’s national-
ity’ for the express purpose of defining Scottish identity and nationalism in their
present.43 Gordon Pentland has analysed this practice in the reform politics of
nineteenth-century Scotland.44 Covenanter memorials have also been the subject
of concerted cataloguing, most recently in the twentieth century in Thorbjörn
Campbell’s Standing Witnesses: An Illustrated Guide to the Scottish Covenanters
(1996).45 Magnus Magnusson described these memorials as ‘sad, proud and often
neglected monuments and headstones all over Scotland commemorating the
martyrs to the Covenant during the “Killing Time”’ of 1685.46 Initially, these
highly emotional events occurred within the context of an unfinished religious
war. In the centuries following, when monuments were erected, that historical
past was then purposefully written by members of this trans-generational com-
munity, as a narrative of the pre-history to the present. However, it was now
being used in a very different historical context and for different purposes after
the Church of Scotland Disruption of 1843.47
What we have here then are emotions as drivers of social, political, cul-
tural, and religious change and conflict. Simultaneous emotional communities
(Episcopal and Covenanter) exist in open conflict, with the power of govern-
ment and monarch holding sway over what can and will be publicly com-
memorated, as well as how this is to be done. The persecuted communities
then take to print, and later to memorial inscriptions, to record their place in
this emotional landscape of religious conflict. Helen Alexander reflected as
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she was ‘interrogate by Sir William Patterson, a Clerk of the Privy Council’
about whether Andrew Gulon had come ‘to my house’. ‘He asked if any
vagabonds came to my house, and I said, “No” (for so they termed these
sufferers)’. 48 The oppositional terms used to describe Andrew Gulon demon-
strate the emotion behind the use of each word, for Sir William Patterson’s
vagabonds were Helen Alexander’s sufferers. In order to analyse this fracture
point I have focussed upon historical moments and data related to contentious
acts of summary execution. Words and deeds then become heterotopic signa-
tures upon an emotional landscape that is simultaneously national, non-
conformist, familial, traumatic, and victorious.
These emotional acts are part of the emotional dialogue generated by these
trans-generational communities. For those women, men, and children present at
these events are also the keepers of the material culture evidence of suffering
and are responsible for the recollection and retelling of their emotional personal
narratives. Their emotional-language infused actions were used over time as
a litmus test against which the realities of their present were measured and medi-
ated by their temporality.
This analysis has raised important additional questions for future research in
the history of emotional actions. Firstly, we need to consider the age of the pro-
tagonists involved in these events, the significance of gender as well as the social
and cultural sorts of people that appear or are removed from traditional historical
accounts. Do the registers of emotion that we recover and calibrate through
textual analysis conform to what we know about the emotional capacities of
persons of that age, gender, and social status in these past societies? As historians,
we are bonded labourers to the past. But the subjects of our research are caught
in their present. The inevitability of what will transpire for them is not available
to them in its entirety. Their knowledge of the emotional actions of suffering
and martyrdom are driven by their fluid emotions—such as fear, hope, despair,
or disbelief. Secondly, our own emotions as historians writing about these
events may in turn be tinted by knowledge of the horrific inevitability of what
we know will actually play out. As historians, we cannot unknow the sequence
of known events from the past, nor can we forget them. Emotions are embed-
ded in what historians choose to say, how they say it, where they recount these
stories, as well as whether they choose to withhold their speech and remain
silent about the past. Therefore, spaces, places, texts, memories, and objects are
repositories of emotional acts that historians either purposefully acknowledge or
wilfully disregard.
Finally, the recognition that places of execution/murder create a contested het-
erotopic emotional landscape is important to remember and acknowledge. Such
sites of suffering are sites of emotional acts, spaces for the existence of conflicting
memories, and opposing processes of remembering. By banishing those captured
Covenanters from Scotland’s shores to the Americas and the Caribbean, the crown
attempted to physically remove the threat of further rebellion. But in doing so they
also removed those individuals from their physical, spiritual, economic, social, and
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emotional landscapes and either greatly diminished or exiled those communities.
For those who remained spiritually and culturally banished within their own land-
scapes in Scotland, their survival was a waiting game, driven by the hope achieved
from continuing to hold covert and clandestine meetings of the faithful undetected.
The blood of martyrs nourished not only that landscape, but also the imagination,
offering succour to the spiritual and emotional needs and actions of those trans-
generational Covenanters who remained alive. For those in every generation who
lived on into old age, hope and joy continued to support them, sustaining their
struggle for a completed reformation for King Jesus’s sake.
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Emotions, identity, and the Jews’
inverted Christmas*
Daniel Barbu
CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE, PARIS SCIENCES-ET-LETTRES
Because a Jew or Jewish heart is so devilishly hard, hard as wood, stone, iron, it
cannot be moved in any way.
Martin Luther1
Emotions, religion, and identity
In a small book written in the wake of the Second World War, The Teaching of
Contempt, the French historian Jules Isaac, whose wife and daughter were mur-
dered at Auschwitz, examined the role of traditional Christian anti-Judaism in
the spread of modern anti-Semitism.2 Beyond the specific and dramatic events
Isaac was striving to understand, the book raised an important and recurring
question: what is the role of religion in the internalization of prejudice, of feel-
ings of exclusion and hostility, of deeply seated (conscious or unconscious)
antagonizing emotions? Emotions have long held a special place in ancient and
modern theories of religion, be it as part of a discourse identifying fear and
terror as the primeval source of religion, or in the more theologically oriented
attempts to define religion itself as an emotional experience.3 The work of his-
torians of emotions, however, focusing on the social and cultural construction of
emotions in a variety of contexts, allows us to frame the question from
a different perspective.
Historians never have access to the emotional experience of an individual,
group, or society, but only to emotions as they are discursively framed within
* Warm thanks go to Philippe Borgeaud, Nicolas Meylan, Giovanni Tarantino, and Charles Zika for
their comments on the various drafts of this chapter. Any remaining shortcomings are however
entirely mine.
what Barbara Rosenwein has termed an ‘emotional community’. Rosenwein
describes emotional communities as ‘groups in which people adhere to the same
norms of emotional expression and value—or devalue—the same or related
emotions’, noting that ‘[n]o one is born knowing appropriate modes of expres-
sion, or whether to imagine emotions as internal or external, or whether to
privilege or disregard an emotion. These things make up the “feeling rules” that
societies impart’.4
Rosenwein’s work seeks to engage in a deep history of early medieval culture
by identifying precisely such emotional communities and tracing their evolution
over time. I will here venture to suggest a slightly different approach. My object-
ive is not to consider how certain emotions are valued, expressed, or withheld in
a given context, and thus outline an emotional community; but rather, how indi-
viduals, groups, and societies are bound together by the feelings they nurture
towards others. In other words, I am interested in the way the social construction
of emotions shapes specific notions of identity and alterity.5 As argued by Sara
Ahmed, ‘knowing how we feel about the other, is what aligns us with
a collective, which paradoxically “takes shape” only as an effect of such
alignment’.6 Among scholars of religion, Bruce Lincoln has explored how myth-
ical narratives can foster feelings of inclusion and exclusion and mobilize specific
emotions in a given discursive context.7 Myths undoubtedly codify identities, but
what is remarkable in Lincoln’s analysis is precisely the notion that identity itself is
a matter of feeling—a process through which individuals as much as the groups to
which they belong are brought to coalesce or split at the level of emotions. Such
an approach could of course be applied to other materials in order to evaluate
how religious groups are bound by similar emotional mechanisms of identifica-
tion, or conversely of estrangement and alienation, by feelings of inclusion and
exclusion. This would also help illuminate what might be called ‘the teaching of
contempt’, the way we learn to feel about others, and alas too often are brought
to share a visceral, deeply emotional abjection of the other. In what follows, I will
try to explore the question of emotion, religion, and identity by looking at
Jewish–Christian polemics in the late medieval and early modern periods.
The Jews’ hidden transcript
Jews and Christians may be described as members of co-existing—sometimes
intersecting—yet irreducibly distinct, emotional communities, split as much over
theological questions as over feelings and emotions, in particular with regard to
one another. But the history of Jewish-Christian relations also reflects how
asymmetries of power impact the history of emotions: Jews living in a Christian
world in the Middle Ages and early modern period were obviously not free to
express how they felt about Christians in the same way that Christians could
express how they felt about Jews. And indeed, the Christian discourse on Jews
and more particularly on Jewish emotions—‘I hate him for he is a Christian’, as
the Jew Shylock famously declares in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice—served
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both to justify how Christians felt about Jews and the social and political subjec-
tion of Jews in western Christendom.
There is undeniably a dialectical relationship between the animosity of Jews
and Christians as reflected in their respective polemical literature and logics of
exclusion, but its impact and consequences can only be described as dramatically
uneven. In certain contexts, Jews could presumably allow themselves to be bold
in defending their identity and asserting their view of Christianity. More often,
however, the matter required a certain amount of discretion. Jews living in
western Christendom undoubtedly developed and integrated a number of cul-
tural strategies aimed at preserving their faith and way of life in the face of
Christian enmity and missionary pressure—including fierce anti-Christian
polemics. Yet they were always at the risk of being accused of blasphemy and
thus at risk of inflaming anti-Jewish violence. Jews ‘could not afford to offer the
partial admission that deep within its structures, their culture contained strategies
of internal resistance to the religious narrative of Christian society … [They] had
no choice but to conceal these strategies’.8 Such strategies were of course not
only textual, but also emotional, rooted in the Jews’ ‘hidden transcript’—to
borrow James C. Scott’s words—part of a culture and discourse that could only
be expressed in hiding, ‘behind the back’ of power holders.9 According to
Scott, such hidden transcripts are in fact inherent to every situation of social and
political subordination, enabling minority cultures to cope with their subordin-
ation and assert their own identity and social space within the broader social
world, all the while resisting and challenging the dominant discourse. In some
cases, the Jews’ hidden transcript doubtless took quite vituperative forms. Israel
J. Yuval thus pointed to the anti-Christian element of the liturgy and eschat-
ology of medieval Ashkenazi Jews.10 In other cases, it could be formulated in
more subtle ways, for instance in the form of Jewish parodies of Christian dis-
course and rituals, inconspicuously embedded in Jewish works of art or literature
or specific religious practices.11 Undoubtedly, one of the most prominent
instance of such a hidden transcript is provided by the narrative known as Tole-
dot Yeshu (the Life of Jesus)—a widely popular narrative among medieval and
early modern Jews.12
Toledot Yeshu, often described as an anti-Gospel or a parody of the gospels,
turns the foundational story of Christianity into a ludicrous farce. The work pre-
sents Jesus as a disgruntled student of the rabbis who turned to heresy and magic
after his shameful origins were uncovered—namely, that his mother conceived
him in adultery. Wishing to be worshipped as a god, he gathers a crowd of gul-
lible followers by performing would-be miracles with the help of God’s magical
name (the Tetragrammaton), which he has stolen from the Holy of Holies in
the Jerusalem temple. After a series of twists and turns worthy of a fantasy novel
(including an aerial battle with Judas Iscariot), he is eventually captured by the
rabbis and sentenced to death as one who has incited his people to idolatry.
Toledot Yeshu offers a blatant attack on the Christian myth and on the central
tenets of Christianity. The narrative has of course no part in the normative
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corpus of rabbinic Judaism, yet it bears strong normative overtones and was in
fact recognized as an important historical source by Jewish scribes and scholars.13
Such a narrative understandably became a privileged medium for expressing
Jewish self-confidence and venting anti-Christian feelings—inter alia through
mockery and laughter. James C. Scott in fact emphasized the powerful emo-
tional valence of the hidden transcript; indeed, Toledot Yeshu had a formidable
emotional impact in certain contexts—both for Christian readers, who insisted
that this was a story one ‘could neither tell nor hear without crying’, and for
Jews, for whom the story, which they likely knew from childhood, could trigger
spontaneous responses and reactions when confronted with Christian rites and
practices.14
However concealed, the Jews’ hidden transcript did come to the attention of
Christians. Late medieval and early modern texts concerned with Jews and Juda-
ism are thus obsessed with Jewish blasphemies against Christians and Christian-
ity. Christian converts from Judaism played a central role in that context as
cultural intermediaries, seeking to gain recognition and authority within their
adoptive community by revealing the ‘secrets’ of the Jews, the anti-Christian
element concealed in Jewish books or rituals. Unsurprisingly, Toledot Yeshu—
perhaps one of the less well-kept secrets of the Jews—thus became a recurring
topic of Christian discussion in the late Middle Ages and early modern period,
a blatant example of Jewish blasphemy. Much of our knowledge concerning the
place and role of Toledot Yeshu among late medieval and early modern Jews
relies on Christian sources and is thus tied to Christian perceptions of Judaism as
a blasphemous religion driven by the Jews’ senseless obstinacy and implacable
hatred of Christianity—that is, it is clearly tied to a Christian discourse on
Jewish emotions. Yet these discussions, when read against the grain, may also
shed light on strategies of cultural resistance and their emotional underpinnings,
by medieval and early modern Jews, and on the way Jews may indeed have
learned to feel Jewish.
Thomas Ebendorfer on Toledot Yeshu
In the mid-fifteenth century, the Viennese cleric Thomas Ebendorfer
(1388–1464) was the first Christian scholar to undertake a full Latin translation
of Toledot Yeshu.15 He claimed to have translated the book with the help of
a Christian convert from Judaism, to make both the hatred (odium) of the Jews
and the mercy of God evident to all. Ebendorfer’s translation of the work is
a key testimony to its circulation in late medieval Europe—a context for which
we in fact possess no Hebrew (or Aramaic) manuscript evidence.16 Of course,
Toledot Yeshu was not totally unknown to Christian scholars prior to Ebendorfer.
Earlier anti-Jewish polemicists had already referred to this blasphemous booklet,
attributing Jesus’ miracles to his use of the Tetragrammaton or mocking his
birth from a virgin.17 Ebendorfer, however, was not quoting from an earlier
source, but reading directly from a Hebrew manuscript of Toledot Yeshu. The
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text he provides, covering twenty folios, closely corresponds to the Strasbourg
version of the narrative, which was the most widely circulated version in the
late Middle Ages, yet for which the earliest surviving Hebrew manuscript does
not predate the seventeenth or eighteenth century.18 The exact date of Eben-
dorfer’s translation is unknown, but it is likely that Toledot Yeshu first came into
his hands as a result of the destruction of the Jewish community of Vienna in
1421, when following an accusation of host desecration more than 200 Jews
were burned at the stake while the rest of the community was either expelled or
converted by force.19 The Jews’ possessions were sold for the benefit of Duke
Albrecht V; the stones of the synagogue were used to expand the University;
while two scholars—Nicholas of Dinkelsbühl and Peter of Pulkau—were tasked
by the faculty of theology to buy some of the Hebrew books resulting from the
spoils.20 While many of the Hebrew manuscripts confiscated in that context
were thus preserved, others were simply dismembered and used as material for
bookbindings.21 Ruth Mazo Karras observed that the binding of a Latin manu-
script copied in Vienna in 1432 by a student at the theological faculty even con-
tains a page taken from a manuscript of Toledot Yeshu.22 In 1421, Ebendorfer
himself was teaching at the faculty of arts, while pursuing his studies in the fac-
ulty of theology, recording Nicholas of Dinkelsbühl and Peter of Pulkau as his
teachers.23 It is thus very likely that he had access to the Jewish books acquired
for the university by his masters, including, so it seems, a manuscript of Toledot
Yeshu.
What interests me here is not so much the text of Toledot Yeshu produced by
Ebendorfer. Rather, I am interested in Ebendorfer’s comments on the work. These
may, as suggested, shed some light on its status, role, and place among its Jewish
audiences, and more particularly, on the emotions associated with the narrative.
Ebendorfer indeed prefaced his translation of Toledot Yeshu with a noteworthy
introduction, explaining his interest in the work in the following terms:
Having been greatly troubled (by this question) for many years, I started
to wonder why this miserable people of the Jews remained so obstinate
and blind with regard to its own Scriptures and—a source of even
greater amazement—why they rage with such hatred (odium) against
Christ, our Lord, and Mary, his chaste mother, the perpetual virgin,
and why they pile up so many silly insults against her, some of which
I knew quite well. And although I gathered some of these from their
writings and chatter, I came to understand that there is a secret little
book which they read and study with great care and in which they
inculcate their children almost from the cradle. And on the very day
and night of the most holy nativity of our Lord and Saviour, they set
up public gatherings and recite in turn and with great attention the
blasphemies contained in this book, so as to further inflame the youth
and adults to blaspheme against Christ and his followers and to
strengthen the hearts of the simple in the perfidy of the Jews; and [also]
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in as much as possible, to distance their children of both sexes from
faith in Christ, which they consider, this orthodox faith, not to be
truthful, but rather a matter of foolishness worthy of scorn and oppro-
brium. This is why they say, with much audacity although only in hiding,
that according to what they learn from their rabbis, his disciples are
unworthy of living, and further assert—O unbearable thing to say!—that
our Saviour, being the worst of all Jews ever, was rightly condemned
to an eternal punishment at the bottom of hell, in a boiling tank full of
human excrements, because he dared oppose the Law of Moses, as they
say mendaciously.24
Ebendorfer thus claimed that Toledot Yeshu played a central role in maintaining
the Jews in their anti-Christian obstinacy, describing the work as an epitome of
the Jewish blasphemies by which Jewish children of both sexes were distanced
from faith in Christ and raised in the hatred of Christ. His reference to Toledot
Yeshu in this regard was entirely original, although he relied on a time-
honoured tradition among late medieval scholars, who connected the Jews’
abhorrence of Christians and Christianity to their blasphemous books (conspicu-
ously the Talmud), and insisted on the role of Jewish rituals in imparting anti-
Christian sentiments to Jewish children.
The teachings of the rabbis
Already in the twelfth century, the Abbot of Cluny Peter the Venerable
emphasized that the Jews need to cast aside their blasphemous books in
which they ‘laboured to obfuscate heavenly instruction’.25 Yielding to the
heretical teachings of the rabbis, the Jews had strayed from the Law of
Moses. In the late Middle Ages, the Talmud thus came to epitomize the
Jews’ obstinacy and foolish rejection of Christianity.26 Envisaged as
a fundamentally anti-Christian work, filled with blasphemies and lies, the
Talmud was said to have no other aim than to impress hatred and scorn of
Christianity in the hearts of Jewish children and divert them from faith in
Christ. In the wake of the trial and burning of the Talmud in Paris in 1242,
Pope Innocent IV proclaimed that the work had rightly been condemned
because this ‘large book … far exceeding the text of the Bible in size, and
filled with manifest blasphemies against God and his Christ and the blessed
Virgin, [and other] convoluted tales, erroneous insults, and unheard-of fool-
ishness’ was used by the Jews to
teach and bring up their children and make them thoroughly estranged
from the teaching of the Law and the prophets, fearing that they be con-
verted to the faith and return humbly to their Redeemer, since the truth
that is found in the same Law and prophets clearly offers proof of the
only-begotten Son of God who would come in the flesh.27
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Honorius IV, in a letter to the archbishop of Canterbury written just a few years
before the Jews’ expulsion from England, would have much harsher words,
describing the Talmud as a ‘deadly doctrine’ that Jewish children study from
their early years, ‘so that they might consume its venomous substance’.28
The Jewish liturgy also came under scrutiny in this context. Medieval authors
claimed that Jewish prayers were aimed at imparting Jews, and in particular
Jewish children, with an implacable hatred of Christians and Christianity. The
charge, which was also first raised in the context of the Paris trial, became
widely disseminated through anti-Jewish sermons or through polemical works
listing the lies and blasphemies found in the books of the Jews.29 In the early
fourteenth century, the influential Franciscan scholar Nicholas of Lyra suggested
that one of the main reasons for the Jews’ obstinacy was precisely that ‘from the
cradle they have been nurtured in the hatred of Christ; and they curse Christians
and Christianity daily in their synagogues’.30 Nicholas turned to Aristotelian
conceptions of the habitus to explain why these anti-Christian curses rendered
the Jews impervious to the Christian message: ‘For indeed those things to which
men are accustomed from childhood are so-to-speak converted into nature, and
thus, when they are contrary to the truth, they divert the judgment of the
intellect’.31 Such discussions also largely framed later debates on the Jews’
unwillingness to accept the Christian faith. Nicholas’ work was thus used by
subsequent theologians and missionaries seeking to reverse the Jews’ anti-
Christian feelings.32 Heinrich of Langenstein, one of the founders of the Univer-
sity of Vienna, for instance, invited the Jews to remove the blind rage (ira) and
rancour (rancor) harboured by their ancestors against Jesus and rather meditate on
his holy deeds, so as to be moved towards the faith in Christ.33 Nicholas of
Dinkelsbühl echoed these themes in his own sermons on the messiahship of
Christ, delivered in Vienna in 1421 to an audience that seems to have also
included Jews who had recently converted to Christianity—in all likelihood
under duress.34 Such questions were very much in the air when Nicholas of
Dinkelsbühl’s student, Thomas Ebendorfer, composed his own treatise on the
errors and lies of the Jews and undertook to translate a Hebrew manuscript of
Toledot Yeshu.
Anti-Christian rituals and the body of Christ
Ebendorfer clearly echoed Nicholas of Lyra when he noted that the Jews
inculcate their children into the hatred of Christianity ‘almost from the
cradle’.35 Like Nicholas, he was interested in the very mechanisms by which
Jews internalized anti-Christian feelings and thus endured in their obstinacy.
Where Ebendorfer departed from his predecessor, however, was precisely in
the idea that the Jews’ resistance was not so much fostered by the Talmud or
their daily liturgy but by this secret ‘little book’ (codicellum) he was translating;
a book he claimed was itself the object of a specific ritual. His description of
the Jews’ inverted Christmas as a rite meant to foster anti-Christian sentiments
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among Jews, and especially Jewish children, was indeed an innovation in anti-
Jewish polemics.
In the thirteenth century, Ramon Martí had already cited Toledot Yeshu and
suggested that Christian holidays could be an occasion for mockery by Jews.
Thus, when Jesus falls to the ground following his aerial battle with Judas Iscar-
iot, Martí’s text states: ‘that wicked one [i.e. Jesus] broke his forearm, and this
event the Christians lament each year before their Pascha’.36 The text Ebendor-
fer translated offers a similar reading, although adding that Judas Iscariot also
defiled Jesus through sexual intercourse:
[Judas] dishonourably had male-male intercourse with him until he ejacu-
lated and thus both were sullied and fell to ground. This is the deed for
which Christians—nosczerim—weep on His night of gesach,37 that is, of
arrogance, or pesach, which is Easter, and thus testify to Judas’ shameful
act.38
The Strasbourg text of Toledot Yeshu (the closest Hebrew parallel to those of
Martí and Ebendorfer) only mentions that Judas urinated on Jesus and that ‘on
account of this story, they [the Christians] weep on their night’, which the first
editor of the text, Samuel Krauss, understood to be a playful reference to
Christmas (Weihnachten/Weinennachten).39 In his prologue, however, Ebendor-
fer himself sought to connect the narrative to Christmas rather than Easter.
Moreover, he focused not on Christian practices but on Jewish ones, placing
the work as we have seen at the heart of a Jewish ritual enacting its blasphem-
ous content. In other words, Ebendorfer presented Toledot Yeshu as the foun-
dational text-book of the Jews’ inverted Christmas, furthermore insisting on
the emotional potency of the narrative. Reading Toledot Yeshu, he claimed,
was a way to ‘inflame’ Jewish children in their rage against Christ and
‘strengthen the hearts of the simple ones in the perfidy of the Jews’. He men-
tioned not only the hatred of the Jews, but also their scorn and contempt for
Christianity (‘a matter of foolishness worthy of scorn and opprobrium’), and
perhaps pointed also to the Jews’ disgust at the very figure of Christ—if this is
how we are to understand his reference to Jesus’ afterworldly punishment in
a tank of boiling excrements.
Scholars have suggested reading the Talmudic passage Ebendorfer was likely
referring to when mentioning that Jesus was condemned to sit in a tank full of
boiling excrements (b. Gittin 57a) as a polemic against the Eucharist.40 This pas-
sage, it must be noted, only seldom appears as such in the Toledot texts. As
a matter of fact, it does not appear in the Toledot text Ebendorfer went on to
translate.41 Many versions nonetheless provide hints of a similar scatological
reading of Jesus and the Eucharist.42 The so-called Slavic texts thus explicitly
claim that when Jesus was defeated by Judas, he fell to the ground and ‘lay ugly
in excrement like a filthy pig in vomit (and) excrement’.43 When his body was
retrieved and paraded through the streets, young people put excrement in his
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mouth. One text even adds: ‘and in memory of those things, the monks distrib-
ute disgusting bread’—an obvious reference to the Eucharist.44 These are essen-
tially later witnesses, but the argument that Christians eat and hence also
defecate the body of Christ was in fact often voiced (rather sarcastically) by
medieval Jewish polemicists, expressing both their disdain for the Christian
notion of transubstantiation and their disgust for Christian Eucharistic rituals.45
Scatological language was of course not limited to Jewish polemicists and appears
as a widely shared polemical strategy in medieval sources. Christian authors
turned to similar tropes and often associated Jews with filthy animals, corrupting
diseases, haemorrhoidal blood-spill and menstruation, or other sources of
impurity.46 Alexandra Cuffel has pointed to the importance of this ‘rhetoric of
disgust’ in medieval religious polemics, as a way to instil horror and revulsion
and enforce social boundaries. As she writes: ‘Describing one’s opponent and his
or her religion as disgusting and polluted’ differs from other polemical strategies
(such as subtle theological argumentation), ‘by evoking a gut-wrenching emo-
tional antipathy that is closely linked to a variety of other feelings: fear, con-
tempt, hatred’.47 This strategy is particularly evident in Jewish discussions of the
incarnation, presented as an utterly irrational idea, but also described in graphic
terms meant to inspire revulsion, underlining the impure aspect of the motherly
womb, where the child Jesus would have felt the movements of his mother’s
bowels and be defiled by her faeces, urine, and blood.48 One thirteenth-century
Jewish polemicist from France insisted that Jesus was in fact born from filth.49
These tropes need not derive from Toledot Yeshu, but they certainly find expres-
sion in the Toledot tradition, where the account of Jesus’ conception highlights
his filthy origins, stressing that he was conceived while his mother was menstru-
ating and that he is thus a ‘bastard and the child of an impure woman’ (mamzer
u-ben ha-niddah).
The Jews’ inverted Christmas
The afterlife of Ebendorfer’s Falsitates Judaeorum, if there was one, is difficult to
trace. Only two manuscripts of the work survive, and it is never mentioned by
later authors. Yet his assertion that Toledot Yeshu was read on the night of
Christmas as part of a Jewish anti-Christian ritual does resurface in a number of
later sources, most conspicuously in the works of Christian converts from Juda-
ism writing in the German territories in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The existence of Jewish traditions related to Christmas, it must be noted, is
also independently attested in a number of later Jewish sources. Halakhic discus-
sions thus refer to various customs carried out by (some) Ashkenazi Jews on the
night of Christmas, including sexual abstinence, eating garlic, merry-making or
playing cards until late in the night, and refraining from studying the Torah.50
The origins of these customs have long puzzled scholars of Judaism, yet it is
clear that they relate to the common belief that the night of Christmas represents
a highly dangerous time, in which Jews need to defend themselves against evil
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supernatural forces. Some cabbalistic authors for instance insist that the powers
of the sitra ahra or ‘other side’ (i.e. evil) are exalted on that night and that Jews
should seek to weaken its powers.51 Other sources associate the evil force at
work on the night of Christmas more explicitly with Jesus. Rebecca Scharbach-
Wollenberg cites the ethnographic data collected by Yiddish folklorists in the
interwar period, where various explanations for the Jews’ Christmas traditions
are recorded.52 These testify to the popular belief that Jesus sought to return to
earth on Christmas Eve in order to taunt the Jews and that refraining from
studying the Torah, for instance, prevents him from doing so. Some informants
suggest that the revenant Jesus could fly around on Christmas Eve, and if Jews
are not cautious, he will ‘hide in a holy book and won’t come out’, insisting
that he too was once a great scholar—motifs that are obviously reminiscent of
Toledot Yeshu.53 The scatological overtones of these stories are also clear. One
informant thus relates that ‘[w]henever he [Jesus] comes across an open holy
book, he defecates on it in hatred and disgust’.54
The earliest evidence for these Jewish Christmas traditions, however, comes
from the works of early modern converts from Judaism, which seem to reflect
at least in part actual anti-Christian rites and traditions among contemporary
Jews and may well shed light on their emotional underpinnings. The early six-
teenth century witnessed a revival of Christian anti-Jewish polemics, particularly
in the German-speaking lands, which by then had become one of the last ref-
uges for Jews in the Western European world. The printing press offered a new
medium for the dissemination of anti-Jewish themes and ideas, but also contrib-
uted to the emergence of a new genre of anti-Jewish literature, marked by
a novel ethnographic interest in the beliefs and customs of contemporary Jews.55
Christian converts from Judaism, claiming to offer an “insider” perspective on
Jewish life and customs first hand, played a central role in this context.56 While
indeed witnessing to a new interest in living Jews, such ethnographies of Jews
and Judaism did not entirely break from earlier polemics against the Talmud and
Jewish literature. Jewish blasphemy very much remained a matter of anxiety,
along with other hostile activities attributed to Jews. Yet to the textual material
inherited from medieval anti-Jewish polemics was now added the converts’
direct knowledge of the Jews’ hidden transcript. A number of converts point to
the Jewish traditions associated with Christmas, and they emphasize the role of
Toledot Yeshu.
Early modern variations
One of the earliest converts from Judaism to appear on the stage as
a prominent anti-Jewish polemicist in the early modern period is Johannes
Pfefferkorn, whose campaign against Jewish books and lengthy conflict with
the Humanist scholar Johannes Reuchlin are well known.57 To a large
extent, Pfefferkorn recycled materials drawn from earlier anti-Jewish polemics,
repeating age-old accusations against the Talmud and the Jews’ blasphemous
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writings. In 1510, however, Emperor Maximilian I granted him the right to
confiscate the ‘worthless’ books of the Jews, ‘fabricated and designed to scorn,
ridicule, and eradicate the Christian faith’.58 Several hundred books were
indeed confiscated in Worms and Frankfurt, but the campaign was eventually
put to a halt following protest by the archbishop of Mainz, who insisted that
Pfefferkorn’s actions infringed on his authority. A commission was charged
with examining the matter and deciding whether further confiscations should
be ordered.59 Among the scholars consulted in that context, only Reuchlin
argued against the confiscation and destruction of Jewish books. Reuchlin
proposed that Jewish books should not be condemned indiscriminately and
that only works that slandered Christianity should be an object of reproach.
Reuchlin named two such books, Sefer Nizzaḥon and Toledot Yeshu, adding
that the Jews themselves regarded these as apocryphal and had taken measures
to ban them.60
In his Hand Mirror, published in 1511, Pfefferkorn replied to Reuchlin, refut-
ing the latter’s claim. Regarding Toledot Yeshu in particular, he noted:
The other book about which Dr Reuchlin writes, which is supposedly
forbidden and banned among the Jews, is called and named Tholdos Jescho,
and contains such huge mockeries and slurs against the birth of Christ,
that I almost dare not write about it and expose it.
This book, he added, ‘is commonly read and preached [among Jews]’, and more
particularly ‘on the night of Christmas’. Indeed, wrote Pfefferkorn:
[The Jews] believe and maintain that the lord Jesus, punished by God
because of his apostasy and false teaching, has to wander in all pits of
excrement or latrines throughout the world that same night. Thus, did
I learn and believe unthinkingly from my youth on. When it was Christ-
mas Eve I urinated outside the privy because of worry and fear of the
hanged Jesus, for he was acting in a filthy way that night.61
In other words, Pfefferkorn not only insisted that Toledot Yeshu circulated
among Jews, but he also noted again the didactic function of the narrative,
which he connected to Jewish traditions pertaining to Christmas (and associated
scatological discourse) and to the fostering of deeply engrained feelings of disgust
and fear among Jewish children. The trustfulness of such an account is of course
a matter of debate. For Reuchlin, such accusations were to be dismissed and
Pfefferkorn was guilty of spreading hatred among unlearned people.62 Yet, as
we have seen, even if Pfefferkorn was here using the evidence as part of an
anti-Jewish discourse on Jewish blasphemy and hatred of Christianity, he was
clearly aware, like Ebendorfer before him, of the ritual and emotional frame-




Similar accounts to that provided by Pfefferkorn (and Ebendorfer before him)
would be often repeated by later converts from Judaism turned anti-Jewish
polemicists. A case, for instance, is that of Ernst Ferdinand Hess, whose Juden
Geissel was published no less than ten times between 1598 and 1608.63 Hess
referred to the blasphemies uttered by the Jews on the night of Christmas:
hearing the bells ringing, you utter these awful and terrible blasphemous
words: At this time the mamzer crawls through all moschovim! That is, now
the whore’s son must walk through all the sewers and latrines… Thereby
you instil in your small children and all the house staff such a great fright,
that they will not go out to the latrines on that night even if they need to
very badly.64
Quoting Hess in his Entdecktes Judenthum (written 1700), the ill-famed Christian
Hebraist Johann Eisenmenger claimed to have himself witnessed how little
Jewish children refused to go to the privies on their own on Christmas night for
fear of Jesus.65 Hess asserted that he had heard the story of Jesus as a child and
that it was read from a ‘secret’ book called ‘doldos Jeschu, that is, on the birth of
Jesus’.
In the early seventeenth century, another convert from Judaism, Samuel Frie-
derich Brenz, recalling the names of abuse the Jews use for Jesus, reported that
they also read his story from a book entitled Maase Thola (Story of the Hanged
One), another popular title of Toledot Yeshu, which he claimed was not printed
but written only in cursive script. The Jews read this book in their homes,
Brenz noted, with great secrecy on the night of Christmas.66 Another convert,
Dietrich Schwab, wrote the following on Jewish practices at Christmas:
[The Jews] are also not permitted to study or pray during the time of
Christmas, which they call Nittel, that is, the festival of the hanged one.
The reason for this is that they believe that on this night Christ is in ter-
rible anguish, and thus he has no rest or respite. Rather, they do nothing
but curse and blaspheme Christ.67
Schwab then went on to discuss the lies the Jews tell concerning the miracles
Jesus performed and the way he was put to death, his body trampled on and
thrown in the latrines, where he was to crawl eternally.
The motif was echoed by Christian polemicists such as Eisenmenger, of
course, and the Lutheran pastor Georg Nigrinus (Schwartz), who claimed that
Toledot Yeshu was so blasphemous that even ‘baptized Jews say that they are
embarrassed to reveal the blasphemies found in this book’.68 Yet Nigrinus
repeated their claim that Jews gather to read Toledot Yeshu on the night of
Christmas and teach their children that Jesus led his people astray and was thus
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condemned to haunt the sewers eternally. Thus, wrote Nigrinus, ‘they entertain
their children in the fear of that Name, like we teach our children to fear the
bogeyman’.
Assessing how independent and reliable these sources are is clearly a matter of
discussion. Yet the fact that the same motifs also appear in Jewish sources suggests
that these authors may indeed have based their arguments on some form of ethno-
graphic knowledge.69 As such, they may well teach us something about the ways
anti-Christian feelings were internalized among late medieval and early modern
Jews. The tropes and customs at which these authors pointed would have become
central components of a Jewish anti-Christian culture, impressing upon Jews, con-
sciously or unconsciously, specific sentiments of inclusion and exclusion, of iden-
tity and alterity. These sentiments would have helped Jews to withstand the
influence of Christianity. However, the specific times and places when these
tropes and customs became part of such a culture remain somewhat obscure.
Marc Shapiro and Rebecca Scharbach have suggested that the Jewish tradi-
tions associated with Christmas truly became popular in the Ashkenazi world
in the early modern age, but these undoubtedly took shape in earlier times,
as both Ebendorfer and Pfefferkorn evince. Scharbach also observes that these
traditions bear witness to the deep inter-connections between Jewish and
Christian cultures in the late medieval and early modern periods. She suggests
that the various Jewish beliefs and customs associated with Christmas emerged
in relation to the Christian traditions that developed in central Europe in the
late middle ages, which they mirror and partly appropriate. Indeed, for Chris-
tians as well as Jews, Christmas could appear a dangerous time, in which
revenants, witches, and other frightening spirits were active and threatened to
harm the community. The return of these demonic forces could moreover be
staged, particularly in German-speaking lands, in the context of Christmas
pageants in which masked actors roamed the streets, ringing bells and terrify-
ing children. The Christmas season was therefore also a time for particular
customs and rituals aimed at protecting the community from these demonic
forces. Keeping a vigil, for instance, and eating, drinking, and singing all
night could counter the power of the dead by creating ‘spaces that belong
unambiguously to the living—spaces filled to bursting with walking bodies,
light, noise and celebration’.70
The parallel customs attested in the Jewish world highlight the shared anxieties of
Christians and Jews around the Christmas season, the partial overlap of the two emo-
tional communities. They also underline the symbolic inversions at work in that con-
text, as the Christian tradition and imagery inevitably came to be adapted ‘in a way
that expresses the particular sensibilities and fears of (its) adoptive (Jewish)
community’.71 For Jews, it was Jesus—himself a magician condemned to suffer the
torments of hell—who embodied the bogeyman meant to inspire fear among chil-
dren. The Jewish story of Jesus, and the various feelings associated with the narrative,
understandably played an important role in this context. In a way, the inverted Chris-
tian narrative of Toledot Yeshu laid the ground for the Jews’ inverted Christmas.
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The Jews’ ‘catechism’: concluding remarks
There is something quite startling in the notion that as Christians celebrated the
birth of Christ on the night of Christmas, Jews read Toledot Yeshu to their chil-
dren, as a way of instructing them in the knowledge of Christianity and doubt-
less inspiring the way they should feel about Christianity, its history, beliefs,
rituals, and institutions. Learning to be a Jew was in a way also learning not to
be a Christian. Moreover, I would argue that learning to feel Jewish also meant
learning how to feel towards Christians. The Jews’ hidden transcript and the
range of anti-Christian sentiments to which it gave way—ranging from amuse-
ment to contempt—could only infuriate its Christian readers and be interpreted
as an outrageous act of insubordination towards the Christian order, a proof of
the Jews’ blind obstinacy and hatred. Martin Luther, in his late anti-Jewish
pamphlets, relayed the accusations and claims put forward by Christian converts
from Judaism and pointed to Toledot Yeshu as the epitome of Jewish blasphemy,
a Jewish ‘catechism … inspired by sheer hatred and spite, solely for the purpose
of bitterly poisoning the minds of their poor youth and the simple Jews against
the person of our Lord, lest they adhere to his doctrine (which they cannot
refute)’.72 If the Jews endured in their faith and did not convert to Christianity,
as he had once hoped they would in the new era hallowed by the Reformation,
it was precisely because such teachings turned them into senseless beasts. The
Jews’ catechism prevented them from understanding the truth of the gospel or
even feeling the message of Christ by corrupting their hearts. ‘The Jewish heart’,
he noted, was thus ‘as hard as stone and iron and cannot be moved by any
means’.
While locating the history of Toledot Yeshu within the framework of a Christian
discourse on the Jews’ anti-Christian emotions, I have also sought to look at the
other side of the mirror, namely, at the ways in which Jewish hearts were in fact
moved by this powerful and emotional story, albeit not in the direction hoped for
by Christians. Undeniably, the narrative opens a window onto the emotional
strategies through which Jews sought to subvert the Christian story and assert
their identity in a Christian world. But the story, and furthermore its collective
and repeated performance, also contributed to nurturing the Jews’ feeling of
exclusion from the Christian narrative and inclusion in a Jewish one. It invited me
to explore how Jews integrated shared emotional norms within the Christian
world and were thus made into an emotional community of their own. In other
words, while Toledot Yeshu allowed medieval and early modern Jews to vent and
express their emotions, it also contributed to their very making as Jews. For Chris-
tians, by contrast, the story was a paradigmatic example of the Jews’ obstinacy and
deep hatred of Christianity—feelings that both caused and justified their enduring
status as a despised and subjected minority. From the vantage point of both sides,
the Jewish life of Jesus served to draw the line separating the two emotional com-
munities, Jews and Christians, reflecting their entrenched feelings of mutual dis-
trust and exclusion as well as their inextricable connections.
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TOWARDS AN ALIEN COMMUNITY
OF DANCING WITCHES IN EARLY
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY EUROPE*
Charles Zika
THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
Strategies of exclusion are at the heart of the phenomenon of the European
witch-hunt. The witches of early modern Europe were generally understood to
be extremely malicious and aggressive figures; for this reason, they had to be
excluded from the benefits and protections of church and state. They had to be
made alien, to be created as other; indeed, they had to appear alien and other.
“Otherness” was projected onto them, and their projected emotions were key
to how observers would in turn feel about them, namely, that such vile creatures
had no place in their own society. While closer attention has recently been
given to the rhetorical techniques used to shape the responses of those reading
texts describing the activities of witchcraft,1 little close attention has been given
to the visual strategies used by artists to stimulate similar emotions in their view-
ers. Even less consideration has been given to the emotions deeply encoded in
the visualized behaviour of witches, that is, the emotions witches were shown
performing in visual media. In a Europe in which literacy was still limited out-
side the major urban centres, visual media served to distance witches from their
viewers as alien and in many cases to represent them as a moral, social, political,
or even physical threat.2
In this chapter, I want to explore how the witches’ dance, and emotions per-
formed in the depictions of that dance, showed witches transgressing the behav-
ioural and emotional norms of Christian society, thereby identifying them as
outsiders and a potential threat that required their prosecution, expulsion, or
* Thanks to Julie Davies and Jenny Smith for assistance with different aspects of this article, and to
Giovanni Tarantino and Jenny Spinks for their fruitful suggestions. The research was funded by the
Australian research Council Centre of Excellence for the History of Emotions (project number
CE110001011).
even extermination. A curious aspect of the witches’ dance is that it was almost
completely absent from images of witchcraft before the last decade of the six-
teenth century. While the dance certainly featured in earlier literary representa-
tions of witchcraft and in trial testimony, it is only from the 1590s that it
becomes incorporated into visual images, and in particular into scenes of
witches’ meetings or Sabbaths. This suggests that prior to the last two decades of
the sixteenth century, witches’ dances had not yet become a fundamental and
universal component of the Sabbath and of what is frequently referred to as ‘the
cumulative concept of witchcraft’.3 By the late seventeenth century, however,
the witches’ dance had become almost synonymous with the Sabbath. Yet the
witches’ dance has not been given any serious scholarly attention, and the most
comprehensive witchcraft encyclopedia does not include an entry.4 This chapter
will explore how and why the witches’ dance emerged as a way of depicting
witches as members of a totally alien community that presented Christian society
with a serious threat. It will therefore focus on the period up to the turn of the
seventeenth century when witches’ dances began to appear in visual media, and
will examine both visual and literary sources in order to clarify the forms dan-
cing took and the conceptual and emotional messages it sought to convey.
I want to first consider a remarkable early seventeenth-century image that
illustrates how central dancing had become to depictions of witchcraft by this
time. The image I offer—a 1626 print by the prominent Frankfurt artist, Mat-
thäus Merian the Elder, based on a design of a less well-known, but significant
Nuremberg painter and engraver, Michael Herr (Figure 11.1)—is also important
because of the influence it exerted on witchcraft images well into the eighteenth
century.5 This striking scene of pandemonium survives in two formats. One ver-
sion is simply entitled Zauberey (Witchcraft) and includes Latin verses below by
Johann Ludwig Gottfried, a historian and Reformed theologian from the Palat-
inate, who worked for Merian in Frankfurt from 1624 as a proofreader, while
also a pastor in Offenbach. Beneath the Latin verses are five columns of verses
by an unknown author in German. A second version includes a longer caption
above (Figure 11.1), and German verses by Johann Claj below.6 The broadsheet
was the work of a number of highly respected artists and writers from southern
Germany.
The image itself conveys a strong sense of frenzy, a turbulence created by bil-
lowing smoke and gas, bodies tumbling and flying through the air, an almost
audible cacophony created by the raucous dancers, a shrieking witch, and hybrid
spirits—some screaming with mouths agape and others beating drums. The
emotional pull is electric, and it draws on the theatricality, energy, and move-
ment found in the work of other artists: the paintings and prints of Frans
Francken the Younger created approximately fifteen to twenty years earlier; the
drawings of Jacques de Gheyn the Younger, and in particular, the only drawing
he intentionally released for broader circulation through a 1610 engraving; and
most especially, the 1613 etching of the Polish artist, Jan Ziarnko, inserted in
the second edition of Pierre de Lancre’s Description of the Inconstancy of Evil
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Angels and Demons, to illustrate the witches’ Sabbath in the Basque country.7
Such borrowings and influences are also clearly seen in two of Michael Herr’s
surviving drawings, generally considered to be preparatory drawings for this later
broadsheet.8
The upper left section of the print (Figure 11.2), which features a witches’
dance in which masses of male and female witches swarm around and up
a mountain labelled ‘Blocksberg’, seems original in much of its imagery. The
Blocksberg (also called the Brocken) was the highest of the Harz Mountains of
central Germany, and from the later sixteenth century it became well known as
one of the most significant locations for witches’ assemblies and dances.9 Here
the dancers follow their satyr-like leader, Satan, depicted with raised flaming
arms; while interspersed among witches in the gyrating line of dancers are musi-
cians and devils, one of them in full frontal naked pose, with whom the female
witches dance wildly and perform sexual acts. The dancers convey a loss of
emotional and bodily control, a view supported by the wine barrels half way up
and at the top of the mountain, and the inebriated figures in the left foreground,
including a lewd devil groping a drunken woman in front of a large tankard, his
tongue sticking out as he draws near to her cheek and wraps a leg around her
waist. The scene above is framed by a witch riding a goat, while another, pos-
sibly thrown off by the force of the vapours spewing from the cauldrons below,
reveals her bare buttocks and genitals.10
FIGURE 11.1 Matthäus Merian, after Michael Herr, A Precise Sketch and Depiction of an
Ungodly and Cursed Witches’ Festival, c.1626 (?), etching. Germanisches Nationalmu-
seum, Graphische Sammlung, HB25872.
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Uncontrolled lechery, the flaunting of sensual bodies, jagged and gyrating
movement—the erotic and the erratic—are on full view. The witches’ dance in
this broadsheet by Merian, then, represents witches as governed by their lusts
and their inability to control their base desires. Added to this are examples of
the destructive nature and outcomes of witches’ activities (Figure 11.1): the
small group of women around the cauldron in the centre of the print, with its
strewn bones and the emaciated cadaver of a horse nearby; a dead horse in the
centre foreground; a human cadaver and skull under the central cauldron; the
skulls and dead baby visible under a cover by the group of witches following
FIGURE 11.2 Matthäus Merian, after Michael Herr, A Precise Sketch and Depiction of an
Ungodly and Cursed Witches’ Festival (detail), c.1626 (?), etching. Germanisches Natio-
nalmuseum, Graphische Sammlung, HB25872.
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magical rituals in the right foreground; and the burning church and town in the
middle distance, the gallows and wheel suggesting that this too was the destruc-
tive work of these criminals.
The message of the print is also partly related to the massed character of the
scene. These are not simply individuals; this is society at work. Witches
are members of a truly frenzied and destructive society, involving innumerable
adepts and rampaging devils that are shown stretching around the mountain follow-
ing their Satanic leader. In that way the print makes visible the ‘terrifying, alien,
chaotic and wild’ nature of the scene described in the German verses below.11 Lack
of bodily control signals the domination of the senses and lust, as well as a lack of
emotional control. The lack of moral order suggests the threat to the social order.
These witches are certainly meant to stimulate curiosity in the viewer. But given
their large numbers, they represent a society—a large, odious, and destructive soci-
ety—and this incites fear, threat, even terror. This combination of factors, I believe,
is why the new image of a wild processional dance captures the imagination of so
many artists through to the mid-eighteenth century.12 But how and why did such
images of witchcraft take root from the 1590s? To attempt an answer, we need first
to survey witches’ dances from the fifteenth century.
The first known case of witches’ dances occurs in a Flemish miniature found in
one of the four different surviving French versions of a Treatise against the Sect of
the Waldensians, written by the Cologne theologian Johann Tinctor in the wake of
the Vauderie of Arras.13 This involved the prosecution of a group of male and
female Waldensians in the northern French town of Arras in 1459–1460, who
were accused of worshipping the Devil in the form of various animals and riding
implements and beasts through the air in the manner of witches. In a manuscript
of c.1460–1470, the group are depicted performing the ritual of the obscene kiss
in a village street setting, each of the four devotees holding a candle, one with
pursed brown lips to suggest she has just kissed the backside of the goat (Figure
11.3). Three of their female colleagues ride a scythe, a broom, and a spindle
through the sky, and a fourth is just emerging from a chimney. In the left back-
ground, moreover, two couples—whether female Waldensians and devils is
unclear—are shown dancing (Figure 11.4). The male of one couple is quite
prominent, the jewellery around his neck glistening as he lifts one arm in
a flamboyant move, while clasping his partner’s hand with the other. The second
couple is clearly engaged in sexual play, with the female’s arms clasped around the
shoulders of her male partner, her over-garment drawn back as his left hand is
strategically placed near the woman’s genital area. Waldensian witchcraft clearly
involved dancing and sexual pleasure, according to this artist, even if that was
somewhat in the background, as it is compositionally in this illumination.14
Indeed, Martin le Franc’s long allegorical poem of 1451, Le Champion des Dames,
described a similar ‘synagogue’ (as it was called) involving the ritual of the obscene
kiss in the valley of Valpute. As well as the learning of perverse arts and sorceries
from the Devil, and much feasting and drinking, le Franc also refers to dancing,
even if only in a single line: ‘some would take their pleasure in dance’.15
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Images of devils dancing with female partners certainly do exist, such as the
wedding of the Devil and Injustice surrounded by musicians, found in illustrated
manuscripts of Hans Vintler’s Book of Virtues.16 But the dance is not with
witches. Likewise, the various woodcuts depicting the embrace of a witch and
the Devil, found in more than twenty illustrated editions of Ulrich Molitor’s On
Female Witches and Seers published by 1510, show no more than a sensual and
lewd embrace signifying the sexual nature of the diabolical pact.17 The only
images of witches dancing that I have found between the Waldensian witches of
c.1460–1470 and images of a century later are in three Paris versions of the
FIGURE 11.3 Waldensians Worshipping the Devil, illumination, in Johannes Tinctor,
Tractatus contra sectam Valdensium, c.1470. Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford,
MS Rawl D. 410, fol. 1r.
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Women’s Dance of Death of 1491, 1499, and c.1500.18 While suggestive of the
emergence of the witch as a particular (female) social category in the late fif-
teenth century, and informative concerning her symbolic attributes, these images
tell us nothing about the relationship of witches and dancing.
Witches dancing with devils finally appear in a number of drawings illustrat-
ing trial evidence collected by the Zurich pastor Johann Jakob Wick for his
‘Wonderbook’, a mass of diverse documentary and visual material now in
twenty-four folio volumes documenting the state of Europe between 1560 and
1587.19 Accompanying the account of a mother and daughter who were tried
and executed for witchcraft in Berne in August 1568, a coloured pen and ink
drawing depicts the wedding feast celebrating the marriage of the two women
with devils (Figure 11.5). It is significant that the court trying these women first
considered their account as a case of diabolical fantasy and deception.20 The
illustration, however, depicts what later convinced them that the two women
should be condemned to death. A devil is shown warming the food for the
wedding feast, while his two colleagues dance with their new brides to the
sound of drum and fife.
A notable aspect of this striking, though quite unsophisticated, drawing is that
the three groups of figures at top left—the musicians, the dancing mother and
her diabolic consort, and the figure wrapped around the tree—all bear a marked
FIGURE 11.4 Waldensians Worshipping the Devil (detail), illumination, in Johannes Tinc-
tor, Tractatus contra sectam Valdensium, c.1470. Bodleian Libraries, University of
Oxford, MS Rawl D. 410, fol. 1r.
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similarity to the main figures in Lucas van Leyden’s 1519 engraving of The
Dance of Mary Magdalene (Figure 11.6). The central scene in that print depicts
Mary Magdelene’s sinful life before her conversion, dressed as a courtesan and
led by her partner in a dance in an outdoor setting amongst a group of couples
making love and song. An unusual theme in visual media prior to the sixteenth
century, a dancing and singing Magdalene appeared in many medieval passion
plays, in some cases dancing with Lucifer and other demons.21 Although haloed,
in recognition of her later sainthood, the Magdelene’s sinful behaviour is visibly
called out by the figure of a gesturing fool emerging from behind a tree on the
left perimeter of the print. That fool figure, a common reference to immorality
in late medieval illustration, makes sense of the puzzling figure to the left of the
wedding dance in the Wick illustration, shown straddling and peering out from
behind a tree.
It seems like the unknown artist was familiar with Lucas van Leyden’s print
when he set about to represent evidence from a Berne witchcraft trial fifty
years later, and he may have been also aware of the role Magdalene played in
contemporary passion plays. So he included the fool figure, in case any viewer
was seduced by the energy and joy of the diabolical feast. Indeed, in 1574
when a woman from Bremgarten, Regula Mayerin, and her daughter, Anna
FIGURE 11.5 A mother and daughter dance at their wedding with devils; then they are tried and
executed as witches in Berne in 1568, pen and ink, coloured, in Wickiana, F. 18, fol.
146v. Zentralbibliothek, Zurich.
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Langin, confessed to having had sex with the very same devil (named Lüzel-
hüpsch), another not quite so proficient artist decided to copy the drawing
used to illustrate the Berne case of six years earlier—and he also included
a figure wrapped around a tree, more obviously demonic in appearance than
the one in the earlier image.22 These dances with devils were clearly not rou-
tine or ritualized events associated with witches more generally. As dancing
represented a propensity to sensual pleasure and possibly sexual lust in trad-
itional Christian culture, in these few cases it emphasized the sinful nature of
the witch’s diabolical pact and strongly suggested an incapacity to keep sensual
desires in check.
In literary sources, dancing was more often linked to witchcraft through
accounts of witches’ meetings or assemblies. One early source for the witches’
dance, especially in Italy, is the set of folkloric traditions associated with the
walnut tree of Benevento. These traditions originated with a tree-worshipping
cult of the Lombards in the seventh century, and a particular walnut tree was
subsequently associated with harmful individuals and evil effects, as well as those,
like witches, considered to be the source of such evil acts.23 St Bernardino of
Siena, for instance, referred to the tree in a 1427 sermon, in which he described
how a cardinal’s page went to Benevento one night and when he saw ‘women
and children and young people dancing in an open field’, he himself joined in
FIGURE 11.6 Lucas van Leyden, The Dance of Mary Magdalene, 1519, engraving, 28.7
x 39.5 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1927, Accession
No. 27.5.3. Public Domain.
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and they all continued dancing till the bells struck matins. Although Bernardi-
no’s story did not mention any diabolical involvement with these predominantly
female dancers, a whole night of dancing linked them to the periodic assemblies
of women belonging to the Society of the pagan goddess Diana and to stories of
the Italian tregenda, regular night conventicles that gradually morphed into the
witches’ Sabbath. Bernardino identified these night dancers as ‘enchanters’ or
witches, who had to be ‘exterminated’.24 A year later in the central Italian town
of Todi, a female sorcerer and healer, Matteuccia di Francesco, was burnt as
a witch for the invocation of spirits and the murder of infants whose sucked
blood was used, together with other ingredients, for the unguent that allowed
them to ride through the air—to the walnut tree of Benevento. Yet even
though the description of this assembly of numerous witches seems to provide
a nascent view of the witches’ Sabbath, a dance does not seem to feature in the
trial testimony.25
In most fifteenth-century works concerned with witchcraft, there is little
detailed description of dancing. Typical is the reference to dancing in a 1460
account of the diabolical ‘synagogue’ of Waldensian witches in Lyons. While
this includes a description of the rituals involving idolatry, the desecration of
Christian objects, the preparation of powders and unguents, and the sexual
copulation with devils and each other, the only reference to dancing is that
‘immediately after paying homage [to the Devil], they begin to dance to the
sound of a soft buccin [a form of trombone] or a bagpipe’.26 A 1460 account
of the Waldensian heretics of Arras by an anonymous author, most probably
Jacques du Bois, the dean of the Arras cathedral chapter, is similar, referring
only to the dances (tripudia) that initiates at witches’ meetings sometimes
attended and that were accompanied by stringed instruments and drums.27
Later tracts on witchcraft, such as by the Master of the Sacred Palace, Sylvester
Mazzolini Prieras, the Dominican Inquisitor of Modena, Bartolomeo Spina,
and the Dominican Inquisitor of Como, Bernard of Como, likewise refer to
witnesses who have observed dancing as part of the witches’ meeting or
‘game’ (ludus); but apart from the large number of dancers, they provide no
details.28
A significant exception is the Treatise on Heretics and Sorcerers by Paolo
Grillando, originally written c.1524 and then printed in Lyons in 1536,
1545, and 1547, in Rome in 1581, and in Frankfurt in 1592.29 The wide-
spread influence of Grillando’s work is clear from its many editions, and it
was cited extensively later in the century by Jean Bodin. Grillando was
a doctor of both canon and civil law, served as a judge in the vicinity of
Rome, and heard criminal cases in Arezzo for the papal vicar, Andrea di
Giacomo. His information concerning witches’ dances came from reports he
had heard of an unnamed male peasant from a village near Rome who
accompanied his wife to the ‘game’ (ludum) after he noticed she kept dis-
appearing from their bed each night; the report of a sixteen-year-old village
girl from the same Sabine region, who had been seduced by a witch and
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was carried to their assembly; and from his own investigation in Septem-
ber 1524, of two women who had been imprisoned as witches in the Castle
Nazzano, just north of Rome, by the Abbot of the monastery of San Paolo
de Urbe in nearby Civitella San Paolo.30
All these reports expressed amazement at the large numbers of men and
women who engaged in dancing and singing to the sweet sounds of cymbals,
tympani, and other instruments at these meetings—at one point called the ‘Ben-
evento games’.31 The dances were a tripudium, with suggestions of a ritualized
liturgical dance, a c(h)orrea, a ring dance, and a saltatio, a leaping dance—and
they were performed backwards, ‘against the custom of nature and the order of
such dances’.32 Informants referred to the captivating pleasures, immense joy,
and delirious delight of the games and the magnificent power of the dances per-
formed with great exuberance and charm.33They occurred after homage had
been paid to Satan and before all sat down to the feast, which was followed in
turn by sexual coupling with the devils.
The accounts of witches’ dances in Grillando’s work are radically different to
the other ceremonies described in considerable detail in this and most earlier
works on witchcraft. Those ceremonies describe the rituals of induction into
a congregation of witches in great detail. Initiates are referred to as making
either solemn public or private profession, in the manner of novices entering
a religious order, who make a profession of their vows before being accepted as
full members. The witch novices abjure God and the sacraments, they adore and
pay homage to the Devil, offer prayers and sacrifices, engage in sexual union
with the Devil and the congregation’s other members, and are finally given their
particular evil commissions to go out into the wider world and wreak destruc-
tion in the name of their master, Satan. By contrast, the dances that feature in
the stories provided by village women and girls are clearly based on popular tra-
ditions. In the case of Grillando’s work, they are stories related to the walnut
tree of Benevento, which have been grafted on to claims about a congregation
of witches, modelled on inverted and utterly perverse monastic structures, rit-
uals, and community. But these stories offer a first hint of alternative forms of
association by witches, modelled more on their own bodies and dispositions
than on hierarchical institutional structures.
Perhaps it was the wide circulation of stories of the ‘Benevento games’ in
Grillando’s work in the late 1530s and 1540s that influenced this undated draw-
ing of the witches of Benevento by the Italian sculptor and stucco designer,
Guglielmo della Porta, created sometime between the mid-1530s and his death
in 1577 (Figure 11.7). The dancing witches on the right, their nakedness show-
ing through flowing dresses that further accentuate their jagged movements,
convey well the discordance of these dances, while the walnut tree at centre
appears almost alive in its wildness, seeming to welcome the women arriving at
the games. No other depiction of such events from the sixteenth century seems
to have survived. Della Porta moved to Rome in 1537, created some of his
major works in the city (such as the tomb of Pope Paul III in St Peter’s
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Basilica), and was also appointed to the papal mint in 1547. He certainly moved
in the right circles to hear of the stories of witches’ dances that emanated from
Latium and the Sabine hills, and the current discussions of witchcraft by Roman
theologians such as Bartolomeo della Spina.
The widespread influence of Grillando’s work, including his accounts of
dances at Benevento, is clear from a reading of the most influential treatise on
witchcraft in the later sixteenth century, On the Demon-Mania of Witches
(1580), by the French jurist and political philosopher, Jean Bodin.34 Book II,
chapter 4 of this work, which ran into twenty editions, including translations
into Latin, German, and Italian by 1602, considers the renunciation of God
and the Christian faith by witches, and how the Devil marks them publicly as
his devotees. There Bodin cites Grillando’s story of the peasant couple from
a village near Rome who saw a huge number of men and women dancing in
a circle, back to back with their faces facing outward.35 He also tells the story
of Grillando’s sixteen-year-old village girl (here she is thirteen), who was taken
by an older witch to a witches’ meeting, as well as that of the woman from
the castle of Nazzano, who joyfully danced at Benevento and had sex with the
Devil before being transported back home.36 But as well as the Benevento
walnut tree as the location for these witches’ dances, Bodin argues on the basis
of other French examples, that such dances also take place at local village
crosses, sometimes also at a cross road.37 Most other references to dancing in
Bodin’s work, such as the examples drawn from the works of Lambert Daneau
and Joachim Camerarius, are mere mentions without further elaboration,
simply listing dancing as a component of witches’ meetings. But there is one
significant exception—evidence from a witches’ meeting held near Logny (in
Laon), in which six witches renounced God, kissed their devils, then danced
with their brooms in their hands.
FIGURE 11.7 Guglielmo della Porta, The Witches at the Walnut Tree of Benevento,
1534–1577, pen & brown ink, 6 × 18.1 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of
Cephas G. Thompson, 1887, Accession No. 87.12.37. Public Domain.
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[And] while dancing they would cry ‘Har, har, Devil, Devil, jump here,
jump there, play here, play there.’ And the others would chant, ‘sabbath,
sabbath,’ that is to say, the feast and day of rest, raising their hands and
brooms up high to testify and give a sure witness of gladness and that they
willingly serve and worship the devil—and also to mimic the worship of
God.38
Significantly, writes Bodin, whenever these witches hold an assembly, they
always dance.
This claim seems to prompt Bodin to suggest a number of possible explan-
ations for these dances. Firstly, dancing expresses the joy and happiness of the
devotee,39 the movements of the body raising the heart—just as the Jews
danced when they brought sacrifices to the Temple, as the prophets of
Samuel danced when Saul was chosen king, as David danced before the Ark
of the Covenant, or as many ancient peoples danced during their sacred sacri-
fices and festivals. Secondly, and by contrast, witches’ dances ‘make men
frenzied and women abort’.40 In support, Bodin claims that the insolent and
lascivious movements of La volta—a spinning dance that involves a close and
intimate hold between a couple, with the woman being lifted into the air
assisted by the thigh of the male, while the couple turns 270 degrees—was
brought by witches to France from Italy and has caused numerous murders
and abortions. Thirdly, Bodin suggests that dancing is a form of provocation
by the Devil against Christian states. In support, he cites the report of
a young girl in Geneva who made everyone dance after touching them with
an iron wand she had received from the Devil—and she did this because ‘the
city of Geneva hates dances more than anything.’41 Fourthly, this frenzied
dancing might well have the same cause as those who suffer from St Vitus’
dance or who are mad. For, Bodin claims, they also engage in the same kind
of dances and ‘violent leaps’, and are only cured by being made to dance to
a very slow rhythm.42
Bodin also makes a clear distinction between holy and diabolical dances.
Although diabolical dances are certainly performed to mimic the godly, instil-
ling and demonstrating devotion and loyalty, a range of additional emotions
motivate the dancers, and these lead to quite different outcomes. Witches’
dances are stimulated by sexual desire and a frenzy associated with madness;
they generate further frenzy in turn, which leads to murder and miscarriages.
Moreover, as Bodin states very clearly, these dances are therefore not only
a threat to the moral order, but ‘a matter of the highest consequence for a
state’.43 By his suggestion that the Devil promotes dancing in Geneva because
this society hates dancing so much, he ratchets up the threat that witches’
dances pose for society as a whole. As we have already seen, the dancing of
witches was linked in visual and literary sources with sexual desire. Bodin
builds on such links by identifying witches as those who brought the volta to
France. But he also links dances to the disordered passions of those who
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suffer from derangement and dancing mania. Furthermore, he emphasizes that
in some locations at least, like Longny, dancing is an integral and identifiable
component in witches’ meetings.
Many of Bodin’s claims about witches’ dances were further developed by
Nicolas Remy, privy councillor to Duke Charles III of Lorraine from 1575,
supervisory judge at the ducal court in Nancy from 1576 to 1591, and chief
prosecutor of Lorraine until 1606.44 In 1595 Remy published Demonolatry, an
influential work that was reprinted in Cologne and Frankfurt in 1596, in
Frankfurt again in 1597, and in German translation in Frankfurt in 1598.45
The work drew on a large number of trials in the Lorraine—but contrary to
Remy’s claim, on only a few of those over which he himself had presided—as
well as classical and more recent demonological literature.46 Remy’s descrip-
tion of the ‘nocturnal synagogues’ of witches and their dances (primarily found
in Book 1, chapters 14, 17, and 19) is certainly the most comprehensive treat-
ment of the subject to that time. It draws considerably on Jean Bodin, and
likewise emphasizes the ‘uncommon’ manner of the back-to-back ring dances,
serving to confirm this as fact by reference to evidence provided by no less
than eight different witnesses in recent trials.47 Remy is unsure whether this is
the result of individuals not wishing to be recognized by others if they happen
to be accused; whether they simply love everything that is absurd and
unseemly; or (as he suggests when relating a story in which such dances are
called ‘preposterous’ and ‘ridiculous’) this is the behaviour of ‘a stupid and
deranged crowd’.48 As he concludes very significantly: the inverted gestures
they insert into their rituals and backward dancing is ‘most alien to all the
behaviour of other humans’.49 These dances clearly demonstrate how alien
witches are to the rest of society, and this is further underwritten by the fact
that dancing leads to sin, either to lust and vice or to fanatical frenzy and
madness.50 Such claims are already found in Bodin; but with Remy they are
far clearer, more pronounced, and insistent.
Remy moves well beyond Bodin’s account of witches’ dances, however, in
three fundamental ways. Firstly, by drawing on a wide range of examples from
ancient history, he argues that there is historical continuity between the
witches’ dances in the present and the worship of demons in the ancient past.
It was the pagans who cultivated dancing—Greeks, Romans, Phoenecians,
Druids—encouraged by demons who saw this as a way of inclining humans to
sin. A complementary and defining example is that of the Israelites, who
turned to idolatry and ‘danced in a ring around the calf which was molten
from their golden trinkets’. The witches’ dances of the present are direct
extensions of these ceremonies in pre-Christian times, a form of dancing main-
tained by demons in witches’ secret assemblies.51 The second critical new
claim made by Remy is ‘that no one may be excused from dancing’. Remy
refers to this as ‘the most pitiable and unjust condition’ imposed on witches,
given dancing’s wide-ranging and deleterious effects. Any who plead to not
take part, because of sickness or age, are immediately subjected to violent
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beatings.52 While Bodin made a similar claim for particular regional assemblies,
such as that in Laon, Remy is claiming it to be universal, to be true for all
witches’ assemblies. So for Remy, witches’ dances not only have a long history
stretching back to the ancients; they are also an integral part of all witches’
assemblies in the present. In this way the relevance of witches’ dances is estab-
lished, and their potential threat becomes more widely applicable and more
urgent.
The third innovation Remy brings to his account of witches’ dances is a much
stronger sense of the bodily experience of dancing—the movement of multiple
rather than just single bodies, their gestures and sounds, the music to which bodies
respond, the emotions they release, the different social purposes dances serve. Per-
haps Remy was stimulated by Bodin’s account of the movement and cries of the
witches’ dances at Laon. But he comes to his subject through an appreciation of
the emotional power of music: as music affects the mind in different ways, he
argues, to dampen or stimulate spirits, or to drive individuals to frenzy, so the
sounds of trumpets and drums, human shouts and cries, the leaping of bodies and
beating of shields were used by the Lacedaemonians and Batavians when going
into battle or by the priests of Cybele and devotees of Bacchus when performing
their rituals. This explains the discordant sounds and frenzied movements of
witches and demons in their dances: ‘harsh and discordant sounds have the power
to drive and goad even the most peaceable to a frenzy’, just as drums, trumpets,
and shouts accompanied those about to enter the danger of battle, ‘whetting their
warriors’ zeal with shouts and trumpets.’53 Since witches’ dances might be viewed
as preambles to battle, Remy also focuses on the dark side of zeal, the dampening
or even eradication, of human kindness:
Now there must be, at the witches’ night meetings, some similar music of
a kind to exclude from them all human kindness (if they are at all touched
by it). For it is agreed that they leave [these meetings] raging like animals
and as though inflamed by madness, the more ready and eager to compass
the downfall and destruction of the human race, which is the Demons’
one purpose and intention. Therefore all is done to a marvelous medley
and confusion of noises, and it is beyond the power of words to describe
the uncouth, absurd and discordant sounds that are uttered there.54
Even though Remy makes no mention of it, he was most likely conscious
of the common, though not universal, view among writers on witchcraft,
that witches could not shed tears, that they did not feel compassion.55 Here
he seems to be identifying the performance of the witches’ dance as a form of
communal training that served to remove and replace emotions such as com-
passion that were central to Christian experience. Remy has recognized what
has become a common claim in recent history of emotions research, that
emotions are learnt through regular routinized practice, and especially
through communal performance.56 But given the aim of this dance to create
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a community of witches imbued with a zeal that eradicates the compassion
required of Christians and whose ultimate aim is to destroy Christian society,
the performance of the dance also marks out this community of witches as
totally other—a politically, intellectually, and emotionally alternative society,
or more correctly, a counter-society.
With Remy’s publication of Demonolatry in the 1590s, the witches’ dance had
become part of a long history of Devil-worship from ancient times and an inte-
gral component of all witches’ meetings, displaying the frenzied and lascivious
nature of witches as well as their hardened and merciless zeal in creating evil
and instilling terror so as to ultimately destroy Christian communities. Two sub-
sequent publications, important for their visual imagery, followed in Remy’s
footsteps. Francesco Maria Guazzo’s Compendium Maleficarum of 1608 largely
restated the claims found in Remy and drew examples from Bodin as well.57
Pierre de Lancre expanded on the examples provided by Remy by including
others from both ancient and contemporary Basque societies, and in addition to
the more familiar tropes of dancing as sexual foreplay, he developed further
Remy’s notion of witches’ dances as communal performances in preparation for
war.58
In visual media there were parallel developments. In 1593, a woodcut pre-
viously used in the 1567 edition of Olaus Magnus’ History of the Northern
Peoples—and modelled on an earlier version in the first edition of 1555—
became the new title-page woodcut for the third Basel edition of a work
attacking witchcraft persecution, Christian Thoughts and Reflections on Witch-
craft, by the Heidelberg Professor of Greek and Mathematics at the University
of Heidelberg, Hermann Witekind (Figure 11.8).59 The original 1555 wood-
cut illustrated belief in the nocturnal dance of the elves in Scandinavian folk-
lore, while the 1567 Basel version presented a diabolized version, in which
the satyr figures were now quite demonic and two of them were shown dan-
cing with female partners (Figure 11.9). There is little doubt that the printer
who published the 1593 edition of Witekind’s work, Sebastian Henricpetri,
used the woodcut he received from his father precisely because it could be
viewed as a depiction of a witches’ dance at a Sabbath under the guidance of
Satan and his two assistants.
More importantly, in 1593 another unknown artist depicted for the very
first time a massed assembly of witches at a supposed Sabbath in the elect-
oral principality of Trier, which featured at its centre a wild and uninhib-
ited witches’ dance led by a demon (Figure 11.10).60 The print depicts
numerous witches engaged in activities associated with the Sabbath: feasting
and drinking, processing behind a witch mounted on the cadaver of
a horse, consulting instructions in magic books, rubbing the bodies of those
about to ride through the air, performing different magics around
a cauldron, invoking spirits from a magic circle, and preparing to ride up
chimneys to release the storms and fires depicted in the background. Sexu-
ality is pervasive in this print, as are the signs and symbols of death, and
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frantic magical activity. The artist has drawn on motifs and details from
Pieter Bruegel the Elder in particular, but the quite novel element and
visual focus of the print is the central cameo of the dance around
a column, on top of which the Devil sits in the form of a toad. The dan-
cers—several of them naked, and accompanied by death and an animal
demon—fling up their arms and kick up their legs to the sound of the
trumpeters behind. It is a wild and lewd dance, but also an idolatrous one,
FIGURE 11.8 Title-page engraving of Augustine Lerchheimer [Hermann Witekind],
Christlich Bedenken unnd Erinnerung von Zauberey (Basel: Sebastian Henricpetri, 1593).
Cornell University Library, Witchcraft BF1583.A2 W82 1593 Text. Public Domain.
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clearly modelled on images of the Israelites dancing around the golden
calf.61 The dance has now become central in a complex scene of witch-
craft, creating an axis with the cauldron, the most common code for witch-
craft in the previous century. It is not yet the mass phenomenon depicted
in the later print of Matthäus Merian (Figures 11.1 & 11.2), but it already
provides clear visual evidence of witches as members of a diabolical com-
munity—united not only in their idolatry and loyalty to their god, but also
in their uncontrolled lust, the way their sensual desires are being given free
reign. Wild movement, discordant sounds, and accentuated gestures point
to the destruction and ruin behind.
Through the seventeenth-century images of witchcraft with dancing at their
centre become almost standard, shaped and strengthened by elements imported
from broader iconographies of dance, whether of New World natives, the peasantry
or the court, the gods of mythology, ancient rites, or contemporary celebration.62
But for that to happen, dance had first to be established as a significant code for
witchcraft by theorists such as Jean Bodin and Nicolas Remy. Only then could
witches be depicted as members of a wholly alien society, whose bodily behaviour
as well as uncontrolled lust, uninhibited frenzy, and hardened zeal would bring their
true nature and the threat they posed into much sharper public view.
FIGURE 11.9 Master CG, The nocturnal dance of elves and demons, woodcut, in Olaus
Magnus, Historia de Gentium Septentrionalium (Basel: Adam Henricpetri, 1567), 107.
Cornell University Library, RMC2006_0172. Public Domain.
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Bernard Picart’s illustrative strategies in
Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous
les peuples du monde*
Paola von Wyss-Giacosa
UNIVERSITY OF ZURICH
One may imagine the many subscribers to Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous
les peuples du monde and other interested curieux gathering time and again over
the years to discuss the most recently printed fascicules.The single tracts, and not
least individual sheets within the large body of elaborate engravings in this
encyclopaedic publishing endeavour of the early Enlightenment, were in all like-
lihood put next to each other and compared even before being bound into vol-
umes, following the specific instructions—and intentions—of the authors.1
Printed between 1723 and 1737 in Amsterdam in seven magnificent folio vol-
umes by the Huguenot man of letters and publisher, Jean Frédéric Bernard,
Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses surveyed the religious ceremonies and usages of
the world as it was then known in a carefully compiled structure.2 An ambitious
phenomenological approach characterized the work: a rich, select collection of
materials was meant to encourage a critical interdenominational and intercultural
examination of ritual as one of the universal aspects of religious practice. The
authors considered such customs and acts to be what today might be referred to
as a key anthropological constant; and, as Bernard explained in his introductory
texts, the intention of Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses was to invite a further, in-
depth, and discerning engagement with these.3
The roughly 600 single illustrations, choreographed on more than 250 plates
and furnished with captions, comprised an important element, if not the point
of departure, for the publication. The publisher argued for a primacy of pictorial
* This chapter owes much to the questions and valuable comments offered to me on the occasion of
the symposium Feelings Matter: Exploring the Cultural Dynamics of Emotion in Early Modern Europe held
in Rome on 30 March 2015. My thanks go to the organizers, Giovanni Tarantino and Giuseppe
Marcocci, as well as to Daniel Barbu, Rolando Minuti, Raffaella Sarti, and Charles Zika.
evidence. Furthermore, the medium of print as an iterative process, which
enabled the reproduction and distribution of images, was meant to highlight the
likewise iterative dimension of the ceremonies themselves as external religious
practices that could be observed and represented. Clearly, it was intended that
the stylistically heterogeneous illustrations, documenting the practices of Jews,
Catholics, Protestants, and Muslims, as well as those of the so-called idolatrous
peoples, be perceived as a compilation like the text.4 Bernard in the first sub-
scription advertised the aesthetic quality of the sheets and highlighted the
importance to science of the ‘instructive and precise’ engravings.5
The person responsible for these plates and prominently credited in red capital
letters on the title-page was Bernard Picart, son of the successful engraver Eti-
enne Picart and himself a widely recognized and experienced master of his
trade. The immediate as well as the long-term success of Cérémonies et coutumes
religieuses was due in large part to the rich body of illustrations this skilled
engraver compiled, developed, and delivered to the public over the course of
a decade.6
At the time of publication, both Bernard and Picart were French exiles
and well integrated into the Protestant refugee community in Amsterdam.
Bernard had fled to the Netherlands already as a child with his father,
a Huguenot pastor, after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Picart grew
up Catholic in Paris but for years moved in circles that were critical of the
Roman Catholic Church. He was a sympathizer of Jansenism and sharply
condemned its persecution by the state and the Church.7 In 1710, he finally
left France, no doubt driven by the hope of economic betterment but
equally by his conviction that he could find work and living conditions with
more ideological freedom in another country.
This personal motivation, the continuous evolution of which was vividly
recounted over twenty years later by his fellow exile and friend Prosper
Marchand in the Eloge historique,8 seems an apt starting point for posing the
question whether and to what extent traces of the artist’s emotional experi-
ence as well as intellectual references to this self-imposed exile can be expli-
citly discerned in single engravings of Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses or even
throughout the whole seven volumes. Picart was responsible not just for the
execution, but also for the conception, selection, and organization of the
visual apparatus. He was highly conscious not only of the formal possibilities
and functions of printed images as instruments of mediation and communica-
tion, but also of the engraver’s role and responsibility, which in his mind
were inextricably intertwined.9 While Bernard and Picart proclaimed that
they had assembled their compilation using purely objective criteria, it is
argued here that the illustrator’s selection of sources and, above all, what
I propose to call the ‘con-visualization’ of the images—that is, their
sequence, size, style, adaptation, and placement within the overall pictorial
programme of the volumes—also demand attention as highly sophisticated
elements of an emotional strategy articulated on various levels.
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In this context, it seems worth considering how much the structure, content, and
presentation of the editorial project of the Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses—and thus
the overall conception and con-visualization of the images—were altered from the
very first subscription announcement in the Journal des Sçavans in December 1720.
Originally, eight volumes in-quarto had been planned. The first three volumes
were to present the religious ceremonies of all contemporary peoples; the fourth
volume was to deal with birth, marriage, and death rituals; volumes five and six
were to describe secular ceremonies;10 the seventh volume, clothing; and the eighth
volume, finally, ceremonies from antiquity. The changes made before the actual
‘mise en imprimé’11 in 1723 were significant and obviously well thought out.
A weighty new format, the encyclopaedic in-folio that notably enhanced the
impact of the visual parts, was chosen for the now seven volumes. Also, the the-
matic organization was new, presenting the ceremonies by religion, and in the case
of the ‘idolaters’, in two separate volumes arranged by continent and region. Birth,
marriage, and death rites, for instance, were no longer grouped together but
included instead in the single sections on a religion or geographical area. Further-
more, the representations of both ancient and secular ceremonies were left out,
with Bernard explaining maliciously in the introduction that the almost infinite
number of present-day religious customs had imposed such a limitation.12
The subscribers to the edition were thus, after a long delay, presented with
a product quite different from the one originally described, one now characterized
by a significantly more purposeful pictorial choreography. Within the large corpus
of illustrations, all provided with captions, all individually signed and marked by
Picart with such terms as ‘invenit’, ‘delineavit’, ‘sculpsit’ or ‘sculptura direxit’, in
order to clarify his involvement in their conception and execution, we certainly
do find images that in topic and rendering are extremely troubling—the sacrificial
immolation of children or captives to a deity in the Americas, the burning
alive of a widow in India, the torture and executions of the Inquisition. Still,
a closer look at the overall extra-visual implications makes it quite evident that
the central goal of Picart’s pictorial argument is clearly not to be located pre-
dominantly in such sensationalistic stimulation of emotion. Rather, Picart—and
Bernard—relied on the intaglio technique’s power of sensual and emotional persua-
sion on a much subtler level, one that should not simply provoke shock or disgust,
but instead—along with and beyond a clearly targeted attack on the Roman Cath-
olic Church—help initiate a more general, in-depth reflection on the nature of
ceremonies and on the essence of religion.
The image that opened the first volume of Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses
and at the same time served as a visual overture to the rich and engaging
section dedicated to Jewish ceremonies was a splendid large sheet, a double-
page engraving of the Esnoga, the Portuguese synagogue in Amsterdam
(Figure 12.1).13 Dated 1721, it is one of the earliest pieces Picart produced
for what was to be his most ambitious and meaningful project. He furnished
the image with only a few captions: one highlighting the famous Torah Ark
worked in precious Brazilian Jacaranda wood, a second one indicating the
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Teva, the pulpit from which the Torah is read and prayers are recited, a third
marking the women’s galleries. The fourth and last caption in the key, however,
did not refer to architectural elements, but instead to a historical dimension of
the scene: the commemoration of the inauguration day of the synagogue on
2 August 1675. A small chapter in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses was devoted
to a description of this event.14
Picart was to depict the interior of this remarkable building, which could host
over 1600 people and for many decades remained the largest Jewish structure in
Europe, several times over the following years, offering different views of its
interior.15 The pictorial introduction of the Esnoga within Cérémonies et coutumes
religieuses, however, was purposely executed in accordance with the spectacular
perspective and choreography of its very first official representation. This was an
etching of the festivities uniting Jews and Christians as welcome guests in the
Portuguese synagogue—for which the Sephardic community had commissioned
the famous Dutch artist Romeyn de Hooghe.16 Those viewing Picart’s image
would have immediately recognized this visual quotation—not first and foremost
FIGURE 12.1 Bernard Picart (after Romeyn de Hooghe), The Portuguese Synagogue in
Amsterdam, engraving, in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde,
vol. 1 (Amsterdam, 1723), part 1, 101. Zentralbibliothek, Zürich, Q 35. © Courtesy
Zentralbibliothek, Q 35.
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as a masterly representation of a religious house, but rather as a skilful reference
tying the new engraving to a historical moment, to a strongly emotional symbol
of the unique religious tolerance that had made the building’s construction pos-
sible. By quoting de Hooghe, Picart inserted himself into an iconographic and,
by the same token, cultural tradition, thereby affirming and perpetuating it. At
the same time, he transformed de Hooghe’s allegorical baroque history piece
into a contemporary scene of genuine tolerance, by among other things adapting
the clothing style, and thereby bridging the fifty-year gap between the two
images. With this pictorial strategy, Picart appealed directly to his viewers’ senti-
ments and referred to his own biographical background as an exile who had
been welcomed in the Netherlands.
The ceremonies of Roman Catholicism, which received by far the largest
treatment in the project, directly followed the Jewish ones in the first
and second volumes of Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses, the various parts of which
were given to subscribers in the course of the year 1723. Therefore, it seems
interesting to compare the strong visual opening statement of the Esnoga—that in
its scope was much more than just the first in a series of remarkably sensuous and
lively images depicting Jewish ceremonies—with one of the plates devoted to
Catholicism, an image dated 1722 that is just as large, elaborate and aesthetically
refined (Figure 12.2). In this instance, too, Picart chose to quote a widely circu-
lated visual representation, again of a monumental building well known all over
Europe, St Peter’s Papal Basilica. This piece had also been commissioned to
FIGURE 12.2 Bernard Picart (after Federico Mastrozzi), St. Peter’s Papal Basilica in
Rome, engraving, in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde, vol. 1
(Amsterdam, 1723), part 2, 150. © Private collection.
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commemorate a historical moment, this time an event of significance for the
Catholic Church. The etching by Federico Mastrozzi, after a composition by
Antonio Valerio and drawn by Pietro Ostini, was one of two broadsheets realized
to immortalize the canonizations of Pope Pius V, Andrea Avellino, Felix of
Cantalice, and Catharina de’ Vigri of Bologna in St Peter’s on 22 May 1712.17
As was the case for the inauguration of the Portuguese synagogue, here too a
chapter, but a much longer one, was dedicated to a description of this solemn
liturgical function.18
The formal correspondences between these two engravings in the same
volume are many, not least the wide-angle lens perspective that further accentu-
ates the media effect of the staged ceremonies. Clearly, such correspondences
were meant to invite a comparison by the observer that would inevitably draw
the viewer’s attention to the evident, striking contrasts. In the Roman Basilica,
there appears to be no human interaction. No individual physiognomies or facial
expressions are recognizable, the space and the people are organized in static,
isolated groups, an effect accentuated by the many captions identifying the cler-
ical hierarchy in great detail. Also, the temporal and personal dimensions of this
rather gloomy scene contrast dramatically with the luminous engraving of the
Esnoga. As the caption states, it was Clement XI who presided over the canon-
ization ceremony with all the assembled ecclesiastical and civic dignitaries—the
same pope who a year later, 1713, was to sign the bull Unigenitus against the
Jansenists, condemning 101 propositions of Pasquier Quesnel’s Reflexions morales.
Moreover, the pontiff being canonized, Pius V, previously an inquisitor, was
one of the protagonists of the Counter-Reformation, an opponent of the
Huguenots and a fierce proponent of orthodoxy and liturgy.
Due to Picart’s many-layered strategy of con-visualization within Cérémonies et
coutumes religieuses, Mastrozzi’s etching—commissioned to glorify the Church—
no longer appears as a glamorous commemoration, but rather as an intimidating
and obnoxious demonstration of power.19
Indeed, the pictorial representations dedicated to Catholic ceremonies, which
total a noteworthy forty-four plates (not including the five visualizing the Inqui-
sition), began with a series of images on the conclave and ended with the cere-
monies performed in connection with the pontiff’s death.20 There were clear
historical references in most of these images and—again—specifically to one
pope: the election of Giovanni Francesco Albani as Pope Clement XI on
23 November 1700; his formal possession of the Lateran Basilica in a long pro-
cession on 10 April 1701; his deeds, namely the canonizations he performed;
and finally, his death in 1721—incidentally the year of the execution of the first
series of plates for Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses.
These representations frame the rest of the material on Catholic ceremonies,
the overall visual orchestration communicating clearly how the Church’s appar-
atus of power, its goals and mechanisms, control the system. The idea of a rigid
hierarchy, a merciless set of rules and a negation of individuality is persistently
conveyed in the many subsequent plates on the practices of the Catholic clergy.
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Picart avails himself of various formal means to elicit irritation in viewers against
this kind of subjection to needless ceremonies: first by aggregating numerous
single images of these mandatory practices on one plate (in most cases six, in
some instances even nine), an arrangement aimed at increasing their impersonal,
serial effect; further, through the careful and intentional adoption of the rather
functional style of the originals—various important, official Catholic reference
works such as the Histoire des Conclaves and the Pontificale Romanum—in which
the people are depicted not as individuals but rather as marionettes mechanically
performing prescribed procedures (Figure 12.3).21 The imposing, double-page
representations of historical moments in papal Rome, such as the canonization
ceremony discussed above, or the bombastically staged procession for the
enthroning of Clement XI, time and again interrupt the monotonous rhythm in
this sequence of little images, only to emphasize clerical oversight and the
mighty hierarchical structure of the Roman Catholic Church. Picart creates an
additional, very effective contrast with all these plates. He juxtaposes them with
the more engaging, livelier engravings of Catholic everyday life, depicting per-
sonal moments such as the christening of a child, marriage, communion, or the
anointing of the sick.
Critics could not have accused Picart of having made a polemical choice of
images. The sources for his illustrations in this section were, without exception,
Catholic. And yet the con-visualization of the plates was bound to encourage direct
and critical comparisons on various grounds. The persuasive use of emotion in the
engravings dedicated to the Dutch Protestant community, for instance, a small
number of exquisite plates completed for the most part in 1732 only one year
before Picart’s death, and published as part of the third volume of Cérémonies et cou-
tumes religieuses, is striking. The people portrayed in these images are of flesh and
blood, with recognizable, individual features. They are often placed in airy rooms,
where they engage in common activities as a congregation. The plates are marked
‘B. Picart invenit et del[ineavit]’—designed and drawn by Picart. In other words, the
artist executed the preparatory drawings for the engravings and personally visited
the places and communities he represented. In fact, in the captions to the single
scenes he noted that one of the Pentecost customs depicted had been observed in
the north-western village of Schermerhorn and another one in The Hague. In
other cases he specified that the feast of the Epiphany in Amsterdam was illustrated,
or the funeral ceremonies as celebrated ‘in Amsterdam and many other cities in
Holland’, or the way they were ‘done in The Hague and a few other cities’.22
In the case of the Catholic ceremonies, on the other hand, the plates were
often signed ‘B. Picart sculpt[ura] dir[exit]’, clarifying that Picart had only overseen
the execution of the plates by his studio. The detailed marking and signing of
individual sheets by Picart added a further dimension of personalization—and
a further ground for comparison—to the corpus of illustrations. In such targeted
use of terminological conventions,23 it may be argued, the distance from the
subject depicted in one case and the specificity and importance of the visual rep-
resentation in the other received additional emphasis.
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FIGURE 12.3 Bernard Picart (after engravings in Pontificale Romanum), Practices of the
Roman Catholic Church, engraving, in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples
du monde, vol. 1 (Amsterdam, 1723), part 2, 104. © Private collection.
One of the plates of the Dutch Protestants, a magnificent sheet with two
frames, depicts a baptism as well as a gathering for communion (Figure 12.4).
Both images, one staging the welcoming of an infant in the Walloon church
FIGURE 12.4 Bernard Picart, Baptism and Coming Together for Communion in the Walloon
Church in Amsterdam, engraving, in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du
monde, vol. 3 (Amsterdam, 1732), 394. © Private collection.
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in Amsterdam, the other a central moment in the life of the congregation,
radiate naturalness, solemnity, and movement in their compositions and light-
ing. By specifically pointing out that they don’t require a long description,
the author of the Dissertation sur la religion des Protestans stresses the simplicity
of the ceremonies accompanying these two sacraments, the only ones
accepted by the Protestants. The images ‘speak to the eyes and express much
more than any dissertation’.24
Picart, indeed, conceived his compositions very well. He was a highly skilled
illustrator and experienced in many fields. He had a broad knowledge of pictor-
ial traditions and conventions and made sophisticated use of this common visual
language; he mastered the theatrical principles for staging a scene in discursive
representations; he arranged people and spaces with a freshness and spontaneity
that invited the viewers to engage in a dialogue with the scene presented. The
richness of visual information, the exquisite artistic quality, the appeal to all the
senses and the sensibility for human impulses and emotions in the plates on the
Dutch Protestants are remarkable—as are the plates depicting the Jewish com-
munities in the Netherlands.
The most famous of these images, to this day, is a representation of the Seder
in the home of Alvaro Nunes da Costa, a prominent member of the Sephardic
community in Amsterdam (Figure 12.5).25 Picart’s biographer Marchand lingers
on the genesis of this composition, finally realized in 1725, as the most import-
ant print of the Jewish ceremonies. According to the skilfully built account on
exclusion and inclusion in the Eloge historique, Picart had to wait four years
before being able to participate in the ritual feast marking the beginning of
Passover.26
The beautiful engraving shows an interior lit only by the flames in the fire-
place and by the Shabbat lamp over the round table of the da Costa family.
Numerous captions explain the rich details of the image, such as the different
foods placed on the Seder Plate. The presence of a dark-skinned domestic, who
on this special day has taken a seat at the table, also finds mention in the key.27
One other person may be singled out visually, a man wearing street clothes and
a three-cornered hat. He sits across from the pater familias and, like the others,
holds the Haggadah, narrating the Israelites’ exodus from Egypt. Remarkably,
Picart has represented himself in the engraving as a welcome guest at this yearly
commemoration of exile.28 Sitting together at one table are thus different
people, all united by a personal or historical background of exclusion. The
Seder image, officially the last engraving to have been completed in the Jewish
section,29 offers a personal dimension, a confirmation, now in an intimate, pri-
vate space (as a complement to the open, official one of the Portuguese syna-
gogue) of religious and more generally of cultural tolerance, of dialogue based
on mutual respect and interest.
Picart had been invited to participate in the Seder and accordingly chose
a particular phrasing—‘dessiné d’après nature’—for signing the plate, making it
abundantly clear that he gave it particular importance.30 The naturalism of this
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engraving, its remarkable documentary value and, no doubt, the self-portrait of
the artist it included have been determining factors in the history of its immedi-
ate and long-term reception and success. All the more, it seems relevant in the
present context to point to an interesting visual correspondence overlooked thus
far. Over a century before, in a popular late mannerist representation of Con-
cord, the famous Antwerp artist Marten de Vos conveyed the notion of human
harmony allegorically by showing a family assembled around a round table for
a common meal in a hospitable room warmed by a fire (Figure 12.6).31 Even in
the instance of a scene documenting a real moment and breathing the spontan-
eity of direct observation, Picart had made insightful and subtle use of an icono-
graphic tradition, thus engaging not only with the sympathy but also with the
collective memory and imagination of his public.
A second, very different kind of self-referential representation by Picart in
Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses deserves mention, one that also served the pur-
pose of further delineating the emotional and intellectual biography of the artist,
a provocative image offering some clues as to the course of events preceding
Picart’s self-imposed exile from France. The plate illustrates various paraphernalia
of Catholicism (Figure 12.7) and like the Seder image is part of the first volume
FIGURE 12.5 Bernard Picart, Ritual Feast of Seder, engraving, in Cérémonies et coutumes
religieuses de tous les peuples du monde, vol. 1 (Amsterdam, 1723), part 1, 120. Zentralbi-
bliothek, Zürich, Q 35. © Courtesy Zentralbibliothek, Q 35.
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and dated 1725. A scapular, a blessed medal, a little bread of Saint Genevieve,
a finger ring of the Maltese knights, various rosaries, and a paper sheet printed
by the Apostolic Camera are presented in a paradigmatic manner.32 A lengthy
caption points out that the document depicted, an indulgence, is the exact copy
of an original, and a second caption specifically notes that the coat of arms on
the paper is that of Pope Alexander VII, who provided this very indulgence.33
Again, the Eloge historique offers useful background information. In an emotionally
loaded scene, a confrontation is described between Picart and the notorious lieutenant
general of police, Marc-René de Voyer de Paulmy et Marquis d’Argenson, who was
supported by the Jesuits. Picart had repeatedly attacked the Roman Church, the pope,
and the Jesuits in various engravings that had subsequently been banned. After having
examined his conscience for a long time, according to Marchand’s account, Picart
decided to leave France and applied for a visa to Sweden. No sooner had he done so
than he was summoned by d’Argenson. The chief of police, who also supervised the
printing trade, confronted Picart with threats should he depart. Realizing that
FIGURE 12.6 Crispijn van de Passe (after Marten de Vos), Concordia or A family sitting
round the dinner table, 1589, engraving. Wellcome Library, London, no. 38954i. Well-
come Library, London. Wellcome Images. CC BY 4.0.
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FIGURE 12.7 Bernard Picart, Catholic Paraphernalia, engraving, in Cérémonies et coutumes
religieuses de tous les peuples du monde, vol. 1 (Amsterdam, 1723), part 2, 176. Zentralbi-
bliothek, Zürich, Q 35. © Courtesy Zentralbibliothek, Q 35.
d’Argenson’s concern was grounded in the issue of his religious identity, Picart
returned to the chief of police the next day bearing proof of his Catholic faith, specif-
ically the indulgence that had been given to his father and that, as we are told, was
valid for three generations. The whole episode is entertainingly recounted in the Eloge
historique.34 The indulgence, as is derisively pointed out, could of course be no proof
of Picart’s Catholicism. And yet, the papal document—thus Marchand reports—sur-
prisingly, and luckily, seems to have convinced d’Argenson to allow the artist to leave.
As apocryphal as this whole episode that was retold so many years later may
have been, it still provides a valuable dimension for situating the engraving and
for understanding its intention and ensuing reception. The inclusion of the
indulgence and of a key allowing its identification on the plate certainly seems
quite a malicious choice by Picart; a polemical or at least a provocative display
of a paper that bought him freedom, the freedom, among other things, to realize
a project like Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses.35
A closer examination of various plates against the background of Picart’s
experience of exile thus reveals a clear hostility towards the Roman Catholic
Church. It also makes clear the benevolent, open, and participatory viewpoints
that underpin the compositions dedicated to the Jewish and Protestant commu-
nities of the Netherlands—and this in spite of the fundamental criticism of reli-
gious ceremonies formulated in the introduction to the seven volumes by Jean
Frédéric Bernard.36 The same is true for a particularly sophisticated sheet, the
Tableau des principales religions du monde, which Picart originally conceived as the
frontispiece for the Dutch translation of Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses (Figure
12.8).37 A Parisian book dealer once characterized this plate as ‘the most beauti-
ful and accomplished piece by this famous artist’.38 Indeed, the composition is
remarkably dense, both aesthetically and with regard to the variety of genres and
the number of intra-visual references deployed. It was finished in 1727, four
years after the volume on Jewish and Catholic ceremonies as well as the first
part of the ceremonies of the Idolaters, and thus a considerable number of
engravings had already been published.39 By virtue of its position in the book, it
was no doubt intended as a visual prelude. Still, given the date of its completion,
the title page might also be understood as a sharp, polemical synthesis of the
visual argument built up in a subtler fashion by means of the con-visualization
of documentary plates within the volumes, as discussed above.
The detailed caption offering an interpretation of the Tableau takes as its point
of departure the personification of Christian Religion, represented under a large
tree holding an open Bible that a Franciscan monk tries to close with one hand,
while pointing with the other to the large volume prominently displayed at
centre right in which is written ‘Concilia et Traditiones’ (Councils and Tradition)
and on which the Roman Church is resting.40 The representation is program-
matic: the personification of Christian Religion, clad in white, is flanked by
Reformation, which points to the Holy Scripture with her right hand and is
surrounded by illustrious figures from the history of the Reformation. The per-
sonification of the Catholic Church is placed higher and dominates the
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FIGURE 12.8 Bernard Picart, Frontispiece for the Dutch edition of Cérémonies (Naaukeurige
Beschryving der uitwendige Godtsdienst-Plichten, Kerk-Zeden en Gewoontens van alle Volkeren
der Waereldt, The Hague, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 1727–1738), engraving, 1727, in Céré-
monies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde. Zentralbibliothek, Zürich,
Q 35. © Courtesy Zentralbibliothek, Q 35.
composition. A dark shadow covers her head, which bears the papal tiara, and
part of her breasts, prominently displayed to allude to Mother Church. She
stands on a fallen rabbi and the ruins of the Roman Empire, and she is sur-
rounded by Catholic dignitaries and representatives of various religious orders.
One figure deserves particular mention, the dark personification of Superstition.
She holds a rosary in her left hand, and a scapular hangs over her arm. A small
sheet with the inscription ‘Indulgentiae absolutae vulgo plenariae’ (absolute indul-
gences commonly called plenary), seemingly falling out of the pages marked
‘Concilia et traditiones’, appears next to her head, and she kneels on an indulgence
labelled ‘Agnus Dei’—the references to the plate on Catholic paraphernalia dis-
cussed above couldn’t be more obvious.
Picart had created many single sheets that contained visual attacks on the
Church and the Jesuits.41 In a certain sense, the frontispiece, opposing the deli-
cate, luminous figures of Christian Religion and Reformation to the dark, dom-
inating Roman Catholic Church, may be included among them, given its
explicit temporal references, specifically to the papal bull Unigenitus that con-
demned Jansenism, which is depicted in the hands of a Jesuit presenting it to
a bishop ‘who seems to refuse it’.42
In fact, the artist appears to be quoting himself, by carrying on a visual dis-
course from earlier works and thereby testifying to his consistent, openly dis-
played engagement in this field and his personal as well as intellectual authority.
One reference is the figure of the Jesuit scheming in the dark. It is rendered in
the same way as on the title page for a commission, in 1706, for a Huguenot
edition of La Satyre Menippée, a violent criticism of religious fanaticism, the
black aristocracy, and the pope.43 A second reference is in the personification of
Religion. Picart in 1708 had executed the cover for a dissertation in philosophy,
L’accord de la religion avec la Philosophie ou de la raison avec la foi. In this compos-
ition, which included a long caption, Religion had also been represented as
a figure clad in white, pointing at an open Bible, and illuminated by divine
light.44
The iconographic and discursive importance as well as the emotional impact
of this recurrent radiant, white-clad figure may be substantiated further by
another image that was clearly intended to be a visual counter-statement to
Picart’s powerful frontispiece. Nicolas Cochin the Younger was entrusted with
the creation of a new title page for the catholicized edition of Cérémonies et cou-
tumes religieuses published in Paris in 1741 (Figure 12.9).45 Again, the delicate
figure dressed in white forms the heart and centre of the composition, resting
on brightly lit clouds. But in Cochin’s vignette she has become a personification
of the Roman Catholic Church, holding the Eucharist in her raised left hand
and a palm branch in the right. In the book behind her ‘Biblia sacra’ and ‘Concilia
et traditiones’ are arranged on a double page. Also worth noting is that Cochin
relegates the personifications of Jewish religion, of Islam, and of paganism to the
dark and gloomy reign of bats and ignorance. In Picart’s Tableau des principales
religions du monde; however, Islam was depicted by means of several figures in
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the very foreground46 and—though ‘in the background’, as the caption states—‘the
Pagodas and the Gods of the East Indies on the right and those of the West Indies
on the left’ were represented in an inclusive manner.47
The impatience of the subscribers—as Bernard informed the readers in the
Préface générale—led the editors to change the originally intended sequence and
to publish a first volume on the idolatrous ceremonies right after the ones
on Jewish and Catholic ceremonies, with all appearing in 1723.48 It seems
very likely that this change, too, was part of Picart’s strategy of allowing for
a direct, immediate juxtaposition, particularly of the Catholic ceremonies, with
a carefully selected compilation of ethnographic material: scenes of devotion in
front of peculiar images of exotic gods, strange practices of asceticism, spectacu-
lar temple interiors. Thus, the readers and viewers of the Cérémonies et coutumes
religieuses had already been acquainted with many of the ‘exotic’ subjects chosen
to represent the idolatries of Asia and the Americas in this panoramic frontis-
piece by the time it appeared.49 Picart, in the Tableau des principales religions du
monde again, took up a dialogue with his public, using pictorial references that
he knew would be recognized and understood. He was addressing his viewers as
insiders, emotionally and intellectually, in order to make an argument for relativ-
ism through demonstrative pictorial action, suggesting that all religious ceremonies
FIGURE 12.9 Charles-Nicolas Cochin, Fleuron for the Title Page, engraving, in Histoire
générale des cérémonies, moeurs et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde (Paris,
1741). Zentralbibliothek, Zürich, 9.1: a/F. © Courtesy Zentralbibliothek, 9.1: a/F.
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of the world could and should be compared, even if he always accompanied this
with a generally critical attitude towards ceremonialism.
In this context—and in conclusion—one of the changes already mentioned
with regard to the original editorial plan must be highlighted once more. The first
announcement in the Journal des Sçavans at the end of 1720 had envisioned an
organization of the volumes by topic, one of which would contain all the cere-
monies concerning birth, marriage, and death. This would have been quite typical
for the time as well as for publications of previous centuries, some of which were
quoted in the Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses.50 However, the structure ultimately
chosen for the volumes—grouping them by confession and geography—meant
that these rites de passage, as well as other moments of collective emotions, of nar-
ratives expressing a sense of community, were brought to the attention of the
viewers again and again throughout the seven volumes. This encouraged the per-
ception of these ceremonies not, or not just, as specific to one religion or ethnic
group, but as universal expressions of human feelings and needs. In fact, Picart
specifically created additional scenes illustrating such instances. Many beautiful
and expressive plates are marked accordingly, ‘B. Picart delineavit’, or in several
cases even ‘B. Picart invenit’, testifying to the artist’s manifest intention of high-
lighting these central moments in life (Figures 12.10 and 12.11).51
FIGURE 12.10 Bernard Picart, Inca Festival in Honour of the Sun, engraving, in Céré-
monies et coutumes religieuses des peuples idolatres, vol. 1 (vol. 6 in the official numbering,
Amsterdam, 1723), part 1, 127. © Private collection.
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A strong personal investment, evident on many levels, characterizes all the
engravings in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses. In this way, Bernard Picart, who
himself had strong emotional and intellectual experiences associated with being
a refugee and exile of conscience, emphasized his argument for tolerance
towards ceremonies that were on the one hand criticized as being merely exter-
nal manifestations essentially foreign to internal rationally based religion, but at
the same time understood as based on a deeply human need to express feelings,
receive guidance, and form a sense of community.
The examples offered here, in all their heterogeneity, may be considered
a case in point for a more general discussion about the use—that is, the expres-
sive power, role, and significance—of printed illustrations as tools in emotionally
laden visual strategies. Picart meant to elicit emotions of sympathy or irritation,
of identification or rejection. Clearly, he specifically intended to criticize and
relativize Catholicism. He was, however, even more strongly determined to
stimulate individual reflection beyond questions of denomination, confession, or
race. His carefully selected and choreographed body of illustrations must be con-
sidered—to put it in the terms of the British anthropologist Alfred Gell—a
FIGURE 12.11 Bernard Picart, Parsee Baptism, engraving, in ‘Dissertation sur la religion
des Gaures,’ Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses des peuples idolatres, vol. 2 (vol. 7 in the
official numbering, Amsterdam, 1728), 31. © Private collection.
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‘source of, and target for, social agency’.52 The artistic conception and compre-
hensive con-visualization of images in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses offered
a many-layered, thought-provoking challenge to the public to see religious cere-
monies as an anthropological constant, to compare, to ponder and to raise
doubts, to recognize their universal aspects, the needs they fulfil, and the dangers
this entails. Picart’s representations—in the creative way he arranged the single
elements of his visual argument to highlight similarities and differences—both
permitted and demanded the viewer’s active intervention. The series of engrav-
ings he created, with their sophisticated internal referencing, had a strong impact
and were no doubt characteristic of the emotional strategy of an age. The
images achieved remarkably high circulation in the many editions of Cérémonies
et coutumes religieuses. Their reception was broad and worked as a profound force
for change.
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religieux.
37 Naaukeurige Beschryving der uitwendige Godtsdienst-Plichten, Kerk-Zeden en Gewoontens
van alle Volkeren der Waereldt (The Hague, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 1727–1738). After
1727 the first edition too was enriched by this frontispiece.
38 “Cette planche de gravure, regardée comme le morceau le plus beau & le plus fini
de la main de ce fameux artiste,” Guillaume-François de Bure, Bibliographie instructive
ou Traité de la connoissance des livres rares et singuliers (Paris, 1768), 450.
39 Volumes 1 and 2 of the Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde
were published in 1723, as was the first volume of the Cérémonies des peuples idolatres
(volume 6 in the official numbering). The second volume of the Idolatres followed in
1728 (volume 7 in the official numbering). In 1733, volume 3 on the ceremonies of
the Greek Orthodox and the Protestants, was published; in 1736 volume 4 on
Anglicans, Quakers, Anabaptists, Pietists; and finally, in 1737 volume 5 on the
Mohammedan ceremonies.
40 ‘En premier lieu on voit la RELIGION CHRETIENNE au pied d’un grand arbre présen-
tant la BIBLE ouverte, qu’un Moine Franciscain s’efforce de fermer d’une main en
montrant de l’autre le livre où est écrit CONCILES et TRADITIONS sur lequel L’EGLISE
ROMAINE est appuyée.’
41 Wachenheim, “Bernard Picart, graveur des Jansénistes”; Simonutti, “Inquietudine
religiosa.”
42 This is the explanation in the caption.
43 Simonutti, “Inquietudine religiosa,” offers an excellent analysis of this sheet. See
pages 264–67, 291–93.
44 On this sheet see: Simonutti, “Inquietudine religiosa,” 269–73, 296–98.
45 Wyss-Giacosa, Religionsbilder, 323–27.
46 On the depiction of Islam in the frontispiece and in the work, see: David Brafman,
“Picart, Bernard, Hermes and Muhammad (Not necessarily in that Order),” and
Kishwar Rizvi, “Persian Pictures: Art, Documentation, and Self-Reflection in Jean
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Frédéric Bernard and Bernard Picart’s Representation of Islam,” both in Hunt, Jacob,
and Mijnhardt, First Global Vision of Religion, 139–68, 169–96.
47 ‘A droite le lointain représente les Pagodes et les Dieux des Indes Orientales, et à
gauche ceux des Indes Occidentales.’
48 ‘Ce volume [the first volume on the ceremonies of the idolatrous peoples] a été
donné à la fin de 1723, pour satisfaire à l’impatience des souscripteurs.’
49 Picart, in the background of the frontispiece, shows details from the following
engravings in the Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses: “Ofrande que les Floridiens font
d’un cerf au soleil,” 1721; “Les Virginiens adorent le feu,” 1721; “Le grand temple
de Vitsliputsli dans la ville de Mexique,” 1722; “Ixora sous le nom de Mahadeu,”
1722; “L’Yncas consacre son vaze au soleil,” 1723; “Tiedebaik, divinité du Japon,”
1724; “Puzza ou la Cybele des Chinois,” 1726; “Stor-Junkare, Divinité des Lapons,”
1726; “Manipa Idole ou Divinité de Lassa,” 1727; “Prêtres mendians de la Chine,”
1728.
50 There were many overviews on ceremonies of mourning, marriage rites etc. of ‘all
the peoples in the world’ (with similar titles), such as Pierre Muret’s Ceremonies
funebres de toutes les Nations (1679) and Louis de Gaya’s Ceremonies nuptiales de
toutes les Nations (1681). See also: Margaret Hodgen, Early Anthropology in the Six-
teenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1971), 295–349.
51 In addition to the plates on the Dutch Protestants, some of the most noteworthy to
be marked ‘invenit’ include those depicting Greek baptism and ceremonies of mourn-
ing, Parsee baptism and marriage, the desolation of the Mexicans at the end of
a century and their joyousness at the beginning of a new one, and scenes of the Inca
festival in honour of the sun.
52 Alfred Gell, Art and Agency: An Anthropological Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1998), 96: ‘The basic thesis of this work … is that works of art, images, icons, and
the like have to be treated, in the context of an anthropological theory, as person-
like; that is, sources of, and targets for, social agency.’
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FEELING UPSIDE DOWN




During those days … the people were so moved that three more possessed souls
emerged.1
Individuals die; but collective bodies do not. The same passions are perpetuated,
and their vehement malice, immortal as the fiend which inspires it, has always the
same activity.2
A people is ‘moved’ to the point of ‘not being responsible for preventing that
which cannot be prevented’, a ‘frenetic’ and ‘ferocious’ people is struck down by
all manner of suffering, as if it were an individual. Such striking ideas and images
compel us to reflect on the inter-related nature of personal and collective
emotions.3 According to a report issued in 1814 by its legal representatives, the
village of Tosos (Zaragoza) during the previous two years had descended into ‘a
hell where no order reigned, but instead everlasting disorder’. In the words of
Mateo de León, the local parish priest, that ‘time of confusion’ and ‘revolution’
had posed a grave risk to his life and the lives of all those who had dared confront
the will of the majority, since ‘the ferocity of a people tramples on all laws’.4
At this time Spain was in the throes of the Peninsular War against the
armies of Napoleon (1808–1813). Moreover, these were ‘revolutionary’
years, marking the beginning of the end of the country’s Ancien Régime5;
* This chapter is part of the project CIRGEN that has received funding from the European Research
Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
(grant agreement No 787015). I also thank the Instituto Aragonés de Antropología for permission to
draw on the larger body of research included in my book Los posesos de Tosos (1812–1814), and to
translate some material from it.
for while the ceding of sovereignty by Charles IV and Ferdinand VII to
Napoleon had been legally irreproachable, the Spanish saw it as an impos-
ition. After the uprising of May 1808, therefore, they adopted the principle
of national sovereignty for the first time in their history, establishing their
own governmental bodies quite separate from the official authority
embodied in the figure of Joseph Bonaparte, Napoleon’s brother. The local
ruling body, or assembly, set up in Tosos was named the Junta de Probidad
(Assembly of Probity), since its members were all supposedly honest and
morally upright individuals.6 According to General Palafox,7 these kinds of
assemblies constituted ‘a sort of urban militia made up of leading local citi-
zens and other honest folk’, whose role was to keep in check those who
threatened to disturb the peace of the community and who had become
accustomed to saying: ‘today there’s no justice, there’s no mayor to order
us around’.8
The broader context of the war years, therefore, created a kind of emotional
breeding-ground for rebellion, as is revealed in some of the seditious attitudes
displayed by the lower classes at the time. For example, this is the response
given in 1808 by a patroller in another Aragonese village to the bailiff who had
threatened him on account of his scandalous behaviour: ‘To hell with it, there’s
no king here, we’re all one. I’ll never go to jail unless they drag me or drug
me’.9 The events that took place in Tosos have to be seen in the context of this
new politically aware and emotionally charged atmosphere. However, these
trends were present throughout Spain and are not enough in themselves to
explain the emotional specificity of the model under examination. This is where
the dialectic between the general and the specific (or, to narrow down our
focus, between a given community and some of its individual members) plays
a key role.10
The report issued by the Assembly of Probity stated: ‘that which took place in
this village of Tosos in the recent past is undoubtedly the most extraordinary
case ever seen’.11 While the individual roots of the collective emotion that
swept through the population of Tosos between 1812 and 1814 extended some
way back, the scandal began at a specific time on a specific day, and it was no
coincidence that the date in question was that of one of the most important fes-
tivals in the Catholic calendar, Corpus Christi. To quote the Assembly’s report
again:
In the year 1812, on the evening of the feast of Corpus Christi … there
appeared in the procession eight possessed women … making the same
grimaces and violent gestures as are usually made by those who have been
placed under an evil spell. All the people at once believed this to be real,
and this with the approval of the physicians, who confirmed it to be so.
The priest did at first think it the effect of extreme exaltation and over-
heated blood … and made efforts to treat them at the time. But all was in
vain, since this disease spread such that, eight days having passed, there
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were thirty-two who said they had been cursed, and thus this village
became a hell where no order reigned, but instead everlasting disorder.12
From the start, there were obviously two radically opposed versions of events.
Much of the population steadfastly believed that the Devil had taken possession of
several of the villagers (most of them women), and that the person responsible was
one of their neighbours, Joaquina Martínez, whom they dubbed a witch and sor-
ceress, which would mean her exclusion from the village. On the other hand, the
representatives of the new assembly felt that the majority of those involved were
faking their possession and that some were either ill or insane. Using the medical
terminology of the day, some of the women were labelled ‘excitable hysterics’,
carried away by a ‘damaged and overwrought’ imagination.13
While the possessed women’s bodies were wracked by violent movements—
described as ‘uncontrolled gestures and contortions’, ‘furious displays’14—some of
the few men who claimed to have fallen victim directed their violence against the
alleged witch herself. One of these men went twice to Joaquina’s house armed
with a knife and an axe and fully intending to kill her. However, he confined him-
self to breaking down the door and throwing much of her furniture and personal
belongings out into the street. This and other such episodes of aggression meant
the definitive exclusion of the accused as a witch, since eventually Joaquina and
her family had to leave the village without any possibility of return.
As the situation worsened, and it became impossible for the parish priest, Mateo
de León, to meet the constant demands for exorcism from the possessed women
and their families, Mateo wrote to the bishop of Huesca for advice.15 The bishop’s
implacable response did nothing, however, to calm the situation. The symptoms of
‘those involved in the incident’, he wrote, were very ambiguous and might simply
have been due to natural causes. Therefore it was necessary
not to continue with the exorcisms, but to tell the parents of the young girls
and the husbands of the married women to set them to work, in such a way
as not to allow them one minute of idleness. That they should take them to
the nearest river or stream and bathe them more frequently than usual,
giving them food only in moderation. In case of disobedience or any
trouble at home, they should lock them up or punish them. If they caused
a commotion in the church or the street, those persons responsible for law
and order should seize them and escort them to the public jail, where they
should be given nothing but bread and water for three or four days. They
should not be released until they agree to mend their ways, and they should
never be allowed to agitate the people again on this or any other pretext.16
In an attempt to comply with this order, the parish priest of Tosos decided to
convene a meeting with the relevant husbands and fathers at his home. He read the
bishop’s letter to them and tried to convince them to behave as the bishop sug-
gested. But the men
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started to rise up and shout: Our daughters are already suffering the evil
imposed on them by God or the Devil, and we are to add to their torment
by locking them up or putting them to work …! This we shall not do, who-
ever may order it! They will leave the house whenever they want, they will
go to the church, which is the house of us all … If they should shout and
cause uproar, let them shout and cause uproar! And if the forces of justice or
the church should lay a hand on them, we will break their necks.17
That same day, the women claiming to be possessed gathered in front of the
priest’s house armed with sticks and stones, shouting:
Kill him, kill him! He is to blame for the evil afflicting us, he has the
remedy in the sacristy and he doesn’t want to use it because he is con-
vinced we are mad and not under a spell!18
So violent were their threats that the priest, in an act similar to self-exile, or
rather self-exclusion, fled in fear of his life to the neighbouring village of Villa-
nueva de Huerva and stayed there for the next three months. According to the
report produced a year later by the secular authorities at the request of the arch-
bishop of Zaragoza, anarchy ruled during those months, with everyone living
‘just as they pleased’:
there was no human force to restrain these madwomen, far less their
friends and relatives, who clung with such obstinacy to the belief that
their wives and daughters were possessed that they would have killed
anyone who said otherwise.19
Conflicting emotional styles
According to an explanatory model embedded in a language of demonic posses-
sion, which would ultimately be upheld by most of the villagers, the emotional
disturbances experienced by many of the neighbours at this time were caused by
evil spells and demons invoked by the woman accused of witchcraft, Joaquina
Martínez. The solution, therefore, was to expel her from the village and to look
to the clergy to carry out exorcisms as necessary. The agreement by the villagers
that the violent threats of these women towards the parish priest was the result
of bewitchment, for which the women themselves had no responsibility, as well
as their approval of the violent action taken against Joaquina, present a marked
contrast. to the stance adopted by the ecclesiastical authorities in general, and
the episcopal court in particular.
The explanatory model of the ecclesiastical authorities, with its appeal to the
language of reason and enlightenment, dictated that most of the afflicted were
faking their possession; in fact, the real superstition lay in believing in their
trickery, specifically the accusation of witchcraft levelled at Joaquina. Only thus
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can we explain the fact that, two centuries on from the end of the ‘witch-hunt’
in Tosos and most of Spain, and as if in a ‘looking-glass world’, we find our-
selves dealing not with a witch trial, that is, a case brought against an alleged
witch, but with a trial of those supposedly possessed and bent on blaming Joa-
quina for their ill fortune. The episcopal court decided to treat them rather than
Joaquina as criminals for threatening the life of a woman whose supposed
magical powers had in no way been proven and for justifying their behaviour
on the grounds that they were not responsible for their own actions.
Clearly, the highest authorities of the Church no longer believed in
witchcraft.20 In an earlier period, they had gone so far as to encourage the idea
that certain women, aided by the Devil, had the power to harm others, but
such ideas were now regarded as merely remnants of superstitions believed only
by the ignorant—irrational, fraudulent beliefs. The concept of “superstition” had
done an about-turn: instead of designating false religion, that dangerous enemy
against which Catholicism had fought on equal terms two centuries earlier, it
now implied an absurd way of thinking that could only be explained (according
to the ecclesiastical authorities) by the lower classes’ extreme poverty and lack of
education. According to the Church’s new perspective, far removed from the
views it had once shared with its parishioners,21 the only thing the possessed and
their supporters needed was the right religious education.
The episcopal judges, far from considering Joaquina to be a witch, described
her as a ‘God-fearing woman who frequents the sacraments’.22 Hence their prin-
cipal objective was to ‘convince the villagers’ that they should ‘banish any idea
of witchcraft’.23 As the archbishop’s prosecutor stated, having heard the wit-
nesses’ testimony:
This Martínez is a good woman … and there is nothing to be held against
her on the basis of the indiscreet conversations and suspicions of ignorant
people. The prosecutor believes she should be freed and cleared of any
suspicion of enchantment or fraud. But because this matter, if it is to be
remedied sensibly and soundly, needs the learning of a good pastor who
can correct the opinion of these simple people … the prosecutor considers
it essential to assign this job to the priest of Tosos.24
The conflict that broke out in Tosos demonstrates that two opposing explana-
tory models concerning the reality of witchcraft coexisted well into the nineteenth
century: one followed by those who believed in it, the other by those who did
not. These two explanatory models were closely linked to two types of emotion-
ality, one old and one new, as expressed in the words used by Pedro Valero, Aux-
iliary Bishop of Zaragoza, in summing up the attitude of the villagers:
A village of people most of whom are inconsiderate and unprincipled,
taken up by a somewhat outdated preoccupation and enthusiasm.25
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Valero was referring to antiquated emotions, not ideas, and yet the close con-
nection between the two brings us to the most recent studies in the field of
cognitive psychology, according to which emotions cannot be separated from
the mental world of thoughts, beliefs, and hopes.26 The intimate relationship
between thought and emotion (emotions as ‘upheavals of thought’, ‘emotion-
ally held thoughts’, ‘embodied thoughts’27) also tells us something about the
cultural construction of emotions, as ‘overlearned cognitive habits’ (which
explains the fact that they may be involuntary in the short term).28 Hence the
importance of the most recent studies on emotions in history, a new field of
historical study that has obvious points of contact with other, more familiar
disciplines, such as psychology or sociology. Taken to its ultimate conclusion,
the idea of emotional styles would leave no room for any ‘natural’ or instinct-
ive emotion,29 in other words any emotion that might run counter to reason/
civilization.
In Tosos, it was the minority educated class, in particular the members of the
high clergy, who worked with the episcopal court and by this time no longer
believed in witchcraft. They, along with a few other individuals (such as the
doctor), manifested a rational, distant stance—one that would be characterized as
cold, emotionally speaking. The rest of the villagers, meanwhile, were clearly
very much inclined, if not to believe implicitly in witchcraft, at least to drive
away the woman they believed to be the cause of the demonic possession. Sig-
nificantly, the attitude of ecclesiastical representatives varied according to their
relative proximity to the scene.
For Pedro Valero, Auxiliary Bishop of Zaragoza, who never visited the village
but confined himself to passing judgement from his office, the explanation was
simple: fraud or simulation. In the letter Valero wrote on hearing of the events
in Tosos, he stated that those affected were merely ‘people who, pretending to
be possessed, are causing a disturbance and destroying the peace of mind of
others’.30 A year later, after receiving witness statements and other information
from the envoy he sent out to investigate the matter, his opinion had not altered
in the slightest, as is clear from this letter the archbishop’s representative
addressed to Mateo de León, the parish priest:
Reverend Father: I have received the documents regarding the affair
of the possessed in this village. Some may be driven by malice, some
by madness, others by stupidity; but in all cases I am sure that the
possession is false, and I am equally certain that the Martínez woman
is not guilty of witchcraft. For it is not to be believed that God has
put at her disposal a host of devils, to be passed on to anyone she
wishes.31
The letter to the parish priest continued in an arrogant and ironic tone.
Expeditious rather than instructive, his words displayed his complete ignorance
of the situation, of the disorder caused by the demoniacs:
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I understand that a young man of this village, being in the army,
attempted to behave as if possessed; the corporal, knowing his trick,
exorcized him with a good thrashing. When he did it again, the corporal
increased the treatment and, with no further ado, the devils vanished.
The same will happen with those others; they pay no heed to my ben-
evolent decree … Therefore it will be necessary to call on the secular
authorities, who will be informed about the people causing these disturb-
ances. Then the devils will leave them, with punishment, just as they did
the soldier.32
The local parish priest, however, had a quite different perspective on the
matter. He had heard with his own ears the yells and shrieks uttered by eight of
his parishioners during the Corpus Christi procession; he had seen with his own
eyes their ‘unmeasured contorsions and gestures’, and had seen the ceremony
designed to praise the Blessed Sacrament profaned by the ‘indecorous and insult-
ing … [and] furious demonstrations’ of the women supposedly possessed.33
From the parish priest’s viewpoint, the entire population had been caught up by
the emotion of such excesses, and more seriously still, in a process of gradual
empathy or emotional identification with those appearing to be possessed,34 the
evil had spread like wildfire—within the space of a week as many as thirty-two
villagers (mostly women) had declared themselves possessed by the Devil. The
priest felt it was his responsibility, at least in the spiritual domain, to find a cure
for these ills.
Given the circumstances, and because he was the one charged with the ‘care
of souls’ in the village, the parish priest devoted himself for several days to exor-
cising those who sought his help, aided by Fray José de la Huerta, the friar who
worked as his assistant. Meanwhile, the parish priest had written to the bishop
of Huesca for advice, as I indicate above.35 But in spite of the prelate’s conse-
quent orders to stop the exorcisms immediately, on the assumption that this was
all nonsense and that what those involved needed was to be disciplined (bathed,
locked up, punished and, above all, set to work and not allowed ‘one minute of
idleness’36), the parish priest had no choice but to continue with the exorcisms.
After the priest’s initial attempt to do as the bishop said, by trying to convince
the families of those affected to put his advice into practice, many of the villa-
gers turned against him and threatened to murder him. The situation then escal-
ated when the women concerned, along with their relatives, ‘rose up and
surrounded his house, armed with sticks and stones, shrieking like
madwomen’37 that, if he did not continue to carry out the exorcisms, they
would kill him. To that end, ‘they began throwing stones at the doors and
windows’.38 In the face of such violence, the priest, who was inside the house
at the time and ‘who certainly believed that day to be the last of his life’, had
no option but to ‘flee through a dug-out door’ to the nearby village of Villa-
nueva de Huerva, 5.6 kilometres away, where he took refuge for the next three
months, with the bishop’s approval.
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On the same day as the attack on the priest’s house, Julián de Gracia,
a fanatical young man, tried to kill Joaquina with a knife and an axe, prompting
Pedro Valero, Zaragoza’s auxiliary bishop, to order the mayor of Tosos to take
all those supposedly possessed into custody. They were not arrested, however,
and Joaquina and her husband, Miguel Pascual, therefore decided that they too
had to leave Tosos and move to Villanueva de la Huerva. Despite their pleas to
the bishop to help them return home, the situation remained unresolved.
Indeed, it gradually worsened, since all parties became more and more
entrenched in their attitudes. In January 1814, once all the inquiries he had
ordered had been carried out (gathering information, questioning witnesses), the
archbishop reached the conclusion that Joaquina was not a witch (and was free
of all ‘suspicion of enchantment or fraud’39) and that, therefore, she had every
right to return to the village, as soon as peace had been restored there.
The following month, however, the mayor of Tosos, the Assembly of Prob-
ity, and the parish priest together presented a report to the archbishop, asking
him to leave things as they stood. Their main objective was to ensure that Joa-
quina did not return under any circumstances. As the report stated, although the
village had gone through some very serious times, the storm had abated, and it
would simply be tempting fate to allow her back:
The village continued in the midst of that disorder and confusion for
three or four months …Yet in the end this frenzy began to calm down
a little … and since that time … the village has become as calm as a mill-
pond … when before it was an inferno, especially on feast days.40
The different perspectives of the Tosos parish priest and the representative of
the archbishop of Zaragoza, Pedro Valero, tell us something about the key
importance of emotional spaces, in this case, the rural space as opposed to the
urban. The fact is that different members of the clergy defined themselves not
so much by their ideological identification with the directives of the Catholic
Church as by the geographical area in which they worked. The central feature
of the stance adopted by the city-dwelling bishops was scepticism. As Pedro
Valero wrote, ‘our Holy Religion … abominates and detests all kinds of
superstition’41. In most rural communities, it was parish priests who lived side
by side with their parishioners and acted as intermediaries between the emerging
educated class and the working classes.
There was a third group within the clergy, however, also based in the
countryside, whose members encouraged and indeed perpetuated the old
ways of thinking. These were the friars, who specialized in carrying out exor-
cisms at Spain’s many rural shrines.42 One that attracted a particularly large
number of pilgrims seeking a cure for possession—a tradition documented
since at least as far back as the sixteenth century—was the Santo Cristo shrine
in Calatorao, a village some thirty kilometres north of Tosos. There, it was
believed that the miraculous power of the crucifix, together with the
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exorcisms performed by those in charge of the shrine, could cure the pos-
sessed who had made pilgrimages not only from neighbouring regions, but
from all over Europe.
According to the 1814 report issued by the mayor, the priest, and the Assem-
bly of Probity, the prevailing attitude towards those claiming to be possessed
had at first been one of incredulity. However, after one of the women had trav-
elled to Calatorao, most of the villagers underwent a radical change of mind.
The young woman in question experienced a miraculous cure, in full view of
many witnesses, sweeping away any lingering doubts as to the veracity of the
women’s claims. The people of Tosos, educated or not, became increasingly
convinced that ‘their’ possessed were genuine:
There is no doubt that in this village there are some women who are
truly possessed and bewitched. At first this was thought to be but
a fantasy, yet now it has been proved by that which happened to one of
them in the village of Calatorao. Joaquina García, unmarried, a native of
Tosos, alleged to be possessed, went to that Holy Chapel with her parents
and others. The priest began his exorcism, and she to make her usual vio-
lent movements. But finally, thanks to the power of the spell … she
stripped off her shirt from her body as quickly and forcefully as a ray of
light shines down through a cloud. Her outer garments remained intact.
This made a powerful impression on all present. The shirt was taken and
folded and hung in the chapel as a memorial of the miracle wrought by
the divine Jesus Christ.43
Each of the two conflicting explanations of the events in Tosos had in its
own way, therefore, been ratified, and there seemed no prospect of them ever
being reconciled. While the episcopal court’s investigations constituted palp-
able ‘proof’ of fraud for those arguing that the possessed were faking their
affliction, the miracle at Calatorao was equally convincing for those who
believed the claims of possession to be genuine.44 Well into the nineteenth
century, in a situation of widespread disorder, however rational and enlight-
ened the language used by the bishops, what ultimately prevailed in this case
was the language of witchcraft, which had claimed so many victims in previous
centuries.45 This language implied regulating human relationships in accord-
ance with certain assumptions, but it was also a way of justifying certain
unacknowledged emotions.46
Veiling emotions
To understand the origins of the outbreak of collective emotion in Tosos, it is
necessary to narrow our focus somewhat. At the root of the entire conflict lay
a relationship between two women: Joaquina and Antonia. In line with the clas-
sic witch’s profile, Joaquina was poor and not native to the village. Originally
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from Villanueva de Huerva, she had come to Tosos some years earlier with her
family in search of a new life. According to the Assembly of Probity’s 1814
report rejecting Joaquina’s request to move back to Tosos:
This Joaquina Martínez is a native of Villanueva. She grew up in extreme
poverty and distress, and came to Tosos with a large family. There she
was given the job of taking care of the village stables. She remained in this
job for some years and she recently rented the shop. This certainly ensured
that she had enough to eat. But all her properties do not exceed 200
dineros, and she can work this property and these lands, due to their
closeness to Tosos, while remaining in Villanueva.47
When her situation was financially precarious, Joaquina was accepted into
the community and, as several witnesses stated, she became very friendly with
Antonia Ramo, among others. However, at some point, these women all
turned against her. In 1817, the priest Francisco Marcos put together a report
on life in the village over the five years since the first outbreak of demonic
possession:
During the French rule some disagreements arose in the village, the most
well known being that between [Antonia] Ramo and [Joaquina] Martí-
nez … both shopkeepers and involved in the sale of goods. Each became
envious about the other’s abilities to sell her merchandise, and Ramo said
that Martínez had sold a bewitched cheese and that all those eating it
would become possessed. It happened that, at that time, either through
fear of the French or for reasons known only to the doctors, many
women and some men suffered some kind of affliction causing them to
make extraordinary gestures which, because people were anxious and
because it was in Ramo’s interest to encourage the idea of possession,
were seen as proof of such. Martínez’s life was threatened, and she had to
move to Villanueva de Huerva, where she currently resides.48
It is clear, therefore, that the accusation of evil-doing levelled at Joaquina had
been dreamt up by Antonia. Both women sold foodstuffs in the village and
a claim that Joaquina had sold ‘a bewitched cheese’ was the perfect way for
Antonia to put an end to her competition. According to Joaquina, Antonia also
owed her money and did not want to repay it, which would be reason enough
for her to oppose Joaquina’s return to Tosos. This was mentioned in the letter
sent by Joaquina and her husband Miguel Pascual to the archbishop of Zarago-
za’s representative:
The said [Antonia] Ramo has for years owed Miguel Pascual and his wife
twenty-four duros, and it is in her interest to appear to be suffering so that
they do not return to the village and ask for this debt to be repaid.49
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We have no other evidence to confirm whether Antonia really owed Joa-
quina money. What is beyond doubt is the fact that once Antonia’s tale began
to spread, so too did the animosity towards Joaquina, soon taking the form of
threats against her life. In September 1813, Manuel Pascual Bernard, a priest in
the neighbouring village of Cariñena, was commissioned by the archbishop of
Zaragoza to investigate the case. Like a real detective, he travelled undercover
to Tosos and Villanueva de Huerva to carry out his enquiries, before question-
ing the key individuals. One of his earliest conclusions was that ‘the expression
“we’re going to kill the witch” … has gradually spread with the affliction, pass-
ing from one person to another’.50
Joaquina had been threatened repeatedly, but she always managed to escape at
the last moment. In his report of December 1813, Monsignor Bernard high-
lighted two particularly significant episodes, which, in his view, provided suffi-
cient grounds to recommend that Joaquina never return to Tosos. Both events
were proof positive of the tremendous hostility harboured by the villages against
Joaquina ever since the rumour that she was a witch had begun to spread. The
ill-feeling even went beyond the village bounds: ‘A young soldier … because
his sister had bled to death, became so obsessed and worked up that he rode to
Villanueva brandishing a sword in order to kill Joaquina. Miraculously, she
somehow managed to escape’.51 In another incident ‘three men went to the
same village with deadly intent to ensnare her, but fortunately when they tried
to make off with her to kill her, their plan was thwarted’.52
Although these violent events called out for ‘just and exemplary punishment’,
Bernard took them more as a warning, and as sound reason for advising in no
uncertain terms that Joaquina never return, not only for her own protection,
but also and more importantly, for the sake of maintaining ‘public peace and
quiet’.53 From the priestly detective’s point of view, regardless of her magical
powers or lack of them, Joaquina was largely responsible for the situation in
which she found herself, partly because of her difficult nature and partly because
of her conduct when the outbreak of possession first occurred:
Joaquina has brought her shunning and disgrace upon herself … due to
her readiness at the beginning … to take those concerned to her home,
even lying in the same bed with them, applying relics to them and offer-
ing to cure their affliction.54
In other words, like many other popular exorcists who operated without
licence from the bishop (as in the Cristo de Calatorao sanctuary), Joaquina had
tried to expel the demons from the possessed herself, employing her own per-
sonal methods. As well as the spiritual remedies commonly used by Church-
approved exorcists, such as words (conversations with the devil lodged in the
body of the possessed women) or holy objects (applying relics), Joaquina had
used other definitely corporeal remedies (caressing or touching the intimate parts
of the afflicted). This was not in itself exceptional: orgasm as a cure for
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possession remained part of certain popular exorcism rituals in Spain until rela-
tively recently.55
It may be that Joaquina’s forceful character and demonstrations of power
played a part in the fact that her patients ultimately turned on her.56 Francisco
Marcos’s 1817 report described Joaquina as a ‘religious woman of good con-
duct’; but it also acknowledged her combative disposition and added that ‘her
nickname was “Bate Cargas”’ (old Battle-Axe).57 Whatever the truth of the
matter, the collective hatred displayed towards Joaquina undoubtedly stemmed
from the unacknowledged personal enmity of Antonia Ramo, the principal
instigator of the events that unfolded in Tosos. She and Joaquina had of course
once been close friends. Antonia’s unwillingness to admit that this friendship
had turned to undeclared loathing, her denial of the grudge she bore against Joa-
quina, is tellingly revealed in her choice of words when she was questioned by
the archbishop’s envoy. It is disturbing that, after accusing Joaquina of being
wholly responsible for the evil spells that had caused such unhappiness, Antonia
concluded her testimony by stating that none of her declarations stemmed from
‘enmity or hatred, that she certainly harbours neither in her heart, since they
were friends, and she is always disposed to support her in as much as she
could’.58
Similarly, Julián Gracia, the young man who had tried more than once to
murder Joaquina, would claim when he was questioned:
he says nothing against the said Joaquina, nor does he have reason to do
so, believing her as he does to be a good woman. And that he, not wish-
ing her any ill, would have no problem speaking to … and even eating
with her. And not feeling any hatred or rancour against her, he would be
happy were she able to return to the village, because he believes his afflic-
tion was sent to him by God and the Lord himself will remove it accord-
ing to his will.59
According to testimony given by a Tosos doctor, Don Ignacio Burillo, each
time Antonia had been ‘reprimanded for her irregular behaviour and ravings’,
she always replied that she had been ‘a very good friend of said Joaquina’, that
she still was her friend, that she wished her well in every way, and ‘that what
she says and does against Joaquina she cannot help, for God is telling her to do
it’.60 Her systematic denial of any envy or dislike of her former friend was
couched, therefore, in this kind of providentialist language, enabling her to jus-
tify any aggression as being involuntary on her part.
The intense emotions experienced by Antonia and her consequent violent,
uncontrolled conduct clearly came from an inner, unresolved conflict between
love and hate. There are many references in the trial documents to the extreme
states of mind that overwhelmed her whenever she saw or spoke to Joaquina, or
even just thought about her. Some of the most notable of these are ‘drowsiness’,
‘anguish’ or ‘affliction’, ‘suffocation’ and ‘oppression’, ‘heat’, or more ambiguously
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and generally, what one of her neighbours classed in his testimony as ‘vehement
passion’. According to Antonio Mainar, an inhabitant of Tosos, he had always
considered Antonia to be a woman
of known Christianity, God-fearing and on good terms with all … And
that, being such a friend of Joaquina, he cannot persuade himself that [that
which she has done against her] can be due to enmity or hatred towards
her, nor to malicious pretence, [but] to a vehement passion and the heat
of her imagination.61
There is no more interesting insight into Antonia’s inner world and the way
in which she herself experienced her heightened feelings, emotions, or passions
than the report written by Bernard after he had met and questioned her. A few
days after travelling undercover to Tosos and Villanueva, in mid-September
1813, he decided to summon Antonia and her husband to his church in Cari-
ñena in order to speak to them in the presence of the parish priest and another
cleric. According to Bernard, this meeting was arranged ‘with the greatest cau-
tion and discretion’ since it was thought that what emerged would prove to be
‘the origins of the affair’.62
Antonia’s testimony, which included references to both visual and auditory hal-
lucinations, as well as to ‘higher impulses’, would today lead us to deduce that she
was suffering from a condition of disordered consciousness labelled by some psy-
chiatrists as a ‘twilight state’.63 According to recent research, the most characteris-
tic aspect of this condition is a narrowing of the consciousness owing to
a heightened emotional state that colours the individual’s personal experi-
ences in such a way that it gives the impression that the subject’s entire
psychic activity is centred only on that which is related to his or her
anger, anxiety, hatred, etc.64
Antonia’s intense and conflicting emotions initially manifested themselves, in
fact, in the form of visual and auditory hallucinations directly related to the
matter with which she was obsessed. As Bernard’s report states:
[Antonia] felt an inner agitation and melancholy that she could not kneel
and give the Lord due adoration … And then she heard a voice that said:
‘Antonia, now will appear before you the three people who trouble and
frighten you, between these walls, without your seeing them!’ And at the
same time, she felt impelled to cry aloud: ‘Antonia, you will now be cured,
but the other women will not if the sorceress does not pay the penalty: the
evil is behind you. One of the three is behind you (this meaning Joaquina
Martínez). The other is outside the village (this meaning Joaquina’s hus-
band). And the deceived girl is at home (this meaning María Manuela Zara-
goza, spinster and niece of the aforementioned husband and wife)!’65
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This auditory illusion, according to Antonia, was then confirmed by a vision,
since ‘in the very act of lifting the host there appeared before her clearly and
distinctly another three people within the circumference of the host itself.’66
The two hallucinations gave Antonia courage to stand and go towards
the altar, ‘letting out shrieks and great yells’, and then ‘such violent blows
with both hands’ that the celebrant, afraid that the holy wine might be
spilled, ‘asked that they remove her from that place’.67 According to Anto-
nia’s account, she had only gone to the altar to touch the stone, returning
immediately to her seat ‘tranquil and serene, although tired and weary’.
And then she had heard another voice that said to her: ‘Now you have to
tell her you forgive her for the trespasses, but not for the damages, and
that she must forgive you in return’.68 Antonia told how, guided by this
latest ‘voice’, she had left the church and, on meeting Joaquina in the
street, had asked her forgiveness. That made her think that ‘her spirit had
been made quiet and that in future she would be able to visit and speak
with Joaquina’.69 Nonetheless,
with much feeling, she has never been able to endure her presence and
still cannot bear it. And thus, the very fact that Joaquina might be in the
village or within its boundaries … or if she has to pass through the village
of Villanueva, where Joaquina now lives, she feels the same discomfort
and disturbances as when she actually sees her.70
Once Bernard had finished questioning Antonia at the Cariñena church, he
took her home. As he would relate afterwards, Antonia there suffered
a recurrence of her ‘condition’, a clouding of the vision that the language of
psychiatry would probably associate with a state of ‘morbid somnolence’ or an
episode of ‘partial amnesia’, both characteristic of a ‘twilight state’:
That very day Antonia Ramo … suddenly appeared to be overcome by
a kind of lethargy, suggesting some kind of anguish or affliction that
seemed to have robbed her of her senses. It did not last very long and
once she had come back to her senses, she said she heard when they were
calling her but could not reply, adding that the same thing had happened
to her many times, notably on naming her enemy or if they were praying
for Joaquina and her husband. And that therefore, on saying a paternoster
at Mass for those in a state of mortal sin she felt obliged to shout aloud:
‘Except for two, they being Joaquina and her husband!’ “And that if she
sometimes wanted to restrain herself, she suffered such stifling oppression
that in the end she had to utter the words.71
According to Fray José de la Huerta, the assistant to the parish priest of
Tosos, the ‘nonsense and ravings’ uttered by Antonia, a Christian woman of
unblemished character, who only appeared to be ‘beyond herself’ when the
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subject of Joaquina arose, were not those of a ‘sane woman’, nor could they be
the ‘effect of whim, nor a malicious pretence’, but could only be the product of
a ‘disturbed imagination’.72 It is hardly surprising that having completed his
investigation, during the course of which he had questioned various neighbours,
including several priests and the doctor, Bernard judged Antonia’s behaviour to
be irrefutable proof of insanity. That led him to discount any attempt to commit
deliberate fraud: ‘She is afflicted by a partial insanity, at least with respect to the
matters and issues dealt with here’.73
Antonia’s contradictory and tormented emotional state combined two defence
mechanisms that have been the subject of a great deal of research in Freudian
psychology: negation and projection.74 During the ‘witch-hunts’ of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, for example, the great majority of accusations of witch-
craft did no more than attribute to the supposedly guilty women—genuine scape-
goats—feelings that the accusers refused to acknowledge within themselves. In
contrast to the complexity of Antonia’s emotional conflicts, the case of Julián de
Gracia is a transparent example of how the mechanism of projection worked
when it came to accusing someone of witchcraft. Young Julián, who in the words
of a worker who gave evidence at the trial, was ‘a young lad of very little spirit’,
had tried to kill Joaquina more than once. So afraid was he of being hurt by the
woman said in the village to be a witch, that instead of waiting to see whether she
was truly dangerous, he decided to attack her first. According to his own testi-
mony, ‘taking up a hatchet, he went to the house of the said Joaquina’.75
It may be that the aggression directed at Joaquina was, to some extent, attrib-
utable to her character and conduct. Nonetheless, the surviving testimony as to
the unrelenting persecution to which she was subjected would suggest that this
violence arose more from a need to find a way of relieving psychologically
based conflicts at a time of particular social and political tension. Whatever the
level of responsibility of the parties involved, the fact is that, in spite of the arch-
bishop of Zaragoza’s enlightened efforts ‘to banish ideas of witchcraft from the
village’ and defend Joaquina from the harassment of her persecutors, the trial did
nothing to solve the problem. Over and above personal emotions and interpersonal
conflicts, the 1812 outbreak of demonic possession, with all it entailed, has
something to say to us about the critical importance of collective emotions, a field
of study ripe for exploration and one that invites us to reflect on the undeniable
reciprocity between passion and civilisation.
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AFTERWORD
Emotional communities and the early
modern religious exile experience
Nicholas Terpstra
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
The toll taken by the religious conflicts that tore through early modern Europe
resonates powerfully in these chapters. Segregation, persecution, expulsions, and
flight were the blunt receiving end of powerful movements for purification and
reform that transformed religious institutions and communities. They were the
existential forms of exclusion, and reform was for many Christians, Jews, and
Muslims first and foremost about removing, purging, and excluding. These were
the necessary first steps towards re-forming individuals, families, worshipping
communities, and societies according to the standards of a wrathful God.
Injunctions to hate the sin but love the sinner were perhaps too subtle for the
times and circumstances. Brought down to its narrowest imperative, the test of
true faith was that if the heart of God could tolerate no sin, then the heart of
the godly community could tolerate no sinner.
That narrow and abstract imperative cloaked a wide range of economic and
political motivations that used faith to legitimate driving out those deemed alien,
marginal, expendable, ripe for the picking, or no longer profitable. The contexts
for exclusion are complicated, their dynamics are always shaped by time and
place, and traditional topoi and rhetoric frame their justifications. Yet in these
chapters it is clear that the immediate emotional impacts on those who had fled
or been forced out of Italian valleys, French towns, or English estates were
remarkably similar, whether they were Jewish, Waldensian, Huguenot, Catholic,
or Quaker.
The rhetorics of piety were sometimes more about convenience than convic-
tion, to the point that as often as not they were summoned up after the fact in
order to justify exclusionary action as they were preached beforehand to incite
it. But it’s remarkable how much the language and motivation were shared by
both excluders and the excluded. Both inhabited a faith tradition where fear of
judgement could often obscure the poetry of grace. Christendom had long
found pain, guilt, and fear to be the most powerful motivators and had framed
its narratives accordingly, from gospel summaries to saints’ lives. Late medieval
artists and preachers cast the pain of Christ’s passion and crucifixion as signs of
love, but suffering could be described more vividly and memorably, whether it
was Christ on the cross, St Lawrence on the grill, or St Catherine on the wheel.
Pain could be shared, both with each other and with Christ and the heavenly
community. Certainly, the texts and sermons of imitative piety that were grip-
ping the hearts of both clergy and laity said as much about prayer, meditation,
and charity as about passion, pain and death. Yet whips and blood had an emo-
tional immediacy and intensity that alms could hardly match. Fear of God’s
anger and dread of judgement were clearly more compelling motivators in late
medieval piety, and as the chapters here show, they lost none of their power to
drive conscience and action in the period of the Reformations.
The popularity of St Francis in the late Middle Ages and Renaissance reminds
us how powerful the message of acting as a channel of love and peace could be.
Yet, exercising love or peace was never as raw or physical as receiving blows or
enduring pain. And it raised suspicions. Their love of poverty made Franciscans
the most fragmented and persecuted of all the major late medieval orders.
Among the various early modern traditions discussed in these chapters, the
Spiritualists and Quakers stand out as the rare exceptions who also emphasized
love, grace, and community. Their views led many of their more fearful Chris-
tian antagonists to condemn them as lustful epicurean antinomians. Worse, their
convictions were potentially contagious and certainly corrosive and so for a long
time were beyond toleration. The consequences of love were simply too fearful.
It is fear and pain that these chapters return to again and again: fear of God,
fear of violence, fear of betrayal, fear of dislocation, fear of erasure, fear of indif-
ference. Each fear framed pains both psychological and physical, both immediate
and remembered, both real and embroidered in memory and tradition. Each left
trauma as a legacy to later generations.
The chapters explore three themes related to how early modern religious conflict
forms an object of study in the larger History of Emotions: belonging and dis-
placement, coping with persecution and exile, and “othering” strategies. In their
diversity, they raise a number of common observations, work with common
frameworks, and suggest intriguing directions for future research.
Emotions are often seen now as the most personal markers of identity, and
for some they are personal carriers of truth that end argument because they are
not up for discussion. But they are really the beginning of understanding, and in
these chapters the authors underscore how early moderns lived in what Barbara
Rosenwein described as ‘emotional communities’. Rosenwein framed the con-
cept for the early medieval period, and this only underscores how much the
religious frame of rituals, traditions, and language persisted in and through the
early modern period. Emotions taught how to value and devalue. They gave
meaning to experience by critically setting individual setbacks into a larger narra-
tive that secured individual and collective identity. Huguenots, Covenanters,
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Catholics, and Jews all took their identity out of this dynamic, and as Daniel
Barbu notes, one element in teaching young Jews how to feel Jewish was to
mentor them in how they ought to feel about Christians. Jews had to internalize
this lesson long before other early modern victims of Reformation purgation
drives were forced to flee over borders to safe uncertainty.
Were these emotions constitutive or performative? The question recalls
Peter Burke’s earlier distinction between ‘sincerity cultures’ and ‘theatre cul-
tures’, and it’s an interesting dichotomy to think with, even if it quickly
proves more problematic to pursue. Of course, they were both. The letters of
refugee Calvinists appealing to international allies for financial support, and the
sermons of Huguenot preachers galvanizing their exile communities in the
United Provinces and England have a performative predictability that comes
partly out of rhetorical tropes from the Bible and tradition. When religious
exiles and refugees are reliving Exodus, the Psalms give a template for the
appropriate responses. And emotions can lose traction in this tropological pre-
dictability—letters go unanswered, and wry side jests about weeping preachers
suggest a congregation more moved to boredom than to tears.
At the same time, emotions are never monolithic. They are existential
responses to immediate experiences that have thrown a group together and
defined them by a common fate of exclusion, exile, and persecution. And as we
can see with Jewish children in the sixteenth century, English nuns in the seven-
teenth, and Scottish Covenanters in the eighteenth, they are reinforced with
new physical materials, new songs and stories, and new historical narratives that
pass on traditions as fears, grievances, prejudices, and scores waiting to be settled.
Moreover, as we see in many of the chapters here, they can also rip through
faith communities, dividing those who flee from those who remain. Huguenot
believers living undercover in France were less moved by the tears of Huguenot
pastors in exile. Their immediate anxiety, fear, and grief often generated resentment
and scorn for those bewailing their dispossession in the safety of exile.
Gender shaped emotions critically in these contexts of conflict, as almost all of
the chapters show very powerfully. Huguenot women fleeing with children or
opting for internal exile might experience the added emotional and economical
challenge of abandonment by their husbands. It was often the survival of families
that drove refugees over the border and then drove them to despair as they
negotiated the practicalities of survival or return. English Catholic nuns
embraced a special vocation as the carriers of national, confessional, and class tra-
ditions in their exile convents, and this could generate pain and anguish. In the
often-criminalized context that merged deviance and dissent, some women were
vulnerable to charges of witchcraft, with lust, fear, and envy setting emotional
registers. At the same time, males had to learn both how to punish and how to
die like a man, with cowardice as the emotion that communities publicized and
leveraged in order to enforce behaviour.
Memory was important in the emotional community of religious exiles. But
as we see with some communities, forgetting was equally important. Or perhaps
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better to call it dissociation. Shared pain may bind an emotional community,
but not all pain is judged to be equal. Former refugees, whether Munster or
Marian exiles, could be no less purgative or exclusionary when they had their
own communities to protect. Some Jews had no difficulty managing the slave
trade, and some American Quakers had no difficulty holding the enslaved
people they brought for sale across the Atlantic. Yet voices in both communities
called out against the trade, precisely because it replicated the collective experi-
ence of exclusion and exploitation that their traditions had taught them. Gener-
ating a similar trauma in others brought them down to the level of their own
persecutors. A similar wilful forgetting obscures or removes those parts of the
narrative when victims were victimizers. French Catholics who were seized
with eliminating the ‘Huguenot threat’ in the 1570s were traumatized by
Huguenot desecrations of sacred spaces and times over the previous decade,
since these purgations threatened to eliminate God’s protection over their soci-
eties. Huguenots were driven by the same fear of a wrathful God and so saw
their purifying violence as holy. Covenanters who suffered in the restoration of
episcopacy after 1660 had themselves been vigorous eradicators of episcopacy
from Scotland not long before. These reciprocations were not vendettas, but
a dogged and fearful pursuit of the holy. We frequently see among Huguenots,
Catholics, and Radicals a profound sense that their enemies are acting as agents
of God’s wrath, and that it is their own guilt that has brought them low—they
are being purged because they had been insufficiently purgative and had tolerated
when they ought to have exercised what Alexandra Walsham called ‘charitable
hatred’. The familiar biblical topoi can be framed variously, so that the refugee
or exile is re-enacting either the exodus from Egypt to a promised land or the
Babylonian captivity. Performance is identity, and in the mysteries by which
God punishes those He loves, it is never one thing only. Except perhaps fear—
the proper fear of the Lord.
Monique Scheer develops the concept of emotional communities further by
articulating four types of emotional practice: mobilizing, naming, communicating,
and regulating. In the intersections with material and spatial history that these
chapters probe, we can appreciate the varied forms of emotional practice that
develop in early modern Europe. The technologies of printing and publication
may not have made emotions more vibrant, but they certainly made them more
public. David Joris might not have been reviled so widely or for so long had he
not started writing emotionally charged works that found eager and appalled
readers for generations. Huguenot preachers liberated from French censorship
flooded Dutch presses, but it was soon clear that what might mobilize emotional
community in Den Haag could move hearts in a very different direction in La
Rochelle. The various narratives that we can collectively name the Toledot Yeshu
become more problematically public as they move from manuscript to print, par-
ticularly as persecution picks up and as converts to Catholicism start identifying
these texts as the tools that had been used by their Jewish communities to mobil-
ize and regulate them when they were children. In the fight to ensure that
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Catholic Stuarts could not seize back the British throne, protestant polemicists
used the accounts of seventeenth-century martyrs like the Waldensian Sebastian
Bazan to stir up popular anti-Catholic xenophobia. In the same decades, Bernard
Picart juxtaposed Catholic, Reformed, and Jewish images to contrast the remote
stance of absolutist Papal power with the pastoral circle of Protestant and Jewish
family prayer and worship. By this point, fear had given way to disgust. Paper and
print were critical new technologies for mobilizing, naming, communicating, and
regulating emotions, and as they multiplied, the horizons of emotional response
moved forward. Yet older material forms like relics retained the power to move
and could even gain new currency: bloodied handkerchiefs, Thomas More’s hair
shirt, and bits of wood from executioners’ scaffolds brought the emotional res-
onance of the true cross or the shroud into the present.
***
The intersections through these chapters underscore how, even when we follow
particular religious and cultural communities in research, it is often the com-
monalities of exile experience more than the commonalities of creed that define
emotional communities. The immediate experience of exclusion often unites
Jews, Catholics, Calvinists, and Radicals, even if their processing of those feel-
ings serves to harden boundaries. These dynamics and paradoxes raise further
questions about emotions as drivers and responses in early modern religious conflict,
exile, and exclusion.
How does conversion shape emotion, particularly when emotions are what
most frequently drive individuals as they move from one faith community to
another, or simply move searching through a series of them?
What happens when emotions become traditions? Or catechetical? How are
they then performed and felt? Letters, images, objects, and memories are how
emotions are often mobilized and communicated, particularly across generations,
but their emotive force fades. The fear of God is a creedal constant, but the fear
of neighbour, ruler, or Inquisitor less so.
Why is fear so much stronger than love? It seems more prevalent here, but is
this because fear, trauma, and loss are more motivating and leave stronger traces
in desperate letters and appeals and in harsh actions and responses? Others speak
of love, compassion, and toleration and perhaps practice it, but why does it
seem to be only the Spiritualists and Quakers who truly delight in it—and suffer
for that delight? Fear and trauma can also become a memory as conditions
change, particularly among different classes. Political and ecclesiastical leaders of
the Holy Roman Empire saw dancing witches of the sixteenth and seventeenth
century as an immediate and fearful threat to communal health and safety. Their
counterparts in eighteenth-century Spain saw the healing witch as either a con
artist or lunatic, and more a danger to herself than to others.
Is laughter as rare as it seems in these communities? Does it always come as
the targeted laughter of satire and parody, whether the scatological German
woodcuts of the 1520s to the 1540s, the Toledot Yeshu’s mocking portrayal of
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Christ as the ghost in the latrine on Christmas, or Bernard Picart’s engravings
emphasizing papal power as remote, impersonal, and anything but pastoral? Is
laughter ever self-deprecating, or delighted, or relieved?
How do the inflections of culture and time shape emotional communities
within faith communities? This collection features Calvinists of various stripes,
from French Huguenots to Scottish Covenanters, to Rhineland Reformed.
Beyond this particular collection, in recent years Susan Karant-Nunn has written
about Lutherans, Wietse de Boer and Geert Janssen about Catholics, and Kenneth
Stow and Magda Teter about Jews. How do the rituals, texts, and traditions of
different faith communities generate distinct emotional communities, particularly
when these also become the most dangerous markers of their difference? Some
religious groups are more prone to exclusion, like radicals and Jews, while others
move in and out from the margins of power like Calvinists. Catholics wield abso-
lute power in some parts of Europe and are hounded in others. How and why
does an emotional community mobilize and communicate emotional memories
that no longer coincide with its immediate experience?
How do emotional communities move through time? All communities fray at
the edges; all develop generationally, spatially, and culturally. Individuals always
inhabit many at a time. Can we trace shifting sensitivities within and between the
emotional communities of religious exiles and refugees? How do others, either
within a tradition or outside it, appropriate emotions of others and internalize
them? Linguists have traced the gradual decline of French proficiency among
Huguenots in Berlin; is there a similar decline in emotional intensity and regu-
lation? Do we find among Huguenots in Berlin, as we do with Walloons in
Frankfurt, that as intermarriage with locals renders a community steadily less
distinct, it becomes ever more strategic in mobilizing, communicating, and
regulating that refugee identity as a form of social capital? A mark of segregation
and subordination in the seventeenth century became a prized form of identifi-
cation more resonant at the end of the eighteenth century.
These movements forward to the end of the early modern period remind us
that as experiences mature into traditions, they can be reborn in the reinventions
and appropriations of later generations, with emotions as the critical connective
tissue. Moravian descendants of sixteenth-century Radical exiles fled again in
the eighteenth century, and their experience made their own communal narra-
tives and traditions that much more vivid and immediate. Feeling exclusion
united those at the end with those at the beginning of the early modern period,
and this appropriation and internalization of Radical-era persecution inflected
Moravian worship in renewed exile. It was at a Moravian service in London
that John Wesley felt his heart ‘strangely warmed’. We might see this as
a further emotional appropriation across temporal and cultural boundaries, and
a particularly influential one. It would reshape Wesley’s preaching, trigger his
own exclusion from the Church of England, and define a spiritual movement
that consciously urged appropriating the emotions of Reformation-era religious
conflict as keys to religious revival in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
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Methodist and evangelical missionaries exported their Reformation revivalism
around the globe, both through and beyond the British Empire, targeting the
socially marginalized with greatest impact, largely because of the emotional
power of their message. They encouraged converts in rural, industrial, and colo-
nial contexts to appropriate the tropes, technologies, and traditions of early
modern religious exiles as ways to voice, understand, and mobilize their own
social exclusion. These were vivid, immediate, and emotionally relatable. Yet
they worked more through allegory or analogy than through lived experience.
The Methodist could sing movingly of having no earthly home, though without
the trauma of actually lacking a place to sleep, eat, or shelter. Moravian refugees
had been less fortunate. Yet the horizons had moved by the end of the early
modern period, and as the experience of exclusion became more distant, what
came into view was a greater appreciation for toleration and a greater desire to
make love, rather than fear, the emotion that animated Christian life.
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